

































































the! issue! of! violations! of! the! safety! of! journalists.! It! then! outlines! the! inadequacies! of!
methodological! approaches! to! risk! to! journalism! which! stem! from! a! narrow! and! oneF
dimensional!understanding!of!the!societal!role!of!journalism.!To!address!such!inadequacies,!
it!is!argued!that!a!theoretical!turn!toward!understanding!risk!to!journalism!through!the!use!
of!Alexander’s!Civil! Sphere!Theory! (2006)!and!Harrison’s! (2019)!understanding!of! the!civil!
ideal!of!the!news!is!required.!Combined!these!steps!reveal!that!there!is!a!need!for!a!multiF
dimensional!risk!profile!that!captures!how!civil!diminishment!occurs!when!the!civil! role!of!
journalism! is! itself! diminished.! Developing! a! risk! profile,! it! is! argued,! provides! for! a! new!
approach! to!understanding! risk! to! journalism.! In!developing! this! risk!profile! the! following!
arguments!are!made:! that! risk! to! journalism!can!be!used!to!understand!and! indicate!how!
fragile!a!particular!civil!sphere!is;!and!therefore!how!civilly!diminished!such!a!civil!sphere!is!
or!can!become;!and!that! it! is!necessary!to!profile!the!causes!and!manifestations!of!risk!to!
journalism! in! order! to! understand! civil! diminishment! as! a! consequence! of! such! risk.! The!
thesis! concludes! that! such! a! risk! profile! reveals! how! risk! to! the! civil! role! of! journalism!
generates! various! forms! of! civil! diminishment! of! societies! through! the! reduction! of! the!
discursive!capacity!of!the!civil!sphere.!Civil!diminishment!is!defined!throughout!this!thesis!in!
terms! of! the! way! diverse! forms! of! antiFcivil! power! dominate! the! associative! and!
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association! within! the! bounds! of! civil! society.! While! this! thesis! concerns! itself! with! civil!
society! as! the! social! sphere! essential! to! public! selfFdetermination! and! the! accountable!
exercise! of! power,! it! does! so! through! the! lens! of! Civil! Sphere! Theory! (Alexander,! 2006)!
which!provides!a!specific!conception!of!civil!society!–!or!the!civil!sphere!–!as!an!essentially!




as! it! should! be.! Thus,! what! this! thesis! attempts! to! do! is! to! understand! the! nature! and!
significance!of! risk! to! the!civil! role!of! journalism! in! terms!of! the!civil!diminishment!of! the!
discursive! and! communicative! capacity! of! the! civil! sphere.! To! achieve! this! the! thesis!
proposes! that! the! consequence! of! such! risk! to! journalism! should! be! framed! conceptually!
through!the!notion!of!civil!diminishment.! It! is!only!by!developing!a!multiFdimensional!and!
disaggregated!understanding!of!the!consequence!of!risk!to!journalism!as!expressions!of!civil!
diminishment! that! it! is! possible! to! comprehensively! understand! the! significance! of!






consideration! of! the! conceptual! rationale! underpinning! a! particular! framework! of!





risk!to! journalism!as!the!diminishment!of!civil! life!thus!conceptually!frames!the! journalism!
risk! profile! developed! in! this! thesis.! The! risk! profile! itself! then! identifies! the! causes! and!










comprehensive!understanding!of! the!manifestations!and! causes!of! risk! to! the! civil! role!of!





the! extent! to! which! the! civil! role! of! journalism! is! able! conform! to! the! ‘civil! ideal’! of!
journalism,!namely!its!capacity!to!be!trustworthy!and!liberal!(Harrison,!2019).3!The!further!
away!the!civil!role!of!journalism!is!from!this!civil!ideal!of!journalism!the!more!constrained!it!
is! in! its! discursive! capacity! to! support! the! solidarising! aims! of! the! civil! sphere.! Such!
constraints!are!a!form!of!civil!diminishment.!
!!
Thus,! it! is! argued! that! risk! to! the! civil! role! of! journalism! generates! various! forms! of! civil!
diminishment4! of! societies! through! the! reduction! of! the! discursive! capacity! of! the! civil!
sphere.! Attacks! on! journalism! thus! run! the! risk! of! rendering! the! civil! sphere! fragile! and!
therefore! threaten! to! diminish! it! by! attacking! those! enabling! factors! of! civil! life! which!
ensure!meaningful! interactions! between! citizens! (civil)! and! the! nonFcivil! spheres! of! state!
and!market.! These! enabling! factors,! as! facilitated! by! journalism,! include:! the! provision! of!
availability! of! authoritative! information;! high! levels! of! civil! knowledge;! the! capacity! for!
social!criticism;!freedoms!to!debate!what!is!legitimate!activity!by!the!nonFcivil!spheres!(state!
! 11!
and!market);! and,! the! opportunity! to! assess!what! shared! risks! ‘we’!might! face! (Harrison,!
2019:!Chapter!1,!7).!In!more!specific!terms,!the!civil!diminishment!of!journalism!restricts!the!
ability!of! journalism!to!construct!narratives! that!enable!citizens! to!construct!a!meaningful!




Civil! diminishment! thus! refers! to! the! way! diverse! forms! of! antiFcivil! power,! exercised! in!
contradistinction! to! solidarising! and! inclusive! civil! ideals,! dominate! the! associative! and!
communicative!conditions!of!civil!life!and!can!be!defined!(as!it!is!throughout!this!thesis)!as!a!
process! of! the! loss! of! the! solidarising! and! democratic! experience! of! associative! and!
communicative!life!and!freedoms!brought!about!by!restrictions!placed!upon!the!civil!role!of!
journalism.$ In! this! way,! antiFcivil! power! runs! contrary! to! the! ideal! of! democratic! selfF
determination!which!aims!to!ensure!that!the!exercise!of!power!is!held!accountable!through!




These! are! developed! in! various! steps! throughout! the! thesis,! starting!with! establishing! an!
understanding! of! empirical! and! conceptual! limitations!with! current! approaches! to! assess!
risk! to! journalism! and! the! need! for! a! new! holistic! (multidimensional! and! multilevel)!
conceptual!approach!to!understand!risk!to!journalism!(Chapters!1!and!2).!Following!on!from!
that,! theoretical! and! conceptual! work! is! undertaken! to! establish! that! it! is! the! wider!
significance!of!the!role!that!journalism!plays!within!societies!(its!civil!role)!and!what!society!
risks! losing! when! journalism! is! attacked,! that! needs! to! be! the! starting! point! for!
understanding!and!eventually!assessing!risk! to! journalism!(Chapter!3).!Risk! to!this!societal!
(civil)! role! of! journalism! is! then! developed! into! a! conceptual! understanding! of! the!
consequence!of!such!risk!as!a!form!of!civil!diminishment!(Chapter!4).!Finally,!a!risk!profile!of!
journalism!is!build!so!as!to!encapsulate!the!causes!and!manifestations!of!risk!to!journalism!







its! component! parts)! to! identify! risk! to! the! civil! role! of! journalism! to! form! a! holistic! ‘risk!
profile’!of!journalism?!
!
Research!question! 2:! Can! such! a! risk! profile! capture! the! complexity! of! civil! diminishment!
identifying!the!causes!and!manifestations!of!risk!to!the!civil!role!of!journalism?!!
!





an! argument! that! suggests! that! the! significance! of! risk! to! journalism! as! represented! in!
academic! and!grey! literature! currently!displays! fundamental! data! limitations! that!prevent!
an!understanding!of!the!nuances!and!complexities!of!risk.!These!limitations!are!in!some!part!
derived!from!methodological!limitations!but!more!significantly!they!derive!from!problems!of!
a! conceptual! and! theoretical! nature.! Evidence! of! this! is! illustrated! in! the! thesis! by! an!
examination! of! the! specific! problem! of! safety! threats! directed! against! journalist!





to! risk! reveal! underlying! empirical! knowledge! gaps! when! it! comes! to! understanding! the!
many!and!complex!ways!in!which!journalism!is!restrained!and!pressurised,!and!its!civil!role!
challenged.! This! finding! points! to! the! need! for! developing! a! holistic! approach! to!
comprehensively!understanding!risk!to!journalism.!!
!












To! explain! each! of! the! three! levels! of! analysis! in! some! more! detail,! the! macro! level! is!
concerned!with! the!way! the!civil! sphere! interacts!with!and!contests! the! influences!of! the!
political!and!economic!spheres!and!how!these!interactions!produce!risk!to!the!civil!role!of!
journalism.! To! be! precise,! the! macro! level! of! analysis! enables! the! examination! of! interF




communicative! life.! Analysing! macro! level! risk! would! entail! examining! various! forms! of!
qualitative!and!quantitative!data!that!can!be!used!to!describe!and!analyse!the!macro!level!
structural!forces!that!can!be!said!to!influence!the!civil!sphere.!Examples!of!such!macroFlevel!
analysis! could! include! assessments! of! the! type! and! extent! of! political! instability! and!
economic!inequalities!in!a!specific!societal!setting.7!!
!
The! meso! level! of! analysis! then! concerns! itself! with! intra! civil! sphere! institutional!
contestation.!That! is,!how!the! two!key! institutions! (regulation!and!communication)!of! the!
civil! sphere! interact! with! each! other.! Institutions! in! this! context! can! be! understood! as!
‘durable$social$entities$with$norm$and$ruleAstructured$natures$that$are$effective$in$controlling$
human$ behaviour’$ in! formal! and! informal! ways! (Sjovaag,! 2013:! 162).! Or,! in! other!words,!
‘$[i]nstitutions$comprise$collectives$that$operate$in$a$reciprocal$relationship$with$their$socioA
economic$ environment’$ (ibid.)! As! further! explained! by! Smelser’s! (1997:! 46)! institutions!
consist! of! ‘those$ complexes$ of$ roles,$ normative$ systems$ and$ legitimising$ values$ that$
constitute$ a$ functionally$ defined$ set$ of$ activities$ that$ gain$ permanence$ through$ the$ very$
! 14!
process$ of$ institutionalisation’.! As! he! further! notes,! institutions! are! both! simultaneously!
imagined!and!yet!spoken!about!as! if! they!enjoyed!a!public$ ‘empirical$existence’! (ibid).!For!
the! purpose! of! this! thesis,! the! two! civil! institutions! of! concern! are! those! of! law! and!
journalism,8!their!relationship!to!each!other,!and,!how!they!understand!the!legitimate!(civil)!
role!of!journalism.!At!the!meso!level,!an!analysis!of!manifestations!of!institutional!risk!to!the!
civil! role! of! journalism! would! include! various! qualitative! and! quantitative! forms! of!




of! freedom! and! autonomy! that! the! individual! journalist! has! to! pursue! the! civil! role! of!
journalism.!This!will!depend!upon!how!the!professional!role!of!the!journalist!is!constrained!
by!the!various!types!of!roleFspecific!norm!conformity!they!are!obliged!to!adhere!to.!In!other!
words,! the! micro! level! of! analysis! captures! manifestations! of! risk! to! the! agency! of! the!
individual! journalist!to!uphold!the!civil! role.!The!micro! level!should!thus!be!understood!as!
the!quotidian!level!of!qualitative!indexical!accounts,!ethnography,!life!histories!and!personal!
narratives! concerning! accounts! of! what! forms! of! coercion! the! individual! journalist!
experiences,!as!well!as!the!quantitative!count!data!on!various!types!of!violations!against!the!
individual!journalist.10!At!the!micro!level!of!analysis!types!of!coercion!include!diverse!forms!
of! abuse! and! attack! ranging! from! subtle! and! hidden! forms! (such! as! selfFcensorship)! to!
violence!and!the!killing!of!journalists.!!
!
By! adopting! these! three! levels! of! analysis! the! thesis! seeks! to! provide! a! conceptual!
framework!for!mapping!risk!to!the!civil! role!of! journalism!that!can!be!used!to! identify!the!
manifestations! and! causes! of! such! risk,! and! understand! their! potential! consequence! in!
terms!of!the!civil!diminishment!of!a!given!societal!setting.!Expressed!more!concretely,!the!
three! levels! of! analysis! are! intended! to! facilitate! the! detection! and! comprehensive!
understanding!of!risk!to!the!civil!role!of!journalism!and!how!societal!environments!produce!
risk!which!are!inimical!to!that!civil!role.!As!previously!explained,!this!is!arguably!best!done!
by! assembling! a! risk! profile! that! is! methodologically! inclusive! by! allowing! for! the!














as! follows:! a)! risk! is! understood! as! sources! of! potential! constraint! upon! the! civil! role! of!
journalism$ and$ b)$ civil$ diminishment$ is! understood! as! the! consequence! of! antiFcivil!
constraints!placed!upon!the!discursive!and!communicative!capacity!of!journalism!as!well!as!
free!and!voluntary!associative! life! in! the!civil! sphere.!To!put! the!matter!another!way,! the!
thesis! examines! the$ risk$ of$ the$ civil$ diminishment$ of$ the$ civil$ ideal$ of$ journalism$ from$ the$
point$of$view$that$risk$to$journalism$could$be$used$as$an$indicator$of$the$civil$diminishment$of$




one! specific! aspect!of! civil! diminishment,!namely! the!diminishment!of! the! civil! sphere!via!
risk! to! the! civil! role! of! journalism.! Other! forms! of! civil! diminishment! detrimental! to! the!








Chapter! 1! contextualises! the! research! aims! and!questions!of! the! thesis! by! introducing! an!
understanding!of!risk!to!journalism!as!a!multidimensional!and!complex!problem!through!the!
analysis!of!the!legal!and!human!rightsFbased!framework!of!protection,!while!also!exploring!
current! knowledge! gaps! with! regard! to! how! the! reality! of! problems! of! safety! threats! is!







the! identified! empirical! knowledge! gaps! and! the! current! problem! of! comprehensive!
understanding! of! risk! to! journalism.! This! is! achieved! through! the! analysis! of! empirical,!
conceptual! and! theoretical! limitations! of! conventional! data! approaches! to! risk! which! is!
illustrated! by! the! existing! frameworks! focusing! on! assessing! and! measuring! risk! to!
journalism!via! threats! to! the! safety!of! journalist!practitioners.!Based!on! the! findings! from!
the! knowledge! and! data! gaps! analysis! the! chapter! identifies! the! shortfalls! in! existing!







the!academic! literature.! The! limitations! identified! in!existing!approaches!and! theories!are!
used!to!understand!the!need!to!turn!to!what!Civil!Sphere!Theory!understands!to!be!the!civil!








how! the! consequence! of! risk! to! journalism! should! be! understood! in! terms! of! the!
diminishment! of! its! civil! role.! This! chapter! therefore! examines! risk! to! the! civil! role! of!







the! conceptual! and! theoretical! characteristics! previously! identified! as! necessary! to!







to! journalism! as! emanating! from! environments! within! which! journalism! is! practiced! by!
introducing!a!conceptual!understanding!of!causes!of! risk!as!expressions!of! forms!antiFcivil!
power.! The!profile! also! allows! for! the! identification!of! the!nature! and!expression!of! such!
forms!antiFcivil!power!by!tracking!manifestations!of!risk!to!the!civil!role!of!journalism.!!
!
By! profiling! the! civil! and! journalistic! environments! of! a! given! societal! and! geographical!
setting,! the! risk! profile! thus! allows! for! the! examination! of! the! set! of! circumstances! that!
indicate!the!civil!diminishment!of!the!civil!sphere!itself!as!an!outcome!of!the!restrictions!and!
constraints!placed!upon! the!civil! role!of! journalism.! In! this!way! the! risk!profile!provides!a!
specific! civil! conception! of! and! rationale! for! how! risk! to! journalism! should! be! framed! as!
producing! the! consequence! of! civil! diminishment.! Together,! the! disaggregation! of! the!
causes!and!manifestations!of!such!risk!through!the!risk!profile!allows!for!the!identification!




in! any! particular! society! requires! extensive! collection! of! data! for! the! purpose! of!
understanding!how!certain!types!of!risk!to!journalism!plays!out!in!terms!of!occurrences!of!
civil! diminishment! under! certain! societal! circumstances.! And! such,! empirical! testing! is!
beyond! the! scope! of! the! thesis.15!What! the! risk! profile! does! do! however! is! to! provide! a!
conceptual! framework! for! understanding! civil! diminishment! as! a! consequence! of! risk! to!
journalism,! and! by! doing! so! providing! a! conceptually! grounded! and!more! comprehensive!
understanding!of!problems!of!risk!to!journalism.!
!













For! the! purpose! of! this! thesis,! approaching! risk! to! journalism! through! the! civil! sphere! allows! for! an!






3!The!notion!of!the!civil! ideal!of!the!news!(here!the!civil! ideal!of! journalism)!is!developed!by!Harrison!(2019)!
and! it! can!be!described!as!capturing!a!particular!understanding!of! the!societal! role!and!value!of! journalism.!






with$ regard$ to$ what$ ‘we’$ should$ value$ and$ preserve$ in$ the$ face$ of$ nonAcivil$ and$ antiAcivil$ interferences.$









comprehensively! understanding! risk! to! journalism! is! also! Harrison’s! analysis! of! how! this! civil! ideal! is!
jeopardised!and!compromised:!‘The$civil$ideal$of$the$news$faces$its$greatest$challenge$at$the$hands$of$political$
power$and$commercial$power$which$reduce$people$respectively$to$an$audience$of$partisans$or$to$an$audience$
of$ consumers.$ In$ neither$ case$ are$ they$ treated$ as$ fully$ rounded$ citizens’! (ibid.,! Chapter! 3,! 1.).! This!
understanding! of! the! environmental! precariousness! of! the! civil! ideal! of! journalism!will! be! developed! into! a!
holistic!understanding!of!risk!to!journalism!through!the!concept!of!civil!diminishment!in!Chapter!4.!!
4! A! paper! entitled! ‘The! Diminishment! of! the! Civil! Sphere:! Measuring! the! Fragility! Risk! Profile! of! News!
Journalism! in!Hostile! Environments’!was! coFauthored! by!Harrison! and! Torsner! (2018)! and! presented! at! the!
IAMCR!conference! in!Eugene,!Oregon,!USA,! June!20F24,!2018.! !Harrison!(2018)!also!addressed!the!notion!of!
civil! diminishment! in! her! UNESCO! Chair! on! Media! Freedom,! Journalism! Safety! and! the! Issue! of! Impunity!
inaugural!lecture!entitled!‘Diminishment!and!Resistance:!The!Civil!Power!of!Journalism’!held!at!the!University!
of!Sheffield,!United!Kingdom!on!7!November!2018.!In!her!inaugural!lecture!Harrison!developed!the!notion!of!
civil! diminishment! in! relation! to! oppressed,! repressed,! antagonistic! and! agonistic! societal! environments.!
Available!at:!https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uAZrUnuOTJk!(Accessed:!12!September!2019)!
5! To! briefly! address! the! notion! of! safety! there! are! various! interpretations! of! its! conceptual! meaning.! For!
instance,! ‘‘‘Safety’’$ has$ sometimes$been$defined$as$a$ situation$without$accidents$ (Tench!1985)$and$on$other$
occasions$ as$ a$ situation$with$ an$ acceptable$ probability$ of$ accidents$ (Miller$ 1988).$ In$ a$ recent$ philosophical$




meaning! and! relationship! are! debated! in! the! academic! literature.! See! e.g.! Möller! (2012).! This! conceptual!
debate!will!not!be!explored!in!any!great!depth!in!this!thesis.!Rather!what!is!important!here!is!first!to!examine!




Rather,! the! term! risk! will! be! developed! into! an! ‘internally$ coherent’$ (ibid.,! 62)! conception! for! the! specific!
purpose! of! understanding! it! in! terms! of! the! civil! diminishment! of! journalism.! To! establish! a! basic!










6! Alexander! (2006:! 7)! argues! that! ‘The$ civil$ sphere$ is$ bounded$ $[and$ separated]$ by$ what$ might$ be$ called$







civil! spheres! is!debated!and!various! conceptions!of! their! relationship!exist.! For! instance,!Alexander!explains!
that!scholars!like!Adam!Ferguson,!Adam!Smith,!Rousseau,!Hegel,!and!Tocqueville,!used!the!term!civil!society!as!
an! ‘umbrellaAlike$ concept$ referring$ to$ a$ plethora$of$ institutions$ outside$ the$ state’$ including! for! instance! ‘the$
capitalist$market$and$its$institutions$(…)$and$virtually$every$form$of$cooperative$social$relationship$hat$created$
bonds$of$ trust’$ (2006:! 24).! Indeed,! for! instance!with! regard! to! the! separation!between! the!market! and! civil!
society!critics!of!the!possibility!of!any!clearFcut!separation!between!the!two!argue!that!such!attempts!may!lead!
to!misleading!’purist$accounts$of$civil$society’!(Keane,!2006:!30).!According!to!Keane,!such!approaches!tend!to!
treat! civil! society! as! separated! from! the! market! but! also! understand! the! two! as! being! regulated! by!
! 20!
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irreconcilable! logic.! Indeed,! for! Keane! it! needs! to! be! recognised! that! the! market! may! have! civilizing! and!
socialising!effects!while!also!producing!risk!to!the!civil!sphere.!Such!risk,!argues!Keane,!should!be!regarded!not!







of! the! civil! sphere,! this! institutional! differentiation! between! the! civil! and! nonFcivil! sphere! alongside! the!





systems,$ voting,$ and$ “office,”$ on$ the$ one$ hand,$ and$ (…)$ communicative$ institutions$ as$ mass$ media,$ public$
opinion$polls,$and$civil$associations,$on$the$other’.!The!focus!on!the!civil!institution!of!journalism!in!this!thesis!is!






11! The!diminishment!of! civil! life! via! risk! to! the! civil! role!of! journalism! then! could! arguably!have!more!wideF
ranging!consequences!with!regard!to!the!democratic!development!and!sustainability!of!society.!

















about! the! problem! of! risk! to! journalism,! but! rather! an! attempt! to! make! a! concrete!
contribution! to! efforts! to! understand! the! complexity! of! the!problem!and! to! contribute! to!
redressing! it.! It! is! therefore! significant! that! the! research! carried! out! in! this! thesis! is! of!
relevance!to!and!connects!with!the!agenda!to!safeguard!journalism!that!is!being!undertaken!
internationally,! regionally!and! locally.1!The!hope! is! that!by!developing!an!approach!for!the!
nuanced!and!inFdepth!understanding!of!risk!to!journalism,!the!work!undertaken!in!this!thesis!




and! questions! of! the! thesis.! This! will! be! achieved! by! explaining! how! the! task! of!
understanding! the!complex!and!multidimensional!nature!of!problems!of! risk! to! journalism!
requires!a!holistic!framework!that!allows!for!the!comprehensive!and!systematic!mapping!of!
such!risk.!The!chapter!will!demonstrate!why!such!a!holistic!framework!to!risk!is!needed!not!
only! to! understand! the! nature! of! problems! of! risk! in! relation! to! how! possibilities! for!
journalistic! practice! are! manifest! (the! occurrence! of! an! attack),! but! importantly! also! in!
relation! to! their! causes! and! to! the! significance! of! such! risk! in! terms! of! its! societal!
consequences.!This!chapter!will!achieve!this!by!outlining!how!problems!of!risk!to!journalism!
are!understood!and!framed!from!a!legal!and!human!rightsFbased!perspective!(Section!1.1).3!
Following! on! from! that,! Section! 1.2! will! explore! how! the! reality! of! problems! of! risk! is!
currently!understood.!This!will!be!achieved!by!reviewing!the!related!grey!literature!(Section!
1.2.1)4!and!then!the!academic!literature!(Section!1.2.2).!The!legal!rightsFbased5!rationale!for!









and! varied! practices! and! actions! that! attack! and! may! restrict! free! and! independent!
journalism.! In! other! words,! such! actions! should! be! understood! as! being! directed! both!
towards! the! institution! and! practice! of! journalism! and! to! the! individual! journalist!
practitioner!with!repercussions!ultimately!for!the!societal!role!that!journalism!performs.!An!
understanding! of! distinct! concepts! that! can! be! described! as! constituting! interrelated!
dimensions! of! risk! to! journalism,! such! as! threats! to! the! safety! of! journalists,! as! well! as!
constraints! on! press! freedom! will! start! to! take! shape! in! this! chapter! for! the! purpose! of!




integral! to! the! realisation! of! fundamental! rights! and! standards! of! good! governance.7! This!
legal!and!rightsFbased!rationale! for!protecting! journalism!places!obligations!upon!states!to!
safeguard! journalism! according! to! the! fundamental! rights! attached! to! the! individual!
journalist,! such! as! the! right! to! life,! freedom! of! expression! and! opinion! and! other! rights!
directly! linked!with! the!dignity! of! a! person.!However,! international! human! rights! law!also!
establishes!that!journalism!must!be!protected!due!to!its!societal!value!of!keeping!the!public!
informed.!In!fact,!press!freedom!and!the!right!to!information!are!seen!as!key!to!realising!the!
more! general! rights! to! free! expression! and! opinion! by! facilitating! public! exchange! and!
information! sharing! as! a!means! to! achieve! collective! societal! goals.! Journalism! then,! as! a!
form!of!expression!directed!at!all!members!of!society!through!public!media!platforms!is!key!





the! organisations! and! actors! that! work! to! monitor! and! collect! information! on! violations!
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against! the! safety! of! journalists.! Human! rights! law! also! forms! a! critical! rationale! of!
justification!for!instance!when!it!comes!to!advocating!for!the!rights!of!journalists,!raising!the!
alarm!when!such!rights!are!infringed!and!to!exhort!states!to!develop!policies!that!safeguard!
the!practice!of! free!and! independent! journalism.!While!there!exist!a!range!of!perspectives!
on!understanding!the!societal!role!of!journalism!in!the!academic!literature!it!is!argued!here!
that! the! legal! rightsFbased! approach! provides! the! most! appropriate! starting! point! for!
examining! risk! to! journalism.! This! is! due! to! the! fact! that! it! establishes! that! protecting!
journalism! is! to! be! viewed! as! a! universal! value! and! is! interlinked! with! the! upholding! of!
human! rights,! and! consequently! the! sustainable! development! of! society! more! broadly.8!
From!the!viewpoint!of! this! thesis! it! is! important! to!evaluate!to!what!extent!a!rightsFbased!
rationale!and!the!way!it!is!currently!applied!to!assess!problems!of!risk!to!journalism!can!be!
utilized!to!understand!not!only!the!manifestation!of!such!risk!in!terms!of!the!ways!in!which!





The!policy! issue!or!problem!at! stake!here! is! undeniably! the!desire! and!need! to! safeguard!
journalistic! practice! and! journalists.! And! as! explained! the! legally! enshrined! rightsFbased!
perspective! provides! a! point! of! departure! for! understanding! how! the! rights! of! journalists!
and!the!rights!of!members!of!society!at!large!are!circumscribed!when!journalism!is!attacked!
or! pressurised.! Such! rights! violations! in! themselves! are! indeed! important! to! understand.!
However,! for! the! purpose! of! understanding! the! nature! and! dynamics! of! risk,! a! more!
comprehensive!approach! is! required:! an!approach! that!must! allow! for! the!examination!of!



















independent! journalism.! The! task! of! framing! the! problem! of! risk! to! journalism! for! the!
purpose! of! developing! a! holistic! approach! is! central! to! the! thesis! and! necessitates! the!
identification! of! what! is! currently! known! about! problems! of! risk! to! journalism! as! well! as!




to! risk! to! journalism.! This! requires! first,! to! establish! how! journalism! is! understood! and!
defined! in! the! context! of! legal! protection! (Section! 1.1.1),! and! secondly! to! review! the!
protection!framework!provided!by!international!law!(Section!1.1.2).!To!sum!up,!this!section,!
together! with! Section! 1.2,! which! covers! the! reality! of! the! problem! of! risk! to! journalism,!






based! perspective! requires! first! the! outlining! of! how! journalism! and! its! practitioners! are!
defined.!Such!a!legal!understanding!of!what!journalism!is!and!who!is!a!journalist!establishes!
a!distinct!definitional!framework!indicating!how!risk!to!the!profession,!its!practitioners!and!
the!wider!societal! implications!of!such!risks!should!be!understood! in! terms!of!breaches!of!
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fundamental! rights.! This! definitional! approach! can! be! contrasted! with! various! other!
understandings!of!what!journalism!is!and!does.!!
!
The! debate! on! how! to! define! journalism! and! who! is! a! journalist! is! ongoing! on! the!
international!level!and!there!is!currently!no!consensus!around!a!single!definition.!From!the!
point! of! view! of! legal! protection! therefore,! the! question! ‘who$ is$ to$ be$ considered$ a$
journalist?’! (Heyns!&! Srinivasan,! 2013:! 306)! becomes! key! ‘not$ only$ because$ certain$ rights$
and$privileges$flow$from$the$title$of$“journalist”,$but$also$(because)$certain$individuals$may$be$
targeted$ by$ virtue$ of$ playing$ or$ being$ identified$with$ that$ role’$ (Parmar,! 2014:! 16).!While!
international!law!does!not!offer!any!direct!definition!of!who!is!a!journalist,!‘international$and$
regional$ human$ rights$ bodies$ have$ adopted$ a$ broadly$ functional,$ albeit$ not$ identical,$
approach$ to$ the$ notion’$ (ibid.,! 17).! For! instance,! the!UN!Human!Rights! Committee! ! (HRC)!
(2011:! 11)! has! stated! that:! ‘Journalism$ is$ a$ function$ shared$ by$ a$ wide$ range$ of$ actors,$
including$professional$ fullAtime$ reporters$and$analysts,$as$well$as$bloggers$and$others$who$
engage$in$forms$of$selfApublication’.10!A!similar!understanding!was!expressed!by!the!former!
Special! Rapporteur! on! freedom! of! opinion! and! expression:! ‘Journalists$ (…)$ observe$ and$
describe$ events,$ document$ and$ analyse$ events,$ statements,$ policies,$ and$ any$ propositions$
that$can$affect$society,$with$the$purpose$of$systematizing$such$information$and$gathering$of$




Such! inclusive! definitions! of! who! is! a! journalist! that! include! for! example! auxiliary! nonF
journalist! media! workers,! can! be! contrasted! with! approaches! that! distinguish! journalistic!
publication! from! other! forms! of! publication! by! referring! to! standards! of! professional!
journalistic!practice.11!For!instance,!a!recommendation!from!the!Committee!of!Ministers!at!
the! Council! of! Europe! (COE)! state! that! the! ’term$ ‘journalist’$means$ any$ natural$ or$ legal$
person$ who$ is$ regularly$ or$ professionally$ engaged$ in$ the$ collection$ and$ dissemination$ of$
information$ to$ the$ public$ via$ any$ means$ of$ mass$ communication’! (2000:! Appendix).! This!
stance!was!however! later! revised!and!Member!States!were!urged! to! ’adopt$a$new,$broad$
notion$of$ the$media’$ (COE,! 2011:! para! 7),! considering! that! ‘the$ scope$of$media$actors$ has$
enlarged$ as$ a$ result$ of$ new$ forms$ of$ media$ in$ the$ digital$ age’$ (COE,! 2014:! para! 2).!!
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Subsequently,! this! more! extensive! definition! of! ‘the! media’,! was! adjusted! to! cover:! ‘all$
actors$involved$in$the$production$and$dissemination,$to$potentially$large$numbers$of$people,$
of$content$(for$example$information,$analysis,$comment,$opinion,$education,$culture,$art$and$
entertainment$ in$ text,$ audio,$ visual,$ audiovisual$ or$other$ form)$and$applications$which$are$
designed$to$facilitate$interactive$mass$communication$(for$example$social$networks)$or$other$




is! reflected! not! least! in! the! series! of! criteria! and! related! indicators! outlined! in! the! 2011!
Recommendation!which!aims!to!determine!‘if$particular$activities,$services$or$actors$ought$to$
be$ regarded$as$media’$ through!a! ‘graduated$and$differentiated$approach$according$ to$ the$
part$that$media$services$play$in$content$production$and$dissemination$processes’$(ibid.,!para!
4).12! As! an! example! of! the! application! of! this! approach! the! 2011! Recommendation! states!
that!in!the!particular!case!of!bloggers!they!should!be!considered!media!workers!only!if!they!
fulfil!certain!‘criteria$to$a$sufficient$degree’$(ibid:!para!41).!These!recommendations!include!
for! instance! the! intention! to! act! as! media,! the! adoption! of! professional! standards! and!
meeting! public! expectations! with! regard! to! availability,! pluralism,! diversity! accountability!
and!transparency!(ibid.,!Criterion!1,!4!and!6).!
From!the!perspective!of! the!civil! society!organisation!Article!19,! the!criterion!suggested!to!
apply! to!bloggers!by! the!Committee!of!Minsters!2011!Recommendation! ‘is$ both$unhelpful$
and$ unnecessary:$ while$ professed$ adherence$ to$ a$ set$ of$ professional$ standards$may$ be$ a$
helpful$ indicator$ of$ whether$ an$ individual$ is$ engaged$ in$ media$ activity,$ it$ should$ not$ be$
regarded$ as$ a$ necessary$ condition.$ Disseminating$ information$ in$ the$ public$ interest$ is$ not$
something$ that$ should$ require$ membership$ of$ a$ professional$ body,$ or$ adherence$ to$ an$




















of! differentiating! between! the! domain! of! professional! ethics! as! representing! ‘an$ expert$
model$ that$ emphasizes$ the!unique$ proficiencies$ and$ duties$ of$media$ professionals’! and! in!
effect! establishes! ‘whom$ to$ trust$ in$ the$world$ of$ news’! and! the! domain! of! the! law! as! an!
egalitarian!model! that$ ‘emphasises$ equal$ access$ to$ rights$and$privileges’! and! is! concerned!
with! ‘proposing$ some$ minimum$ eligibility$ standard$ to$ legal$ protections’$ (2007:! 244).$
Contrasting! these! two! domains! the! authors! argue! that! while! the! law! ‘provides$ all$
communicators$ equal$ protections’$ (ibid.,! 258)! any! distinction! made! within! the! domain! of!
ethics!will! inevitably!be!arbitrary! as! ‘it$ is$ so$perilous$ to$orient$ the$debate$around$a$ simple$




as$a$ shorthand$way$of$ referring$ to$an$ increasingly$diverse$ range$of$ contributions$ to$public$
debate,$compromising$a$professional$and$largely$institutionalized$core,$but$also$stretching$to$
cover$ alternative$ forms$ of$ journalism$ located$ at$ –$ and$ even$ beyond$ –$ the$ periphery$ of$
traditional$ understandings$ of$ the$ term’$ (2013:! 5).! McGonagle! further! highlights! that! the!
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many!‘journalistic$and$media$freedoms$that$have$been$recognized$and$legally$enshrined$over$
the$ years$ are$ not$ contingent$ on$ definitions$ of$ either$ journalists$ or$ journalism’.$ Rather,!
McGonagle!argues,!these!freedoms!should!be!seen!as!‘instrumental$to$the$realization$of$the$
public$watchdog$role$traditionally$played$by$journalists$and$the$media$in$democratic$society.$
Whereas$ public$ watchdog$ functions$ were$ predominantly$ fulfilled$ by$ journalists$ and$ the$








working! to! inform! the! public.! However,! whereas! journalistic! publication! can! be!
differentiated!from!a!more!general!exercise!of!freedom!of!expression!it!is!also!the!case!that!
forms! of! expression! and! publication! that! cannot! be! described! as! observing! professional!
principles! of! journalism! may! indeed! produce! public! interest! information! that! serves! the!
same! or! similar! societal! functions! as! journalism.! It! is! thus! difficult,! or! perhaps! even!
impossible!to!draw!a!line!between!what!type!of!expression!and!publication!is!to!be!identified!
as! journalism! for! the! purpose! of! determining! whether! specific! types! of! communication!
should! have! a! legally! protected! status.17! As! discussed! above,! the! fact! that! journalism!
performs! a! range! of! different! roles! and! because! journalistic! publication! takes! different!







journalism! is! and! who! is! a! journalist,! but! can! be! said! rather! to! be! concerned! with!
fundamental! freedoms!being!upheld!so! that!conditions!are!created!that!enable! journalism!




news$or$ information’$ (UNESCO,!2013:!3)!might!be!viewed!as! lacking!precision! in! the!sense!
that!it!cannot!effectively!differentiate!between!what!is!and!what!is!not!journalistic!practice.!
However,!it!points!again!to!the!fact!that!it!is!the!function!of!communication!and!publication!
that! is!essential! to!safeguard!and! that! the!need! to!grant!protection! is! linked! to! that!value!
(Pöyhthäri,!2016:!177).!Nevertheless,!and!as!will!be!discussed!further!in!Section!1.1.2!below,!
safeguarding!journalistic!publication!is!also!acknowledged!as!being!of!particular!importance.!
And! to! a! certain! extent! the! effective! protection! of! journalism! and! the! implementation! of!
legal! standards! of! protection! do! therefore! require! that! it! is! possible! to! distinguish! what!
journalism! actually! is.! Importantly! also,! who! is! considered! to! be! a! journalist! becomes!
important! in! relation! to! efforts! to! discredit! journalistic! activities! and! describe! them! as!
illegitimate!and!thus!not!deserving!protection.!!The!aim!in!this!thesis!is!however!not!in!any!
way! to! try! to! solve! this! problem,! but! rather! to! explore! how! journalistic! contributions! to!
societies!are!put!at!risk.!
!
For! the!purpose!of! this! thesis! then! it! becomes! important! to!understand!what! the! specific!
communicative! function!and!value!of! journalism! is! and! the!ways! in!which! it! is! exposed! to!
risk.! Whereas! differentiating! journalism! from! other! forms! of! public! communication! by!






Having! established! that! entitlement! to! legal! rightsFbased! protection! is! not! necessarily! (at!
least!not! in! theory)! contingent!upon!a! specific! conception!of!who! is!a! journalist!and!what!
counts! as! journalism,! but! is! rather! bestowed! on! communicators! of! different! kinds! due! to!
their! important! societal! contribution,! it! is!now!necessary! to!understand!how!the! rationale!
for!the!need!for!protecting!of!journalism,!as!a!particularly!valuable!form!of!communication!
and! publication,! is! developed! in! international! law.! The! aim! with! such! legal! protection! is!







journalism.!On! the! one! hand,! the! section! identifies! the!motivating! reasons! for! seeking! to!
safeguard! journalism! in! international! law.! These! underlying! reasons! can! be! discerned! by!
reviewing! the! legal! standards!and!norms!of!protection!as!outlined! in! legal!documents!and!
they!reveal!the!essential!rationale!for!protection.!On!the!other!hand,!it!is!important!also!to!
understand! the! extent! to! which! the! legal! rationale! of! protection! can! facilitate! a!
comprehensive!understanding!of!risk!to!journalism.!!
!
The! implementation! of! international! law,! including! its! full! range! of! domains! of! rules! and!
norms!that!have!been!established!to!guide!interstate!relationships!and!interactions!(Sassòli!
et$al.!2011),! is! commonly!described!as!a! complicated!and!difficult!undertaking.!This! is!not!
least! the!case!when! it! comes! to! implementing!standards!of!human!rights!which!belong! to!
the!legal!domain!most!relevant!to!the!protection!of!journalism.!Whereas!the!effectiveness!of!
the! current! international! legal! provisions! with! regard! to! implementing! and! strengthening!
protections!of!journalism!is!subject!to!ongoing!debate!this!is!not!an!issue!that!this!thesis!will!
concern! itself!with.18!Rather,! the! issue!of! interest!here! is! the!rationale!for!protection! itself!
and! how! it! can! be! used! to! provide! a! holistic! understanding! of! risk! to! journalism.! While!
international!human!rights!standards!provide!an!authoritative!framework!with!universalising!
ambitions!and!means!to!sanction!infringements!of!human!rights,!the!gap!between!the!values!
and! norms! of! protection! promoted! by! the! international! community! and! the! degree! of!
success! of! implementation! in! local! contexts! will! ultimately! depend! on! context! specific!
societal!conditions!and!political!will!at!the!national!level.!This!will!be!made!evident!in!section!
1.2!which!will! describe! the! reality! of! problems! of! risk! to! journalism.! Trying! to! establish! a!
framework!for!understanding!and!analysing!the!manifestations!and!societal! implications!of!
such!contextual! localities! is!precisely!what!this!thesis!sets!out!to!do!and!hopefully!this!will!











This! will! be! done! in! three! steps.! First,! the! significance! of! freedom! of! expression! in!
international! human! rights! law! will! be! examined! in! terms! of! its! fundamental! value! to!
creating! conditions! conducive! to! a! societal! environment! where! public! expression! and!
exchange! (as! facilitated! for! instance! by! journalism)! are! able! to! foster! sustainable! and!
equitable!societal!development.! It!will!be!shown!how!risk! in!terms!of! infringements!of!the!
right!to!freedom!of!expression!is!understood!as!detrimental!to!the!democratic!maintenance!
of!societies!from!the!perspective!of!human!rights!law.!Secondly,!will!be!considered!how!the!
need! to! protect! journalism! is! framed! through! the! right! to! freedom!of! expression! and! the!
corollary! rights! to! press! freedom! and! information! which! allow! for! a! more! specific!
understanding! of! why! journalistic! practice! is! protected! and! how! risk! to! it! should! be!
understood.!Thirdly,!will!be!explored!how!international!human!rights!law!understands!risk!to!
journalism! through! the! specific! dimension! of! attacks! on! and! threats! to! the! safety! of! the!






law.! Almost! every! independent! nation! is! currently! a! member! of! the! UN19! and! thus! a!
signatory! party! to! the! UN! Charter! (UN,! 2019c).! As! such,! these! states! have! committed!
themselves! to! fulfil! obligations! as! outlined! in! the! Charter! and! collaborate!with! the!UN! so!
that! the! organisation! is! able! to! fulfil! its! main! purposes.! ! One! such! principal! purpose! is!
‘promoting$and$encouraging$respect$for$human$rights$and$for$fundamental$freedoms$for$all’$




binding! status,! considered! to!be! ‘a$ primary$ source$of$ persuasive$authority$ in$ international$
human$rights$law’!(University!of!Missouri,!2019)!Two!covenants!were!subsequently!adopted!
to!give! legal! force!to!the!UDHR!(OHCHR,!2019b).!These! include!the!International!Covenant!
on! Civil! and! Political! Rights! (ICCPR)! (UNGA,! 1976)! and,! the! International! Covenant! on!
Economic,! Social! and! Cultural! Rights! (ICESCR)! (UNGA,! 1966).! Together,! the!UDHR! and! the!
two!covenants! form!the!Universal!Bill!of!Human!Rights.20!Additional!human!rights! treaties!
and! treaty! bodies! also! monitor! that! UN! member! states! comply! with! their! obligations.21!
Whereas! the! observations,! decisions! and! comments! of! the! treaty! bodies! are! nonFbinding!
these!documents!are!still!‘significant$sources$of$persuasive$authority$both$on$the$scope$of$the$
fundamental$ rights$and$ freedoms$embodied$ in$a$particular$ treaty$and$on$what$ constitutes$
violations$of$those$rights$and$freedoms’!(University!of!Missouri!(2019).22!Whereas!the!above!
account!for!the!key!framework!of!international!human!rights!law!it!is!important!to!point!out!
that!global! level!human!rights!protection! interacts!with! regional!and!national! level!human!
rights! provisions.! For! instance,! regional! human! rights! treaties! such! as! the! American!
Convention!on!Human!Rights!(OAS,!1969),!the!African!Charter!on!Human!and!Peoples’!Rights!
(ACHPR,! 1986),! and! the! European! Convention! on! Human! Rights! (COE,! 1950)! along! with!
various! human! rights! instruments! can! be! viewed! as! integral! to! strengthening! and!
implementing! the! international! framework! of! protection.! Moreover,! nationally! adopted!
constitutions!and!laws!are!also!key!safeguards!of!basic!human!rights.!!
!
International! human! rights! law! obliges! states,! as! ‘parties$ of$ international$ treaties$ (…)$ to$
respect,$to$protect$and$to$fulfil$the$human$rights’$of!their!citizens.$Accordingly,!states!‘must$
refrain$ from$ interfering$ with$ or$ curtailing$ the$ enjoyment$ of$ human$ rights$ (…)$ protect$
individuals$ and$groups$against$ human$ rights$ abuses’! and! ‘take$positive$ action$ to$ facilitate$
the$ enjoyment$ of$ basic$ human$ rights’! (UN,! 2019e).! Furthermore,! these! obligations! are!
’binding$on$every$State$party$as$a$whole’!including!‘[a]ll$branches$of$government$(executive,$
legislative$ and$ judicial),$ and$ other$ public$ or$ governmental$ authorities,$ at$whatever$ level$ –$
national,$ regional$ or$ local’! (HCR,! 2004:! para! 4).! Upon! ratifying! international! human! rights!
treaties!states!commit!to!establish!domestic!mechanisms!and!laws!that!allow!them!to!fulfil!
their!human!rights!duties.!In!effect!therefore,!it!is!the!‘domestic$legal$system’$that!‘provides$
the$ principle$ legal$ protection$ of$ human$ rights$ guaranteed$ under$ international$ law’$ (UN,!
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2019e).$This!again!points! to! the! importance!of!evaluating!the! local! reality!of! the!extent! to!
which!human!rights! (understood! in! this! thesis!via!manifestations!of! risk! to! journalism)!are!
respected.23!24$!
!









Returning! to! how! freedom! of! expression! is! protected! in! international! human! rights! law,!
UNGA! (1946:! para! 1)! declared! during! its! first! session! that! ‘Freedom$ of$ information$ is$ a$
fundamental$ human$ right$ and$ is$ the$ touchstone$ of$ all$ the$ freedoms$ to$ which$ the$ United$
Nations$ is$consecrated.’$As!defined!by!Mendel! ‘$[t]he$term$freedom$of$ information$as$used$
here$was$meant$ in$ its$ broadest$ sense$ as$ the$ overall$ free$ flow$ of$ information$ and$ ideas$ in$
society,$or$freedom$of$expression’$(2010:!2)!and!reflects!‘that$freedom$of$expression$is$a$right$
of$ the$ greatest$ importance’! (ibid.,! 1).! The!universal! application!of! the! right! to! freedom!of!
opinion! and! expression,! including! ‘freedom$ to$ hold$ opinions$ without$ interference$ and$ to$
seek,$ receive$ and$ impart$ information$ and$ ideas$ through$ any$ media$ and$ regardless$ of$
frontiers’$ is! anchored! in! the! UDHR! (Article! 19).! As! pointed! out! by! Garton! Ash,! the!
formulation! ‘regardless$ of$ frontiers’,!makes! the! duty! of! states! to! protect! the! right! to! free!
expression! and! opinion! a! transnational! obligation! (2016:! 27).! In! reference! to! the!




With! the! adoption! of! the! ICCPR! in! 1966,! the! principles! of! free! expression! and! opinion!
outlined!in!the!UDHR,!were!further!elaborated26!and!also!became!legally!enshrined!as!part!





with$ freedom$ of$ expression$ providing$ the$ vehicle$ for$ the$ exchange$ and$ development$ of$
opinions’! (2011:! para! 4).! The! Committee! further! outlines! that! ‘freedoms$ of$ opinion$ and$
expression$ form$a$basis$ for$ the$ full$ enjoyment$of$a$wide$ range$of$other$human$ rights.$ For$
instance,$ freedom$ of$ expression$ is$ integral$ to$ the$ enjoyment$ of$ the$ rights$ to$ freedom$ of$
assembly$and$association,$and$the$exercise$of$the$right$to$vote’!(ibid.).!!
!
While! freedom! of! expression! is! essentially! a! negative! right! in! the! sense! that! it! puts!
constraints!on!the!state!to!limiting!expression,!the!UN!framework!also!puts!in!place!positive!
obligations!for!state!parties!to!ensure!that$ ‘persons$are$protected$from$any$acts$by$private$
persons$ or$ entities$ that$ would$ impair$ the$ enjoyment$ of$ the$ freedoms$ of$ opinion$ and$
expression’$ (ibid.,! para! 7).! Furthermore,! the! state! may! also! be! obliged! to! ’put$ in$ place$
positive$measures$to$ensure$that$ its$own$actions$contribute$to$the$ free$ flow$of$ information$
and$ideas$in$society’$(Mendel,!2010:!5).28!!
Regional! human! rights! treaties! further! underwrite! the! right! to! freedom! of! expression29!
alongside!statements!by!regional!and!national!courts!and!bodies.!For!instance,!according!to!
the! InterFAmerican! Court! of! Human! Rights:! ‘Freedom$ of$ expression$ is$ a$ cornerstone$ upon$
which$the$very$existence$of$a$democratic$society$rests.$It$is$indispensable$for$the$formation$of$
public$ opinion’$ (IACtHR,! 1985:! para! 70).! The! European! Court! of!Human!Rights! has! further!





disturb$ the$State$or$any$ sector$of$ the$population.$ Such$are$ the$demands$of$ that$pluralism,$
tolerance$ and$ broadmindedness$ without$ which$ there$ is$ no$ “democratic$ society”’! (ECtHR,!
1976:!para!49).$In!respect!to!Article!9!to!the!African!Convention,!the!African!Commission!on!
Human! and! Peoples’! Rights! has! also! indicated! that! ‘$[t]his$ Article$ reflects$ the$ fact$ that$
freedom$of$expression$is$a$basic$human$right,$vital$to$an$individual’s$personal$development,$
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his$ political$ consciousness,$ and$ participation$ in$ the$ conduct$ of$ the$ public$ affairs$ of$ his$
country’$(ACHPR,!1998:!para!52).!!
!
While! the! societal! importance! free! expression! is! elaborated! upon! in! this! way,! and!
international!standards!uphold!the!right!as!the!norm,!freedom!of!expression!is!however!not!
absolute,! but! subject! to! a! number! of! restrictions.! Such! limitations! however! should! be!
exceptional!in!nature,!and!justifiable!in!terms!of!international!standards,!which!require!any!
such!constraints! to!be! ‘lawAbased,$necessary$and$proportional,$and$ for$ legitimate$purpose’!
(UNESCO,!2014:!15).30!In!relation!to!the!discussion!of!permissible!restrictions!to!freedom!of!
expression! it! can! also! be! mentioned! that! the! protection! of! the! right! to! hold! opinions,!
irrespective! of! the! nature! of! the! opinion,! by! Article! 19! (1)! in! the! ICCPR! is! absolute.! Their!
expression!however!might!legitimately!be!restricted!(for!instance!hate!speech).31!!
Importantly,! the! right! to! free! expression! also! applies! to! everyone! without! discrimination!
which!means!that!it!must!be!protected!‘without$distinction$of$any$kind,$such$as$race,$colour,$
sex,$language,$religion,$political$or$other$opinion,$national$or$social$origin,$property,$birth$or$
other$status’! (UNGA,!1976:!Article!2).!Furthermore,! information!and! ideas!of!any!kind!may!
be! communicated:! ‘Article$ 19,$ paragraph$ 2$ [of$ the$ ICCPR],$ must$ be$ interpreted$ as$
encompassing$every$form$of$subjective$ideas$and$opinions$capable$of$transmission$to$others,$
which$ are$ compatible$ with$ article$ 20$ of$ the$ Covenant,$ of$ news$ and$ information,$ of$
commercial$ expression$ and$ advertising,$ of$ works$ of$ art,$ etc.’! (HRC,! 1989:! para! 11.3).$
Statements!that!are!factually!incorrect!as!well!as!offensive!statements!are!also!protected.32!
The!phrase!‘through$any$other$media$of$his$choice’!in!Article!19(2)!of!the!ICCPR!also!signals!
that! there! is! wide! protection! also! when! it! comes! to! the! means! and! ways! in! which!
communication!is!disseminated.!!
Furthermore,! the! right! to! free! expression,! including! the! right! to! impart! information! and!
ideas,!does!not!only!apply!to!the!person!expressing!or!disseminating!them,!but!‘is$extended$
to$the$rights$to$seek$and$receive$information$and$ideas’$(Mendel,!2010:!4),$that!is!to!say!the!
rights!of! the! receiving!person.!This!can!also!be! referred! to!as! the!principle!of! ‘the! right! to!
know’!(Stiglitz:!1999)!which!recognises!that!‘$[i]mplicit$in$freedom$of$expression$is$the$public’s$
right$ to$ open$ access$ to$ information$ and$ to$ know$ what$ Governments$ are$ doing$ on$ their$
behalf’$(ECOSOC,!2000:!54)$as!well!as!‘to$participate$in$decisionAmaking$processes’$(ibid.,!62).!
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As! elaborated! in! the! InterFAmerican! Court! of! Human! Rights! (IACtHR,! 1985:! B.1!
Characteristics!and!Dimensions!of!Freedom!of!Expression):!‘when$an$individual’s$freedom$of$
expression$ is$ unlawfully$ restricted,$ it$ is$ not$ only$ the$ right$ of$ that$ individual$ that$ is$ being$
violated,$but$also$the$right$of$all$others$to$“receive”$information$and$ideas.$(…)$(It$requires,$
on$ the$ one$ hand,$ that$ no$ one$ be$ arbitrarily$ limited$ or$ impeded$ in$ expressing$ his$ own$
thoughts.$In$that$sense,$it$is$a$right$that$belongs$to$each$individual).$Its$second$aspect,$on$the$
other$ hand,$ implies$ a$ collective$ right$ to$ receive$ any$ information$ whatsoever$ and$ to$ have$





The! above! outlines! various! ways! in! which! international! human! rights! law! acknowledges!
freedom! of! expression! as! a! fundamental! human! right.! At! its! very! core! and! in! the! same!
manner! as! any! other! human! right,! freedom! of! expression! is! a! right! belonging! to! the!
individual,!granting!each!person!the!right! to!express!opinions!and!share! information!while!
also! having! the! right! to! receive! opinions! and! information! from! others.! Significant! for! the!
purpose!of! this! thesis! in! this! context! is! the! functional! value,!or!what! is! referred! to! as! the!
social!dimension!of!freedom!of!expression.!What!this!functional!value!means!is!that!freedom!
of! expression! essentially! is! a! right! that! becomes! meaningful! to! the! extent! that! it! can!
facilitate! exchange! between! people! and! that! allows!members! of! society! to! stay! informed!
about!what!goes!on!in!the!world!around!them.!Whereas!the!status!of!freedom!of!expression!
as! a!human! right! granted!each! individual! can!be!described!as!what!provides! the!essential!
guarantee!of!protection,!the!significance!and!value!of!the!right!to!free!expression!can!thus!
effectively!be! linked!to!the!wider!societal! function!of!public! interchange.!A!nonFexhaustive!
summary! of! some! of! the! ways! in! which! the! human! rights! documents! reviewed! above!
envision! this! societal! function! then! can! be! described! as! facilitating:! the! development! of!
democratic! society! and! participation! in! public! and! political! life;! the! enjoyment! of! other!
fundamental! rights;! personal! development! and! dignity;! the! exchange! of! a! diversity! and!
multiplicity!of!views!and! interests!within! societies;!and!ultimately,!as!a!means! to! facilitate!
the! selfForganisation! of! citizens! through! associative! and! communicative! life.!What! follows!
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from! this! is! the! need! to! explore! the! relationship! between! journalism! and! freedom! of!





The! importance! of! journalism! for! effective! freedom! of! expression! as! expressed! in!
international!human!rights!law!can!be!understood!through!the!notion!of!press!freedom!and!
the! accompanying! right! to! information.!UNESCO! refers! to! press! freedom!and! the! right! to!
information!as!corollaries!of!the!general!right!to!freedom!of!expression!and!opinion.33!Press!
freedom!is!understood!here!as!‘the$freedom$to$publish$to$a$wider$audience’$or!‘the$right$to$





expression! points! to! what! has! already! been! explained! as! the! social! dimension! of! free!
expression! which! essentially! means! that! effective! press! freedom! is! not! simply! about! the!





the$ enjoyment$ of$ other$ Covenant$ rights.$ It$ constitutes$ one$ of$ the$ cornerstones$ of$ a$
democratic$ society.$ The$ Covenant$ embraces$ a$ right$ whereby$ the$ media$ may$ receive$
information$on$the$basis$of$which$it$can$carry$out$its$function’$(HRC,!2011:!para!13).$
$General! comment! No.! 34! further! acknowledges! that! the! unhindered! dissemination! of!





As! stated! by! the!UN! Special! Rapporteur! on! the! promotion! and! protection! of! the! right! to!
freedom! of! opinion! and! expression! in! 2010:! ‘The$ right$ to$ be$ informed$ and$ to$ receive$
information$from$various$media$(…)$supports$the$construction$of$more$democratic$societies$
peopled$by$active$ citizens$who$hold$ informed$opinions$about$ the$ situation$ in$ their$ country$
and$have$ the$ capacity$and$opportunity$ to$propose$and$contribute$ to$public$policies$and$ to$
demand$transparency’$(UNHRC,!2010:!16).$
General!comment!No.!25!on!the!right! to!participate! in!public!affairs,!voting!rights!and!the!




38)$ it!performs!as!an!accountability!mechanism!working! in! the!public! interest.!Due! to! this!
important! social! role,! attacks! on! journalism! are! also! described! ‘as$ attacks$ “on$ the$
foundations$of$the$human$rights$project$and$on$informed$society$as$a$whole’!(UNHRC,!2012:!








and! access! to! information,! as! detailed! above! in! the! legal! human! rights! provisions,! these!
largely! correspond! to! the! functions! emphasised! as! valuable! to! safeguard! with! regard! to!
freedom!of!expression.!For!instance,!press!freedom!and!access!to!information!are!described!
in! a! similar! way! to! freedom! of! expression! as! instrumental! to! democratic! societies,! the!
enjoyment!of!human!rights!more!broadly!as!well!as!enabling!public!participation!in!political!
life!and!decisionFmaking!processes.!This! is!perhaps!not!surprising!considering! the! fact! that!
the!rights!to!press!freedom!and!access!to!information!are!indeed!viewed!as!corollary!rights!
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of! freedom! of! expression.! However,! of! interest! to! this! thesis! is! the! distinct! value! and!
contribution! of! journalism! and! subsequent! risk! to! that! value! and! this! will! require! further!
explanation.!As!will!be!made!clear! later!on,! it! is! this! functional!value!of! journalism! F!or! its!
societal! significance! F! that!needs! to!be!placed!centre! stage!of!a!conceptual! framework! for!
understanding!the!true!consequence!of!risk!to!journalism!as!civil!diminishment.!In!a!general!
sense,! the! review! of! the! rightsFbased! approach! to! safeguard! journalism! points! to! the!
relationship! between! individual! and! collective! dimensions! of! the! right! to! publicise! and!
receive! information.! This! is! reflected! by! the! fact! that! when! press! freedom! is! exercised!
through!journalism,!the!messages!publicised!have!the!potential!to!reach!and!inform!parts!of!
society!or!society!as!a!whole!and!consequently!any!restrictions!on!journalistic!practice!may!
have! severe! consequences! not! only! for! individual! expression! but! also! for! the! exchange!
between!citizens!and!the!sharing!of!information!within!societies!more!broadly.!International!
human! rights! law! thus! establishes! a! conception! of! risk! to! journalism! as! interlinked! with!
potentially! detrimental! consequences! for! communicative! and! associative! public! life.!
However! journalism! is! also! described! as! performing! a! watchdog! role,! that! is! effectively!
acting! as! an! accountability! mechanism! that! serves! the! public! interest! and! also! facilitates!
public!oversight!of!political!processes!and!decisions,!and!the!extent!to!which!the!rule!of!law!
is! upheld! and! potentially! contributes! to! redress! societal! injustices! and! harmful! practices.!
Whereas! this! legal! rightsFbased!reasoning!elaborates! to!a!certain!extent!on!what!could!be!
described!as!the!distinct!value!and!function!of!journalism!it!is!argued!here!that!it!does!so!in!
fairly! broad! terms! without! outlining! the! details! of! how! risk! to! journalism! should! be!
understood!beyond!contributing!in!a!general!sense!to!democracy,!the!furthering!of!human!
rights! as! well! as! societal! development.! Before! developing! this! argument! in! more! depth!
however!(see!Section!1.3)!it!is!necessary!to!explore!how!the!legal!protections!concentrating!





An! environment! where! journalists! are! safe! to! report! is! increasingly! recognised! as! an!
important!underlying!component! for!ensuring!actual!press! freedom!and!the!wider!right!to!
freedom! of! expression! (UNESCO,! 2014).! Journalists! can! be! described! as! performing! a! key!
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kept! informed! (UNESCO,! 2014):! ‘Attacks$ on$ journalists$ and$ media$ workers$ therefore$
constitute$ attacks$ on$ the$ function$ of$ journalism$ itself$ in$ a$ democracy’$ (Parmar,! 2014:! 20).!
The!curtailing!of!journalistic!expression!is!also!likely!to!cause!journalists!to!selfFcensor!out!of!





As! a! crucial! safeguard! for! the! right! to! freedom! of! expression! and! press! freedom! in!
international!human!rights!law,!Article!19!of!the!ICCPR!also!outlines!a!range!of!‘core!rights’!





the! right! ‘shall$ be$ protected$ by$ law’! and! that! ‘no$ one$ shall$ be$ arbitrarily$ deprived$ of$ life’$
(UNGA,! 1976).$ Regional! instruments! protecting! the! right! to! life! such! as! the! European!
Convention!on!Human!Rights!(ECHR,!Article!2)!recognises!the!right!as!‘[t]he$first$substantive$
right$proclaimed$by$the$Convention$(…)$because$it$is$the$most$basic$human$right$of$all:$if$one$
could$ be$ arbitrarily$ deprived$ of$ one’s$ right$ to$ life,$ all$ other$ rights$ would$ become$ illusory’$
(COE,!2006:!6).$Similarly,! the! right!may!not!be!denied!even! in! ‘time$of$war$or$other$public$
emergency$ threatening$ the$ life$of$ the$nation’,! though! ’deaths$ resulting$ from$ lawful$acts$of$




freedom! of! thought,! conscience! and! religion,40! the! right! to! privacy,! family,! home! or!
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correspondence,41! the! rights! to! freedom! of! assembly! and! association,42! the! right! to! an!
effective!remedy!or!judicial!protection43!and!the!right!to!property.44!45!
In! this! way,! a! rightsFbased! approach! to! the! safety! of! journalist! practitioners! provides! a!
perspective!on!risk!to!journalism!by!acknowledging!the!respect!for!the!fundamental!rights!of!
the! individual! journalist! as! a! precondition! for! the! free! and! independent! practice! of!
journalism.!The!appeal!to!what!can!be!described!to!as!the!‘special!status’!of!journalists!made!
above! is! both! the! fact! that! they!have! rights! simply!by! virtue!of! being!human,! and,! at! the!
same!time,!that!any!infringement!of!the!rights!of!a!journalist!practitioner!also!has!the!added!
dimension!of!infringing!on!the!free!expression!and!right!to!know!by!members!of!the!public!
more! broadly.! The! extent! to!which! the! fundamental! rights! of! journalists! are! respected! is!
thus!seen!as!having!an! influence!on!and!can!be!described!as!an! indicator!of! the!extent! to!
which! these! rights! are! universally! recognised! and! practised.! In! short,! the! safe! practice! of!





based! approach! provides! a! foundation! for! a! multidimensional! understanding! of! such!
problems!of! risk.!The! rationale! for!protecting! journalism! is!anchored! in! the! framework! for!
safeguarding! individual!rights,!and!thus!establishes!that!restrictions!on! journalistic!practice!
and! aggressions! on! journalist! practitioners! should!be!understood! in! terms!of! violations! of!
fundamental!rights.!Such!violations!however!are!not!only!understood!in!terms!of!violations!
of! the! rights! of! those! (journalists! or! not)! exercising! their! right! to! publicise! but! also! those!
being!deprived!of!their!right!to!receive!published!material!or!information.!The!protection!of!
journalism,! and! the! safety! of! the! individual! journalist! are! thus! pursued! for! instrumental!
reasons!based!on!the!value!journalistic!production!is!considered!to!have!for!the!preservation!
of!justice,!democratic!development!and!liberty.!In!this!way,!a!rightsFbased!approach!to!risk!












reality! of! problems! of! risk! to! journalism! is! portrayed! first! in! the! grey! literature! (Section!
1.2.1),!and!secondly!in!the!academic!literature!(Section!1.2.2).!This!will!be!done!to!illustrate!
the! complexity! of! problems! of! risk! as! well! as! the! extent! to! which! such! complexity! can!
currently!be!understood.!While!there!exists!a!range!of!different!types!of!risk!to!journalism,!
the!safety!of!the!individual!journalist!as!a!crucial!dimension!of!the!principle!of!press!freedom!
will!be!used!as!an! illustrative!example!first,!of! the!complex!nature!of!risk!and!secondly,! to!
show!that!current!knowledge!gaps!with!regard!to!the!three!dimensions!of!risk!to!journalism!






This! section! will! now! establish! how! the! reality! of! problems! of! the! safety! of! journalist!
practitioners! is! described! first! in! the! grey! literature! (Section! 1.2.1)! and! secondly! how! it! is!
analysed!in!relevant!academic!literature!(Section!1.2.2).!The!purpose!here!is!to!use!problems!
of!safety! to! illustrate! limitations!with!the!ways! in!which!risk! to! journalism!more!broadly! is!
approached.!
!
The! key! line! of! inquiry! here! is! the! extent! to! which! there! exists! a! comprehensive!
understanding! of! the! complex! reality! of! problems! of! safety! and! to! identify! existing!
knowledge!gaps.!This!analysis!links!back!to!the!previously!established!legal!and!rightsFbased!
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understanding! of! risk! to! journalism! as! a! multidimensional! problem! and! this! section! will!
analyse! the! degree! to!which! the! current! understanding! of! safety! problems! allows! for! the!
systematic! identification!of!manifestations,! causes,! and!wider! consequence!of! such! risk.!A!
comprehensive! understanding! of! safety! threats!would! thus! include:! the!manifestations! of!
safety!threats!in!terms!of!their!nature!and!characteristics!and!the!interrelationships!between!
different! types! of! safety! threats;! the! factors! explaining! why! certain! safety! threats! occur!
including!contextual!and!societal!circumstances!(causes)!producing!certain!types!of!threats;!
and,! an! understanding! of! how! the! consequence! of! such! safety! threats! to! the! individual!
journalist!practitioner,! journalistic!practice!as!well!as! to!the!societal! function!of! journalism!
should!be!identified!and!interpreted.!
!
As!set!out! in! the! legal! section!above,!a! rightsFbased!approach! to!understanding! threats! to!
and!attacks!on!the!safety!of!a!journalist!practitioner!allows!for!the!apparent!framing!of!such!
risk!in!relation!to!the!journalist!as!a!rightsFbearer!and!consequently!through!violations!that!
target! the! fundamental! rights! of! the! journalist.! This! is! also! how! problems! of! safety! of!
journalists! are! commonly! framed! and! measured! in! the! grey! literature:! as! instances! of!
different! types!of!violations!of! the!rights!of! the! individual! journalist.46!This!way!of! framing!
risk!as!safety!violations!corresponds!in!a!straightforward!manner!to!understanding!risk!in!a!

















our! current! understanding! of! problems! of! risk! to! journalism!more!widely,!will! inform! the!
development! of! a! conceptual! framework! for! understanding! the! full! extent! of! risk! to!
journalism!through!the!notion!of!civil!diminishment.!!
!
As! a! starting! point! it! is! important! to! acknowledge! the! interplay! between! global! and! local!
factors!that!shape!the!possibilities!surrounding!free!and!independent!journalism!in!any!given!
societal!context.! In!short,! risk!properly!understood! is!a!complex!phenomenon.!Such!global!
factors! determine! to! some! extent! how! free! and! independent! journalism! and! journalists!
ultimately!are.!On!the!other!hand,!the!state!of!press!freedom!is!also!closely!interrelated!with!
contextFspecific!societal!circumstances!and!developments.!In!fact,!‘individual$countries$have$
very$ different$media$ landscapes,$ each$ of$which$ reflects$ a$ unique$ combination$ of$markets,$
politics,$cultures$and$technological$preferences’$(Garton!Ash,!2016:!182)$which!all!determine!
the!culture!of! tolerance!and! intolerance!towards! the!practice!of! journalism.47!At! the!same!
time!it!can!also!be!argued!that!any!media!environment!‘in$any$particular$place$and$time’$is!
shaped!by! a! set! of! universalising! forces!of! influence! including$ ‘technology,$ culture,$money$
and$ politics’$ (ibid.,! 181).! The! global! context! shapes! and! conditions! the! ways! in! which!
journalism!is!produced,!accessed!and!disseminated,!as!well!as!the!extent!of!its!freedom!and!
independence.! The! global! system! for! information! and! communication! comprised! of! the!
Internet! as! the! overarching! architecture! through! which! much! information! and! news! is!
accessed! and! disseminated,! greatly! influences! the! quality! and! quantity! of! the! journalistic!
content! that! is! available! to! the!public,! as!well! as! the! risks!posed! to! free!and! independent!




lies!with! a! small! ‘group$ of$ states$ and$ corporations’$ (ibid.,! 31).! Under! these! circumstances!
‘The$ internal,$sometimes$secret,$operational$practices$of$private$superpowers$may$be$more$
influential$ than$ the$ decisions$ of$ lawmakers$ and$ regulators’! at! the! same! time! as! ‘covert$
collaboration$ between$ governments$ and$ the$ internet$ service$ providers,$ publishers,$ and$
media$ and$ data$ companies’$ also! conditions! the! complex! realm! of! cyberspace! as! actors!
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attempt! to! influence! the! rules! and! standards! that! govern! the! system! of! global!





irrelevant.$ The$working$ environment$ of$ thousands$ of$ news$ organizations$ and$ reporters$ in$
distant$corners$of$the$globe$continues$to$be$determined$by$local$economies$and$politics.$The$
power$of$ tribal$ chiefs$and$ religious$ leaders,$ the$ interests$of$ local$business,$ the$presence$of$







This! contextual! complexity!within!which! journalism! is! practised! points! to! the! necessity! of!










for! press! freedom! can! be! described! as! follows:$ ‘effective$ press$ freedom$ needs$ to$ be$
underpinned$by,$and$ realized$ through,$a$media$environment$ that$ is$ legally$ free,$as$well$as$
providing$ for$ pluralism$ and$ independence.$ Press$ freedom,$ therefore,$ includes$ the$ freedom$
from$illegitimate$restriction,$as$well$as$the$freedom$to$contribute$to$a$plurality$of$media$and$
the$ freedom$ to$ express$ oneself$ publicly$ without$ political$ or$ commercial$ interference.’!
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(UNESCO,! 2018:! 21).! While! these! criteria! of! media! freedom,! media! pluralism! and! media!
independence!are!seen!as!central!to!effective!press!freedom!‘safety$for$public$expression’$is!
also! acknowledged! as! a! ‘distinctive$ underlying$ component$ for$ press$ freedom’$ (UNESCO,!






as! a! prerequisite! for! press! freedom! (UNESCO,! 2018c:! 24).!While! attacks! on! the! safety! of!
journalists!are!commonly!used!as!part!of!overall!assessments!of!the!state!of!press!freedom,!




their$ ability$ to$ exercise$ freedom$ of$ expression’$ (UN,! 2012:! 1).! In! fact,! ‘Speaking$ truth$ to$
power,$ investigating$ crime$ and$ corruption,$ holding$ governments$ to$ account$ and$ reporting$
from$ insecure$ contexts$ often$ carry$ risks$ of$ violent$ retaliation,$ harassment$ of$ arbitrary$
detention’$ (UNESCO,! 2018:! 133).48! Such! retaliation! has! increased! both! in! ‘frequency$ and$
regularity’$ (ibid.)$ in! recent! years! with! attacks! ranging! from! ‘killings,$ deathAthreats,$
disappearances,$ abductions,$ hostage$ takings,$ arbitrary$ arrests,$ prosecutions$ and$




inciting$ supporters$ to$ do$ the$ same,$ has$ become$ just$ another$weapon$of$war’$and$ ‘equally$
alarming$is$that$(…)$attacks$on$the$media$which$once$seemed$accidental$(…)$now$feel$much$
more$deliberate’$(INSI,!2014:!Chapter!1).51!Perpetrators!of!attacks!span!both!state!and!nonF













Reports! on! instances! of! lethal! attacks! against! journalists,! as! the! most! serious! form! of!
censorship,! show! that! the! problem! of! killings! has! been! pervasive! since! the! early! 1990s.55!
Whereas!trends!previously!showed!that!the!problem!of!killings!was!most!severe!in!countries!
experiencing! armed! conflict! the! percentage! of! those! killed! in! nonFconflict! zones! is! now!
higher! (since! 2016/2017)! (UNESCO,! 2018a:! 13).! Factors! explaining! this! trend! include! ’the$
absence$ of$ new$ armed$ conflicts$ around$ the$ world$ and$ the$ decrease$ in$ the$ number$ of$
journalists$ reporting$ from$ longArunning$ conflict$ areas’$ (ibid.).$ Between! 2012! and! 2017!
UNESCO! reports! that! ‘[a]midst$ continued$ conflict$ and$upheaval,$ killings$ in$ the$Arab$ region$
remain$very$high;$however,$since$a$peak$in$2012,$numbers$have$slowly$begun$to$decline.$The$
African$ region$ too$ saw$ a$ peak$ in$ journalists’$ deaths$ in$ 2012$ but$ has$ since$ witnessed$ a$
significant$ decline.$ The$ Latin$ American$ and$ the$ Caribbean$ region$ has$ demonstrated$ a$
significant$upward$ in$ the$ killings$of$ journalists,$ largely$ connected$ to$organised$ crime,$drug$
trafficking$ and$ corruption’$ (UNESCO,! 2018c:! 133).! In! 2017,! the! majority! of! fatal! attacks!
occurred!‘in$the$Asia$and$the$Pacific$region,$representing$34%$of$the$total,$followed$by$Latin$
America$ and$ the$ Caribbean$ with$ 28%$ of$ killings$ (22$ killings).$ In$ the$ Arab$ States$ region,$
UNESCO$ documented$ 18$ killings,$ representing$ 22%$ of$ killings$ of$ journalists$ registered$
worldwide’$(UNESCO,!2018a:!2).!During!both!2016!and!2017!‘less$than$10%$of$overall$killings$
took$place$ in$Africa,$Western$Europe$and$North$America,$and$Central$and$Eastern$Europe,$
respectively’$ (ibid.,!8).!The!situation! in!Europe,!which!has! traditionally!been!seen!as!a! safe!






is! another! example! of! where! covering! war! has! proved! dangerous.58! At! the! same! time,!
journalists!are!killed! in! countries! such!as! the!Philippines,!a! country! that! ranks!high!on! the!
Committee! to!Protect! Journalists’! (CPJ)! list!of! the!world’s!most!deadly,!did!not! cover!war,!
but!predominantly!politics!or! corruption.59!Mexico! is!another!example!of!a! country!with!a!
high!number!of!killings!and!where!most!of!the!killed!journalists!are!reported!as!having!been!
working!on!issues!related!to!crime.60!Studying!all!reported!instances!of!journalist!killings!by!





















While! the!majority!of! journalists! killed!are!male,!UNESCO!has! recorded!an! increase! in! the!












a! result! of! those! killings.! The! organisation’s! Impunity! Index! (2018:! Methodology)! which!
analyses! journalist! murders! that! took! place! between! September! 1,! 2008! and! August! 31,!
2018! and! ranks! the! countries! with! the! worst! impunity! records! shows! that! conditions! of!
‘instability$caused$by$conflict$and$violence$by$armed$groups$has$fueled$impunity,$as$well$as$
countries$where$ journalists$ covering$corruption,$ crime,$politics,$business,$and$human$ rights$
have$ been$ targeted$ and$ the$ suspects$ have$ the$means$ and$ influence$ to$ circumvent$ justice$
through$ political$ influence,$ wealth$ or$ intimidation’.73$ The! 14! countries! ranked! include!
Somalia,!Syria,!Iraq,!South!Sudan,!the!Philippines,!Afghanistan,!Mexico,!Colombia,!Pakistan,!




Statistics! on! incidents! of! detention! and! imprisonment! of! journalists! gathered! by! the! CPJ!
shows!that!a!total!of!3215!journalists!are!reported!as!having!been!imprisoned!due!to!their!




imprisoned$on$a$ charge$of$ “false$ news,”$ (…)$ rose’.!Over! half! of! those! journalists! jailed! for!
their!work!in!2017!were!reported!in!Turkey,!China!and!Egypt.76!With!250!journalists!reported!
as!jailed!the!following!year,!the!CPJ!observed!that!the!continuing!trend!of!imprisonment!‘is$
more$ than$ a$ temporary$ spike’! (ibid.).! Among! the! journalists! imprisoned! in! 2018! the! CPJ!
reports!that!70!%!of!the!journalists!were!detained!on!antiFstate!charges,!11%!on!false!news!
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charges,! 13! %! on! retaliatory! charges! and! 18%! were! detained! without! charge.! Politics! is!
reported! as! the! riskiest! topic! to! cover!while! human! rights! is! the! second!most! dangerous.!
NightyFeight!percent!of!those!jailed! in!2018!were! local! journalists! imprisoned!by!their!own!
governments.! Freelancers! accounted! for! 30%! of! those! imprisoned!which! correspond!with!






Borders! (RSF)! reported! that! a! total! of! 60! journalists! were! being! held! hostage,! which!
represents!an!11%!increase!from!2017!when!54!journalists!were!held!captive.!The!majority!
of! these! journalists! are! held! in! countries! in! the! Middle! East! where! ‘[t]aking$ journalists$
hostage$ continues$ to$ be$ a$ tool$ of$war’$ for! armed! groups! that! ‘abduct$ journalists$ both$ for$
ransom$ and$ for$ the$ purpose$ of$ intimidating$ their$ colleagues’$ (RSF,! 2018b:! 20).! Subjecting!
journalists! to! torture,! false! executions! and! even! public! executions! ‘with$ video$ footage$
subsequently$ being$ broadcast$ online$ for$ propaganda$ purposes’$ (UNESCO,! 2018c:! 148F149)!
continues! to! be! practised! by! insurgent! groups.79! Most! of! these! journalists! are! ‘national$
journalists$or$underpaid$reporters$working$ in$extremely$risky$conditions’$that! ‘are$often$the$
only$ remaining$ witnesses$ of$ the$ deadly$ conflicts$ in$ war$ zones$ that$ are$ now$ virtually$
inaccessible$for$the$ international$media’$(RSF,!2018f:!18).!As!a!consequence!of! implied!and!





from$ those$ attempting$ to$ silence$ their$ coverage,$ but$ also$ from$ sources,$ colleagues,$ and$
others’$(UNESCO,!2018c:!153).!Research!by!Barton!and!Storm!further!shows!that!women!are!
particularly!vulnerable!to!sexual!harassment!in!newsrooms.81!In!fact,!a!‘majority$of$threats,$
intimidation$and$abuse$directed$ toward$respondents$occurred$ in$ the$work$place’$ (2014:!5).$
Another!reported!type!of!threat!directed!to!women!journalists!is!attempts!to!damage!their!






While! the! extensive!digitization!of! journalism!has!presented! the!media! industry!with!new!
opportunities! and! powerful! tools! to! produce! journalism! ‘cyberspace$ is$[also]$ becoming$ a$
dangerously$ weaponized$ and$ insecure$ environment$ where$ independent$ media$ can$ be$
trapped,$harassed$and$exploited$as$much$as$ they$can$be$empowered$ (Betz!et$al.,!2015:!20$
quoting! Deibert,! 2013:! 165).83! In! fact,! ‘illegal$ or$ arbitrary$ digital$ surveillance,$ location$
tracking,$(…)$software$and$hardware$exploits$(…)$phishing,$fake$domain$attacks,$ManAinAtheA
Middle$(MitM)$attacks,$and$Denial$of$Service$(DoS)’$(Betz!et$al.,$2015:!8)84!are!used!‘by$large$
and$wellAresourced$adversaries’$ to!purposefully! target! journalists$often! for! the!purpose!of$
‘seeking$to$further$socioApolitical$goals’$(ibid.,!20).$Consequently,!‘journalists$need$protection$
from$threats$such$as$website$defacement,$compromised$user$accounts,$confiscation$or$theft$






discrediting! of! journalists;! the! intimidation! of! sources! and! journalists!which!may! result! in!
selfFcensorship! (ibid.,! 29);! and,! the! detention,! arrest! prosecution! and! imprisonment! of!
journalists!(ibid.,!30).85!!
!
Arbitrary! surveillance! ‘to$ track$ and$ spy$ on$ journalists$ and$ their$ sources’$ (UNESCO,! 2018c:!
151)$is!reported!in!both!democratic!and!nonFdemocratic!societies86!where!such!violations!of!
the!right!to!privacy!have!become!an!effective!way!of!intimidating!journalists!and!threatening!
the! integrity! and! confidentiality! of! journalistic! sources.! Reportedly! such! intimidation!may!
result!in!journalists!becoming!reluctant!to!report!on!sensitive!topics.87!It!is!also!shown!that!
journalists! who! experience! physical! forms! of! attack! are! ‘particularly$ vulnerable$ to$ digital$
threats’$(ibid.,!152).!!
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Other! forms! of! digital! attacks! include! the! hacking! of! social! media! accounts! and! having!
private! information!revealed!to!the!public!through!the!practice!of!doxing!which!serves!the!
purpose!of! ‘obtaining$and$publishing$private$and$identifiable$information$about$individuals,$
usually$ with$ malicious$ intent’$ (ibid.,! 152).! Journalists! also! report! having! experienced!




press$ freedom’$ as! ‘information$ wars$ are$ not$ just$ waged$ between$ countries$ at$ the$
international$level’$but!also!through!the!deployment!of!‘troll$armies$to$hunt$down$and$harass$
all$ those$who$ investigate$ and$ report$ the$ facts$ honestly’.$Hate! campaigns! are! found! to! be!
coordinated89! by! ‘authoritarian$ or$ oppressive$ regimes’$ in$ such$ countries$ as$ China,$ India,$




Whereas! online! threats! affect! the! journalistic! community! as! a! whole,! research! into! the!
gender!dimensions!of!digital!threats!such!as!onFline!harassment!and!hate!speech!shows!that!
women! journalists! face! specific! challenges:90! ‘gendered$ vitriol$ is$ proliferating$ in$ the$
cybersphere;$so$much$so$that$issuing$graphic$rape$and$death$threats$has$become$a$standard$
discursive$move$online,$particularly$when$Internet$users$wish$to$register$their$disagreement$
with$ and/or$ disapproval$ of$ women$ (Jane,! 2014:! 558).! While! the! phenomenon! of! hateful!
comments!or!threats!targeting!journalists!is!noted!as!not!being!a!new!phenomenon,!the!fact!
that! it! has! migrated! to! the! online! world,! ‘reflects,$ and$ may$ amplify,$ the$ realities$ and$
hierarchies$ that$ exist$ offline’$ (Betz! et$ al.,$ 2015:! 43).$ Survey! research! by! Ferrier! (2018:! 7)!
shows!that!‘[n]early$2$out$of$3$respondents$said$they’d$been$threatened$or$harassed$online$at$
least$ once$ A$ slightly$ more$ than$ reported$ physical$ threats$ or$ harassment.$ Of$ those,$
approximately$ 40$ percent$ said$ they$ avoided$ reporting$ certain$ stories$ as$ a$ result$ of$ online$







reported! that! the! fear! of! being! subjected! to! future! harassment! and! attacks! may! cause!





of! intimidation! and!attack.! Physical! and!online! attacks! are! also! found! to! cause! ‘emotional$
stress$and$ longAterm$psychological$ trauma’$ that!may! lead! journalists! to$ 'change$ their$daily$
routines,$job$location,$their$home$or$even$leave$their$countries$in$order$to$protect$themselves’!
(Ferrier,!2018:!35).!!The!fact!that!the!problem!of!attacks!is!often!not!effectively!managed!nor!
judicially! redressed! facilitates! the! creation! of! ‘[a]$ culture$ of$ impunity$ [that]$ works$ to$
embolden$ wouldAbe$ perpetrators$ of$ violence$ against$ journalists$ given$ the$ knowledge$ that$
their$crimes$will$go$unpunished,$while$also$working$to$silence$journalists$by$encouraging$selfA
censorship$ within$ the$ media$ itself$ and$ deterring$ the$ investigation$ of$ sensitive$ topics,$







targeted! and! their! safety! is! compromised! through! various! forms! of! abuse! and! attacks.!
Attacks! which! range! from! subtle! and! hidden! forms! (with! consequences! such! as! selfF
censorship)! to! the! most! ultimate! type! of! censorship! in! the! form! of! representations! of!
extreme!violence!such!as! the!killing!of! journalists.!When!conditions!necessary! for! the!safe!






journalism! to! be! undertaken! effectively! (or! at! all)! is! a! commonsensical! proposition! since!
circumstances!of!insecurity!through!various!forms!of!attack!and!undue!restriction!ultimately!
will!prevent!journalists!from!doing!their!job.!From!this!perspective!it!seems!only!reasonable!
to! suggest! that! in! societal! contexts!where! journalists! are! facing! threats! to! and! attacks! on!
their! safety,! be! it! through! implied! (such! as! forms! of! online! harassment)! or! implemented!
(such!as!forms!of!physical!abuse)!forms!of!aggressions,!journalism!is!confronted!with!serious!
impediments.! The!most! serious! attacks! then,! such! as! the! silencing! of! journalists! through!
lethal! forms!of!violence,!can!be!assumed!to!send!a!very!clear!warning!that!the!practice!of!
journalism!and!the!function!of!informing!the!public!are!severely!at!risk!within!any!particular!
societal! setting.! In! this! way,! the! basic! requirement! of! safety! for! journalism! and! its!
practitioners!has!become!integral!to!worldwide!efforts!to!promote!press!freedom!and!foster!
resilient! and! independent! media.! Raising! the! alarm! and! reporting! when! journalists! are!
attacked!are!crucial!to!this!agenda!to!safeguard!journalism!and!to!understand!what!types!of!
dangers! journalists!are!facing.! Indeed,! ‘The$effectiveness$of$any$measures$taken$to$address$
the$ problems$ of$ journalism$ safety$ ultimately$ depends$ on$ our$ ability$ to$ understand$ the$
complex$nature$and$dynamics$of$risk$to$journalists’$(Torsner,!2017:!129).$$
!
With! regard! to! issues! of! threats! to! the! safety! of! journalist! practitioners,! the! rightsFbased!
framework! facilitates! the! framing! of! risk! in! terms! of! the! individual! journalist! as! a! rightsF
bearer!and!consequently!through!violations!that!target!their!fundamental!rights.!This!is!also!
how!problems!of!the!safety!of!journalists!are!commonly!framed!and!measured:!as!instances!
of! different! forms! of! violations! of! the! fundamental! rights! of! the! individual! journalist.94! If!
however! the! aim! is! to! try! to! understand! problems! of! safety! in! an! inFdepth! and!
comprehensive!manner,!a!key!concern!becomes!not!only! to!account! for! the!nature!of! the!
attacks! and! violations! against! journalists! –! to! record! their!manifestation! (although! this! in!
itself! is! crucial! and! a! difficult! undertaking),! but! also! to! understand! the! circumstances!
producing! such! safety! threats.! Or! in! other! words,! to! understand! what! constitutes! the!
specificities! of! an! environment! hostile! to! the! safety! of! journalists,! and! how! particular!
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mature!democracies.!Determining!what! is! to!be!considered!an!enabling!environment! thus!
necessarily! goes! beyond! categorical! understandings! of! societal! contexts! where! indicators!
such!as!the!state!of!democratic!development!and!levels!of!conflict!can!provide!explanations!






needed! that! can! contextualise! such! instances! in! relation! to! their! causes! but! facilitate! an!
understanding!of! the!consequence!of! such!violations! to! society!more!broadly.!On! the!one!
hand!it!is!thus!imperative!to!understand!how!various!societal!circumstances!produce!risk!to!
journalism,!but!on!the!other!hand!it!is!key!also!to!identify!what!it!is!that!society!actually!risks!




The! above! review! of! grey! literature! shows! how! violations! of! the! safety! of! journalists! are!
understood! predominantly! in! terms! of! occurrences! of! violations! against! the! individual!
journalist.95! It! is!argued!here! that! this!approach! is! too!narrow!when! it! comes! to!capturing!
risk!to!journalism!as!a!multidimensional!problem.!Therefore,!the!approach!developed!in!this!





the! societal! role! journalism! performs.! According! to! such! an! understanding! of! risk! to!
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journalism,! the! approaches! currently! applied! to! problems! of! safety! can! be! said! to!
predominantly! address! a! specific! dimension! of! risk,! namely! manifestations! of! risk! to! the!
individual!practitioner,! largely!detached! from! the!other!dimensions!as!well! as! factors! that!
might!explain!why!safety!threats!occur!and!the!significance!of!such!safety!threats!in!terms!of!
understanding! their!wider! impact! on! society.! Ultimately,! it! is! not! the! case! that! violations!
against!journalists!judged!just!in!terms!of!their!manifestation!explain!much!about!the!causes!
of! such!violations!nor!allows!us! to!understand! the!consequences!of! these!acts.! To!do! this!
requires! also! the! systematic! tracing! of! causes! of! such! violations! as! well! as! a! means! to!
understand!the!consequence!of!such!risk.!The!manifestations!of!safety!violations!should!thus!
not!be! treated!simply!as!a!discrete!and! isolated!category!of! risk.! Instead,! safety!violations!
should!be!contextualised!and!examined!in!relation!to!a!more!encompassing!and!integrated!
notion! of! risk! that! allows! for! the! systematic! identification! of! risk! factors! in! terms!of! their!




The!nature!of! violations!of! the! safety!of! individual! journalists,! understood! in! terms!of! the!
occurrences!of!different!types!of!rights!violations,!can!be!described!as!being!the!main!focus!
of! much! of! the! grey! literature! reviewed.! Recording! information! on! such! violations! will!
undoubtedly!provide!general!tendencies!for! instance!with!regard!to!how!figures!on!killings!
or! imprisonments! of! journalist! fluctuate! over! time! and! also! enable! the! identification! of!
which! countries! are! the! worst! perpetrators! of! such! crimes.! However,! when! it! comes! to!
understanding!the!reasons!for!why!the!reported!instances!of!violations!increase!or!decrease!
from!year!to!year!it!is!currently!only!possible!to!identify!generic!explanatory!factors!such!as!
increasing! levels! of! conflict! and! unrest,! societal! polarisation! and! hostile! discursive!
environments,!the!rise!of!illiberal!democracy!and!so!on.!!!!
!
It! can!also!be!noted! that! the!way! the!manifestation!of!a! violation! is! currently!understood!
and!recorded!conflates!what!needs!to!be!considered!distinct,!yet!interrelated!dimensions!of!







Understanding! a! rights! violation,! beyond! its! mere! manifestation! would! entail! uncovering!
why! it! occurred! and! what! caused! it! to! occur.! Is! an! instance! of! an! imprisonment! of! a!
journalist!for!example!part!of!a!wider!attack!on!freedom!of!expression!within!a!country!or!is!
a! government! using! aggressive! laws! as! a!means! to! jail! journalists!who! report! critically! on!
government!policies!or!uncover!corruption!within!political!elites?!If!so,!what!is!the!nature!of!
those! laws!and!how!are! they!used!as!a! tool! to!censor!and!target! journalists?!How!can!we!
further! understand! the! circumstance! of! a! killing! of! a! journalist?! Can! it! be! linked! to!









also! understand! why! impunity! occurs! and! ‘consider$ how$ to$ identify$ the$ societal$
circumstances,$beyond$generalized$statements$concerning$deficiencies$in$the$rule$of$law$and$
judicial$ independence$ etc.$ that$ allow$ impunity$ to$ flourish’$ (Torsner,! 2017:! 134).!
Understanding! impunity! thus! goes!beyond! recording! yearly! figures!on!how!many! cases!of!
killings!are!judicially!unresolved!and!extends!to!understanding!how!the!societal!institution!of!
law! functions! and! the! chilling! effect! that! the! lack! of! judicial! accountability! may! have! on!
journalistic!expression!as!perpetrators!of!attacks!on!journalists!go!free.!Such!effects!may!for!
instance! lead! to! consequences! such! as! selfFcensorship! and! whereas! this! is! currently!
acknowledged! as! problematic! (Clark! &! Grech,! 2017;! Harrison! &! Pukallus,! 2018),! the! link!




According! to! the! rightsFbased! perspective! undue! restrictions! of! the! fundamental! rights! of!
the!journalist!not!only!signal!a!breach!of!the!rights!of!an!individual.!Indeed,!consequences!in!
terms! of! infringing! the! rights! of!members! of! society!more!widely! as! they! are! deprived! of!
journalistic!outputs!are!also!recognised.!Attacks!on!the!safety!of!journalists!or!other!forms!of!
restrictions! of! the! capacity! of! the! individual! journalist! to! practise! journalism! can! thus! be!
understood!as!circumscribing! the! rights! to!expression!and! to! information! in!a!much!wider!
sense.!The!violation!of!the!rights!of!a!journalist!can!for!instance!be!said!to!signify!the!extent!
to!which!human!rights!are!universally!recognised!and!practised.!Practising!journalism!then,!
and! the! capacity! of! the! individual! journalist! to! practise! journalism! becomes! a! form! of!
guarantee!or!protection!of! the!fundamental! rights!of!members!of!society!more!widely.!An!
additional! journalistic! function,! as!mentioned! in! the! review! above!of! international! human!
rights!law,!also!showcases!the!relationship!between!the!individual!and!collective!dimensions!
of! the!right!to!publicise!and!receive! information!with!regard!to!the!ability!of! journalists! to!
provide! the! public! with! information! necessary! to! undertake! collective! associative! life.!
Another! prominent! example! is! the! role! that! practising! journalists! serve! as! watchdogs! to!
ensure!that!the!public!interest!is!protected!by!political!decision!makers!and!by!other!power!
holders.! In! democratic! countries,! journalists! and! journalistic! practice,! and! ultimately,! the!
societal!function!of!journalism!all!play!an!integral!role!to!ensure!accountable!governance.!If!
the!individual!journalist!then,!in!his!or!her!professional!capacity!of!practising!journalism,!can!
be! considered! an! indispensable! vehicle! for! journalism,! it! also! becomes! important! to!
understand!how!risk!can!be!understood! in! terms!of! restrictions!not!only!on! the! individual!
journalist! but! also! to! the! practice! and! functions! of! journalism.! Such! risk! then! can! be!
understood! for! instance! in! terms! of! the! ways! in! which! journalistic! practice! and! the!
institution!of! journalism!are!endangered.!An!example!of!such!a!scenario!could!for! instance!
be! attempts! to! personally! discredit! a! journalist! or! journalists! by! claiming! they! spread!
disinformation!or!‘fake!news’.!This!could!pose!risk!to!and!have!consequences!for!journalistic!
practice!more!broadly!if!such!personal!attacks!lead!to!the!delegitimisation!of!the!profession.!
If! the! public! withdraws! its! trust! in! journalism,! it! can! breach! the! social! contract! between!
citizens! and! journalism! which! ultimately! depends! on! citizens! bestowing! their! trust! in!
journalism!to!produce!truthful!and!honest!reporting.!In!this!way,!the!scope!of!and!risk!to!the!











merely! reflect! implicit! assumption! of! outcomes! of! risk! as! endangering! the! democratic!
maintenance! and! sustainability! of! societies! and! the! furthering! of! universal! human! rights.!
Indeed,!the!societal!consequence!of!risk!to!journalism!is!not!approached!in!a!way!that!allows!
for!a!disaggregated!and!systematic!understanding!of!what! it!means!and!entails.!As!will!be!
shown!as! this! thesis!progresses,! it! is!necessary! to!bring! the!wider!societal!consequence!of!
risk! to! journalism! to! the! forefront! of! developing! a! conceptual! rationale! for! understanding!
journalistic! risk! as! producing! occurrences! of! civil! diminishment.! For! the! purpose! of!





Whereas! the! review! of! grey! literature! showed! that! it! was! largely! focused! on! recording!
manifestations! of! safety! threats! to! journalists,! including! their! nature! and! expression,! the!
academic!literature!reviewed!below!attempts!to!explore!the!extent!to!which!it!is!possible!to!
contextualise!such!manifestations!in!relation!to!their!causes!and!consequences,!and!thus!the!
extent! to! which! it! is! also! possible! to! provide! explanations! as! to! reasons! and! the!
circumstances!under!which!safety!threats!occur.!
!
While! the! subject!of! safety! threats! against! journalists,! as! a!distinct! research!area,!has!not!




explored!extensively!by!academia!over! the!years!while! the!safety!of! journalists! ‘has$ rarely$
been$discussed$as$a$specific$research$question’!(UNESCO,!2015d:!1).!As!the!issue!of!safety!in!
journalism! has! gained! significant!momentum! on! the! international! arena! of! late,! not! least!
after! the! adoption! of! the! UN! Plan! of! Action! in! 2012! and! Sustainable! Development! Goal!
16.10.1! which! proposes! to! use! violations! against! journalists! as! indicators! of! wider!
development! trends!within! societies,! scholars! are! also! increasingly! turning! to! this! area! of!
study.!
!
More! specifically,! existing! academic! research! on! problems! of! safety! threats! against!
journalists! can! be! described! as! focusing! on! selected! aspects! of! problems! of! safety.! These!
include!for!instance,!strategies!adopted!by!journalists!to!protect!themselves!and!cope!with!




also! forms! of! gendered! violence! and! onFline! abuse! and! violations.102! It! can! however! be!
noted! that! for! the! purpose! of! examining! problems! of! safety! threats! beyond! the! mere!
manifestation!of!such!threats!(such!as!the!occurrence!of!various!types!of!violations)!there!is!








The! complexity! of! the! task! of! trying! to! understand! the! societal! circumstances! that! allow!












and$ poor$ governance$ put$ journalists$ at$ risk’$ (ibid.).! Waisbord! makes! a! similar! point! and!
states! that$ ‘Although$ it$ is$ prevalent,$ antipress$ violence$ remains$ an$ understudied$ and$
undertheorized$ problem.$ We$ lack$ answers$ to$ several$ questions:$ What$ conditions$ foster$
antipress$ violence?$ Should$ it$ be$ understood$as$ an$ expression$ of$ general$ difficulties$ for$ the$




Societies!with!high! levels!of! societal!violence,! including!countries!experiencing!widespread!
conflict!and!war!have!been!given!much!attention!in!the!literature!on!safety!violation!against!
journalists.! These! contexts! are! intuitively! understood! to! be! inherently! dangerous! for!
journalists!as!they!‘suffer$the$effects$of$various$forms$of$armed$violence’$when$‘reporting$o[n]$
armed$ conflict$ or$ other$ forms$ of$ political$ violence.$ Journalists$ may$ be$ “caught$ in$ the$
crossfire”$ or$ be$ specifically$ targeted’$ through$ ‘violent$ tactics,$ including$ arrest$ and$ physical$
violence,$to$prevent$ journalists$from$communicating$ information$about$armed$violence$and$




such! as:! how! journalists! operate! in!war! zones;103! the! relationship! between!military! forces!
and!journalists;104!the!merits!and!limitations!of!systems!of!embedded!war!correspondents;!
the! risks! faced! by! different! types! of! journalists;105! and,! strengths! and! limitations! of! legal!
protection!frameworks.106!!
While!there!are!few!systematic!studies!detailing!the!causes!of!risk!to! journalists! in!conflict!
situations,! Taback! and! Coupland! set! out! to! build! a! ’security! profile’! that! can! assess! the!
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‘effects$of$armed$violence$on$journalists$in$areas$of$armed$conflict$or$political$violence’$(2006:!
196).! Their! study! examines! instances! of! lethal! violence! as! well! as! injuries,! threats,!
kidnapping!or!detention.!The!authors!conclude!that!lethality,!measured!‘as$the$proportion$of$
people$ injured$ who$ are$ killed$ is$ the$ effect$ best$ measured’$ (ibid.,! 200)$ and! find! that!




detention!of! journalists! is!most!often!carried!out!by!the!police.!Furthermore,! ‘[w]hether$or$
not$events$are$related$to$conflict,$the$risks$for$journalists$of$being$killed$or$wounded$do$not$





America/Caribbean$ are$ more$ likely$ to$ execute$ a$ threat$ as$ compared$ with$ other$ actors$









related! to! the! changing! nature! of! conflicts,! and! the! rise! of! the! new! or! asymmetric! wars!
(Kaldor,!2012)!of!the!21st!century!(Tait,!2007:!437).!The!implications!of!the!rise!of! irregular!
insurgent! methods! of! warfare,! in! combination! with! what! is! described! as! the! ‘loss$ of$
neutrality’$as!a!protection!of! independent! journalism! is! commonly! seen!as! ‘a$major$ factor$
driving$violence$against$newsgatherers’$ (Cottle!et!al.,!2016:!20).108!As!noted!by!Sambrook:!





all$ have$ their$ own$ social$ media$ channels$ by$ which$ they$ can$ communicate$ directly$ to$ the$
public$or$their$supporters’,!argues!Sambrook!(ibid.,!33).109!The!drastically!escalating!security!
threats! that!media!workers! faced!during! the! Iraq!war!when! they!were! ‘squeezed$between$
militants$ who$ targeted$ them$ and$ the$ U.S.$ forces$ who$ either$ viewed$ them$ with$ extreme$
suspicion$or$failed$to$implement$policies$to$mitigate$risk’$is!described!as!symptomatic!of!this!
development!(Simon,!2015:!64F65).!Being!kidnapped!by!militant!groups!and!held!for!ransom!








For! instance,! Waisbord! points! out! that! there! is! a! need! to! examine! violations! against!
journalists! in! societies! with! weak! democratic! institutions! and! contexts! of! fragility! (2002,!
2006).!The!underlying!reason!for!the!fact!that!this! is!an!understudied!research!area!is!that!
‘the$literature$on$press$and$democracy$has$been$largely$produced$in$the$West$and$has$largely$
reflected$ the$ absence$ of$ antipress$ violence$ in$Western$ nations.$With$ the$ exception$ of$war$




postFauthoritarian! or! developing! countries! in! Latin! America,$ Waisbord! argues! ‘that$ the$
breakdown$of$the$state$accounts$ for$why$the$press,$particularly$ investigative$reporters$and$
publications,$is$the$target$of$violence’$(2002:!92).!Noting!that!liberal!theorists!generally!argue!
that! ‘the$problems$ for$ the$press$are$ fundamentally$ legal$ in$nature,$ rooted$ in$governments$
that$ cannot$ tolerate$ dissent$ and$ manipulate$ laws$ to$ prevent$ press$ criticism’$ while$
‘progressive$ and$ radical$ analysts’! consider$ ‘a$ complex$ network$ of$ business$ interests$ and$
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oligopolies$ (…)$ the$most$ formidable$ adversaries$ for$ the$ press$ to$ serve$ democratic$ ideals’,$
Waisbord!maintains!that!‘[n]either$model$(…)$addresses$the$question$of$antipress$violence$in$
situations$of$ state$disintegration’$ (ibid.).! Instead!both!of! them!assume! the!existence!of!an!
effective!and!strong!state!as! ‘the$invisible$backbone$that$the$press$requires$to$function$in$a$






Pointing! out! that! the! fate! of! the! press! and! the! democratic! state! are! closely! intertwined,!
Waisbord! states! that! the! safe! practice! of! journalism! ‘is$ not$ viable$ as$ long$ as$ states$ are$
unable$ to$ perform$ key$ functions’$ (2002:! 115)$ such! as! guaranteeing! domestic! peace! and!
security,! and! points! to! the! fact! that! journalism! depends! on! the! existence! of! a! state! that!
functions!as!a!‘[mechanism]$to$institutionalize$the$rule$of$law,$observe$legislation$to$promote$
access$ to$ information,$ facilitate$ viable$ and$ diversified$ economies$ to$ support$ mixed$media$
systems,$ ensure$ functional$ and$ independent$ tribunals$ that$ support$ “the$ public’s$ right$ to$
know,”$ control$ corruption$ inside$ and$ outside$ newsrooms,$ and$ stop$ violence$ against$
reporters,$ sources,$ and$ citizens’$ (ibid.,! 125).! However,! because! liberal! and! participatory!
models! of! the! press! commonly! consider! the! state! ‘a$ given,$ functional$ entity$ in$ the$West’,$
Waisbord!argues!that$‘it$is$not$properly$discussed$in$the$context$of$debates$about$journalism$
elsewhere$ where$ states$ are$ more$ likely$ to$ fail$ on$ several$ aspects’$ (ibid.,! 116).! In! fact,!
Waisbord!further!points!out!that!from!the!perspective!of!Western!theory!of!the!press,!the!
state! is! often! considered! a! predatory! actor! that! ’often$ evokes$ official$ censorship,$ political$
persecution,$violence,$media$ legislation$ in$ favor$of$powerful$ interests,$and$captured$courts’$
(2007:! 127).! And! while! recognising! that! this! is! certainly! the! case,! the! state!must! also! be!
approached! as! a! potential! facilitator! of! a! safe! environment! for! journalists.! Accordingly,!
Waisbord!(2007)!argues!that!the!relationship!between!state!weakness!and!violence!against!
journalists! is!a!previously!overlooked!research!area.!He! identifies!two!particular!aspects!of!






enforcement! and! the! rule! of! law! in! general,! and! as! a! consequence! of! state! fragility.! This!
would! be! of! relevance! to! an! appreciation! of! how! the! standing! of! the! law! may! have!
implications!for!instance!on!impunity!when!it!comes!to!crimes!against!journalists.!Waisbord!
(2007)! concludes! that! the! relationship! between! state! weakness! and! violence! against!
journalists! requires! study! to! enable! the! identification! of! which! particular! and! recurring!
aspects! of! the! fragility! of! states! and! its! institutions! actually! give! rise! to! violence! against!
journalists.!
Studying!countryFlevel!risk!factors!associated!with!the!occurrence!of!murders!of!journalists,!
Riddick! et$ al.! find! state! performance! a! key! factor! in! safeguarding! journalists:! it! being!




majority$ sections$ of$ the$ population’! and! in! contexts! where! the! ‘means$ of$ power$ by$ such$
groups$ or$ governments$ involve$ overriding$ laws$ and$ legal$ processes,$ and$ using$ violence$
against$ opponents’! they! ‘are$ likely$ to$ result$ in$ the$ homicides$ of$ media$ workers’$ (ibid.).$
However,!Riddick!et$al.!also!raise!the!question!‘why$some$countries$with$very$high$levels$of$
political$ terror$ and$ corruption,$ and$ with$ very$ poor$ government,$ did$ not$ have$ reported$
homicides$of$media$workers’$(ibid.)!during!the!period!studied.111!In!fact,!no!journalists!were!
killed! in! countries! such! as! Burundi,! the! Central! African! Republic,! Chad,! Egypt,! Ethiopia,!
Liberia,! North! Korea,! Uzbekistan! and! Zimbabwe! despite! the! fact! that! they! scored! poorly!
relating!to!political!terror!and!state!fragility!during!the!period!examined.!The!authors!argue!
that! ‘the$ relative$ absence$ of$ the$ media$ (low$ numbers$ of$ media$ workers,$ or$ low$ levels$ of$
activity),$ high$ levels$ of$ selfAcensorship$ (possibly$as$a$ result$ of$ previous$homicides$of$media$
workers),$and$high$imprisonment$rates’$(ibid.)$may!be!factors!explaining!this!fact.!This!finding!
points! towards! the!need! to!explain! in! a!more! inFdepth!way!how!specific! societal! contexts!






attack$ the$ media$ more$ at$ some$ times$ than$ others’,! VonDeoepp! and! Young! propose! that!
‘media$ harassment$will$ increase$when$ governments$ face$ threats$ to$maintaining$ power$ or$
undertake$extraordinary$efforts$to$consolidate$power’$(2013:!36)!in!relation!to!events!such!as!
elections,!coup!plots,!major!public!protests!and!the!emergence!of!civil!conflict$and!they!find!
that! ‘government$ interference$ with$ the$ media$ is$ shaped$ by$ varying$ needs$ to$ control$
information$over$ time’$ (ibid.,! 49).! Some!additional! findings!provide! interesting! insight! into!
the!need!to!further!study!how!societal!characteristics!produce!safety!threats!to!journalists.!
For! instance,! findings! show! that! government! harassment! of! and! control! of! the! media!
escalates! after! the! onset! of! conflicts.! Albeit,! providing! only! circumstantial! evidence,! the!
authors!argue!that!an!explanatory!theory!could!be!‘that$governments$concentrate$on$more$
pressing$concerns$(such$as$rebels)$first$and$then$turn$to$information$control’$(ibid.,!50).!This!is!
an! interesting! theory! that! points! toward! the! need! to! understand! the! ways! in! which!
governments! interfere!with! the! safety! of! journalists! to! a! greater! extent.! The! authors! also!
raise!the!fact!that!other!regime!features,!including!the!quality!of!the!rule!of!law,!as!well!as!
factors! including! societal! characteristics! such! as! levels! of! media! literacy! and! public!
perceptions! of! the!media,! could! influence! government! harassment! of! the!media! and! this!
needs!further!study.$
!
Research! also! demonstrates! that! there! are! clear! subFnational! dimensions! of! risk! which! is!
evidenced! for! instance! by! the! fact! that! journalists! working! in! a! local! context,! away! from!
capital!cities!are!particularly!exposed!to!targeted!attacks!(Brambila,!2017;!Waisbord,!2002).!
Waisbord!(2007)!shows!that!the!local!and!national!press!in!Latin!America!face!different!types!
of! threats! with! local! journalists! tending! to! be! targets! of! murder! more! often! while! the!
national!press!is!more!frequently!the!target!of!intimidation.!The!fact!that!journalists!working!
within!the!same!national!context!do!not!face!the!same!type!and!levels!of!risk!highlights!the!




medium!a! journalist!works! for,! the! type! of! journalistic! beat! covered,! and! if! a! journalist! is!
local,! foreign! and/or! freelance,! expose! journalists! to! hazard! within! a! specific! context! are!
additional! dimensions! that! need! further! exploration.! Again,!Waisbord’s! research! (2007)! is!
salient! since! it! shows!how!historically,!harassments!and!attacks!against! journalists! in! Latin!
America! were! linked! to! partisan! and! ideological! affiliations! (such! as! state! sponsored!
persecution! of! the! leftFwing! press! in! various! countries),! but! he! notes! a! shift! where!
ideologically! unaffiliated! reporters! investigating! ‘sensitive$ issues$ such$ as$ corruption,$ drug$
trafficking,$ the$ environment$ and$ human$ rights$ abuses’$ (ibid.),! are! increasingly! targeted!
because!of!their!professional!role!and!how!they!are!viewed!(as!independent,!oppositional!or!
partisan).!A! further!necessary!research!area! is! to!verify! if! threats!against! journalists!within!
contexts!of!emerging!civil!societies! intensify!as!the!media!becomes!more!independent!and!




civil! society!within! fragile! state! contexts! as!well! as! the! consequence!when! such! strategies!
succeed!is!also!underFresearched!and!this!points!to!the!fact!that!we!simply!do!not!have!the!
research!evidence! to!enable! the!systematic!mapping!and!categorisation!of! the!contexts! in!
which!various!state!and!nonFstate!actors!violate!the!safety!of!journalists,!nor!do!we!have!the!
knowledge! to! discern! their!motives! for! perpetrating! crimes! against! journalists! (Waisbord,!
2002:!103).!
!
A! further!number!of! additional! knowledge! gaps! support! the! claim! that! there! is! a! need! to!
understand! the! specificities! of! the! societal! context! producing! risk! to! journalists.! These!
include!aspects!such!as!the!fact!that!we!cannot!know!with!any!certainty!if!and!why!certain!
types! of! risk! can! be! linked! to! specific! characteristics! of! societal! contexts.! While! most!
journalists!killed!were!previously!reported!as!being!killed!as!a!result!of!reporting!on!conflict,!
data! now! show,! as!mentioned! above,! that!more! journalists! are! killed! outside! contexts! of!
conflict.!The!reasons!behind!this!shift!however!cannot!be!explained!with!any!certainty.!Are!




















While! the! literature!on! limitations!of!media! freedom!within!consolidated!democracies!has!
often! focused!on! legislative!and!economic!conditions,!and!while!Western!media!has!been,!
and!still!is,!largely!spared!from!the!most!violent!forms!of!physical!attacks!(Waisbord,!2007),!
it! is! important! to! note! that!media! in! the!West! have! come! under! increasing! pressure,! for!
instance! through! the! rise!of!hate! speech,!attempts!at!discrediting!and!accusations!of! fake!
news,! attacks! by! extremist! groups112! and! the! use! of! national! security! and! terrorism!
legislation!to!prevent!journalists!from!reporting.!There!are!also!examples!of!violent!attacks!
and! cases! of! journalists! being! killed! in! European! countries,! which! have! traditionally! been!









When!examining! regime!type!as!a!determinant!of! journalist!killing,!Asal!et$al.!put! forward!
the! argument! that! ‘democracies$ are$ not$ safe$ havens$ for$ journalists’$ due! to! the! fact! that!
‘More$ democratic$ regimes$ provide$ journalists$ with$ opportunities$ to$ pursue$ sensitive$
information$ and$ thereby$ place$ themselves$ at$ risk,$ while$ less$ democratic$ regimes$ restrict$
these$opportunities’$(2018:!26).!VonDeoepp!and!Young!also!find!the!level!of!democracy!to!be!
‘a$ significant$ predictor$ of$ media$ harassment,$ with$ more$ democratic$ societies$ witnessing$
more$interference$with$the$media’!and!call!for!further!research!into!‘crossAnational$variances$
in$ government$ actions$ against$ the$media’$ (2013:! 50).! However,! research! also! argues! that!
while! ‘under$ certain$ circumstances,$ new$ democracies$ seem$ to$ offer$ a$ lethal$ trap$ to$
journalists,$ who$ enjoy$ certain$ incentives$ to$ perform$ more$ critically$ than$ under$ previous$
authoritarian$regimes,$but$where$the$state$in$unable$to$safeguard$the$exercise$of$journalism$
all$over$its$territory‘$it!is!also!believed!that!‘a$major$qualitative$change$in$the$functionality$of$
the$ state$and$democracy$may$ improve,$ considerably,$ the$ issue$of$ safety$ of$ journalists$ and$
impunity’$ (Brambila,! 2017:! 322).$ The! key! here! would! be! to! explore! what! features! of!





The! review! of! international! human! rights! law! showed! that! the! rationale! for! protecting!









VonDoepp! and! Young! explain! that! ‘[b]oth$ conventional$ wisdom$ and$ emerging$ research$
indicate$ that$ free$media$ are$ critical$ for$ good$ governance.$ By$ serving$ as$watchdogs$ of$ the$
political$ class,$ incubators$ of$ a$ robust$ public$ sphere,$ and$ vehicles$ for$ the$ articulation$ of$
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marginalized$ political$ voices,$ independent$ media$ help$ to$ build$ accountability$ and$ deepen$
democracy’$(2013:!36).115!Along!similar!lines,!Gohdes!and!Carey!state!that!‘Press$freedom$is$
widely$ recognized$ as$ an$ important$ element$ of$ a$ wellAfunctioning$ democracy.$ A$ free$ press$
ensures$that$political$competition$can$take$place$and$that$the$population$is$informed$about$
the$ leaders’$ decisions$ and$ behaviours,$ an$ essential$ element$ for$ holding$ rulers$ to$ account’$
(2017:!159).!Studying!risk!to!journalists!in!democratic!regimes,!Asal!et$al.!also!suggest!that!in!
the! absence! of! journalistic! protections! ‘we$ might$ expect$ a$ chilling$ effect$ on$ the$
accountability$that$journalists$otherwise$provide$and$an$erosion$of$openness,$democracy$and$
the$ rule$ of$ law’$ (2016:! 40).! This! lack! of! engagement!with! how! to! understand! the! societal!
function! of! journalism! as! well! as! the! value! of! journalism! as! integral! to! evaluating! risk! to!
journalism!provides!the!point!of!departure!for!the!theoretical!work!that!will!be!undertaken!
in!Chapter!3,!where! this!dimension!of! risk!needs!not!only!needs! to!be!acknowledged,!but!








journalism! is! captured! and! understood! for! the! purpose! of! providing! explanations! as! the!
circumstances!under!which!safety!threats!occur.!!
!
While! the! academic! literature! can! be! described! as! going! further! than! the! grey! literature,!
which! identifies! the!mere!manifestations! and! occurrences! of! safety! threats! by! going! into!
their! causes,! it! is! still! argued! here! that! there! is! currently! a! lack! of! a! comprehensive!
understanding! as! to! how! different! societal! circumstances! produce! various! types! of! safety!
threats.!An!important!conclusion!from!the!review!of!academic!and!grey!literature!is!that!the!
link!between!safety!threats!and!types!of!societal!context! is! indeed!not!predetermined!and!
fixed! in! some! way.! As! pointed! out! by! Riddick! et$ al.! (2008)! widespread! societal! violence,!
corruption!and!poor! governance!do!not!necessarily!mean! that! journalists! are! targeted! for!
murder! in! a! particular! country! or! territory.! They! further! suggest! that! this! fact! might! be!
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related! to! aspects! such! as! the! fact! that! few! journalists!work! in! these! countries,! and! that!
levels! of! selfFcensorship! or! imprisonment! rates! are! high! which! could! reflect! a! highly!
repressive!media!environment!where! journalists!are!silenced!with! less!directly!violent! (yet!











violations! (with! an! overall! focus! on! lethal! forms! of! violence)! against! journalists! can! be!
understood,!the!academic!literature!can!be!said!to!point!to!four!generic!categories:!
a) War! affected! countries! that! are! experiencing! widespread! conflict,! civil! unrest! and!
high! levels!of!repression!or!dissent,!where! journalists!face! lethal!and!other!dangers!
due!to!the!fact!that!they!are!witnessing!and!reporting!on!war,!or!because!of!reasons!
not!directly!related!to!war!reporting;!!
b) Oppressive116! forms! of! societies! or! autocracies! where! press! freedom! is! strictly!
controlled!(including!for!instance!countries!like!Eritrea!(RSF,!2019b)!and!North!Korea!
(RSF,! 2019g)),! and! evidence! points! towards! the! fact! that! journalists! are! mostly!
silenced!by!other!means!than!killings!(for!instance!imprisonment);!!
c) Less!oppressive!and!more!open!societies!that!nevertheless!can!be!described!as!being!
fragile! societies! experiencing! instability! and! a! certain! degree! of! repression! and!
violence! while! still! having! some! degree! of! press! freedom.! These! societies! can! be!
understood! as! developing! or! immature! democracies! within! which! journalists! are!
more!often!targeted!for!murder!and!various!types!of! intimidation!and!violence!(for!
instance! Mexico! (RSF,! 2019f)! and! India! (RSF,! 2019d)! than! in! strictly! oppressive!
societies:!and,!!
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d) The! range! of! countries! that! can! be! described! as! more! or! less! consolidated! and!
mature!democracies! that!allow! for!a! free!and! independent!press!and!within!which!
journalists! are! known! to! face! a! range! of! threats! and! intimidation,! including! for!
instance!attempts!to!discredit!the!media!(for!instance!the!United!States!(RSF,!2019i))!
and!online!harassment! (for! instance!Finland! (RSF,!2019c)),!and! in! rarer!cases!being!
targeted!for!murder!(Malta!(RSF,!2019e)!and!Slovenia!(RSF,!2019h)).!!
These! four! types! of! society! provide! a! rough! framework! for! beginning! to! discern! how! and!
when!journalists!come!under!attack.!However,!the!explanatory!power!of!this!categorisation!
of!environments!and!the!ways!in!which!they!are!hostile!to!journalists!must!be!regarded!as!





above,! and! within! that! type! the! focus! has! almost! entirely! been! on! trying! to! understand!
lethal!violence!within!conflictFaffected!areas.!This! to! the!detriment!of!understanding,!with!
any!degree!of!sophistication!types$bAd!and!how!their!respective!societal!characteristics!bring!
about! threats! to! the! safety! of! journalists.! Simply! put,! the! more! a! society! appears! or! is!
marked!out!as!being!increasingly!fragile,!the!more!likely!it!is!to!be!evaluated!in!terms!of!the!
manifestations! of! safety! threats! to! journalists! and! documented! for! instances! of! lethal!
violence.!At!one!level!this!is!a!selfFevident!truth!and!such!work!is!important,!at!another!level!





fewer! killings! are! reportedly! occurring! in! consolidated! democracies! it! is! still! important! to!
track! to! what! extent! any! environment! might! turn! more! hostile! towards! journalism! and!
journalists,!not!least!considering!the!fact!that!‘even$the$most$wellAinstitutionalized$and$open$
democracies$ are$ not$ immune$ from$ targeting$ their$ own$ citizens,$ especially$ if$ those$ citizens$
pose$ a$ threat$ to$ those$ in$ power’$ (Asal! et$ al.,! 2016:! 28).$ The! systematic! tracking! of! any!
journalistic! environment! including! countries! with! an! open! media! environment! could! also!
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on! journalism! (the! more! democratic! a! country! the! less! problems! with! safety! attacks).!
Nevertheless,! the! research! shows! that! democratic! countries! also! have! problems! with!
violations!of!the!safety!of!journalists!(Von!Deoepp!&!Young,!2013).!The!distinction!between!
democratic! and! nonFdemocratic! contexts! for! understanding! causes! of! safety! threats!
therefore! has! some! obvious! limitations.! The! academic! literature! also! points! to! the!
institutions!and!agents!that!might!facilitate!and!perpetrate!safety!violations!and!the!fact!that!






of! the! state,! the!extent! to!which! these!can!be!described!as!weak!or! fragile,!oppressive!or!





rule.! While! these,! and! various! other! societal! characteristics! can! be! used! to! better!









As! pointed! out! by! Waisbord! (2007),! Western! conceptions! of! ‘problems$ for$ the$ press’!
commonly!take!the!existence!of!a!capable!and!effective!state!for!granted!while!focusing!on!






to! live!up! to!a! specific!model!of!democracy.! Instead,! it! is! the!aim!of! this! thesis! to!build! a!
conceptual!framework!that!establishes!an!understanding!of!the!civil!role!of!journalism!that!
will! allow! for! the! study!of! risk! to! journalism! in! actual! societal! contexts! regardless!of! their!
democratic!status.118!This!would! for! instance!enable!the!empirical!study!of! the!state!as!an!
enabler!of! safe!conditions! for! journalism!as!well!as! the!role! the!state!plays!with! regard! to!
endangering!safety!for!journalism.!
!
Overall,! the! review!of! academic! and! grey! literature!has! helped!establish! two! things.! First,!
that! the! social! significance,! or! consequence,! of! violations! against! journalism! is! not! fully!
explicated.! They! focus! too! much! on! unstated! assumptions! about! journalistic! value! with!
regard! to! democracy! and! the! rights! to! know.! The! point! being! that! this! is! too! limited! and!
ignores! what! it! is! exactly! that! societies! risk! losing! when! journalists! and! journalism! are!
attacked.! This! particular! point! provides! the! starting! point! for! developing! a! conceptual!
understanding!of!civil!diminishment!as!a!consequence!of!risk! in!Chapters!3!and!4.!Second,!
and!related!to!that,!the!above!review!reveals!the!gaps!in!the!literature!that!are!necessary!to!
address! in! order! to! improve! current! approaches! to! understanding! risk! to! the! safety! of!
journalists.! Specifically,! three! gaps! can!be! identified:! a! lack!of! understanding!of! the! range!
and! interrelationship! of! various! types! of! violations! against! the! safety! of! journalists!
(manifestations);!a! lack!of!understanding!of!the!societal!circumstances!within!which!safety!
threats!occur!including!why!and!how!they!produce!such!safety!threats!(causes);!and!a!lack!of!
understanding! of! the! wider! societal! significance! and! implications! of! safety! threats! (the!
consequence!of!risk).!With!regard!to!manifestations!of!safety!threats!there! is!a!clear!focus!
on! lethal! forms! of! violation! in! the! academic! literature.! While! it! is! certainly! of! critical!
importance! to! study! killings! as! the! most! serious! and! ultimate! form! of! censorship,! they!
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arguably! only! reveal! part! of! the! picture! when! it! comes! to! understanding! the! nature! and!
dynamics!of!safety!threats.!In!fact,!it!is!argued!here!that!a!range!of!violations!of!the!safety!of!
journalists!needs!to!be!systematically!studied.!Understanding!the!interrelationship!between!
different! types!of! safety! threats!and!when!and!why! they!might!escalate! into!more!violent!
forms!of!attacks!(for!instance!killings)!are!other!areas!that!need!further!research.!!What!this!





reaffirm! that! there! is! currently! a! need! not! only! for! understanding! risk! to! journalism! as! a!
multidimensional! problem! but! also! that! this! requires! the! development! of! a! holistic!
framework!that!can!capture!risk!to!journalism!in!its!full!complexity.!It! is!towards!laying!the!






From! the! above! examination! of! the! legal! rightsFbased! approach! as! well! as! the! grey! and!




are! largely! unexplored.! As! such! risk! to! journalism! is! reduced! to! nothing! other! than! a!
violation!of!the!right!to!publication!and!information!(restrictions!of! journalistic!practice)!as!
well!as!violations!of!fundamental!rights!of!journalist!practitioners!(for!instance!physical!and!
nonFphysical! aggressions).! What! dominates! these! approaches! is! the! adoption! of! the!
assumption!that!it!is!selfFevidently!the!case!that!a!breach!of!journalists’!rights!tells!us!all!we!




that! it! is! necessary! to! develop! a! holistic! framework! for! facilitating! a! comprehensive!
understanding! of! problems! of! risk! to! journalism! which! can! inform! policy! measures! and!




First,! at! the! societal! level! of! structural! restrictions!on! journalism! to!practise! freely! (macro!
level!of!analysis).!Secondly,!at!the!institutional!functioning!level!of!the!practice!of!journalism!
itself! in! relation! to! possibilities! for! independent! and! professional! journalism! (meso! level).!
Thirdly,!at!the!level!of!quotidian!factors!that!directly!harm!the!autonomy!and!integrity!of!the!
individual! journalist.! This! disaggregated! yet! holistic! approach! to! understand! risk! to!
journalism!will!be!developed!in!this!thesis! into!an! integrated!framework!that!will!allow!for!







and!understanding!of! the! reality!of!manifestations!of! risk! to! journalism.! It! is!however! first!






chapter! has! laid! the! justificatory! groundwork! for! the! need! to! establish! what! is! here! and!
throughout!the!thesis!called!a$holistic$approach$to$risk$to$journalism.!In!a!generic!sense!this!
approach!aims!to!develop!the!current!partial!understanding!of! the!phenomenon!of! risk! to!
journalism! and! turn! it! into! a! broader! and! more! comprehensive! understanding.! This!
comprehensiveness! is! achieved! by! adopting! a!multidimensional! and! inclusive! approach! to!
risk! that! captures:! a)! the! manifestations! of! risk! to! journalism;! b)! the! causes! of! risk! to!
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journalism;! and,! c)! an!understanding!of! the! consequence!of! risk! to! journalism! in! terms!of!
what! these! three!dimensions! reveal! and!mean!not!only! for! the! journalist!practitioner!and!
journalistic!practice,!but!crucially!in!terms!of!the!wider!societal!role!of!journalism.!!
!









3!The! legal! literature!of! interest! to! this! chapter! is! that! relating! to! international! law,!or!more!specifically! that!
relating! specifically! to$human! rights! law! (See! for! instance!UN! (2019e)!and! (ICRC,!2010b).!The! legal! literature!
reviewed!in!this!thesis!then!will!include!documents!that!can!be!classified!as!treaty!law,!meaning!legally!binding!
agreements!between! signatory! states.!Other!documents! can!be! referred! to!as! soft! law,!or!nonFtreaty!based!
‘instruments,$such$as$declarations,$guidelines$and$principles$adopted$at$the$international$level$contribute$to$its$
understanding,$ implementation$ and$ development’! that! are! however! not! legally! binding! (OHCHR,! 2019a).!
Together! the! range!of! legal! and! legally! relevant! literature! reviewed! in! this! chapter!will! be! used! to! establish!
what!a!legal!rightsFbased!approach!to!risk!to!journalism!is.!
4! Grey! literature! is! defined! by! the! Grey! Literature! International! Steering! Committee! (GLISC,! 2006:! 1)! as:!
‘Information$ produced$ on$ all$ levels$ of$ government,$ academics,$ business$ and$ industry$ in$ electronic$ and$ print$
formats$ not$ controlled$ by$ commercial$ publishing$ i.e.$ where$ publishing$ is$ not$ the$ primary$ activity$ of$ the$
producing$body’.$ !As!explained!in!the!Royal!Roads!University!(2019)!library!guide,!grey!literature!is!commonly!
viewed! as! being! produced! for! instance! by:! government! agencies;! research! institutes;! organisations! or!
companies;!and,!associations.!Grey!literature!can!for!instance!take!the!form!of:!white!papers;!working!papers;!
policy! briefs;! conference! proceedings;! unpublished! manuscripts;! preFprints;! lecture! notes/slides;!
theses/dissertations;!and,!reports.!Lawrence!et$al.!(2015:!230)!further!refer!to!grey!literature!as!‘a$key$part$of$















6! The! conceptual!understanding!of! risk!adopted! in! this! thesis!will! be!explicitly!elaborated!upon! in!Chapter!2!
(Section! 2.1)! and! Chapter! 4.! Chapter! 2!will! engage!with! the! notion! of! risk! for! the! purpose! of! developing! a!
holistic! methodological! framework! to! analyse! risk! to! journalism.! Chapter! 4! will! develop! a! rationale! for!
understanding! risk! to! journalism! in! relation! to! the! concept! of! civil! diminishment.! Such!methodological! and!
conceptual! groundwork! can! however! only! be! achieved! once! the! nature! of! the! problem!of! risk! itself! as! it! is!
commonly!described!and!approached!has!been!outlined!and!analysed!as!will!be!done! in! this! chapter.! In! the!
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law! and! related! documentation! and! grey! literature! provide! the! most! inFdepth! reasoning! and! analysis! with!
regard!to!issues!related!to!the!rationale!for!protecting!journalism!the!thesis!will!focus!on!international!human!
rights!law.!With!regard!to!terminology!a!human!rights!and!a!rightsFbased!approach!or!framework!will!be!used!
to! refer! in! a! general! sense! to! the! international! framework! for! legal! protection! of! journalism.! International!
humanitarian!law!will!be!expressly!mentioned!when!dealt!with.!Against!this!background!the!thesis!will!thus!use!
the! term! international! law! to! refer! in!a!general! sense! to! international!human! rights! law.!For! sources!on! the!
protection!of! journalists! in! international!humanitarian! law! see! the! four!Geneva!Conventions! (ICRC,!1949aFd)!
and! their! Additional! Protocols! (ICRC,! 1977aFb! and! ICRC,! 2005).! See! for! instance! Additional! Protocol! I! (ICRC,!
1977a:! para! 3245)! which! states! that! ‘special$ rules$ are$ required$ for$ journalists$ who$ are$ imperilled$ by$ their$
professional$ duties$ in$ the$ context$ of$ armed$ conflict’$ because! ‘[t]he$ circumstances$ of$ armed$ conflict$ expose$
journalists$ exercising$ their$ profession$ in$ such$ a$ situation$ to$ dangers$ which$ often$ exceed$ the$ level$ of$ danger$
normally$ encountered$ by$ civilians.$ In$ some$ cases,$ the$ risks$ are$ even$ similar$ to$ the$ dangers$ encountered$ by$
members$of$the$armed$forces,$although$they$do$not$belong$to$the$armed$forces’.!See!also!ICRC!(2004).!
8!The!legal!rightsFbased!rationale!can!also!be!understood!in!relation!to!discussions!on!the!role!of!journalism!in!





10! This! definition! also! suggests! that! it! is! not! legitimate! for! the! state! to! determine! who! is! a! journalist! for!
instance,! through! a! general! licensing! scheme.! A! system! of! accreditation! may! however! be! acceptable! ’only$




the! decision! by! the! IACtHR! (1985)! which! ‘dismissed$ the$ argument$ that$ licensing$ schemes$ are$ necessary$ to$




endnote! 6,! 29)! notes! that! ‘[a]$ range$ of$ scholars$ has$ highlighted$ in$ different$ ways$ a$ number$ of$ values$ that$
journalists$seek$to$achieve.$Such$values$are$generally$aligned$to$journalists’$professional$objectives$of$credibility,$
authority$and$authenticity$(Singer$2003,$2010,$2015)$or$their$role$as$ independent$operators$(Born$2005),$with$
an$enthusiasm$for$ the$ ideals$of$ journalism$as$a$ form$of$public$service$ (Aldridge$2007)’.!According!to!Harrison!
the! ‘professional$ ideal$of$news’! (ibid.,!2F3),!or! its! civil! ideal! is! ‘premised$on$ the$ [public’s]$desire$ (…)$ to$ simply$
know$‘what$ is$going$on’.$ It$ is$an$explicit$expectation$that$the$public$should$be$able$to$trust$(…)$some$form$of,$
and$provider$of,$news’$ (ibid.,!3).!For!Harrison,! this!underlying!requirement!of!a!relationship!of! trust!between!
providers!of!news!and!the!public!is!secured!through!the!notion!of!trustworthiness!as!captured!by!the!‘ability$[of$
the$news]$to$be$truth$telling$and$objective’! (ibid.,!4).!Accuracy!and!sincerity!then!are!seen!by!Harrison!as!the!
‘two$core$virtues$of$ truth’$that!must!guide! journalistic! ‘practices,$grounding$them$in$a$careful$balancing$of$a)$
the$desire$to$reveal$facts$and$truths$b)$consideration$of$the$way$this$is$done$and$how$it$is$expressed’!(ibid.,!8).!
Objectivity! then! points! to! news! reporting! being! undertaken! with! ‘methodological$ rigour’! which! is! realised!
‘when$ all$ views$ and$ opinions$ that$ can$ be$ gathered$ are$ gathered,$ when$ all$ facts$ that$ can$ be$ known$ are$
accurately$ reported$and$when$their$explanatory$value$ is$weighed$or$ judged$ in$an$ impartial$way.$This$ form$of$
objectivity$ carries$with$ it$ an$ interest$ in$ the$ truth$ (and$ not$ deception)$ and$ an$ attempt$ to$ apply$ a$ disciplined$




‘the$ reputation$ for$ professional$ rigour$ and$ objectivity$ being$ one$ of$ the$most$ powerful$ bases$ for$ judging$ the$




are$met$will$permit$ to$ recognise$whether$a$new$communication$ service$amounts$ to$media$or$will$provide$an$
indication$of$the$bearing$of$intermediary$or$auxiliary$activity$on$media$services’$(2011a:!Part!I,!para!10).!The!six!
criteria! and! their! indicators! include:! Criterion! 1.! Intent! to! act! as! media.! Indicators:) SelfFlabelling! as! media;!
working! methods! which! are! typical! for! media;! commitment! to! professional! media! standards;! practical!
arrangements! for!mass! communication;! Criterion! 2.! Purpose! and!underlying! objectives! of!media.! Indicators:)




opinion,!promote!values,! facilitate! scrutiny!and! increase! transparency!and!accountability,!provide!education,!
entertainment,! cultural! and! artistic! expression,! create! jobs,! generate! income! –! or! most! frequently,! a!
combination!of! the!above),!Periodic! renewal!and!update!of!content;!Criterion!3.!Editorial!control.) Indicators:!
Editorial! policy,! Editorial! process,!Moderation,! Editorial! staff;! Criterion! 4.! Professional! standards.) Indicators:!
Commitment,! Compliance! procedures,! Complaints! procedures,! Asserting! prerogatives,! rights! or! privileges;!
Criterion!5.!Outreach!and!dissemination.! Indicators:!Actual!dissemination,!MassFcommunication! in!aggregate,!
Resources! for! outreach.! Criterion! 6.! Public! expectation.) Indicators:! Availability,! Pluralism! and! diversity,!
Reliability,!Respect!of!professional!and!ethical!standards,!Accountability!and!transparency!(ibid.,!Part!I,!Para!16F
55).!!
13! UNESCO! (2012:! 3)! used! the! following! formulation! in! its! Decision! of! 23! March! 2012:! ‘journalists,$ media$
workers$and$social$media$producers$who$generate$a$significant$amount$of$publicAinterest$journalism’.!Another!
example!of!an!inclusive!definitional!approach!is!used!for!the!purpose!of!the!Journalists’!Safety!Indicators!where!
‘the$ term$ journalists$ covers$ media$ workers$ such$ as$ reporters$ and$ photojournalists,$ support$ staff$ and$ fixers,$





seen!as!central! ‘in$order$ to$defend$the$dignity$of$ this$noble$profession’.$However,$ it! is!also!the!case!that$ ‘too$
many$governments$misconstrue$the$meaning$of$responsibility’$assuming!that!it!‘means$“no$criticism,$no$satire,$
no$provocation,$and$no$differing$voices’! (COE,!2011b:!6).! In! this!way! reference! to! ‘professional$ standards$ (or$
lack$thereof)’!can!effectively!be!used!to!silence!or!discredit!journalistic!expression!(ibid.).!!
15!In!this!regard,!it!is!also!noted!that!the!alarming!situation!of!attacks!against!journalists!and!impunity!for!such!
attacks! ‘is$ not$ exclusively$ limited$ to$ professional$ journalists$ and$ other$ media$ actors$ (...)$ Those$ at$ risk$ also$
include$others$who$contribute$to$inform$the$public$debate$and$persons$performing$journalistic$activity$or$public$
watchdog$functions’$(COE,!2014:!para!2).!Furthermore,!the!European!Court!of!Human!Rights!(ECtHR,!2009:!para!
27,! and! 2005:! para! 89)! has! acknowledged! that! not! only! professional! journalism! but! also! civil! society!more!
broadly!should!be!recognised!as!making!an!‘important$contribution$to$the$discussion$of$public$affairs$and$may$
constitute$a$ ‘social$watchdog’.$Similarly,! the!Court! (2013:!para!103)!has! also! ruled! that! ‘when$an$NGO$[nonA
governmental$organisation]$draws$attention$to$matters$of$public$interest,$it$is$exercising$a$public$watchdog$role$
of$similar$importance$to$that$of$the$press’.$!











23! It! is! only! when! the! domestic! legal! system! is! unsuccessful! in! addressing! human! rights! violations! that!




Right$ and$ Responsibility$ of$ Individuals,$ Groups$ and$ Organs$ of$ Society$ to$ Promote$ and$ Protect$ Universally$
Recognized$ Human$ Rights$ and$ Fundamental$ Freedoms$ is$ addressed$ not$ only$ to$ States$ and$ human$ rights$
defenders$but$to$all$individuals,$groups$and$organs$of$society’$(UNGA,!2010:!2).$Furthermore,!‘[a]rticle$10$of$the$
Declaration$states$that$“No$one$shall$participate,$by$act$or$by$failure$to$act$where$required,$in$violating$human$
rights$and$ fundamental$ freedoms”.$NonAstate$actors$are$ thus$ included$and$ therefore$have$a$ responsibility$ to$
promote$and$respect$(…)$the$rights$of$human$rights$defenders’$(ibid.,!3).$
25!The!main!difference!in!the!application!of!international!humanitarian!law!and!international!human!rights!law!
is! that! states! are! allowed! to! suspend! a! number! of! human! rights! in! times! of! crisis,! whereas! international!
humanitarian!law!cannot!be!suspended!(except!as!provided!in!Article!5!to!the!Fourth!Geneva!Convention!(ICRC,!
1949d)).! There! are! however! certain! fundamental! rights! that! a! state! cannot! suspend,! that! thus! must! be!
respected! at! all! times.! These! are! the! right! to! life,! the! prohibition! of! torture! and! inhuman! punishment! or!
treatment,!the!outlawing!of!slavery!or!servitude,!the!principle!of! legality!and!the!nonFretroactivity!of!the!law!
and! the! right! to! freedom! of! thought,! conscience! and! religion.! It! is! the! legal! duty! of! states! to! respect! and!
implement!both! international!humanitarian! law!and! international!human!rights! law! for! instance!by!adopting!
national!legislation!to!enable!the!implementation!of!obligations!and!to!punish!violations!(ICRCb:!2010).!








prosecute! crimes! against! free! expression! and! those! exercising! it! (Parmar,! 2014).! Examples! of! such! state!
obligations!can!for! instance! include!the!provision!of! licencing!systems!to!ensure!media!diversity!and!prevent!
media!concentration,!as!well!as!to!put! in!place!a! legal!framework!that!ensures!access!to! information!held!by!
public! bodies.! On! this! topic! see! also! UNHRC! (2018)! on! available! mechanisms! concerned! with! ensuring! the!





protection$ of$ national$ security,$ public$ order,$ public$ health$ or$ morals;$ and$ third,$ be$ necessary$ to$ secure$ the$
legitimate$aim$and$meet$the$test$of$proportionality’$(Parmar,!2014:!10).$$!







33!UNESCO! is! the!UN!agency!with!a!specific!mandate! to!promote! ‘the$ free$ flow$of$ ideas$by$word$and$ image’$
including! freedom! of! expression! through! the! fostering! of! ‘free,$ independent$ and$ pluralistic$ media’.$ See!





36! Note! that! provisions! on! the! death! penalty! have! been! excluded! here.! For! more! information! on! the!
interpretation!of! the!right! to! life!see!also!the!ECtHR!(2019).!Furthermore,!Article!4!of! the!ACHPR!(1986)!also!
states! that:! ‘Human$beings$are$ inviolable.$ Every$human$being$ shall$ be$ entitled$ to$ respect$ for$his$ life$and$ the$
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of$movement$ abroad,$ to$ and$within$ conflict$ zones,$ sites$ of$ national$ disasters$ and$ locations$where$ there$ are$
allegations$of$human$rights$abuses’,!as! imperative!for!the!exercise!of!the!right!to!freedom!of!expression!and!
journalistic!functions!including!commenting!on!public!issues!and!informing!public!opinion.!!
46! The! rightsFbased! justification! for! protecting! journalism! in! international! human! rights! law! provides! the!
principal! rationale! and! point! of! reference! for! much! of! the! grey! literature! concerned! with! mapping! and!
understanding! the! reality! of! various! types! of! problems! of! risk! to! journalism.! Actors! who! work! to! monitor!





47! For! example,! Sambrook! (2016:! 18)! notes! that! contexts! of! hostility! or! ‘uncivil$ societies’! within! which!
journalism!is!practised!come!in!many!different!shapes:!‘They$include:$dictatorships$where$a$ruling$elite$seeks$to$




48! Research! shows! that! journalists! are! typically! targeted! because! of! their!work! in! holding! power! holders! to!
account,! for!example!when!exposing!corruption!and!organised!crime!and!reporting! in!conflict! zones.!See! for!
example!Horsley!&!Harrison!(2013).!
49!On!this!topic!see!also!RSF!(2018b)!which!states!that$‘[m]urders,$imprisonment,$hostageAtaking$and$enforced$












methodological! and!definitional! approaches!used).! Between!2006!and!2018!UNESCO! (2019b)! recorded!1103!
instances!of!killings!of! journalists.!RSF! statistics!on! the!other!hand!show!that!between!2003!and!2018,!1098!
professional! journalists! have! been! killed! (see! ‘Journalists! killed’! for! figures! covering! the! years! 2003F2017.!
Available! at:! https://rsf.org/en/journalistsFkilled! (Accessed:! 14! September! 2019)! and! RSF,! 2018b! for! the!
summary!of!2018.!The!CPJ!(2019b)!reports!that!1337!journalist!killings!where!the!motive!has!been!confirmed!as!
being! related! to! the! journalist’s!profession,!have! taken!place!between!1992!and!2018.!The!organisation! first!
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began! to! systematically! monitor! journalist! killings! in! 1992.! These! statistics! on! killings! include! the! years! for!
which!it!was!possible!to!find!information!from!each!respective!organisation.!In!Chapter!2,!Table!1,!statistics!on!
killings! have! been! chosen! to! cover! the! years! 2006F2018! for! the! purpose! of! facilitating! a! comparison! of! the!
numbers!recorded!between!organisations.!Despite!noting!a!somewhat!declining!trend!in!the!number!of!killings!
from!year!to!year!since!the!peak!year! in!2012!when!124!journalists!were!killed!(as!compared!to!84!journalist!
killings! in! 2006! when! UNESCO! started! systematically! recording! killings),! UNESCO! figures! show! that! 530!
journalists! were! killed! between! 2012! and! 2016! as! compared! with! 216! killed! journalists! between! 2007! and!
2011,! thereby! indicating!an! increasingly!problematic! trend.! It! can!also!be!noted! that!UNESCO’s! figures! show!
that!since!2012!more!journalists!were!killed!on!a!yearly!basis!than!each!year!between!2007!and!2011.!Between!
2017! and! 2018! a! total! of! 173! journalist! killings! were! reported! by! UNESCO! which! is! an! increase! from! 80!
journalists!killed!in!2017!to!a!total!of!93!killed!in!2018!(UNESCO,!2019b).!Similar!trends!are!reported!by!the!CPJ!
(2019b)!with!440!journalists!killed!in!the!10Fyear!period!between!1999!and!2008!while!600!killings!took!place!
between! 2009! and! 2018.! The! CPJ! also! saw! an! increase! in! the! number! of! killings! in! 2018! (53! killings)! as!
compared! with! 2016! (50! killings)! and! 2017! (47! killings).! It! can! be! noted! that! these! three! years! saw! an!
improvement!as!compared! to! the!year!2015!when!73! journalists!were! reported!as!killed.!Statistics! from!RSF!
(2018f)!on! the!number!of!killings!of!professional! journalists!also! reflect! this!development!with!63! journalists!


























68!CJFE! (2013)!notes! that!news!outlets!are! increasingly! relying!on! freelancers! to!cover!news! in!conflict! zones!
such! as! Libya,! Syria! and! Iraq.! As! a! group! that! generally! has! ‘limited$ access$ to$ resources$ such$ as$ protective$









70!According!to!CPJ’s!statistics!(2019b),!1! journalist!working!for! Internet!based!media!was!reportedly!killed! in!







72! UNESCO! (2018c:! 154)! points! out! that! ‘The$ percentage$ of$ journalists$ killed$who$ are$women$ is$ significantly$
lower$than$their$overall$representation$in$the$media$workforce’!and!details!that!‘[t]his$large$gender$gap$is$likely$
partly$the$result$of$the$persistent$underrepresentation$of$women$reporting$from$warzones$or$insurgencies$or$on$
topics$ such$ as$ politics$ and$ crime’.! Research! conducted! ‘suggests$ that$ women$ journalists$ working$ in$ conflict$
zones$may$not$in$reality$face$heightened$risks$of$death$due$to$their$gender,$but$that$prevailing$stereotypes$work$




74!UNESCO!also!notes!a! consistently!high! impunity! rate!over! the!years,! and!while! the!organisation! reports! a!
slight!improvement!in!2017!when!11%!of!the!reported!cases!of!killings!were!resolved!as!compared!to!only!8%!
finding! judicial! resolution! in! 2016!most! recorded! cases! remain! unresolved! and! impunity! remains! the! norm!
(UNESCO,!2018a:!2).!As!a!way!to!assess!the!extent!of!political!will!and!capacity!to!address!the!issue!of!impunity,!
UNESCO! requests!member! states! to! report! on! the! status! of! their! investigations! into! journalist! killings.! This!








connection$with$ the$provision$of$ news$and$ information’.$The!organisation! explains! that! this! represents! a! 7%!
increase!in!the!figures!recorded!the!previous!year!when!326!journalists!were!recorded!as!being!detained.!RSF!
notes!however!that!the!number!of!detentions! ‘of$nonAprofessional$ journalists$ increased$sharply$by$40%,$from$
107$to$150’!in!2018!and!links!this!trend!to!countries’!efforts!to!‘improving$their$repressive$apparatus$in$various$
ways$ including$ the$ adoption$ of$ “cyberAlaws”$ that$ make$ it$ easier$ for$ them$ to$ target$ those$ reporting$ online’$
(ibid.).$The!CPJ!similarly!notes!that!over!75%!of!the!journalists!imprisoned!in!2017!and!2018!were!working!for!
onFline!media! (2019a)!while! approximately! half! of! the! journalists! imprisoned! between! 2009! and! 2015!were!
working!for!onFline!media!(CPJ,!2015a).!!
78! For! alerts! and! stories! on! cases! of! imprisoned! journalists! see! RSF! ‘Our! publications’.! Available! at:!
https://rsf.org/en/thematique/internet?thematique%5B242%5D=242!(Accessed:!13!September!2019).!
79! Notably! 59! out! of! the! 60! journalists! currently! held! captive! are! being! held! in! Syria,! Iraq! and! Yemen! (RSF,!
2018f:!20)!!
80! In! this! context! it! can! be!mentioned! that!while! systematically! collected! data! on! occurrences! of! torture! of!





in! person,! 26! %! stated! they! had! experienced! physically! attacked.! Furthermore,! one! out! of! 10! respondents!
described!having!experienced!a!death!threat!in!the!past!year!(Ferrier,!2018:!22).!On!a!methodological!note!the!
sample!studied!in!the!report!includes!701!survey!responses!(ibid.,!7).!
83! UNESCO! similarly! notes! that! while! the! Internet! ‘brought$ unprecedented$ opportunities$ for$ freedom$ of$









88! See! RSF! (2018a:! 35F36)! for! a! glossary! of! different! types! of! online! harassment.! On! this! topic! see! also! the!
project!Troll!Busters.!Available!at:!http://www.trollFbusters.com/.!(Accessed:!14!September!2019).!
89! In! the! report,! RSF! (2018d)! finds! that! online! attacks! are! orchestrated! in! three! stages:! ‘1.$ Disinformation:$
journalistic$ content$ on$ social$ networks$ is$ drowned$ in$ a$ flood$ of$ fake$ news$ and$ proAgovernment$ content;$ 2.$
Amplification:$the$impact$of$proAgovernment$content$is$artificially$enhanced$by$commentators$who$are$paid$by$
the$ government$ to$ post$messages$ on$ social$ networks$ or$ by$ bots,$ computer$ programmes$ that$ automatically$
generate$ posts;$ 3.$ Intimidation:$ journalists$ are$ personally$ targeted,$ insulted$ and$ threatened,$ in$ order$ to$
discredit$them$and$reduce$them$to$silence.’$See!RSF,!2018a!for!the!full!report.!
90! According! to! an! analysis! of! Twitter! conducted! by! Demos! (2014):! ‘Journalism$ is$ the$ only$ category$ where$
women$received$more$abuse$than$men,$with$female$journalists$and$TV$news$presenters$receiving$roughly$three$






survivors$ of$ attacks$are$ less$ likely$ to$ continue$ their$work;$ other$media$professionals,$who$are$ intimidated$by$
what$ they$observe,$engage$ in$ selfAcensorship;$ the$public$ is$prevented$ from$seeking$and$ receiving$ information$
freely$as$a$ result$of$ the$“chilling$effect”$ that$creeps$ in,$particularly$amongst$ journalists;$ the$ensuing$ impunity$
that$almost$always$ follows$a$killing$or$an$attack$which$simply$makes$ further$killings$and$attacks$more$ likely;$



















99!Strategies!adopted!by! journalists! to!protect! themselves!against!and!cope!with! the!consequences!of! threat!
and!attack!is!for!instance!covered.!!
100!The!context!of!war!journalism!and!the!protection!provisions!of!journalists!during!armed!conflict!have!been!
central! in! the! legal! research!on! the! safety!of! journalists! (Burri! (2015),!Davies!&!Crawford! (2013),!Düsterhöft!
(2013),! Saul! (2008),! Stolte! (2015),! Van! Engeland! (2011)).! For! a! historical! perspective! on! how! these! legal!
provisions!have!evolved!see!Davies!&!Crawford!(2013),!Gasser!(1983),!Howard!(2002),!Kirby!&!Jackson!(1986),!
Lisosky,!&!Henrichsen!(2009),!Mukherjee!(1995),!and!Young!(1982).!Research!devoted!to!evaluating!the!scope,!
merits! and! limitations! of! these! legal! frameworks! include! for! instance!Dörrman! (2007),! Gasser! (1983;! 2003),!
Heyns! &! Srinivasan! (2013),! and! Stolte! (2015).! In! addition! to! international! legal! protection! frameworks!
researchers! have! also! focused!on! regional! frameworks! of! protection! (Heyns!&! Srinivasan! (2013),!Mukherjee!
(1994);!Parmar! (2014)),! Saul! (2008),! and!Young! (1982)),! as!well! as!national!protection! frameworks! (Heyns!&!
Srinivasan!(2013))!and!actions!undertaken!within!the!UN!system!(Marcesse!(2017)),!by!civil!society!(Lisosky!&!
Henrichsen! (2009)! and! by! governments! to! protect! journalists! (Brambila! (2017),! (Krueger! (2008),! Mendel!
(2016),!and!!Taback!&!Coupland!(2006)).!










addressed! in! the! academic! literature! (Adamczyk! (2014),! Harris! et$ al! (2016),! McLaren! (2013),! and! Storm! &!
Williams,!(2012)).!
106!See!for!instance!Dörrman!(2007),!Gasser!(1983;!2003),!Heyns!&!Srinivasan!(2013),!and!Stolte!(2015).!
107! Taback!&!Coupland! (2006:! 203)! note! that! ‘documenting$attacks$ on$ journalists$ (…)$ could$ be$ an$ important$
early$indicator$of$trends$detrimental$to$human$security$in$a$given$context,$if$decision$makers$choose$to$listen’.$
This! fact! points! to! the! importance! also! of! the! purpose! of! this! thesis! to! establish! a! comprehensive!
understanding! and!mapping! of! problems! of! risk! to! journalism! as! essential! and! a! fundamental! step! towards!
exploring!risk!to!journalism!as!an!early!warning!of!deteriorating!societal!trends!more!widely.!It! is!argued!that!
such! systematic! understanding! is! indeed! a! prerequisite! for! possibilities! to! study! these! types! of! important!
relationships.!!




repression! of! freedom! of! expression! and! any! form! of! political! participation.! Because! of! its! central! position!
within!‘the$battle$for$public$expression,$the$press$becomes$a$prominent$target$when$naked$violence$replaces$the$
rule$of$ law’.!Exploring!how!violence!has!been!an! intrinsic!rather!than!an!exceptional! feature!of! the!historical!











117! Studying! how! such! instances! of! loss! of! control! of! the! information! environment!manifest! themselves! and!










the!methodological!approach!taken! in!this!thesis! (Section!2.1),!and!secondly!by! identifying!
current!conceptual!limitations!of!conventional!data!approaches!to!risk,!as!illustrated!through!
a! case! study! on! approaches! focusing! on! assessing! and! measuring! risk! to! journalism! via!





problems! and! to! illustrate! that! the! tendency! to!narrowly! focus!on!mapping! the!nature!of!
safety! threats! prevents! any! inFdepth! understanding! of! the! interrelationship! between!
manifestations,! causes! and! consequences!of! implied! and! implemented! safety! threats.! The!
notion!of!risk!to!journalism!was!therefore!introduced!as!an!inclusive!concept!that!makes!it!





institutional! and! agencyFindividual! levels! at! which! risk! operates.! Before! engaging! in! such!





The! methodological! approach! undertaken! in! this! thesis! is! guided! by! the! basic! yet!
fundamental! concern! to! comprehensively! understand! problems! of! risk! to! journalism.! The!
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foundation!for!this!identified!need!was!laid!in!Chapter!1!where!it!was!concluded!that!despite!
the! fact! that! crimes! against! and! violations! of! the! rights! of! journalists! are! recognised! as!
increasingly! problematic! and! as! global! problems,! there! is! currently! only! a! partial!
understanding!of!the!causes,!manifestations!and!consequences!of!such!risk!to!journalism.!In!
fact,! it!was!shown! in!Chapter!1! that!extant!approaches! to! risk! to! journalism!tend!to! focus!
narrowly! on! the! manifestation! of! risk! by! recording! occurrences! of! safety! threats! and!
violations! against! journalistic! practice! while! failing! to! systematically! explore! what! factors!
may! explain! such! aggressions.! This! picture!of! a! fragmented!understanding!of! problems!of!




The! problem! of! understanding! raises! challenges! for! actors! concerned!with! defending! and!
safeguarding!free!and!independent!journalism!and!what!is!considered!to!be!its!essential!role!
to! the! democratic! maintenance! of! societies! since! any! attempt! to! effectively! address! any!
problem!requires!comprehending!the!true!nature!and!dynamics!of!the!problem!itself.!
!
This! notion! of! comprehensive! understanding! and! what! it! entails! is! captured! by! Paris’!
approach! to! formulating! possibilities! for! academic! engagement! with! policy! problems.!
According!to!Paris,!the!framing!and!definition!of!a!problem!is!key!when!it!comes!to!‘open$up$
certain$ kinds$ of$ policy$ responses,$ while$ foreclosing$ others’$ (2011:! 60)! but! even! more!
fundamentally,! it!matters!when! it! comes! to! establishing! an! empirical! evidence! base! upon!
which!effective!policy!measures!and!responses!can!be! formulated!and! implemented.!Paris!
argues! that! making$ ‘specific$ recommendations$ that$ practitioners$ can$ directly$ implement’$




“order$ the$ world”$ for$ practitioners’$ (ibid.).! Accordingly,! policy! problems! ‘are$ not$ given$ by$
nature’,! but! ‘reflect$ stated$ and$ unstated$ assumptions$ about$ the$ nature$ and$ scope$ of$ the$
problem$ and$ why$ it$ warrants$ attention’$ (ibid.,! 60).$ Paris! sees! academic! research! as!
potentially! contributing! to! this! framing! process! in! the! three! following! ways:$ ‘(1)$ by$
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identifying$and$characterizing$the$policy$problem$itself;$(2)$by$constructing$causal$narratives$
to$ account$ for$ the$ problem;$ and$ (3)$ by$ conceptualizing$ frameworks$ for$ responding$ to$ the$
problem’$(ibid.,!61).$!
!











3.! Developing! an! approach! to! redress! identified! knowledge! gaps! for! the!
purpose! of! forming! a! comprehensive! understanding! of! problems! of! risk! to!
journalism.!!





the! notion! of! framing! a! problem! and! ‘ordering! it’.! To! take! these! in! turn! then:! stage! a)!
consists! of! addressing! the! requirement! of! methodological! holism! as! a! prerequisite! for!
analysing! risk! to! journalism! as! a! multidimensional! problem! consisting! of! causes,!
manifestations!and!consequences!by!introducing!a!multiFlevel!framework!that!allows!for!the!
examination!of!the!full!complexity!of!risk!to!journalism!through!the!macro,!meso!and!micro!
sociological! levels! of! analysis! (Chapter! 2).! Stage! b)! then! undertakes! conceptual! work! to!















risk! (although! this! is! undeniable! a! crucial! aspect).! Instead,! the! risk! profile!must! also! carry!
explanatory!power!when!it!comes!to!uncovering!causes!of!risk!to!journalism!and!importantly!
establishing! how! the! consequence! of! risk! to! journalism! should! be! understood.! These!
requirements!entail!finding!out!why! journalism!and!journalists!come!under!attack!and!how!
such! attack! indicates! the! diminishment! of! civil! life! more! broadly.! This! focus! indicates! an!
analytical! shift! from! describing! that! certain! risk! against! journalism! exists! (accounting! for!
manifestations! as! instances! of! safety! violations)! to! developing! a! conceptual! rationale! for!




address! Paris’! third! dimension! of! understanding! that! corresponds! to! the! development! of!
frameworks!for!responding!to!a!policy!problem.!It!is!the!view!taken!here!that!the!conceptual!
reFframing!of!risk!to!journalism!as!multidimensional!through!the!notion!of!civil!diminishment!
as! well! as! the! development! of! a! framework! that! allows! for! a! disaggregated! and! holistic!












Research! question! 2:! Can! such! a! risk! profile! capture! the! complexity! of! civil! diminishment!
identifying!the!causes!and!manifestations!of!risk!to!the!civil!role!of!journalism?!!
!













problem! formulation! and! the! identified! need! to! comprehensively! understand! risk! to!
journalism.! Chapter! 1! established! what! is! known! and! what! is! missing! with! regard! to! our!




with! experts!within! the! field! of! the! safety! of! journalists,! the! issue! of! impunity! and!media!
freedom.! During! this! time! the! relevant! literature! was! gathered! and! systematised.! This!
systematisation!involved!studying!the!three!categories!of!legal,!grey!and!academic!literature!
for!the!purpose!of!discerning!their!respective!approach!to!problems!of!risk!to!journalism!and!
the! identification! of! limitations! with! these! approaches.! These! limitations! revealed! a! oneF
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dimensional! or! narrow! focus! on! manifestations! of! risk! to! journalism! which! led! to! the!
conclusion!that!a!multidimensional!and!inclusive!approach!to!the!causes,!manifestations!and!
consequences!of! risk! is!needed.!The! identified!knowledge!gaps!also!pointed! to!underlying!
problems! with! the! empirical! data! that! underpins! these! approaches.! Consequently,! a!
hypothesis!that!this!data!is!fragmented!and!partial!was!formulated.!!
!
This! hypothesis! was! then! tested! through! the! research! stage! of! data! analysis.! This! stage!
consisted!of:!!
a. A!data!inventory!which!entailed!identifying!existing!datasets!as!well!as!collecting!data!
from! various! civil! society! organisation.5! Due! to! the! fact! that! only! a! few! of! the!
organisations!gathering!such!information!and!statistics!make!their!data!available!in!a!
database! format6! this! required! the!manual! recording! of! statistics! available! on! the!
websites!of!various!organisations!or!the!collating!of!statistics!from!different!types!of!
reports! into! spreadsheets.! For! instance,! this! was! carried! out! with! regard! to! the!
statistics! gathered! by! various! civil! society! organisation! on! lethal! violations! against!
journalists! for! the! purpose! of! comparing! their! figures.7! CPJ’s! online! archive! over!
imprisoned! journalists! was! also! manually! compiled! into! a! dataset! disaggregating!
categories!of!information!with!regard!to!the!imprisoned!journalist!(name,!region!and!
citizenship)! and! details! of! imprisonment! (for! instance! the! length! of! imprisonment,!
nature!of!arrest,!charges)!(covering!the!years!between!2000!and!2018).!!
b. A!data!gaps!analysis!was! then!conducted! for! the!purpose!of! identifying!what! tools!
are!currently!at!our!disposal!for!the!purpose!of!understanding!of!safety!problem.!This!
required!the!organisation!and!categorisation!and!reFcategorisation!of!data!in!various!
spreadsheets! for! the! purpose! of! identifying! what! the! data! reveals! and! what!
categories!of!information!are!being!recorded.!This!systematic!data!analysis!facilitated!
the! identification! of! empirical! gaps! in! terms! of! what! information! is! recorded! and!
what! information! is! not! recorded.! Table! 2! and! 3! in! Section! 2.2.2.! show! the!
information! categories! recorded! and! importantly! the! gaps! with! regard! to! what! is!
standing!in!the!way!of!a!comprehensive!understanding!of!risk!to!journalism.!!
!
The! results! of! the! literature! and! gaps! analysis! revealed! a! range! of! data! limitations! with!
regard!to!what!was!previously!referred!to!as!the!prioritisation!of!recording! information!on!
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manifestations! of! violations! against! journalists! whereas! the! causes! and! consequences! of!
such!violations!and!more!widely!risk!to!journalism!was!ignored.!The!data!gaps!analysis!also!
showed! a! number! of! limitations! with! regard! to! how! the! manifestations! themselves! are!
recorded.! For! instance,! there! is! a! lack! of! information! on! a! range! of! different! types! of!
violations!against!journalists.!In!addition!to!identifying!the!nature!of!the!empirical!data!gaps!
(with!regard!to!what!it!covers)!the!literature!and!data!analysis!also!pointed!toward!a!need!to!




a! policy! problem! as! key! to! characterising! the! problem! itself,! but! also! to! identify! implicit!
assumptions! being! made! about! the! nature! and! scope! of! the! problem.! Such! implicit!
assumptions!ultimately!influence!the!ways!in!which!a!problem!is!approached,!analysed!and!
understood,! argues! Paris.! Whereas! the! justificatory! rationale! for! safeguarding! journalism!
might! seem! selfFevident! and! is! often! understood! in! terms! of! journalism! being! good! for!
democracy,!the!fact!is!that!a!narrow!focus!on!a!specific!aspect!of!risk,!such!as!safety!threats,!
without!contextualisation!in!relation!to!the!full!significance!of!such!risk,!may!result!in!the!full!




Methodologically,! such! a! conceptual! inquiry! can!be!understood!as! attempting! to!not!only!
identify! that! there!exists! certain!empirical!data! limitations!but! to!uncover!why! these!data!




concerned! with! developing! an! approach! to! redress! identified! knowledge! gaps! for! the!







This! is! undertaken! by! adopting! the! sociological! understanding! of! the! interrelatedness!
between!macroFlevel!social!structures,!mesoFlevel!institutions!and!microFlevel!agency!for!the!
purpose!of!holistically! studying! risk! to! journalism!as!subject! to!a!continuum!of!patterns!of!
influence! emerging! from! interacting! ‘articulations$ between$ systems$ and$ actors,$ between$
structures$ and$ practices’! (Ferreira! &! Serpa,! 2017,! p.! 3).! The! need! to! understand! the!
complexity! of! risk! to! journalism! is! thus! addressed! in! a! practical! way! through! the!
development!of!this!methodological!approach!(See!Chapter!2).!
!
However,! the! identified! conceptual! limitations! point! to! a! need! not! only! for! a! holistic!
functional–methodological!solution!to!the!problem!of!understanding!complexity!of!risk,!but!
also! to! the! need! for! conceptual! development! with! regard! to! how! the! multidimensional!
nature!of!risk!to!journalism!should!be!understood!in!terms!of!its!causes,!manifestations!and!
consequences.!This!is!evident!from!the!lack!of!empirical!data!covering!all!these!dimensions!
of! risk.! However,! this! is! also! intertwined! with! the! overlooking! of! the! conceptual! and!
theoretical!rationale!underpinning!those!approaches.!Such!conceptual!work!is!undertaken!in!
Chapter!3!and!Chapter!4!where!an!understanding!of!civil!diminishment!as!a!consequence!of!






Chapter! 3! addresses! the! identified! theoretical! limitations! through! a! proposal! for!
understanding!the!societal!role!of!journalism!and!risk!to!this!role!in!relation!to!what!Harrison!
(2019)! calls! the! civil! ideal! of! journalism!which! allows! for! the! encapsulation! of! the! various!
dimension! of! risk! to! journalism.! Chapter! 4! then! takes! this! notion! of! the! civil! role! of!
journalism! and! develops! a! conceptual! schema! of! civil! diminishment! which! frames! risk! to!
journalism!by!understanding!civil!diminishment!as!a!consequence.!It!does!this!by!using!Civil!
Sphere!Theory! to!create!an! integrated!notion!of! risk! to! journalism!as!multidimensional.! In!
this! way,! the! establishment! of! a! conceptual! understanding! of! civil! diminishment! and! a!
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theoretical! rationale! for! the! risk!profile! in!Chapters!3!and!4! serves! to! respond! to! the! first!
overall!aim!(Aim!1)!of!the!thesis.!Chapter!3!and!4!can!therefore!be!understood!as!unpacking!







framework!against! the!background!of! the!understanding!of! risk! to! journalism! through! the!
concept!of! civil! diminishment.! The! risk!profile! is!built!by!developing! indicators!of! risk! that!
combined!through!the!macro,!meso!and!micro! levels!of!analysis! form!a!holistic!risk!profile!
that!maps!instances!of!the!civil!diminishment!of!the!civil!role!of!journalism.!The!risk!profile!is!
designed! to! track! the! manifestations! of! risk! to! journalism! and! to! systematically! map!
environments! for! the! purpose! of! understanding! how! they! produce! such! risk! (causes).! By!
profiling!the!civil!standing!of!the!civil!and! journalistic!environments!of!a!given!societal!and!
geographical!setting!the!risk!profile!ultimately!indicates!the!set!of!circumstances!that!create!
the! civil! diminishment! of! the! civil! sphere! itself! as! an! outcome! and! consequence! of! the!
restrictions! and! constraints! placed! upon! the! civil! role! of! journalism.! This! methodological!
approach!undertaken!in!Chapter!5!makes!it!possible!to!address!the!second!overall!research!
aim!of!the!thesis!(Aim!2)!which!seeks!to!show!that!the!risk!profile!provides!a!means!to!assess!
and! track! the! processes! and! conditions! that! bring! about! restrictions! on! the! civil! role! of!
journalism! and! to! assess! the! outcome! of! such! risk! in! terms! of! the! civil! diminishment! of!
journalism.!!
!












framework! for! understanding! risk! to! journalism! (see! Chapter! 1,! Section! 1.3).! This! will! be!
undertaken! through! a! gaps! analysis! of! the! empirical! data! that! is! currently! being! used! to!
assess!safety!threats!against!journalists.!As!pointed!out!in!Chapter!1,!Section!1.3,!journalistic!
safety! is!commonly!approached!in!terms!of!the!personal!safety!of!the!individual! journalist,!
and! is!perceived!as! referring! to!a! range!of!physical! and!nonFphysical! forms!of!attacks!and!




environment! conducive! to! press! freedom.! The! empirical! and! conceptual! gaps! analysis!
therefore! starts!with!a! review!of!data!approaches! that!assess! safety! threats!as! interlinked!
with! an!enabling!environment!more!broadly! (Section!2.2.1)! and!will! thereafter! study!data!
sets!that!assess!various!aspects!of!safety!threats!to!journalists!as!a!distinct!category!of!risk!
(Section! 2.2.2).! These! two! types! of! data! approaches! will! be! evaluated! with! regard! to!
whether! they! can!be! said! to! facilitate! a! comprehensive!understanding!of! the!problems!of!
safety.! The! data! review! covers:! the! nature! of! the! data! on! safety! threats! and!what! it! says!
about!manifestations! of! risk! as! represented! by! safety! threats;! what! the! data! approaches!
divulge! with! regard! to! causes! of! safety! threats;! and! finally! what! the! data! disclose! about!
consequences!for!journalistic!practice,!and!importantly!also!for!society!at!large.!!
!
The!objective! of! this! evaluation! is! to! reveal!what! types! of! intrinsic! limitations! exist! in! the!
data!focusing!in!particular!on!three!lines!of!inquiry.!First,!to!explore!limitations!with!regard!
to! the! type,! range! and! availability! of! the! data,! and! secondly! to! identify! limitations! with!








rather! also! a! social! phenomenon! deeply! connected! with! the! complexities! of! societal!
environments! and! the! standing! of! journalism!within! societies!more! broadly.! The! value! of!
looking!at!the!data!on!safety!is!therefore!that!it!reveals!the!need!to!reframe!the!problem!of!






There! exists! a! wide! range! of! analytical! frameworks,! approaches! and! indices! that! utilise,!
collect! and! generate! information! on! the! occurrence! of! different! safety! threats! against!
journalists.!Such!approaches!are!both!quantitative!and!qualitative!in!nature!and!range!from!
various! ranking! indices,! statistics! on! the! number! of! attacks! of! various! types! against!
journalists,!to!inFdepth!reports!and!qualitative!evaluations!on!the!state!of!press!freedom!in!
various! countries.! Crucially,! such! monitoring! frameworks! have,! over! time,! contributed! in!
substantial! ways! to! the! development! of! an! extensive! knowledge! base! that! records!
information!on!violations!of!press! freedom!and!attacks!on! journalism.9!The!focus!here!will!
be!the!analysis!of!a!selected!set!of!these!approaches!that!generate!data!on!safety!threats!as!
interrelated!with! a!wider! assessment! of! an! enabling! environment! for! journalism!which! is!
often!understood!in!terms!of!the!scope!and!possibilities!for!effective!press!freedom.!!
!
In! the! context! of! evaluating! data! generated! on! safety! threats! as! interrelated! with! the!
broader!state!of!an!enabling!environment!for!press!freedom!it!is!important!to!recognise!that!
these! frameworks! and! approaches! have! definitional,! conceptual! and! methodological!
differences.!This!means!that!the!type!of!information!conveyed!differs.!The!frameworks!also!
serve! different! purposes,! including! assessing! progress! related! to! different! types! of!
internationally! set! standards! and! development! goals,10! setting! donor! and! investment!
priorities11!and!evaluating!the!effectiveness!of!policy!measures.!As!explained!by!Becker!et$al.!
(2007:! 8)$ ‘More$ than$ 100$ organizations$ (…)$ are$ currently$ engaged$ in$ some$ form$of$media$
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system$ assessment$ and$ evaluation$ or$media$ freedom$ promotion.$ (…)$ The$ groups$ describe$
their$ missions$ variously$ as$ promoting$ free$ and$ independent$ media$ through$ activism,$
monitoring$media$freedom$violations,$evaluating$media$systems$through$indices$and$written$
reports,$ and$ defending$ and$ protecting$ journalists$ working$ in$ conflict$ zones$ and$ under$
repressive$governments’.!12!
!
While! these! organisations! are! described! as! commonly! having! ‘applied$ rather$ than$
conceptual$ goals$ for$ their$work’! they! nevertheless! tend! to! be! ‘interested$ in$media$ reform$
often$because$they$believe$it$plays$a$role$in$the$development$of$democratic$states’$(ibid.).!The!
important! role! journalism! plays! for! democracy! can! in! this! way! be! viewed! as,! if! not! an!
expressly!adopted!rationale,!at!least!an!implicit!assumption!upon!which!work!is!undertaken!
to!monitor!or!promote!the!principle!of!press!freedom.!Whereas!the!need!to!monitor!press!
freedom! is!commonly!understood!as!being!grounded! in! the!universal! right! to! free!opinion!













Such! critical! research! into! the! conceptual! strengths! and! weaknesses! of! press! freedom!
indices!point! to! them! ‘having$weak$methodologies,$ excessive$ reliance$on$experts’$ views,$ a$
lack$of$transparency,$a$Western$bias,$and$a$focus$on$“old$media”$such$as$newspapers$and$TV$
at$the$expense$of$fastAexpanding$digital$media’$(ibid.,!7).15!It!is!also!emphasised!that!‘$[i]n$the$






By! highlighting! the! importance! of! probing! into! the! conceptual! rationale! underpinning!
assessments! of! press! freedom! in! this! way,! the! above! provides! a!meaningful! backdrop! to!
examining! the! conceptual! foundation!of! approaches! to! safety! to!determine!whether! their!
conceptual! framing!can!be!described! to! influence! the!quality!of! the!empirical!data! for! the!
purpose!of!comprehensively!understanding!of!problems!of!safety.!This! inquiry!will!be!used!
to! substantiate! whether! the! previously! made! claim! that! a! holistic! and! multidimensional!
approach! to! risk! is! needed! is! indeed! valid.16!What! needs! to! be! asked! here! however! is! to!
what!extent!the!empirical!and!conceptual!foundation!for!measuring!safety!threats!as!part!of!
an! enabling! environment! for! journalism! can! facilitate! a! systematic! and! comprehensive!
understanding! of! problems! of! safety! with! regard! to! their! manifestation,! causes! and!
consequences?!!
!
The! composition! of! approaches! to! safety! as! part! and! parcel! of! an! assessment! of! press!
freedom! differs,! and! range! from:! longitudinal! evaluations! that! analyse! country! level!
developments!over! time!that!can!be!used! for! tracking!of! shifting! trends! in!press! freedom;!
comparative!approaches!enabling! the! ranking!of!how!well!different!countries! fare!when! it!





by! RSF! and! FH! stand! out! as! defining! best! practice! when! it! comes! to! their! respective!
conceptual,! definitional! and! methodological! approaches! and! the! organisation! of! their!
findings.!Due! to! the! longitudinal! nature! of! this! data! it! is! also! of! particular! interest! to! this!
thesis! as! it!may! be! used! for! analysis! over! time,! and! as! such! the! data!may! potentially! be!
useful! to! identify! trends! that!can! facilitate!an!understanding!of! the!manifestations,!causes!










report! provide! global! press! freedom! assessments! of! countries! and! they!will! be! examined!
with! regard! to! the! nature! of! the! empirical! data! they! produce! on! threats! to! the! safety! of!
journalists.! It! will! be! identified! what! type! of! data! is! generated! (for! example! qualitative!
and/or!quantitative)!as!well!as!the!range!(that!is!to!say!what!the!data!cover)!and!availability!
of!data.!The!conceptual!and!ultimately!methodological!approaches!undertaken!will!also!be!






RSF’s! and! FH’s! indices! are! survey! based18! and! concerned! with! ranking! countries! when! it!
comes!to!the!state!of!press! freedom!in!a!broad!sense!as!they!set!out!to!assess! ‘the$entire$
media$universe$of$individual$countries’!including!‘$[s]uch$issues$as$libel$law,$censorship,$news$
organization$ finances,$ diversity$ of$ views,$ languages$ of$ broadcasts,$ physical$ safety$ of$
reporters,$and$dozens$of$other$factors’$(Burgess,!2010:!6).!!While!these!indices!assess!press!




The! RSF!World! Press! Freedom! Index! was! first! published! in! 2002! as! a! means! to! produce!





violence$ against$ journalists$ during$ the$ period$ evaluated’! to! provide! an! overall! country!
ranking!(ibid.,!19F23).19!!
!
When! it! comes! to! the! methodological! underpinning! of! the! World! Press! Freedom! Index,!
Schneider! points! out! that:! ‘Reporters$ Without$ Borders$ does$ not$ reveal$ which$ concept$ or$
definition$of$media$freedom$its$measure$is$based$on.$Interestingly,$according$to$the$CSO$the$
index$measures$ the$ level$of$ freedom$of$ information;$ this$ term$ is$used$more$often$ than$ the$
term$ media$ freedom$ or$ press$ freedom,$ despite$ the$ ranking’s$ name.$ Consequently,$ the$
organization$affirms$that$the$measure$‘does$not$ look$at$human$rights$violations$ in$general,$
just$violations$of$freedom$of$information’$(2014,!19F20).$Schneider!highlights!that!while!RSF!
has! often! been! referred! to! as! having! an! ‘individualized$ approach’! focusing20! ‘on$ the$
journalist’s$ freedom$as$an$ individual,$while$economic$ factors$play$a$subordinate$ role’$ (ibid.!
20),! recent! methodological! revisions! have! allowed! for! a! more! comprehensive! review! of!
areas! including! pluralism) (the! degree! to! which! opinions! are! represented! in! the! media),!
media!independence)(the!degree!to!which!the!media!are!able!to!function!independently!of!







overall! index! assessment! of! countries.! This! abuse! indicator! covers! statistics! on! killed,!
imprisoned,! abducted,! exiled,! arrested! journalists,! including! also! different! types! of!





House! was! launched! in! 1980! as! a! way! to! specifically! map! the! ‘issue$ of$ media$ freedom’$
(Schneider,! 2014:! 13).22! Covering! over! 190! countries! the! annual! media! freedom! index! is!
produced! through! a! survey! ’that$monitors$ global$media$ freedom$by$ assessing$ the$ various$
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ways$in$which$pressure$can$be$placed$upon$the$flow$of$ information$and$the$ability$of$print,$




After!various!methodological! revisions23! the!FH! index!now! includes!a! set!of!questions!and!
subFquestions!that!are!divided!into!three!broad!categories!including!the!legal24,!political,!and!
economic25! environment! in! a! country! (Schneider,! 2014:! 14).! The! political! environment!






tracking$of$broader$ trends$on$a$ country$ level$as$well$as$a$ regional$ level’$ (Schneider,!2014:!!
13).! Further! methodological! strengths! are! that! ‘[t]he$ methodology$ questions$ cover$ a$
comprehensive$set$of$topics$and$are$broad$enough$to$apply$to$almost$any$media$situation,$
while$ at$ the$ same$ time$ the$ subAindicators$ provide$ enough$ nuance$ to$ specify$ what$ issues$






understanding! shifting! global! and! country! level! trends! in!press! freedom.!Both! FH!and!RSF!
produce!visually!informative!maps!that!can!be!used!to!identify!which!countries!have!a!poor!
record! when! it! comes! to! press! freedom! and! which! countries! fare! better.! These! country!
visualisations! are! based! on! the! aggregation! or! weighing! together! of! data! across! each!










for!both! indices! in!order! to! try! to!understand!the!specifics!of! the!environment!concerning!
press!freedom!in!any!country.!While!FH’s! index!allows!for!a!certain! level!of!disaggregation!
into! the! legal,! political! and! economic! categories,! it! is! not! possible! to! see! how! countries!
perform!on!subFindicators!that!may!be!of!interest.!For!instance,!if!we!are!trying!to!identify!
data! on! safety! threats,! the! political! environment! category! in! the! FH! index! combines! subF
indicators!on!a!range!of!potential!pressures!and!controls!that!can!be!imposed!on!the!media.!
With!regard!to!aspects!related!to!safety!threats!against!journalists!FH!includes!aspects!such!
as:! ‘the$ ability$ of$ both$ foreign$ and$ local$ reporters$ to$ cover$ the$ news$ in$ person$ without$
obstacles$or$harassment;$and$reprisals$against$ journalists$or$bloggers$by$the$state$or$other$
actors,$ including$arbitrary$detention,$violent$assaults,$and$other$ forms$of$ intimidation’$ (FH,!
2017a).! But! since! the! recorded! figures,! or! raw! data,! on! instances! of! abuse,! attack! and!
harassment! are! not! made! publicly! available! it! is! not! possible! to! assess! to! what! extent! a!
changing! situation! for! press! freedom! within! a! country! is! interlinked! with! developments!
(positive!or!negative)! related! to! safety! threats!against! journalists! (other! than!on!a!general!
level! in! the! sense! it! is! possible! to! discern! that! the! political! environment! is! improving! or!
getting! worse).! Consequently,! FH’s! data! provides! highFlevel! descriptions! of! contextual!
factors!but!due! to! the! fact! that! the!broad!categories!of! information! recorded! through! the!
political,! economic!and! legal!environments! is!not!disaggregated! in!a!way! that!allows! for!a!
systematic! understanding! of! the! specific! and! inFdepth! nature! of! the! variables! making! up!
each!category,! such!as!what! legal! factors!play!a! role! in! limiting!press! freedom! in!a!certain!
countries!the!index!only!provide!generic!trends!of!improvement!or!regress.!!
!
The!country! rankings!produced!by! the!RSF!World!Press!Freedom!Index!allow!for!even! less!





recording! for! instance:!whether! journalists!have!been! targets!of!public!discrediting,!public!
insults!and!hate!speech!by!government!or!religious!authorities,!major!economic!interests,!or!
by! interest! groups! linked! to! any! of! them;! whether! a! government! monitors! or! threatens!
journalists;! and,! whether! authorities! have! done! their! best! to! punish! those! guilty! of! the!
murders!of!journalists,!netizens!and!bloggers!(RSF,!2019l).!
!
However,! since! the! survey! responses! from! each! country! are! not! accounted! for! it! is! not!
possible!to!review!this!data!in!further!depth!but!it!can!be!noted!that!when!it!comes!to!trying!




survey! responder! is! requested! to! indicate! this! by! selecting!which!of! the! following!options!
apply:! ‘permanent$ prohibition$ on$ practising$ journalism;$ cancellation$ of$ licence;$ prison$
sentences;$ life$ sentences;$ torture/corporal$punishment;$death$penalty;$none$of$ them’! (RSF,!
2019l:!Question!E13).!It!can!first!be!noted!that!the!list!of!penalties!can!hardly!be!described!
as! including!the!full!range!of!possible!types!of!penalty!that!might!be!incurred!on!journalist!
practitioners.! The! list! of! penalties! can! thus! be! described! as! covering! certain! types! of!
penalties.! Following! on! from! this! conclusion! it! might! be! appropriate! to! ask! why! these!
specific!types!of!penalties!have!been!chosen!and!not!others?!They!might!very!well!be!those!
most!commonly!suffered!by!journalists,!but!since!the!survey!does!not!provide!any!detailed!
information!with! regard! to!why! certain!questions! are!posed!and!why! they! are!posed! in! a!
specific!manner! it! is! not! possible! to! know! the! rationale! for! this.! Looking! at! the! penalties!
themselves! it! can! also! be! noted! that! some,! like! ‘a! permanent! prohibition! on! practising!
journalism’!are!rather!broad! in!the!sense!that!this!could!mean!different!things! in!different!
country! settings! and! could! have! several! explanatory! factors.! Other! categories! like! ‘prison!
sentences’!are!more!specific,!yet!they!still!require!further!description,!for!instance!in!terms!
of!uncovering!why!journalists!are!being!sentenced!to!prison,!and!what!the!severity!of!these!
sentences! are! and! the! frequency! with! which! prison! sentences! are! used.! Taken! together!
these!points! show! that! there! is! a! need! for! inFdepth! and! systematic! information!on! safety!
threats! against! journalists,! recorded! for! instance! on! a! caseFbyFcase! basis! to! uncover! the!
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interrelationships!between!various!manifestations!and!progressions!of!threats!and!how!they!
might! escalate! into! serious! forms! of! attack.! While! RSF,! together! with! numerous! other!
organisations,28!carry!out!essential!work!to!account!for!and!record!information!on!cases!of!
aggressions!on! journalists! there! is!arguably!a!need! to! further! systematise! this! information!
for!the!purpose!of!methodical!analysis.!29!!!
!
When! it! comes! to! the! statistical! data!on! safety! threats,! including! instances!of! aggressions!
against! and! harassments! of! journalists! as! compiled! for! the! purpose! of! the! previously!
mentioned! abuse! indicator! which! together! with! the! survey! responses! form! RSF’s! Press!
Freedom! Index,! this! statistical! information! is!not!publicised!as!part!of! the! index.!RSF!does!
however!account!for!the!number!of!killed!and!imprisoned!journalists,30!netizens!and!media!
assistants!through!their!Press!Freedom!Barometer!(RSF,!2019j).!Though!the!barometer!does!
not!account! for! the! full! range!of!violations! that!are! recorded! for! the!purpose!of! the!Press!







is! used! together! with! other! types! of! data! to! determine! overall! trends! in! press! freedom.!





journalists! is! that,! considering! that!violations!against! journalists!are! included!as!part!of!an!




can! be! pointed! out! that! both! RSF! and! FH! complement! their! quantitative! indices! with!
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qualitative! and! more! inFdepth! reports! on! the! state! of! press! freedom! within! countries.!





measures! lack! a!developed! conceptual! rationale! for!measuring!press! freedom! in! a! certain!
way!and! that!achieving!concrete!measurements! for!advocacy!and!policy!goals! tends! to!be!
prioritised!over!the!conceptual!underpinning!of!such!measurements!(Burgess,!2010:!8).!The!




disclose$ what$ the$ index$ actually$ attempts$ to$ measure’$ (Schneider,! 2014:! 14)! the!
methodological! rationale! for! the! index! is!explained!as!being!based!on! ‘“universal$ criteria,”$
having$as$a$starting$point$the$smallest,$most$universal$unit$of$concern:$the$individual’$(ibid.)!
while!referring!to!Article!19!of!the!UDHR!and!its!recognition!of!free!opinion!and!expression!
as! universal! rights.! As! explained! by! Schneider,! the! concept! of! media! freedom! could!
furthermore!‘be$divided$into$two$thematic$categories$that$Freedom$House$methodologically$
deals$ with:$ On$ the$ one$ hand,$ the$ ability$ of$ people$ in$ a$ country$ to$ access$ a$ variety$ of$
information$ and$ on$ the$ other$ hand,$ the$ ability$ of$ people$ producing$ this$ information$ to$ do$
their$jobs$freely$and$without$repercussions’$(ibid.).!Nevertheless,!without!a!clear!conceptual!
rationale! establishing! why! press! freedom! is! measured! in! a! certain! way! based! on! an!





to$ measure$ a$ liberal$ or$ neoliberal$ conception$ of$ information$ and$ democracy$ (Amoretti$ &$
Giannione,$2015),$with$scarce$consideration$for$the$audience’s$point$of$view$as$well$as$for$the$
social$ and$ public$ functions$ of$ information’$ (Giannione! &! Defrutos,! 2016:! 596F597)$While!
expressly!committing!to!the!furthering!of!democracy!by!stating!that!‘freedom$of$information$
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“is$ a$pillar$ of$ democracy”$and$ “threats$ to$media$ freedom$ (…)$present$a$ stark$ challenge$ to$
democratic$ values’! (FH),!or! that$ ‘media$ freedom$correlates$positively$with$per$ capita$gross$
domestic$ product,$ economic$ stability,$ and$ economic$ development’! (RSF)! (ibid.,! 596),! such!
commitments! are!nonetheless!not! accompanied!by! ‘a$ clear$definition$of$ democracy’$ (ibid)$
which! could! show! in! specific! terms! how! and! why! information! might! further! democracy.$
However,! as! pointed! out! by! Baker! (2004),! due! to! the! fact! that! ‘different$ conceptions$ of$
democracy$assign$a$different$function$to$media$freedom’$‘assessing$freedom$of$information$
and$its$services$to$democracy$requires$a$theory$of$democracy’$(Giannione!&!Defrutos,!2016:!
596! referring! to! Baker,! 2004).! The! consequence! of! this! lack! of! a! clear! theoretical!
underpinning! is! that! while! empirical! assessment! approaches! are! commonly! believed! to!
adopt!an!‘universalising$approach’!that!‘allows$for$comparability$across$geographical$spaces’$
(Banda,! 2011:! 97),$ often! through! a! commitment! to! the! universal! value! of! freedom! of!
expression!(Burgess,!2010:!19)!they!have!in!reality!a!predisposition!to!assess!specific!aspects!
of! the! environment! for! media! freedom.! For! instance,! an! indicator! of! the! neoliberal!
inclination!of!indices!such!as!that!of!FH!is!that!the!state!is!commonly!viewed!‘as$predatory,$
always$ encroaching$ on$ media$ freedom$ and$ independence’$ (Banda,! 2011:! 97F98)! and! an!
enabling!media!environment!is!generally!seen!as!interlinked!with!the!conditions!for!private!
media!ownership.! Such!an!approach!may! for! instance!conceal! the!conditions!under!which!





categories$ ranging$ from$ “good$ situation”$ to$ “very$ serious$ situation”.$ These$ categories,$
however,$ are$ not$ explained$ at$ all$ and$ no$ information$ about$ how$ each$ country$ obtains$ its$
color$ is$publicly$available’$ (Schneider,!2014:! !22).! The! fact! that! the!RSF!methodology!does!
not!allow!for!transparency!when!it!comes!to!the!set!of!criteria!that!determine!a!particular!
ranking,!stands!in!the!way!of!facilitating!an!understanding!of!the!specific!circumstances!that!







or! regressing!when! it! comes! to! the! general! state! of! press! freedom,! but! also! to! establish!
methods! that! enable! the! systematic! explanation! of! shifting! safety! trends.! Such!
disaggregation!requires,!in!addition!to!the!adequate!identification!of!the!full!range!of!safety!
threats,!also! the! identification!of! the!causes!of! such!safety! threats! through! the!systematic!
disaggregation!of!societal!environments!and!their!specific!characteristics.!To!achieve!this,!it!




As! referred! to! above,! UNESCO’s!Media! Development! Indicators! (MDI)33! is! an! assessment!
framework!that!aims!to!provide!inFdepth!information!on!the!state!of!the!media!at!a!national!
level!and,!to!assist!stakeholders!in!media!development!to!target!interventions!and!to!guide!
mediaFrelated! policies! (Burgess,! 2010:! 23F27).! In! comparison!with! the! two! press! freedom!
indices!presented!above,!‘the$MDIs$are$not$designed$to$provide$a$longitudinal$analysis$over$
time$or$a$means$for$comparing$different$countries,$but$aim$to$help$stakeholders$assess$the$
state$ of$ the$media$ and$measure$ the$ impact$ of$media$ development$ programs’$ (Schneider,!
2014:!35).34$The!MDIs!can!be!described!as!a!toolkit!approach!that!offers!a!set!‘of$indicators$
and$ methods$ from$ which$ selections$ can$ be$ made$ according$ to$ the$ particularities$ of$ the$
national$ context’! for! the!purpose!of! identifying! ‘a$ framework,$within$which$ the$media$ can$
best$contribute$to$and$benefit$from$democracy$and$good$governance,$as$well$as$to$identify$




that! ’provide$ an$ aspirational$ picture$ of$ the$ media$ ecology$ to$ be$ constructed$ in$ order$ to$
ensure$media$freedom,$pluralism$and$independence$as$the$foundations$for$media’s$optimum$














of! journalists! is! dealt! with! expressly! there.! In! this! category,! indicator! 3.13! measures! if!




• Journalists! and! associated!media! personnel! are! not! physically! attacked,! unlawfully!
detained!or!killed!as!a!result!of!pursuing!their!legitimate!activities!!










• If! journalists! routinely! selfFcensor! because! of! fear! of! punishment,! harassment! or!
attack!!
• If! the! confidentiality! of! sources! is! protected! in! law! and! also! respected! in! practice!
(ibid).!
!
Other! indicators!relevant!to!the!safety!of! journalists!are!those!related!to!the!public’s! trust!
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and! confidence! in! the! media! (3.11)! (ibid.,! 64)! and! whether! media! organisations! are!
responsive!to!public!perceptions!of!their!work!(3.12)!(ibid.,!65).40!
A!practical!problem!when! it!comes!to!using!the!data!that! is!produced!through!the!MDIs! is!
that!the!indicators!are!not!consistently!applied!across!country!contexts!due!to!the!diagnostic!
nature!of!the!tool!which!aims!to!provide!a!baseline!assessment!rather!than!results!that!are!
systematically! comparable!between! countries! and!over! time.! The! fact! that! the!MDIs!have!




not! allow! for! systematic! analysis! of! trends! and! comparisons.! The! fact! that! the!MDIs! have!




While! the! MDI! framework! sets! out! to! develop! a! justification! for! understanding! the!
dimensions! that! constitute! a! climate! within! which! the! media! can! facilitate! sustainable!
development!by!contributing!towards!goals!of!democracy!and!good!governance!through!the!
deployment!of!a!specific!set!of!indicators,!questions!remain!with!regard!to!how!underlying!
concepts! and! theory! are! understood.!While! it! is! claimed! that! the!MDI! framework! has! its!
theoretical! grounding! in! ‘the$ five$ UNESCO$ declarations$ on$ Promoting$ Independent$ and$
Pluralistic$Media$ (Windhoek$Declaration$and$ those$of$Almaty,$Santiago,$Sana’a$and$Sofia)’$
(Schneider,! 2014:! 35)! it! does! not! provide! a! deeper! rationale! for! how! a! journalistic!
contribution!to!democratic!processes!should!be!understood.!!
This! is! not! a! trivial! point! since! it! reveals! that! measurement! approaches! like! the! indices!
compiled!by!RSF,!FH!as!well!as!UNESCO’s!MDI!framework!from!different!perspectives,!can!all!
be!found!lacking!when!it!comes!to!dealing!with!the!complexity!of!democratic!practices!in!a!




legal$environment$ in$which$quality$ journalism$can$exist?’! (ibid.,!36).! In! fact,!analysts!argue!
that! ‘the$most$ important$ thing$ is$ not$ the$ environment$ itself,$ but$ what$ a$ country’s$media$
accomplishes$in$that$environment’$(Burgess,!2010:!36).$As!argued!by!Panneerselvan!(quoted!
in!Burgess,!2010:!36)! ‘[In]$regions$where$data$on$ ‘enabling$environment’$have$near$perfect$
scores,$ like$North$America,$Western$Europe,$Australia,$and$New$Zealand,$ the$media$ is$ fast$
declining.$ In$ sharp$ contrast$ to$ this,$ there$ is$accelerated$plural$growth$clearly$discernible$ in$
countries$which$do$not$score$high$on$the$enabling$environment$graph,$like$India,$Pakistan,$or$
Nepal’.43$ In! the!context!of! risk! to! journalism! it!would! therefore!be! relevant! to!understand!
not!only!practices!that!can!be!identified!as!restricting!free!and!independent!journalism,!but!
also!how!these!practices! interact!with!and! influence! journalistic!production,!dissemination!
and!reach,!differently!in!different!societal!contexts.!




‘$[t]here$ is$ a$ high$ level$ of$ information$ and$ media$ literacy’$ (UNESCO,! 2014b:! 2).44! This!
indicates! that! the! MDI! framework! attempts! to! provide! a! link! between! the! media!
environment!and!the!issue!of!the!quality!of!the!media.!
The!problem! is!however! that! the!understanding!of! the!normative! role!of! the!media! is!not!









practice! of! free! and! independent! journalism,! rather! than! on! the! internal! workings! of!
journalism! itself,! as! a! communicative! institution,!means! that! there! is! a! tendency! to! leave!
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questions! of! the! quality! of! journalism! aside! while! carrying! out! assessments! of! a! media!
environment,45! thus! ‘taking$ the$ position$ that$ what$ matters$ is$ whether$ there’s$ an$





of! linking! it! to! varying! levels!and! types!of! risk.!Otherwise! inaccurate! conclusions!might!be!
made!with! regard! to! the!opportunities! for! producing! journalism! in! any! given! context,! but!
also!how!threats!and!risk!influence!journalistic!production!and!quality.!The!extent!to!which!
professional!and!ethical!standards!are!upheld!therefore!seems!important!to!study,!but!also!
what! type! of! journalistic! content! is! produced! in! a! certain! context.! For! instance,! does! the!
media! in!a!given!societal! context,!aid!government!propaganda,!or,! is! the!media!producing!




A! related!point! is!made!by!Price!who! claims! that! ‘[s]ocieties$may$have$a$ free$press$and$a$
passive$ and$ disinterested$ citizenry.$ (…)$ Conversely,$ there$ are$ societies$ that$ have$ a$ tightly$
controlled$ press,$ but$[where]$ the$ structure$ of$ information$ diffusion$ on$ issues$ of$ public$
importance$ is$ robust$and$communities$ turn$what$ is$available$ into$ tools$of$ information$and$
mobilization’!(quoted!in!Burgess,!2010:!37).!The!key!question!for!Price!is!whether!‘the$media$
in$a$particular$society$actually$produce$an$informed$citizenry’$(2011:!8),$and!he!argues!that!




conclusion! also! for! the!multidimensional! understanding! of! risk! in! this! thesis!which! argues!
that!in!addition!to!understanding!risk!in!relation!to!the!journalist!practitioner!and!journalistic!




This! evaluation! of! how! the! assessment! of! the! safety! of! journalists! is! undertaken!
methodologically!by!different!organisations!as!part!of!wider!frameworks!for!evaluating!press!
freedom! serves,! as! argued! above,! to! indicate! the! problems! facing! the! methodological!
measurement!of!risk.!As!this!evaluation!reveals,!there!firstly!remains!a!need!to!develop!an!
approach! to! safety! (qua! risk)! that! achieves!what! is! referred! to! above!as! a! comprehensive!
and!holistic!understanding.!Secondly,!there!are!specific!problems!that!need!to!be!addressed!
if!we!are!to!achieve!a!comprehensive!and!holistic!understanding!of!risk.!Third,!such!specific!
problems,!when!compiled,! indicate!that!risk!must!be!an! inclusive!concept!that!has! its!own!
developed! theoretical! and! coherent! underpinnings.! Each! of! these!will! be! taken! in! turn! as!
follows!
!
First,! the! analysis! above! reveals! that! the! way! safety! was! understood! ignored! critically!
important!elements! that!needed! to!be! included! if! such!studies!were! to!be!comprehensive!
and!holistic.!The!data!does!not!capture!the!full!nature!of!safety!threats!with!regard!to!the!
type,! range! and! availability! of! the! data;! neglecting! dimensions! of! safety! as! a! personally!
experienced! social! phenomenon,! the! social! esteem!of! journalism! and! journalists! and!how!
their! role! is! socially! delineated,! ordered! and! structured.! The! indices! can! be! described! as!
capturing! descriptive! accounts! of! manifestations! of! risk.! Accounts! that! describe! that! a!
particular!type!of!risk!occurs.!This!information!is!recorded!in!a!highFlevel!manner!that!does!













Correspondingly,! accounts! of! safety,! such! as! the! statistical! data! recorded! by! RSF’s! Press!















achieve!a! comprehensive!and!holistic!understanding!of! safety! (qua! risk).!These!are:!a)! the!
excessive! reliance! on! approaches! that! offer! a! generalised! and! highFlevel! assessment! of!
problems! of! safety! as! a! threat! to! democracy! but! provide$ limited! opportunities! for!
comparison! between! societal! contexts! and! often! do! not! cover! the! country! under!
investigation! in! depth;! b)! the! overall! lack! of! conceptual! framing! results! in! a! fragmented!
understanding! of! safety! threats,! and! the! monitoring! approaches! reviewed! reveal! specific!
problems!with!longitudinal!coherence!and!excessive!reliance!on!expert!assessments!for!data!
generation;! and! c)! the! fact! that! data! on! safety! threats! are! not! systematically! and!
transparently! accounted! for! makes! it! difficult! to! determine! in! many! cases! what! data! is!
missing.!All!of!these!restrict!the!possibility!and!plausibility!of!achieving!a!comprehensive!and!
holistic!understanding!of!safety!and!ultimately!risk.!Related!to!these! issues! is! the! fact! that!





Third,! the! net! effect! of! the! first! two! problems! combined! is! that,! as! the! study! of! safety!
indicates,! it! becomes! a! concept! that:! a)! becomes! narrowed! and! understood! in! a!
particularistic! fashion! as!manifestations! of! specific! types! of! violations! of! the! safety! of! the!
individual!journalist,!thereby!losing!its!complexity!as!a!social!phenomenon;!b)!is!reduced!to!
being!nothing!other!than!something!that!brings!about!a!loss!of!rights!and!information,!which!
it! is! assumed! is! of! value! to! democratic! practices.! In! other!words,! it! appears! that! the! true!
normative!role!of!journalism!(see!Chapter!3)!and!the!lack!of!safety!it!faces!is!not!grounded!in!
what!was!called!above!a!developed!theoretical!underpinning!and!definitional! rationale! for!
the! purpose! of! observing! and! benchmarking! changes! that! occur! to! and!within! journalism!
and!the!media!in!any!given!locale.!As!such,!the!perennial!problem!of!reducing!the!quality!of!
democratic!practices!to!a!matter!of!the!functional!ability!of! journalism!to!serve!democracy!














that! is! too! narrow! and! detached! from! contextualising! factors! that! can! facilitate! a! better!
understanding!of!not! just!that!certain!types!of!safety!threats!occur!but!also!why!and!what!
their! consequences! are.! The! second,! is! conceptual! and! can! be! said! to! contribute! to! the!
previously! mentioned! empirical! limitations.! What! the! identified! lack! of! conceptual!
underpinning!of!assessment!approaches!of!safety!threats!and!an!enabling!environment!for!
free!and! independent! journalism!ultimately!mean! is! that!we!cannot!be!sure!that! the!tools!
available! actually! capture! problems! to! risk! in! a! comprehensive! way.! This! points! to! our!
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current! knowledge! on! these! issues! being! based! upon! assumptions! on! the! nature! and!
dynamics!of!problems!of!risk!rather!than!systematically!produced!evidence.!Therefore! it! is!
argued!here! that!a! framework! that!approaches! the! issue!of! risk! from!the!starting!point!of!












frameworks! of! a!more! qualitative! nature,! such! as! UNESCO’s! Journalists’! Safety! Indicators!
(JSI)! that! provide! interesting! perspectives! on! how! safety! problems! should! be! framed! and!
conceptualised.!Therefore,!the!JSI!framework!will!also!be!reviewed!here.!
!
As! in! the! section! above,! the! data! review! here! will! be! carried! out! as! an! empirical! and!
conceptual! gaps! analysis.! This! analysis! is! used! to! evaluate! what! these! approaches! which!
specifically!focus!on!generating!data!on!safety!threats!are!able!to!reveal!with!regard!to:!the!
nature! of! the! data! on! safety! threats! and! what! it! says! about! manifestations! of! risk! as!
represented!by!safety!threats;!what!the!data!approaches!disclose!with!regard!to!causes!of!





data! gathering! and! generation! is! based! as!well! as! their!methodological! limitations!which,!




of! journalism!are!monitored!and! recorded!by!a!number!of!organisations! that!work!on! the!
international,! regional! and!national! levels.! Recently,! the! international! community! has! also!
come! to! recognise! the! safe! practice! of! journalism! as! a! prerequisite! for! sustainable! and!
human! rightsFcentred! development! through! the! Sustainable! Development! Goals! Agenda!
(SDG).!This!agenda!has!generated!debate!regarding!the!potential!systematic!monitoring!and!
measuring!of!journalism!safety!as!an!indicator!of!target!16.10,!which!aims!to!‘Ensure$public$
access$ to$ information$ and$ protect$ fundamental$ freedoms,$ in$ accordance$ with$ national$
legislation$and$international$agreements’$(UN,!2019f).$The!proposed!indicator!16.10.1!adds!
urgency! to! the! aim! to! generate! quality! statistical! data! on! a! range! of! safety! threats! as! it!
suggests! to! measuring! the$ ‘number$ of$ verified$ cases$ of$ killing,$ enforced$ disappearance,$
torture,$ arbitrary$ detention,$ kidnapping$ and$ other$ harmful$ acts$ committed$ against$
journalists$(…)$on$an$annual$basis’$(UN,!2019g,!2019h).$
$
The!availability!of! reliable!data!of! good!quality!on!a! range!of! abuses! is!one!of! the! central!
challenges!facing!the!study!and!analysis!of!safety!problems.!In!this!context!it!is!important!to!
point! out! that! the! gathering! of! data! on! any! type! of! abuse! against! journalists! and! the!
verification!of! the!accuracy!of! such!data! is!a! tremendously!challenging!undertaking! that! is!
being!diligently!carried!out!by!a!range!of!civil!society!actors.!In!practical!terms,!this!process!
often! involves! having! to! gather! data! in! the! field! from! volatile! and! often! conflictFridden!
societies!(IFEX,!2011:!20F22),!where!powerful!actors!and!vested!interests!are!able!to!conceal!
or!prevent! information! related! to!attacks!on! journalists! from!coming! to! light.46! It! is! also!a!
fact! that! institutionalised! local! mechanisms! for! data! collection! that! could! facilitate! the!
systematic!collection!of!data!on!abuses!may!be!under!development!or!completely!absent!in!
many! contexts.47! This! problem! encompasses! not! only! conflict! affected! countries! but! also!
developing! and! developed! democracies! where! systematic! data! collection! on! violations!
against!journalists!is!not!systematically!carried!out!(Pöyhtäri,!2016:!177,!UN,!2015,!UNESCO,!
2015a:! 14F17;! UNESCO,! 2016:! 10).! Moreover,! data! collected! by! local! civil! society!
organisations!(CSO)!are!‘rarely$compiled$into$a$common$repository$of$data$that$can$be$used$




This!problem!of!data!accessibility!poses!obvious!challenges,! for! instance!when! it!comes!to!




weakest! category)! (see:! UN,! 2016:2).! While! ‘being$ based$ on$ internationally$ agreed$




has! been! upgraded! to! a! Tier! II! indicator.! Indicator! 16.10.1! is! therefore! now! regarded! as!
‘conceptually$ clear’$with$ ‘established$methodology$ and$ standards$ available’.$ The! problem!
remaining!however!is!that!‘data$are$not$regularly$produced$by$countries’$(UN,!2018:!30).!!
!
Consequently,! even! if! a! methodology! for! measuring! and! capturing! data! on! threats! and!
attacks!against!journalists!is!developed,!the!problem!of!limitations!when!it!comes!to!access!
to! reliable! data! still! remains.! Any! attempt! to! improve! the!monitoring! of! violence! against!





adopted! as! a! response! to! problems! of! growing! dangers! to! journalists! around! the! world,!
provides!an!authoritative!starting!point!from!which!to!understand!the!notion!of!the!safety!of!
journalists.!This!international!standard!setting!framework!provides!normative!impetus!when!








selfAcensoring$out$ of$ fear$ of$ punishment$ or$ attack;$ and$ that$ crimes$against$ journalists$ are$
prosecuted$and$that$there$is$no$climate$of$impunity’$(2016:!176).$Importantly,!Pöyhtäri!also!
points!out! that! in! itself! ‘the$concept$of$ safety$ is$ complex,$ including$aspects$ that$vary$ from$
personal$ and$ professional$ matters$ and$ issues$ of$ media$ systems$ to$ root$ cause$ factors$ in$
societies,$ such$as$ corruption$and$ crime,$not$ forgetting$ the$ international$and$national$ legal$
systems’$(ibid.;!UNESCO,!2008b).!
!





that! it! points! to! the! manifestations! of! risk! in! relation! to! the! journalist! practitioner! and!
journalistic!practice.!It!does!not!however!very!clearly!point!to!the!third!dimension!of!risk!to!
journalism,! namely! risk! to! the! role! of! journalism,! or! the!wider! significance! of! such! risk! to!
society.!While! the! above! understanding! thus! points! to! the! complex! nature! of! safety! it! is!
argued!here!it!needs!further!conceptual!and!methodological!development!and!specification!
in! relation! to! all! three! dimensions! of! risk! for! the! purpose! of! achieving! comprehensive!
understanding.!As!will!be!shown!through!the!review!below!of! the!assessment! frameworks!
(with!the!exception,! to!a!certain!extent,!of! the! JSI! framework)!safety! threats! to! journalists!
are! not! recorded! bearing! this! complexity! in! mind,! neither! conceptually,! nor!
methodologically.53! The! following! identifies! what! the! current! knowledge! base! on! safety!





As!will!be!shown! in! this! section!part!of! the!problem!with!current!data!gaps! is! the!ways! in!
which! safety! threats! against! journalists! are! recorded! and! that! there! is! potential! for!




It! should! be! emphasised! again! that! the! practical! challenges! with! data! collection,!
systematisation! and! classification! are! substantial,! considering! the! difficult! task! of!
documenting! and! verifying! instances! of! violations! against! journalists! which! is! being!
conducted! by! various! monitoring! organisations,! often! in! volatile! societal! contexts! where!
information!is!scarce.!The!purpose!of!this!analysis!is!not!per!se!to!find!fault!with!the!vitally!










Lethal! violence! against! journalists! is! the! type! of! violation! most! widely! monitored! by!
organisations! and! as! such,! lethal! violence! is! also! the! violation! type! which! is! most!
systematically! recorded.! The! reason! for! this! focus! on! the! targeted! killing! of! journalists! is!
likely!to!be!related!to!the!fact!that!this!is!undoubtedly!the!most!ultimate!and!serious!form!of!
silencing! of! journalistic! expression,! but! possibly! also! because! this! is! likely! to! be! the!most!
verifiable!type!of!attack.!As!noted!by!Gohdes!and!Carey,54!killings!is!considered!‘as$the$most$








journalists! are! often! characterised! by! the! fact! that! victims! suffer! multiple! violations! (for!
example,! detention,! torture! and! then! killing).55! Counting! only! instances! of! killings! will!
ultimately!overFrepresent!killings!and!underFrepresent!other!types!of!violations,!leading!to!a!
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miscounting! that! could! bias! the! analytical! assessment! of! a! human! rights! situation! in! a!










included! in! Table! 1! below! are! examples! of! organisations! that! carry! out! such!work! on! the!
international!level:!the!Committee!to!Protect!Journalists!(CPJ),!the!International!News!Safety!
Institute! (INSI),! the! International! Federation! of! Journalists! (IFJ),! the! International! Press!
Institute! (IPI),! the! Press! Emblem! Campaign! (PEC),! and! Reporters! Without! Borders! (RSF).!
UNESCO! is!also! included!as!a!central!monitoring!body.! In!addition! to! these!data!gathering!
initiatives!covering!international!statistics!there!are!also!regional!monitoring!activities!going!
on! for! instance! by! the! COE! and! the!Organization! for! Security! and!CoFoperation! in! Europe!






These!will! be! reviewed! in! detail! below! but! can! be! described! in! a! general! sense! as! being!
related! to! definitional! considerations! of!when! a! case! of! a! killing! of! a! journalist! should! be!








) CPJ60) INSI) IFJ) IPI) RSF61) PEC) UNESCO)
2006) 57! 173! 155! 100! 85! 96! 84!
2007) 70! 173! 135! 93! 88! 115! 66!
2008) 42! 109! 85! 66! 60! 91! 46!
2009) 76! 133! 113! 110! 75! 122! 77!
2010) 44! 97! 94! 102! 58! 110! 65!
2011) 49! 124! 101! 102! 67! 107! 62!
2012) 74! 152! 121! 133! 87! 141! 124!
2013) 74! 134! 105! 120! 79! 129! 90!
2014) 61! 105! 118! 100! 73! 138! 98!
2015) 73! 111! 112! 116! 81! 135! 115!
2016) 50! 115! 93! 83! 62! 156! 101!
2017) 47! 73! 82! 82! 50! 97! 76!
2018) 54! 76! 95! 78! 80! 117! 99!
Total) 771! 1575! 1409! 1285! 971! 1554! 1103!
!
The! monitoring! organisations! above! only! include! cases! of! killings! that! come! to! their!
attention!and!which!they!have!been!able!to!verify.62!The!differing!figures!of!killings!between!
different!organisations!in!Table!1!reflect!the!difficult!task!of!providing!a!full!record!of!every!
instance!of!a! journalist! killing.!As!noted!by! IFJ! ‘there$are$many$different$ sets$of$ figures$ [of$
journalists$ killed]$ given$ every$ year,$ but$ no$ organisation$ can$ say$ for$ certain$ that$ they$ have$
counted$everyone$ (…)$ there$are$still$deaths$we$may$not$know$about,$other$ journalists$who$
have$been$quietly$silenced.$All$we$can$say$with$certainty$is$that$these$are$the$ones$we$know$
about’! (IFJ,!2009:!2).!The!fact!that!cases!of!killings!sometimes!remain!unreported!indicates!




the! use! of! diverse! methodologies! and! criteria! adopted! for! when! and! how! to! record! an!
instance!of! a! killing.!As! shown! in! a! report!by! IFEX65! (2011),! this! particular! issue!generates!
three! problems! that! serve! as! a! useful! way! of! beginning! to! understand! methodological!





IFEX! report! shows! that! the! issue! of! accreditation! at! the! time! of! death! is! not! a! significant!
factor!when!the!CSOs!determine!whether!a!journalist!should!be!included!in!the!statistics.!In!
fact,! all! CSOs! interviewed! include! both! accredited! and! nonFaccredited! journalists! in! their!
tallies.!!
!
Another! definitional! matter! concern! whether! individuals! who! practice! online! journalism!
should! be! included! in! the! statistics.! The! report! explains! that! the! CSOs! have! found! it!
necessary!to!be!‘responsive$to$the$changing$realities$of$the$media$profession’$(IFEX,!2011:!18)!
including!processes!of!digitalisation!and! the! fact! that! in! repressive! regimes! the! Internet! is!
sometimes! the! only! available! channel! for! disseminating! news! and! expressing! opinion.!
Therefore,!it!has!become!increasingly!important!to!take!online!journalism!into!consideration!
when!it!comes!to!whom!they!include!in!the!tallies!of!killed!journalists.!As!a!general!rule!the!
CSOs! are! reported! to! separate! between! professional! journalists! and! individuals! who! are!
bloggers,!but! their!approaches!differ! to!a!certain!extent.!While!some!CSOs! (IPI,!WANFIFRA!
and!WiPC)!record!cases!of!killed!bloggers,!others!(CPJ!and!IFJ)!record!such!cases!on!a!caseF










regard! to! who! should! be! granted! legal! protection.! There! it! was! concluded! that! all!
communicators!should!be!granted!protection!indiscriminately.!It!was!however!also!pointed!
out!that!journalism,!and!journalist!practitioners,!produce!communication!of!a!distinct!value!
as! they! exercise! a! form!of! public! expression! that! adheres! to! professional! standards!when!
working! to! inform! the! public.! As! previously! expressed,! it! is! also! the! aim! of! this! thesis! to!
understand!the!distinct!role!of!journalism!and!thus!the!wider!importance!of!the!journalist!as!
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interrelated!with! risk.! From!a!practical! perspective!of! recording!data!on! violations! against!
journalists,!and!despite!the!fact!that!there!is!now!greater!recognition!of!the!utility!of!wider!
definitions! applicable! to! journalism! and! media! related! workers68! the! problem! of! lack! of!
agreement!on!‘who!counts’!remains!(Pöyhtäri,!2016:!178F180)!!and!will!always!be!subject!to!
debate!and!discussions!on!boundaries.!As!pointed!out!by!Pöyhtäri!(ibid.,!179),!defining!this!
issue! is! in!fact! ‘[a]$significant$hindrance$to$protection$of$ journalists’!not!only! in!relation! ‘to$
discrepancies$ in$ statistics$ concerning$ attacks$ and$ harassment’! but! also! because! various!
actors! use! different! definitions! for! various! reasons:! ‘For$ example,$ journalist$ unions$ may$
accept$as$members$only$the$journalists$employed$by$certain$media$companies,$and$the$state$
may$ recognize$ as$ journalists$ only$ the$ members$ of$ the$ unions.$ This$ means$ that$ many$
freelance$ and$ other$ selfAemployed$ journalists,$ including$ social$ media$ producers,$ are$ not$
recognized$ as$ practicing$ journalists,$ but$ rather$ as$ individuals$ conducting$ ‘private,’$ or$ even$
‘illegal’$ business.$ They$ therefore$ remain$without$ special$ protections,$ if$ these$ exist,$ or$ even$
become$the$targets$of$extra$threats’.!!
!
For! the! purpose! of! achieving! comprehensive! understanding! of! the!manifestations,! causes!
and!consequences!of!risk!via!safety!threats!to!journalists!it!seems!that!rather!than!excluding!
certain! categories! of! journalistic! communicators,! the! recording! of! instances! of! violations!
should!ideally!allow!for!the!inclusion!of!the!widest!possible!range!of!producers!of!journalism.!
And!possibly!doing!so! through!the! identification!of!categories! that!can!capture!even!more!
fineFgrained!types$of!producers!of!journalistic!content!as!well!as!ancillary!categories!such!as!
drivers,!fixers,!sources!and!family!members!of!journalists!who!suffer!intimidation!and!attack.!




The! second! methodological! problem! uncovered! in! the! IFEX! report! concerns! how! the!
circumstances! of! a! journalist! death! are! considered! and! determine!who! is! recorded! in! the!
statistics.! The! problem! of! considering! circumstances! of! a! death! essentially! entails!
determining!whether!a!journalist!was!directly!targeted!or!if!the!death!should!be!viewed!as!




a$ journalist$ on$ duty$ can$ be$ a$ good$ indicator$ of$ the$ danger$ of$ the$ profession’! (IFEX,! 2011:!
19).70!
!
Considering! intent! is!ultimately!crucially! important!for!the!purpose!of!trying!to!understand!
the! societal! circumstances!within!which! risk! to! journalism!occurs!as!a!way! to!uncover! the!
causes!of!such!risk.!Uncovering!intent!is!for!instance!closely!related!to!evidencing!who!is!the!
perpetrator!of!a!killing!as!well!as!revealing!their!motif!for!targeting!a!journalist!with!murder.!
For! instance,! in! a! war! context,! proving! intent! may! face! complex! problems! when! it! is!
challenged!by! counterclaims!of! collateral! death,! and!with! that! the! attendant! charges! that!
the!deceased! should!not!have!been! there!or! that!his!or!her!death!was!unavoidable,! even!
though!every!effort!was!made!to!avoid!such!deaths.71!!
!
For! the! purpose! of! comprehensive! and! holistic! understanding,! again! it! seems! that! rather!
than! not! reporting! a! certain! case! of! a! killing,! an! approach! that! uses! a! high! degree! of!
transparency!by!accounting!for!as!much!inFdepth!information!as!possible!with!regard!to!the!









1. Cases! that! can! be! ruled! out! because! no! link! to! freedom! of! expression! can! be!






IFEX! reports! that! establishing! a! freedom! of! expression! link! is! a! requirement! for! all! CSOs!
when!they!include!a!case!in!their!annual!tallies.!!Nevertheless,!it!is!also!stressed!that!this!is!
achieved!with!‘great$difficulty$(…)$since$many$cases$are$left$unresolved,$even$years$after$the$





death$ threats)$ prior$ to$ the$ murder?$ Was$ he/she$ investigating$ a$ sensitive$ issue?$ Did$ the$
person's$ enemies$ have$ the$ resources$ and$ ability$ to$ carry$ out$ the$murder?$What$ are$ other$
journalists$saying$about$ the$suspected$motive?$Did$ the$murder$have$a$chilling$effect$ in$ the$
region,$resulting$in$increased$selfAcensorship?’$(ibid.,!20).!A!number!of!sources!are!commonly!
used!to!verify!the!link!to!freedom!of!expression!including$ ‘interviews$with$family$members,$
the$ victim's$ colleagues$ and$ employers,$ local$ journalists,$ local$ freedom$ of$ expression$ and$











Whereas! understanding! the! circumstances! of! a! particular! death! in! relation! to! restricting!
freedom! of! expression! provides! information! with! regard! to! whether! a! journalist! was!
targeted!because!of!their!work!or!not,!it!does!however!not!reveal!much!inFdepth!details!with!
regard!to!motives!for!killings,!including!aspects!such!as!political,!cultural,!economic,!gender!
based,! religious! and! sectarian! reasons.!While! some! CSOs! publicise! additional! information!
related!to!each!killing!in!relation!to!categories!of!perpetrators!(state,!nonFstate!etc)!and!the!












the! study! crosschecked!whether! the! names! listed!by! the!different! organisations!were! the!
same.!According!to!the!findings!‘the$records$[of$the$organisations]$differ$not$only$in$numbers$





In! addition! to! demonstrating! the! importance! of! attempting! to! reconcile! the! various!
approaches! undertaken! by! organisations! for! the! purpose! of! compiling! a! single!
comprehensive! database,! the! study! also! concludes! that! ‘journalists$ and$ the$ international$
community$ would$ benefit$ from$ a$ closer$ synergy$ and$ harmonisation$ of$ methodological$






the! reported! figures! by! organisations! in! a! practical! sense.! These! range! from! problems! of!
cases!remaining!unreported80,!the!need!for!more!inFdepth!and!systematised!information!on!




While! these! aspects,! together! with! the! methodological! consideration! of! ‘who! counts’!
towards! the! inclusion! in! a! tally! over! killed! journalists,! are! important! for! the! purpose! of!
practical! monitoring,! the! argument! made! in! this! thesis! is! that! these! are! not! the! only!
methodological! concerns! that!need! to!be!addressed!against! the!background!of! the!aim! to!
achieve! comprehensive! understanding! of! problems! of! safety! and! ultimately! risk! to!
journalism.82! Indeed,! for! the! purpose! of! understanding! the! complex! nature! of! risk! to!
journalism!as! illustrated!through!the!example!of!safety!threats! it!was! indicated!above!that!
the! nature! of! the! data! on! safety! threats! should! be! evaluated!with! regard! to!what! it! says!
about:!manifestations,!causes!and!consequences!of!such!risk.!This!requires!moving!beyond!
the! methodological! concerns! linked! to! the! definitional! boundaries! of! the! three!
methodological!considerations!mentioned!in!the!IFEX!report!and!the!Media!Governance!and!
Industries!Research!Lab!study.!To!move!in!that!direction!requires!the!further!examination!of!
how! the! statistics! on! lethal! violations! against! journalists! are! disaggregated! and! what!
additional! information! can! be! derived! from! current! monitoring! for! the! purpose! of!
understanding!the!three!dimensions!of!risk.!
!!
For! this! purpose,! and! in! order! to! demonstrate! the! need! for! a! different! type! of!
methodological!approach,!a!detailed!analysis!of!the!information!categories!recorded!in!two!
of! the!most!comprehensive!databases!covering!killings!was!carried!out! (see!Table!1!and!2!
below).83! The! two! databases! analysed! are! the! CPJ’s! killings! database,! and! the! Media!
Governance! and! Industries!Research! Lab!database!on!Killings!of! Journalists!World!Wide.84!
These! were! chosen! because! in! addition! to! recording! an! occurrence! of! lethal! violence!
perpetrated! against! a! journalist,! they! also! record! additional! categories! of! information!
related! to! each! killing.! This! disaggregation! of! an! instance! of! a! killing! into! additional! subF
categories!adds!information!related!to!cause!of!death!(for!example!‘targeted$for$murder$and$
caught$in$crossAfire),$the$type$of$journalist$killed$(for$example$local$or$international$reporter),$
the$ type$ of$ media$ outlet$ the$ journalist$ was$ working$ for$ (for$ example$ broadcasting,$













are! identified!as! killings!where!a! journalist!was! targeted!because!of!his!or!her!profession.!
Unlike!the!CPJ!database,!the!Media!Governance!and!Industries!Research!Lab!database!does!
not! systematically! detail! information! related! to! the! perpetrators! of! a! killing.! However,! in!
contrast! to! CPJ,! the! Media! Governance! and! Industries! Research! Lab! database! records! a!
qualitative!category!with!‘More!information!on!death’,!which!describes!circumstances!of!the!
death! with! varying! levels! of! detail.! It! can! be! noted! however! that! because! this! is! just! a!
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information! with! regard! to! the! professional! status! of! the! killed! journalist.! For! instance,!




topics! are!more!dangerous! than!others.! This! type!of! information! can! straightforwardly!be!
understood! as! further! descriptors! of! an! occurrence! of! a! killing,! or! its! manifestation.! This!
undeniably! provides!more!detailed! information! than! if! an! instance!of! a! killing! is! recorded!
only!as!a!count.!However,!when!it!comes!to!trying!to!provide!explanations!as!to!why!a!killing!
has!occurred,!the!information!has!obvious!limitations.!For!instance,!it!would!be!possible!to!
determine! whether! men! or! women! are! more! often! subject! to! lethal! violations,! or!




The!personal! information! incident! category!provides!evidence!with! regard! to!when!and! in!
which!country!a!killing!took!place.!Such!data!thus!identifies!the!countries!where!the!issue!is!
most!problematic!but! it! does!not! reveal! any! information!about! specific! contextual! factors!
nor!does! it!pick!up!on!subFnational!patterns! that!might!determine!how!risky!a! journalistic!


















Furthermore,! in! relation! to! consequences!of! lethal! violations! these!are!understood!as! the!
lethal! incident! itself!which! is! in! terms!of! the! tragedy! suffered!by! the! individual! journalist.!
While! this! must! undeniably! be! recorded! it! is! argued! here! that! it! is! necessary! to! move!
towards!understanding!the!consequences!of!a!journalist!killing!in!terms!also!of!aspects!such!
as!the!chilling!effects!it!may!have!on!journalistic!practice!more!widely!and!practices!of!selfF
censorship.! Recording! statistics! on! a! country! level! certainly! reveals! if! lethal! violence! is!
becoming!increasingly!problematic!or!if!the!situation!is!improving!over!time,!but!the!figures!
do!not!provide!any!explanations!as!to!why!such!shifting!trends!occur.!The!challenge!would!
for! instance! be! to! understand! whether! fewer! killings! of! journalists! are! connected! with!
efforts!to!silence!journalists!that!causes!journalists!to!selfFsensor!due!to!the!chilling!effects!
of! previous! journalist!murders.!Or! alternatively,! if! there! is! a! genuine! improvement! of! the!
situation.!This!also!points!to!the!need!to!understand!patterns!and!consequences!of!impunity!
related! to! killings! and! how! the! failure! to! bring! perpetrators! to! justice! might! have!
implications!for!the!state!of!the!rule!of!law.!Substantially,!what!this!indicates!is!the!need!to!




pointing! out! again! that! killings! are! the! type! of! violation! against! journalists! that! are!most!
commonly!and!systematically!monitored!and!that!the!reviewed!databases!represent!two!of!
the! most! comprehensively! compiled! and! publicly! available! datasets! currently! measuring!
killings! of! journalists.! And! despite! the! fact! that! the! data! collection! is! undertaken! in! good!





focus!on!only! lethal! forms!of!violations!will! result! in!an!overFrepresentation!of!killings!and!




of! killings! it!might! be! the! case! that! other! forms! of! violations! against! journalists! including!
harassment! or! incarceration.!Understanding! the!nature,! dynamics! and! interrelationship! of!
safety!threats!thus!requires!us,!at!a!very!minimal!level,!to!also!understand!the!full!range!of!
threats! that! endanger! the! safe! practice! of! journalism.! It! is! towards! examining! such! data,!




The! following! organisations! measure! aspects! of! nonFlethal! threats! and! violence! toward!
journalists! in! the! following! ways:! the! CPJ! records! a! tally! of! journalists! imprisoned! (since!














limitations.! Some! remain! limited! geographically! to! regional! analysis! (rather! than! global),!
some! cannot! be! used! for! comparative! purposes! because! of! the! use! of! different!
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makes! definitional! agreement! difficult,! systemisation! problematic,! and! agreement! on! the!
extent!of!a!particular!risk!or!threat!difficult!to!arrive!at.!However,!it!needs!to!be!noted!that!
qualitative! approaches! as! exemplified! by! the! JSIs! are! in! fact! key! in! the! sense! that! they!
understand! issues!of! safety! as!multifaceted!and!also! combine!qualitative! and!quantitative!
data!(UNESCO,!2015).!Qualitative!information!is!invaluable!also!in!providing!a!bigger!picture,!
especially! concerning! the! amount! of! detail! that! can! be! included,! and! in! providing! the!
necessary!background!to!understand!the!scenario!and!temporal!unfolding!of!an!event!and!
possible! followFup.! Consequently,! for! the! purpose! of! understanding! the! manifestations,!
causes!and!consequences!of!nonFlethal!forms!of!violations!against!journalists!a!major!issue!
therefore! to! find! an! appropriate! balance! between! information! that! can! be! recorded!
qualitatively!(such!as!reports),!and!quantitative!information!can!thus!be!used!for!systematic!
analysis.95!With! regard! to! the! latter,! the! overall! lack! of! such! quantitative! information! is! a!





One! type! of! violation! that! is! recorded! by! some! organisations! is! instances! of! impunity! for!
lethal! attacks! on! journalist.! For! instance,! the! CPJ! records! cases! of! judicially! unresolved!
killings! since! 1992.96! CPJ! also! compiles! a! yearly! Impunity! Index! and! the! latest! edition!






experiencing$ conflict$ or$ widespread$ violence$ (for$ example$ Somalia,$ Iraq$ and$ Syria),$ the$
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majority$ of$ the$ countries$ ranked$ are$ in$ fact$ nominally$ democratic$ and$ relatively$ stable$
societies$[that$ nevertheless$ experience$ various$ types$ of$ volatility$ and$ instability$]$ (e.g.$ the$
Philippines,$Russia,$Brazil,$Mexico$and$ India).$ The$ fact$ that$ impunity$ is$widespread$ in$both$
conflict$and$nonAconflict$situations$in$this$way$indicates$the$need$to$understand$the$societal$








While!the!most!frequently!monitored!and!measured! incident!category! is!killings,! these!are!
only! one! aspect! of! the! frequently! encountered! forms! risk! that! journalists! face.! Without!
undermining! the! symbolism,! significance,! and! tragedy! of! killings,! they! represent! the!most!
spectacular! form! of! what! is! nevertheless! a! much! wider! problem.! Consequently,! a!
comprehensive!and!systematic!account!of!risk!also!needs!to!put!into!context!the!killings!of!








as! lethal97)! violence! against! journalists! and! the! range! of! different! categories! of! incidents!
recorded! by! organisations.! Information! from! five! different! organisations! with! national,!
regional! and! international! scope!were! analysed.! These! organisations! include! the!US! Press!
Freedom! Tracker! (national! scope),98! the! COE! (regional! scope),99! the! Mapping! Media!






can! be! further! subcategorised,! for! example! legal! issues! can! be! broken!down! further! into:!
legal! measures,! civil! lawsuits! and! criminal! charges;! while! (nonFphysical)!
harassment/intimidation! can! be! broken! down! into:! general! intimidation,! psychological!
abuse,! trolling/cyberbullying! and! defamation/discredit.! The! most! comprehensive! set! of!
categories!is!from!the!Mapping!Media!Freedom!data.!The!CPJ,!on!the!other!hand,!has!some!
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clear! empirical! limitations!with! the! range,! scope! and! type! of! available! data.! It! also! shows!
that! there! is! a! conceptual! and! methodological! need! to! improve! the! current! method! of!
monitoring.! In! order! to! achieve! comprehensive! and! holistic! understanding! it! can! be!
concluded! that! the! fundamental! problem! of! current!monitoring! can! be! linked! to! the! fact!
that!safety!threats!are!approached!and!measured!in!a!oneFdimensional!way,!as!instances!of!
violations!of!the!fundamental!rights!of!the!individual!journalist,!thus!disregarding!the!other!
dimensions! of! risk! to! journalistic! practice! and! the! function! of! journalism! that! need! to! be!
understood! in! relation! to! the! dimension! of! the! individual! journalist! and! in! a!manner! that!
allows!for!the!understanding!of!causes!and!consequences!of!risk.!Causes!and!consequences!
of!risk!must!also!be!understood!as!complex!phenomena! in!their!own!right.!For! instance,!a!
consequence! of! risk! to! journalism! such! as! selfFcensorship! can! be! described! as! including! a!
range!of!manifestations!from!the!individual!level!to!societal!level!effects.!!
!
Indeed,! while! ‘[m]apping$ the$ sheer$ scale$ of$ the$ problem$ of$ safety$ threats$ through$ the$
systematic$ collection$ of$ data$ on$ threats$ over$ time$ is$ in$ itself$ a$ fundamental$ yet$ necessary$
step$that$needs$to$be$undertaken$for$the$purpose$of$establishing$an$empirical$evidence$base$
that$ can$ serve$ to$ tailor$ interventions$ aimed$ at$ safeguarding$ journalists$ and$ their$ work’!
(Torsner,! 2017:! 129)! such! work! needs! to! ! be! undertaken! in! terms! of! considering! the!
multidimensional! nature! of! the! problem! itself.! Importantly,! the! manifestations! of! safety!
threats! in! terms!of! the! full! range!of!different! types!of! violations!are!not! covered!as! lethal!








that! can! indicate!when! a! situation! escalates! and! becomes!more! hazardous! for! journalists!
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and!in!terms!of!understanding!the!extent!to!which!safety!threats!can!be!used!as!indicators!of!
broader! societal! development! trends.! However,! the! current! lack! of! comprehensive! timeF
series!data!prevents!longitudinal!analysis!from!being!carried!out!in!any!substantial!manner.!
Similarly,!a!deeper!analysis! in! terms!of! contextual! information!and!correlation!of!different!
factors!would!enable!better!understanding!of!why!certain!trends!might!be!emerging.!Ideally,!
improved! data! of! this! sort! could! also! enable! the! establishing! of! early!warning! systems! to!
identify!when!situations!are!likely!to!escalate!for!the!worse,!which!could!also!facilitate!timely!
interventions! and! policy! responses.! Consequently,! there! is! a! need! for! recording! a! greater!
range! of! types! of! violations! against! journalists! as! well! as! the! more! sophisticated!
disaggregation!and!categorisation!of!data!on!safety!threats.!!
!
From! this! list! of! deficiencies! with! regard! to! the! monitoring! of! safety! two! main!
methodological!conclusions!can!be!drawn.!
!
First,! conceptual! definitions! do!matter! as! they! affect!what! is! being!measured.!Ultimately,!
this!is!not!just!an!issue!of!generating!more!data!of!the!same!kind,!but!it!is!a!problem!of!how!
to!record!data!to!cover!complexity!and!more!importantly!how!it!can!be!interpreted.!Second,!




the! above,! focus! narrowly! on! the! nature! of! implied! and! implemented! safety! threats,! but!







As! shown! through! the! above!data! review!and! gaps! analysis,! a! number! of! data! limitations!
stemming! from!conceptual,!methodological!and! theoretical!problems!have!been!shown!to!
hinder! any! comprehensive! and! holistic! understanding! problems! of! risk! to! journalism.! As!
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illustrated,! risk! to! journalism! is! a! complex! problem! that! needs! to! be! understood! as!
multidimensional! and! as! consisting! of! three! dimensions:! a)! manifestations! of! risk! to!
journalism;!b)!causes!of!risk!to!journalism;!and,!c)!consequences!of!risk!to!journalism,!as!all!
being! associated! with! the! journalist! practitioner,! journalistic! practice! and! the! function! of!
journalism.! At! a! practical! level! the! reviewed! datasets! and! assessment! approaches! can! be!

















While! sociology! is! commonly! understood! as! a! diverse! discipline! encompassing! various!
theoretical! perspectives! it! can! be! understood! in! a! general! sense! as! the! methodical!
examination! of! society,! social! interaction! and! patterns! (Allan,! 2006).! As! explained! by!
Giddens,! the! value! of! sociology! can! be! understood! in! relation! to! trying! to! understand! a!
phenomenon! as! complex.! In! fact,!whereas! ‘[f]actual$ research$ shows$ how$ things$ occur$ (…)$
sociology$does$not$just$consist$of$collecting$facts’$(2009:!10).!Instead,!sociology!is!concerned!
with!‘why$things$happen’$(ibid.,!11)$for!the!purpose!of!making!sense!of!factual!observations.!
In! a! general! sense! this! fits!well!with!what! this! section! and! the! remaining! chapters! of! this!




(Giddens,! 2009:! 28)! for! the! purpose! of! analysing! and! understanding! the! social! world.! As!
explained!by!Ritzer!(2011:!545),!‘[w]e$can$clearly$think$of$the$microAmacro$linkage$in$terms$of$
some$ sort$ of$ vertical$ hierarchy,$ with$ microAlevel$ phenomena$ on$ the$ bottom,$ macroAlevel$
phenomena$ at$ the$ top,$ and$ mesoAlevel$ entities$ in$ between’.! Research! directed! at! any! of!
these!levels!can!be!said!to!use!a!distinct!perspective!or! lens!when!studying!society.!Within!
sociology! the! microFmacro! levels! of! analysis! are! often! understood! as! two! contrasting!
perspectives! in!the!sense!that!‘$[t]he$former$examines$the$wider$structures,$ interdependent$
social$ institutions,$ global$ and$ historical$ processes$ of$ social$ life,$ while$ the$ latter$ is$ more$
concerned$with$action,$ interaction,$and$the$construction$of$meaning’.103!The!macro!level!of!
analysis! is! therefore!concerned!with! ‘largeAscale$social$ systems,$ like$ the$political$ system$or$
the$economic$order’!(Giddens,!2009:!27)$and!thus!social!interactions!at!the!broadest!level!of!
social!structures.!A!macro!level!approach!can!therefore!be!described!as!‘essential$if$we$are$
to$ understand$ the$ institutional$ background$ of$ daily$ life’! (ibid.).$ At! the! other! end! of! the!
continuum,! a! micro! level! analysis! focuses! on! the! more! specific! study! of! the! unit! of! the!
individual,! their! agency! and! experiences! as! well! as! ‘relationships$ between$ individuals$ or$
small$groups’$ (Little,!2016).!As!described!by!Giddens:!‘[m]icroAstudies$are$ (…)$necessary$ for$
illuminating$broad$ institutional$patterns’$since$’[f]aceAtoAface$ interaction$ is$clearly$ the$main$
basis$ of$ all$ forms$of$ social$ organization,$ no$matter$ how$ large$ scale’$ (Marston!et$ al,! 2005:!
422).$Social!reality!is!however!construed!neither!purely!by!‘isolated$individuals,$nor$are$their$
lives$ completely$ determined$ by$ national$ states’$ (Giddens,! 2009:! 27)! exercising! structural!
forms!of! influence.! In! fact,! ‘the$meso$ (or$ ‘middle’)$ level$of$ society’! captures! ‘the$ influences$
and$effects$of$both$microA$and$macroA$level$phenomena’$(ibid.,!28)$as!‘the$focus$shifts$to$the$
characteristics$ of$ specific$ networks,$ groups,$ and$ organizations$ (i.e.,$ collectivities)’! and! the!




is! a!muchFdebated! topic,! characterised! to! a! large! extent! by! ‘a$ chasm$ between$micro$ and$
macro$ theories’$ (Ritzer,!2011:!500)$ leading! to! the!prioritisation!of!either!a!micro!or!macro!
analytical! perspective.! Against! the! background! of! this! categorical! distinction! however!
developments!within!the!sociological!research!field!have!moved!‘toward$a$broad$consensus$
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that$ the$ focus,$ instead$ should$ be$ on$ the$ integration$ (or$ synthesis,$ linkage)$ of$ micro$ and$
macro$ theories$ and/or$ levels$ of$ social$ analysis’! (ibid.,! 501).! It! is! the! understanding! of! the!
macro,!meso! and!micro! levels! of! analysis! as! interrelated!while! still! analytically! discernible!
that! provides! the! means! for! the! development! of! an! holistic! methodological! approach! to!
comprehensively!assess!risk!to!journalism!in!this!thesis.!!
!
A! critique! directed! at! using! the! macro,! meso! and! micro! levels! for! analysing! societal!
complexity! that! arguably! goes! beyond! what! these! distinctions! can! capture! is! duly! noted!




action.’!Recognising!such!complexity! is! in! fact!crucial! to! the!aims!of! this! thesis.!And,!while!





From!a!methodological!point!of! view! then,! the!macro,!meso!and!micro!distinction! is!used!
here!for!analytical!purposes!and!for!the!purpose!of!outlining!a!framework!(Ritzer,!2011:!499)!




Assembling! the! holistic! framework! to! comprehensively! assess! risk! to! journalism! then!
requires! that! the! conditions! that! create! risk! to! journalism! and! their! manifestations! are!
located!and!disaggregated!using!the!macro,!meso!and!micro!levels!of!analysis.!This!will!make!
it! possible! to! carry! out! a! holistic! assessment! of! risk! to! journalism! through! the! combined!
examination! of! all! three! levels! of! macro,! meso! and! micro! levels! of! risk! and! interactions!
between!the!different!levels!of!analysis.!At!the!same!time,!a!risk!analysis!could!also!focus!on!
a!certain!level!of!analysis!(such!as!the!micro!level)!or!specific!aspects!of!risk!to!journalism!as!






journalism! that! can! capture! all! three! dimensions! of! risk! to! journalism,! including! also! the!
wider! significance,! and! consequence! of! the! societal! function! of! journalism! being!
compromised.! Such! theoretical! work! will! be! undertaken! in! Chapters! 3! and! 4! and! will! be!





Moving! on! from! the! above! understanding! of! the! macro,! meso! and! micro! levels! for! the!
purpose! of! understanding! and! locating! risk! to! journalism! in! relation! to! these! analytical!
levels,! the! literature! and! data! reviews! conducted! on! safety! threats! to! journalists! beg! the!
question:!how!to!move!beyond!focusing!on!the!mere!manifestations!of!risk?!Manifestations!




online! safety! threats! and! psychological! dimensions! of! safety! threats.! If! we! consider! risk!
understood!in!terms!of!what!happens!to!journalists!who!are!exposed!to!safety!violations!as!
fairly! well! understood! in! the! literature! and! data! despite! problems! of! data! range,!
systematisation,! and! access,! the! next! fundamental! line! of! inquiry! for! the! purpose! of!
achieving! comprehensive! knowledge! is! to! understand! how! risk! including! the! above!
manifestations! of! safety! threats! emanates! from! the! circumstances! and! conditions! within!
which! journalism! is! practiced.! This! was! essentially! covered! by! the! generic! categories! of!
societal!contexts!producing!risk!to!journalism!that!were!derived!from!the!literature!review!in!
Section! 1.2.2.! As! previously! outlined,! these! include:! war! affected,! oppressive! and! less!





came! to! explaining,! in! any! comprehensive! way,! what! constitute! the! specificities! of! an!
environment!hostile! to! the!safety!of! journalists,!and!how!particular! societal! circumstances!
produce!certain!types!of! risk! to! journalism.!Rather! than!using!an! instance!of!a!violation!of!
the! fundamental! rights! of! the! individual! journalist! as! a! starting! point,! the!methodological!
framework! should! enable! the!mapping! and! identification! of! circumstances! and! conditions!
within!which!journalism!is!practised!and!where!risk!can!be!explained!in!terms!of!its!causes,!
as! well! as! its! manifestations.! This! will! put! the! ‘why?’! question! rather! than! the! ‘how?’!
question!at! the!centre!and!will! therefore!direct! the!subsequent!analysis! toward!explaining!
why! risk! to! journalism!occurs,! yet! still! facilitate! the!mapping!of!manifestations!of! risk!and!
how!such!risk!occurs!and!the!nature!of! it.!This!entails!understanding!risk! in!relation!to!the!
key!institutions!and!actors!of!society,!namely!the!state,!the!market,!the!law!and!civil!society!
for! the! purpose! of! examining! for! instance! how! the! state! might! use! the! law! to! attack!
journalism!and!journalists;!the!ability!of!the!state!to!sustain!the!rule!of!law;!and,!the!extent!
to!which!a!state!is!able!to!uphold!the!monopoly!of!violence!and!maintain!legitimate!rule.!Or!
as! similarly! explained! by! Sjovaag! (2013:! 157,! referencing! Altschull! 1997),! influence! over!
journalism!can!be!exercised!by:!‘official$structures;$commercial$interests;$informal$influences;$
and$interest$group$pressures’$and!journalistic!autonomy!restricted!by$‘a$range$of$interested$









degree!of! fragility! can!be! said! to!broadly! consist!of! estimation! tools! that!utilize! indicators!
across!these!various!societal!dimensions.!Many!fragility!measurement!tools!can!be!used!to!
identify! the! nature! and! extent! of! political,! economic,! legal! and! cultural! circumstances! of!
instability!as!well!as!providing!an!aggregation!of!these!indicators!into!a!composite!measure!
! 144!
such! as! a! fragile! states! index.104! Such! indices! sometimes! provide$ ‘a$ threshold$ level$ below$
which$countries$will$be$classified$as$fragile$states’!(Ferreira,!2017:!1292).105!!
!
The! aim! here! is! therefore! to! develop! a! methodological! framework! that! can! specifically!
examine!and!unpack!circumstances!and!environments!that!produce!risk!to!journalism.!This!
aim! points! towards! the! need! to! systematically!map! factors! exogenous! to! journalism! that!
produce!risk!to!journalism.!As!derived!from!the!literature!review!such!exogenous!institutions!





of! the!market! on! risk! to! journalism! can!be!understood! for! instance! in! relation! to! ‘market$
pressures,$profit$expectations,$advertising$influence,$and$audience$research’$(Sjovaag!p.!157).!
The!law!then!as!constituting!a!third!exogenous!form!of!influence!on!risk!to!journalism!will!be!
viewed! as! a! meso! level! institution! and! as! such! can! be! understood! in! terms! of! Smelser’s!
(1997:! 46)! definition! of! institutions! as! consisting! of! ‘those$ complexes$ of$ roles,$ normative$
systems$ and$ legitimising$ values$ that$ constitute$ a$ functionally$ defined$ set$ of$ activities$ that$
gain$permanence$through$the$very$process$of$institutionalisation.’!Law!as!an!exogenous!risk!
factor! to! journalism! can! then!be! understood! in! relation! to! deficiencies! in! the! rule! of! law,!
situations!where!the!law!becomes!a!coercive!force!that!is!used!to!undermine!journalism!or!
when!the! integrity!of!the! legal!system!is!compromised!due!to! it! lacking! independence!and!
integrity.! For! instance,! the! law! can! be! described! as! posing! risk! to! journalism! when! it! is!
unable!or!unwilling!to!address!instances!of!impunity!for!crimes!against!journalists.!While!the!




In! addition! to! risk! to! journalism! resulting! from! exogenous! circumstances,! the! literature!







for! selfFregulation! and! the! extent! to! which! journalism! functions! to! produce! an! informed!
citizenry.! This! points! to! a! need! to! examine! risk! also! in! relation! to! the! dimension! of!
journalism.!Journalism!as!an!institution!will!therefore!be!included!as!a!determining!factor!of!
risk!at!the!meso!level!of!analysis.!At!the!micro!level!of!analysis!which!includes!the!individual!
and! his! or! her! agency,! the! methodological! framework! will! focus! on! the! experiences! of!
journalist!practitioners!both!for!the!purpose!of!capturing!manifestations!of!risk!at!this!level!




be! said! to! capture! the! macroFmesoFmicro! level! interrelationships! for! the! purpose! of!
approaching!risk!to!journalism!from!a!perspective!of!methodological!holism.!Sjovaag!(2013:!





moral$ independence$ –$ a$ status$ that$ separates$ us$ from$ others’$ Sjovaag! (2013:! 156)! also!
argues! that! due! to! the! fact! that$ ‘autonomous$ individuals$ are$ bound$ together$ in$ a$ social$
setting$ by$ morals,$ and$ drawn$ into$ a$ political$ unity$ by$ a$ social$ contract$ that$ connects$
individuals$ to$ the$ state$ and$ democratic$ order‘$ it! is! necessary! for$ ‘[a]ny$ discussion$ of$
individual$autonomy’$to$ ‘account$for$the$social$arrangements$under$which$we$operate$on$a$
daily$ basis$ –$ conditions$ we$ commonly$ refer$ to$ as$ institutions’$ (ibid.).$ This! points! to! the!
relevance! of! the! holistic! approach! to! the! macro,! meso! and! micro! levels! of! risk! analysis.!
Sjovaag’s! (ibid.,! 156)! understanding! of! journalistic! autonomy! as! simultaneously!
interconnected!with!several!levels!of!influence!also!supports!the!multiFlayered!approach!to!
risk! taken! here:! ‘As$ journalism$ is$ practiced$ within$ the$ boundaries$ of$ the$ institution,$




(c.f.$ Carpentier$ 2005).$ At$ the$ level$ of$ practice,$ autonomy$ refers$ to$ the$ “latitude$ that$ a$
practitioner$has$in$carrying$out$his$or$her$occupational$duties”$(Reich$&$Hanitzsch$2013:$135).$
In$ an$ institutional$ context,$ autonomy$ entails$ independence$ from$ other$ socioApolitical$
institutions,$ primarily$ the$ state$ and$ the$ market$ (Örnebring$ 2013:$ 39)’$ (ibid.).$ In! this! way,!




can! provide! a! methodological! solution! to! the! current! problem! of! comprehensive!
understanding.!The!multilevel!analytical!approach!is!captured!through!the!macro,!meso!and!
micro!levels!of!analysis!that!capture!the!distinct!but!interrelated!social!spheres!of:!the!state!
and!market!at! the!macroFstructural! level;! the! law!and! journalism!at! the!mesoFinstitutional!




at!each! level!of!analysis.! It!can!be!pointed!out!that!the!model! is!also! intended!to!facilitate!
the! examination! of! interrelationships! between! the! various! spheres! and! levels! of! analysis.!
The!example!of!impunity!can!be!used!to!illustrate!how!underlying!causes!could!be!identified!
at! the!overarching! level!of! the! state! in! terms!of! the! inability!or! reluctance!of! the! state! to!





also! what! they!mean! in! relation! to! possibilities! for! the! free! and! independent! practice! of!
journalism!within! a! given! context,! both! in! relation! to! the! institution! of! journalism! (meso!
level)!and!in!relation!to!the!individual! journalist!practitioner!and!his!or!her!agency!to!carry!





censorship! while! compromising! and! undermining! the! rule! of! law,! justice! and! democratic!
sustainability.!As!noted!above,!the!tendency!to!record!the!manifestation!of!an!attack!against!
the!safety!of!a!journalist!merely!as!a!violation!of!fundamental!(individual)!rights!obscures!the!
fact! that! the!consequences!of! such!violations!extend!beyond! the! individual! to! the!societal!
level.! It! has! also! been! shown! that! while! these! societal! consequences! are! presumed! in! a!




the! wider! meaning! and! significance! of! risk! to! journalism! as! it! only! sketches! the! skeletal!
elements! of! the! proposed! holistic! framework! (the! macro,! meso,! micro! multiFlevel! risk!
analysis! and! the! multiFdimensional! understanding! of! risk! as! causes,! manifestations! and!
consequences).! Indeed,! to! fill! the! framework!with! content! and!meaning! it! is! necessary! to!
develop! a! framework! for! understanding! the! consequences! as! well! as! causes! and!
manifestations!of!risk!to!journalism!theoretical!groundwork!is!required.!
!
Such!work!will! now!be!undertaken! in!Chapter!3!where! it! is! argued! that! risk! to! journalism!
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basis$ for$ the$ development$ of$ a$ holistic$ approach$ for$ establishing$ a$ new$ conceptual$ framework$ for$










































questions$ seek$ to$ measure$ the$ traditional$ bluntAobject$ weapons$ against$ media$ freedom:$ the$ murder$ or$
imprisonment$ of$ journalists,$ the$ ransacking$ of$ newsrooms,$ and$ the$ suppression$ of$ information$ for$ political$
purposes’! (Burgess,!2010:!15).!As!further!explained!by!Schneider!one!of!the!core!missions!of!RSF! is! ‘the$daily$
monitoring$of$violations$against$journalists$and$freedom$of$expression’$(2014:!19).!
21!RSF!(2019k)!further!states!that!its!index!‘does$not$rank$public$policies$even$if$governments$obviously$have$a$






possible’$ (Schneider,!2014:!14).!Up!until!1994!countries!were!only!categorised!as! ‘Free’,! ‘Partly!Free’!or! ‘Not!
Free’!when!‘23$soAcalled$methodology$question$divided$into$[the]$three$broad$categories’!of!the!legal,!political!
and!economic!environment!were!introduced!(ibid.,!13F17).!See!also!Burgess!(2010:!8F13).!
24!Legal!factors! include:! ‘the$government’s$ inclination$to$use$laws$and$legal$ institutions$to$restrict$the$media’s$
ability$ to$ operate;$ legal$ and$ constitutional$ guarantees$ for$ freedom$ of$ expression;$ the$ potentially$ negative$
aspects$of$security$ legislation,$the$penal$code,$and$other$criminal$statutes;$penalties$for$ libel$and$defamation;$
the$existence$of$and$ability$to$use$freedom$of$information$legislation;$the$independence$of$the$judiciary$and$of$




withholding$of$ advertising$or$ subsidies$ by$ the$ state$ or$ other$ actors;$ the$ impact$ of$ corruption$and$bribery$ on$
content;$ and$ the$ extent$ to$ which$ the$ economic$ situation$ in$ a$ country$ impacts$ the$ development$ and$
sustainability$of$the$media’!(FH,!2017a).!
26!FH!country!scores!are!available!at!the!global! level!and! it! is!also!possible!to!see!how!countries!have!scored!
concerning! the! three! categories! covering! the! legal,! political! and! economic! environment.! It! is! however! not!
possible! to! see! how! individual! countries! have! scored! on! individual! indicators! and! subFindicators! used! to!
measure!each!category!(see!FH,!2017a!to!access!data!on!ratings).!
27! As! mentioned! the! categories! include:! pluralism,)media! independence,! environment! and! selfFcensorship,!
legislative!framework,!transparency!and!infrastructure.!
28!See!details!on!these!organisations!in!Section!2.2.2.!







33!Originating! from!within!UNESCO! the!MDIs!were! launched! in!2006!after!a! request!was!put! forward!by! the!
International! Programme! for! the! Development! of! Communication! (IPDC)!with! regard! to! a! ‘need$ for$ a$more$
systematic$evaluation$and$follow$up$of$the$projects$supported$by$the$program’$(Schneider,!2014:!!35).!
34!See!also!Puddephatt!(2010).!
35! ‘The$ existence$ of$ a$ legal,$ policy$ and$ regulatory$ framework,$ which$ protects$ and$ promotes$ freedom$ of$
expression$and$information,$based$on$international$best$practice$standards$and$developed$in$participation$with$
civil$society’!(UNESCO,!2008:!11).!
36! ‘The$ state$ actively$ promotes$ the$ development$ of$ the$ media$ sector$ in$ a$ manner$ which$ prevents$ undue$
concentration$ and$ ensures$ plurality$ and$ transparency$ of$ ownership$ and$ content$ across$ public,$ private$ and$
community$media’!(UNESCO,!2008:!11).!




stages$ of$ their$ career,$ and$ the$ media$ sector$ as$ a$ whole$ is$ both$ monitored$ and$ supported$ by$ professional$
associations$and$civil$society$organisations’$(UNESCO,!2008:!11).!








42!For!example,! such!systematic!analysis!could!be! facilitated!by!processes!of!classification!of! rights!violations!
against!journalists:!‘the$differentiation$of$rights$violations$across$their$different$categories$and$dimensions,$and$
for$grouping$states$and$regimes$into$different$categories’!(Landman!&!Carvalho,!2010:!4).!!
43! Panneerselvan! (referred! to! in! Burgess,! 2010:! 36),! illustrates! this! point! through! the! example! of! Nepal:!
‘February$1st$2005$saw$King$Gyanendra$declare$himself$absolute$ruler$in$Nepal$after$dismissing$the$government$







of$expression,$and$quality$education’$as! ‘it$ covers$ the$competencies$ that$are$vital$ for$people$ to$be$effectively$
engaged$ in$all$ aspects$of$development’$ (UNESCO,!2013d:!7).! In! this!way,!media! literacy! is! approached!as! an!
umbrella! concept! for! ‘a$ new$ literacy$ construct$ that$ helps$ empower$ people,$ communities$ and$ nations$ to$
participate$in$and$contribute$to$global$knowledge$societies’!(UNESCO,!2013c:!17).$
45!Schneider!(2014:!23)!highlights!this!fact!by!pointing!out!that!organisations! like!FH!and!RSF!do!not!take!the!





national! contexts! through! the!application!of! JSI!assessments.! JSI!assessments!have! for! instance!been!carried!
out! in! Guatemala,! Kenya,! Nepal! and! Pakistan.! Available! at:! https://en.unesco.org/themes/safetyFofF
journalists/journalistsFsafetyFindicators!(Accessed:!21!September!2019).!
48! ‘Crucial$ to$ improving$ data$ collection$ on$ a$ range$ of$ threats$ to$ journalists$ is$ to$ build$ and$ strengthen$ local$





49! These! internationally! agreed! standards! include! the:! UNHRC! Resolution! A/HRC/27/5;! UNGA! Resolution!













destruction$ or$ confiscation$ of$ equipment$ and$ premises$ (UNESCO,$ 2014:83)’! (Torsner,! 2017:! 129).! As! the! UN!
agency!with!a!specific!mandate!on!freedom!of!expression!UNESCO!(2015d:!2)!considers!the!process!of!safety!in!
journalism! to!hinge!on!a! ‘combined$package$of$ safety$and$ impunity$ issues’!where! safety!can!be!divided! into!
physical,!digital!and!psychological!categories.!
54!Ghodes!and!Carey!(2017)!introduce!a!data!set!documenting!cases!of!journalist!killings!between!2002F2013!
55! See! Harrison,!Maynard! &! Torsner! (2018a! and! b)! and! Harrison,!Maynard! &! Torsner! (2019)! for! details! on!

























result! of! professional! activities! (confirmed! cases).! In! their! own! records,! CPJ! records! confirmed! killings! and!
killings!where!the!motive!is!unconfirmed!(unconfirmed!cases)!separately.!During!2006F2018!CPJ!reported!771!
confirmed! and! 332! unconfirmed! cases! (according! to! statistics! accessed! on! the! CPJ!website! on! 5! September!
2019).!
61!According!to!RSF!the!figures!between!2006!and!2017!include!professional!journalists,!citizenFjournalists!and!








65! IFEX! is! a! global! network! of! over! 119! independent! nonFgovernmental! organisations! working! at! the! local,!
national,! regional! and! international! level! to! defend! and! promote! freedom! of! expression! (available! at:!
https://ifex.org//).!The!2011!study!includes!six!civil!society!organisations!(CPJ,!IFJ,!IPI,!RSF,!WANFIFRA!and!Pen!
International)!that!keep!tallies!of!the!number!of!journalists!killed!internationally!and!a!number!of!organisations!
recording! killings! on! the! national! and! regional! levels.! These! organisations! were:! Article! 19! Mexico,! Centro!
Nacional! de! Comunicación! Social! (CENCOS),! Centro! de! Periodismo! y! Ética! Pública! (CEPET),! and! the! Inter!





68! Academics! like! Taback!&! Coupland! have! for! instance! found! that! understanding! the! nature! and! extent! of!
violations!against!journalists!during!armed!conflict!was!enabled!by!a!broad!definition!of!who!is!considered!to!























raises$ reasonable$ doubt$ [about$ the$motive],$ and$would$ rather$ give$ it$ the$ benefit$ of$ the$ doubt,$ until$ proven$
















79!One! factor! that!contributes! toward!explaining! (in!part)! the!overall!higher!numbers! recorded!by! the!Media!
Governance! and! Industries! Research! Lab! project! is! that! accidental! deaths! that! do! not! have! a! freedom! of!




allows$ longitudinal$ monitoring$ of$ causes$ of$ death,$ circumstances$ and$ frequency$ and$ allows$ us$ to$ draw$
conclusions$and$issue$warnings,$should$patterns$arise’$(Sarikakis$et$al!2017:!13).!
80!More!inFdepth!research!into!why!certain!cases!are!reported!by!some!organisations!but!not!by!others!could!
be!a! starting!point! for!addressing! this.!Another! is! to!explore!how! investigative!and! research!capacity! can!be!
built!for!the!purpose!of!case!verification!could!possibly!improve!the!systematic!reporting!on!killings.!!
81! Providing! as! much! information! as! possible! with! regard! to! sources! used! would! be! of! value,! as! well! as!
providing!as!much!descriptive!information!as!possible!in!relation!to!both!confirmed!and!unconfirmed!cases.!!
82!For!research!on!such!methodological!research!see!Harrison!et$al.!(2018a;!2018b;!2019)!
83! Research! developed! in! collaboration! with! Maynard! and! Harrison! with! regards! to! the! methodological!
strengthening!of!the!categorisation!and!collection!of!data!on!violations!against!journalists!have!been!presented!
at! the!UNESCO!World!Press!Freedom!Day!Academic!Conference!on! the!Safety!of! Journalists! (Harrison,!et$al.!
(2018a!and!2019))!as!well!as!at!the!IAMCR!conferene!in!Madrid!(Harrison,!et$al.,!2018b).!








90! The! RSF! Press! Freedom! Barometer! also! includes! yearly! figures! on! killed! journalists,! netizens! and! media!
assistants!(RSF!(2019j).!
91! These! actors! include:! state! institutions! and! political! actors,! civil! society! and! academia,! the! media! and!
intermediaries,!the!EU!and!other!international!organisations.!
92! See,! ‘Platform! to! promote! the! protection! of! journalism! and! the! safety! of! journalists’.! Available! at:!
http://www.coe.int/en/web/mediaFfreedom/home!(Accessed!21!September!2019)!
93! The!Mapping!Media! Freedom!Project! is! operated! by! the! European! Centre! for! Press! and!Media! Freedom.!
Available!at:!https://mappingmediafreedom.org/!(Accessed:!21!September!2019).!
94!See!endnote!56!above.!
95! For! instance,!while! the! JSIs! provide! ‘a$ valuable$ country$ level$ inAdepth$ analysis$ and$ an$ important$ point$ of$
departure$ for$ discussing$ challenges$ to$ the$ safety$ of$ journalists’! they! ‘could$ be$ further$ complemented$ with$
longitudinal$data$collection$that$would$enable$the$description$of$trends’!(Torsner,!2017:!134).!
96!For!the!purpose!of!tracking!the!status!and!judicial!resolution!of!cases!and!killings!‘UNESCO$requests$member$










101!According! to!Betz!et$al.! (2015:!27)! ‘[a]$DoS$attack$ is$[a]$ tactic$used$ to$ intimidate$online$media$actors$and$
limit$freedom$of$expression.$A$DoS$attack$is$when$one$computer$and$one$Internet$connection$is$used$to$flood$a$
server$with$packets$with$the$intention$to$overwhelm$the$site$and$make$it$inaccessible$to$others.$Another$type$of$




































interests.$ It$ fulfils$ its$ civil$ ideal$when$ it$works$ to$ the$benefit$of$a$vibrant$ civil$ society$and$contributes$both$ to$
civility$ and$ civil$ identities;$when$ it$ is$ believed$ in$ as$ truth$ telling$ and$ as$ objective$ and$ therefore$ trustworthy;$
when$it$is$perceived$to$be$serving$liberal$ideals$and$finally$when$it$is$accepted$as$genuinely$homologous$to$the$
world’$ (ibid.,! 1).$Of! particular! interest! to! this! thesis! and! the! task! of! comprehensively! understanding! risk! to!
journalism!is!also!Harrison’s!analysis!of!how!this!civil! ideal!is!jeopardised!and!compromised:!‘The$civil$ ideal$of$
the$ news$ faces$ its$ greatest$ challenge$ at$ the$ hands$ of$ political$ power$ and$ commercial$ power$ which$ reduce$
people$respectively$to$an$audience$of$partisans$or$to$an$audience$of$consumers.$In$neither$case$are$they$treated$




















of! democratic! societies! facilitate! the! practice! of! free! and! independent! journalism! (or!
alternatively! what! characteristics! of! nonFdemocratic! societies! produce! certain! types! of!
restrictions!on!free!and!independent!journalism).!!
!
The! fact! that! a! theoretical! rationale! for! why! restrictions! and! attacks! on! journalism! are!











To! recap,! Chapter! 1! and! 2! demonstrated! a! need! for! what! was! called! a! holistic! and!
comprehensive!explanation!of! risk! to! journalism.! It!was!argued! that! risk! to! journalism! is!a!
social!phenomenon!replete!with!complexity!and!consisting!of!several!dimensions!including:!
a)!manifestations!of!risk!to!journalism;!b)!causes!of!risk!to!journalism;!and,!c)!consequences!
of! risk! to! journalism! as! all! being! associated! with! the! journalist! practitioner,! journalistic!
practice!and! the! role!of! journalism!within! society.! The!understanding! represents!a! shift! in!
the!analytical!focus!from!accounting!for!mere!manifestations!of!risk!to!journalism!and!how!
these!occur,!to!examining!why!journalism!is!put!at!risk.!Such!an!understanding!it!was!argued!
can! be! achieved! by! understanding! risk! to! journalism! as! interlinked! with! several! levels! of!
influence,!including!from!the!political,!economic,!legal!and!cultural!context!for!journalism,!or!
more! specifically,! from! the! key! institutions! and! actors! of! society,! namely,! the! state,! the!
market,!the!law!and!civil!society.!In!this!way,!risk!to!journalism!was!described!in!Chapter!2!as!
resulting! from!exogenous!circumstances! (for!example! from!state,!market!and! legal! forces)!
but! also! from! factors! endogenous! to! the! institution! and! practice! of! journalism! itself!
(including! for! instance! organisational,! editorial! and! practice! related! factors).! It! was! also!












of! instances! of! lethal! violence! against! journalists! in! a! specific! country,! ‘do$ not$ speak$ for$
themselves’$but! rather!need! to!be! ‘guided$by$ some$knowledge$of$ theory$ (…)$ to$be$able$ to$
explain$the$complexity$of$societies’!(2009:!11).!Indeed,!‘[w]ithout$a$theoretical$approach’$it!is!









To! this!end! it!will!be!argued!here! that! there!exists!a!need!at!both! the! theoretical!and! the!
empirical!level!to!understand!the!implicit!and!unFexplicated!‘taken!for!granted’!claims1!made!
on!behalf!of! the!normative!and!democratic! role!of! free!and! independent! journalism!when!
faced!with!what! is! perceived! to! be! risk.! Correspondingly,! the! argument! presented!here! is!
that!the!theoretical!underpinnings!of!current!approaches!to!risk!to!journalism!are!commonly!
too! generalising! (and! vague),! and! too! uncritical! in! terms! of! assuming! the! positive!
contribution! of! journalism! in! relation! to! democratic! development! and!maintenance,! or! at!
times! too! clichéd.2! As! a! means! to! address! these! theoretical! limitations,! a! proposal! for!
understanding!the!societal! role!of! journalism! in!relation!to!Civil!Sphere!Theory! (Alexander,!
2006)! what! Harrison! (2019)3! refers! to! as! the! civil! ideal! of! journalism! will! be! developed!
(Section!3.2).!This!will!be!accomplished!by!developing!an!understanding!of!the!civil!sphere!as!
essentially!discursive!and!by!situating! journalism!within! this!communicative!space! (Section!







of! civil! society,! as! an! associative! and! communicative! space! to! become! sustainably!
democratic.! Important! questions! to! answer! here! therefore! are! how! civil! society! can! be!
understood! as! a! discursive! space! and! what! roles! journalism! performs! in! relation! to! civil!








be! developed! in! Chapter! 4! into! an! inclusive! understanding! of! risk! in! relation! to! its!
consequences!as!captured!through!the!notion!of!civil!diminishment.!But!before!doing!so!it!is!







addressed!merely!by!generating!more!data!of! the!kind!that!already!exists.! Instead!what! is!
required! is! to! establish! a! theoretically! grounded! sociological! framework! that! will! make! it!
possible! to! generate! data! that! is! conceptually! clear! and! linked! to! theory! in! a! way! that!
facilitates! comprehensive! understanding! and! informed! decisions! about! the! assessment! of!
risk!to!journalism.!!
!
The! argument! here! is! therefore! that! the! theoretical! and! empirical! limitations! of! current!
approaches!do!not!only!prevent!a!comprehensive!understanding!of!the!nature!and!dynamics!
of!attacks!on! journalism!and!how!these!prevent! journalism!from!maintaining!a!democratic!
role.! In! fact,! these! approaches! do! not! sufficiently! theorise! (or! empirically! study)! the!
relationship!between!journalism!and!the!wider!society!for!the!purpose!of!understanding!its!
real! democratic! potential.! In! fact,! it! is! argued! here! that! the! democratic! contribution! of!
journalism! cannot! be! presumed! in! a! generalised!way! (for! example! journalism! is! good! for!

















2017:! 299).$ Rather! it! is! argued! here! that$ to! understand! the! full! significance! of! risk! to!
journalism,!the!extent!to!which!journalism!is!attacked!and!restricted,!as!well!as!the!societal!
consequences!of!such!restrictions,!it!is!necessary!first!to!specify!what!the!normative!role!of!
journalism! is! within! societies! and! connect! that! with! a! theory! that! can! facilitate! an!
understanding! of! risk! to! the! democratic! contribution! of! journalism.! To! understand! risk! to!
journalism!it!becomes!necessary!to!facilitate!the!description!of!societal!contexts!(their!traits!
and! characteristics! and! how! they! enable! or! restrict! journalism)! with! more! precision! –!
beyond! taken! for! granted! assumptions! about! the! value! of! a! free! press! and! a! generic!
assessment!of! governance!deficiencies! and! the!democratic! fragility!of! societies.!Adding! to!
the!need!for!such!an!approach!is!that,!as!Chapter!2!showed,!tools!focusing!on!the!empirical!
monitoring!of!and!data!generation!on!safety!threats!commonly! lack!theoretical!grounding,!
and! that! the! organisations! carrying! out! such! activities! often! do! not! provide! specific!
definitions!of!what!they!are!actually!assessing.!!
!
The! argument! here! is! thus! that! it! is! not! sufficient! to! simply! relate! the! communicative!




of! journalism! as! a! fundamental! component! of! democratic! social! life,! the! aim! being! to!
establish! a! clearly! defined! understanding! of! the! role! of! journalism! and! its! normative! and!
empirical!relationship!to!the!democratic!maintenance!of!societies.!Before!outlining!how!this!
civil! role! of! journalism! is! understood! however! the! thesis! will! first! explore! how! the!
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democratic! function!of! journalism,!as! the!dominant!approach! to!expressing! the!normative!
expectations!on!journalism,!is!perceived!in!the!academic!literature.!And!in!substance!show!








the$ western$ literature$ at$ least$ implicitly$ to$ other$ state$ characteristics$ such$ as$ level$ of$
democratization,$ extent$ of$ civil$ liberties,$ government$ transparency,$ and$ even$ economic$
liberalization’! (2009:! 23).! Referencing! Sen,! Norris! writes! that:! ‘A$ long$ tradition$ of$ liberal$
theorists$ (…)$have$argued$ that$ the$existence$of$a$unfettered$and$ independent$press$within$
each$nation$is$essential$ in$the$process$of$democratization$by$contributing$towards$the$right$
of$ freedom$ of$ expression,$ thought$ and$ conscience,$ strengthening$ the$ responsiveness$ and$
accountability$of$governments$to$all$citizens,$and$providing$a$pluralist$platform$and$channel$
of$political$ expression$ for$a$multiplicity$of$groups$and$ interests$ (Sen,!1999,! cited! in!Norris,!
2006:! 2).! In! this! way,! the! societal! function! of! journalism! is! seen! as! being! the! underlying!
rationale!behind!the!need!for!a!free!and!independent!media.!And!while!the!potential!of!the!
media!to!perform!such!roles! is!always!hindered!by! ‘[a]$diversity$of$political,$economic,$and$
professional$obstacles$ (…)$ it$ is$ still$expected$that$ the$press$should$perform$key$ functions$ in$
public$life$through$catalysing$participation$and$public$expression’$(Waisbord,!2007:!122).!
!





define$what$ kind$ of$ information$ that$ is’$ (2005:! 333,! also! referring! to! Kovach!&! Rosentiel,!
2011:!12).!A!related!argument!is!made!by!Schudson!who!indicates!that!‘despite$all$the$talk$of$







depth!what! the!contribution!of! journalism!to!democracy!actually! is.!For!example,!studying!
government! assaults! on! the! media! in! Africa,! VonDoepp! and! Young! explain! that! ‘[b]oth$
conventional$wisdom$and$emerging$ research$ indicate$ that$ free$media$are$ critical$ for$ good$
governance.$ By$ serving$ as$ watchdogs$ of$ the$ political$ class,$ incubators$ of$ a$ robust$ public$
sphere,$and$vehicles$for$the$articulation$of$marginalized$political$voices,$independent$media$
help$to$build$accountability$and$deepen$democracy’$(2013:!36;!also:!Besley!&!Burgess,!2001;!
Charron,! 2009;! Norris,! 2008).! Along! similar! lines,! Gohdes! and! Carey! state! that! ‘[p]ress$
freedom$ is$widely$ recognized$as$ an$ important$ element$ of$ a$wellAfunctioning$democracy.$A$




on$ the$ accountability$ that$ journalists$ otherwise$ provide$ and$ an$ erosion$ of$ openness,$
democracy$and$the$rule$of$law’$(2016:!40).!!
!
Whereas! these! statements! are!uncontroversial! in! the! sense! that! they!all! point! to! the! fact!
that! journalism! is! important! to! democracy,! they! do! not! provide! a! rationale! for! specifying!
what!it!is!that!is!actually!at!risk!of!being!lost!when!journalism!is!attacked!and!restricted.!That!
is,!the!wider!societal!consequences!of!risk!to!journalism.!For!instance,!how!can!independent!
journalism! facilitate!democratic!deepening!and! in!what!ways!are! such! functions! restricted!
when!journalism!is!attacked?!And!how!can!the!democratic!accountability!that! is! lost!when!
journalism!becomes!a!risky!profession!be!understood!and!assessed?!In!fact,!it!is!argued!that!
most! approaches! to! risk! to! journalism! do! not! sufficiently! theorise! (for! the! purpose! of!




To!understand!how! these!problems! can!be!overcome! it! is! necessary! to!move!beyond! the!
academic! literature! that! focuses! on! risk! to! journalism! and! look! at! the! literature! which!
attempts!to!describe!the!normative!role!and!democratic!function!of!journalism!per$se.!This!
literature! reflects! a! range!of! different! conceptions!of! democracy,! democratic! practice! and!
the! related! roles! of! journalism! (Price! et$ al.,! 2011:! 7).! However,! a! central! focus! of! this!






journalism! is! of! such! fundamental! importance! to! democracy! that! ‘journalism$ is$ usefully$
understood$ as$ another$ name$ for$ democracy’$ (Carey! 1997:! 332)! and! that! journalism! and!
democracy!cannot!exist!without!each!other!(Carey!1999:!51).$Though!that!is!not!to!say!that!
the! scepticism! expressed! by! Lippman! about! the! public’s! capacity! to! become! informed!
citizens!by!gaining!an!understanding!and!knowledge!of!public!affairs!via!journalism!which!he!
considered! ‘too$ frail$ to$ carry$ the$ whole$ burden$ of$ popular$ sovereignty,$ to$ supply$
spontaneously$the$truth$which$democrats$hoped$was$inborn’$is!widely!accepted!(1922:!362;!
also:!Bybee,!1999).!Rather!there!is!a!balance!between!the!two!views!with!journalism!being!
cast!as! Janus! faced,!equally! informative!and!equally!misleading!–!a!view!well!documented!
and! elaborated! upon! in! Harrison’s! (2019)! theory5! of! the! civil! power! of! news! journalism.!
Overall!though!the!normative!theories!of!journalism!commonly!do!link!its!role!to!democratic!
practices!and!outcomes,!the!ability!of!people!to!vote!in!a!deliberative!way!and!to!have!their!
views! heard.! On! this! three! thinkers! are! illustrative;! Strömbäck! who! provides! a! useful!
overview! of! the! ways! in! which! the! academic! literature! on! various! types! of! models! of!
democracy! perceive! the! role! of! journalism:! Schudson! who! addresses! the! relationship!
between! journalism!and!democracy! in! terms!of!what! it! should!be;! and,!Kleis!Nilesen!who!
advocates!a!more!‘realist’!approach!and!focuses!on!what!he!thinks!is!the!role!that!journalism!









one!hand,!needs! ‘democracy$as$ it$ is$the$only$form$of$government$that$respects$freedom$of$
speech,$ expression$ and$ information,$ and$ the$ independence$ of$ the$ media$ from$ the$ state’$
(ibid.,! 332).$By! respecting! these! freedoms,! a! democratic! regime!promises! to! live! up! to! its!
side!of!the!social!contract.!Democracy!on!the!other!hand!‘requires$a$system$for$the$flow$of$
information,$ for$ public$ discussion$ and$ for$ a$ watchdog$ function$ independent$ of$ the$ state’$
(ibid.)! and! journalism! (theoretically)!meets! its! contractual! obligation! ‘by$ providing$ citizens$
with$the$information$they$need$in$order$to$be$free$and$selfAgoverning,$the$government$with$
the$information$it$needs$in$order$to$make$decisions$in$the$common$interest$sensitive$to$public$
sentiments,$ an$ arena$ for$ public$ discussion,$ and$ by$ acting$ as$ a$watchdog$ against$ abuse$ of$
power$in$politics$and$other$parts$of$society’$(ibid.).$
$
To! move! beyond! such! a! general! understanding! of! the! function! of! and! normative!
expectations! on! journalism! to! one! that! is! more! specified,! Strömbäck! believes! that! ‘it$ is$
necessary$ to$ specify$ unequivocally$ the$model$ of$ democracy$ involved$when$ using$ the$word$
democracy’$ (ibid.,! 333).$ Acknowledging! that! there! exists! a! range! of! different! models! of!
democracy7,! Strömbäck! points! out! that! ‘there$ is$ a$ growing$ consensus$ that$ the$ question$
whether$a$country$should$be$viewed$as$democratic$or$not$can$be$ judged$by$studying$ if:$ (1)$
the$political$decisionAmakers$are$elected$by$the$people$in$free,$fair$and$frequent$elections,$(2)$




regarding$what$ characterizes$a$good$democracy’$ (ibid.).$For$ the!purpose!of!understanding!
how! journalism! influences! democracy! then! Strömbäck! argues! that! these! normative! views!
must! be! identified! and!he!does! so!by! examining! four!models! of! democracy! including:! the!




country! to!be! regarded!as!democratic.!Respect! for! ‘the$ rules$and$processes$of$democracy’!
including! ‘(t)he$ right$ to$ vote,$ the$ freedom$ of$ expression$ and$ the$ press,$ and$ other$ basic$
requirements’$ (Strömbäck,! 2005:! 334)! ! is! essentially!what!matters,! since! this! gives! citizens!
the!opportunity!to!act.!Less!central!however!is!whether!citizens!actually!participate!in!public!
life,! for! instance!by!keeping! themselves! informed!about!public!matters.! Journalism!then! is!
expected!not!to!undermine!the!democratic!rules!but!is!essentially!free! ‘to$decide$how$they$
want$ to$ use$ the$ freedom$ that$ democracy$ grants$ them’$ (ibid.,! 338).$ The! notion! of! a! free!
marketplace! of! ideas! and! news! outlets! is! seen! to! facilitate! the! production! of! information!
that!people!need!and!‘even$if$much$of$the$news$is$superficial,$dramatized$and$bordering$on$
fiction,$ in$ the$ end$ people$ are$ able$ to$make$meaning$ out$ of$ the$ noise$ and$ some$ truth$will$












should! cover! the! agendas! of! various! political! alternatives.! Fourthly,! journalism! plays! an!




the! participatory! model! of! democracy.! Accordingly,! democracy! is! not! just! a! procedural!
electoral! and! decision! making! process,! but! ‘a$ valueAladen$ system$ with$ a$ strong$ ethos$ of$
political$ equality$ and$ tolerance’! which! ‘thrives$ when$ people$ engage$ in$ public$ life$ and$
different$ types$ of$ political$ action,$when$ they$ bond$ through$ their$ activities,$ and$when$ they$
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develop$democratically$ sound$attitudes’! (Strömbäck,!2005:!335F336).!This! requires! ‘a$ large$
reservoir$ of$ social$ capital$ among$ people$ in$ general,$ that$ is$ norms$ of$ reciprocity,$ civic$
engagement$ and$ trust’! and! ‘[t]he$ stronger$ civil$ society$ is$ (…)$ the$more$ democracy$ thrives’$
(ibid.,! 336).! To! achieve! this! democratic! ideal,! the! public! should! take! part! in! public! life!
through! associative! activities! and! cooperate! to! reach! common! goals.! Journalism! then! is!
expected! not! only! to! produce! knowledgeable! citizens! but! also! to! contribute! towards!
creating! citizens! that! embody! the! values! and! norms! of! democracy! including! ‘generalized$
reciprocity,$tolerance,$cooperation$and$trust’$(ibid.,!339).!Journalism!should!also!mobilise!and!









that! the! decisionFmaking! process! is! conducted! ‘by$means$ of$ arguments$ offered$ by$ and$ to$
participants$ who$ are$ committed$ to$ the$ values$ of$ rationality$ and$ impartiality$ (…)’$ (Elster,!
1998:!8).$According!to!this!understanding!‘deliberative$discussions$can$be$seen$both$as$ends$
in$ themselves$and$as$means$ to$producing$agreement$or$at$ least$a$better$understanding$of$
the$values$underlying$a$conflict’$(Strömbäck,!2005:!336).!Discussion!is!thus!seen!as!integral!to!
everyday!social!life!and!every!societal!level!of!decision!making:!‘between$individual$citizens,$
between$ politicians,$ between$ political$ institutions,$ and$ between$ citizens$ and$ their$
representatives’$(ibid.).!Ideally,!deliberation!continues!until!it!is!possible!to!arrive!at!mutually!
acceptable! decisions,! or! at! least! until! the! factual! and! moral! arguments! and! counterF
arguments! have! been! considered.! A! commonality! between! the! participatory! and!




exacting$ demands$ on$ media$ and$ journalism’$ as! it! is! argued! that! ‘democracy$ can$ never$
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become$more$deliberative$without$ the$active$participation$of$media$and$ journalism’$ (ibid.,!
340).$ Journalists! are! therefore! seen! as! ‘fairAminded$ participants$ (…)$ that$ actively$ foster$
political$ discussions$ that$ are$ characterized$ by$ impartiality,$ rationality,$ intellectual$ honesty$
and$equality$among$the$participants’$(ibid.).!Politics,!and!the!way!journalism!should!mediate!
and!represent!politics!is!less!in!terms!of!a!strategic!game!and!more!‘as$a$continuous$process$
of$ finding$ solutions$ to$ common$ problems;$ solutions$ that$ are$ either$ consensual$ or$ at$ least$
acceptable$to$everyone’$(ibid.).$$
!
And! yet!when! it! finally! comes! to! understanding! the! relationship! between! democracy! and!
journalism! Strömbäck! concludes! that,! ‘it$ is$ simply$ not$ valid$ to$ claim$ that$ media$ and$
journalism$undermine$or$contribute$to$democracy$per$se’$(2005:!343).$Indeed,!he!argues,!the!
role!of! journalism! in! societies! (and! for! the!purpose!here! to!understand! risk! to! journalism)!
must! be! approached! in! relation! to! the! normative! and! empirical! societal! and! democratic!
features!of!any!context.!!
!
Discussing! the! relationship!between! journalism!and!democracy,!Schudson!makes!a! related!
point!when!stating! that!while! ‘the$selfAevident$ importance$of$ freedom$of$expression$ in$any$
society$ claiming$ to$ be$ a$ liberal$ democracy$ made$ journalism’s$ role$ in$ democracy$ seem$
obvious’’$ (2008:! 11),$ the! notion! that! journalism! is! inherently! democratic! must! be!
approached! with! scepticism.! Schudson’s! claim! is! similar! to! that! of! Lippmann! (1922):!
journalism!itself!is!not!a!sufficient!condition!to!produce!democratic!societies.!Though!unlike!
Lippmann,! Schudson! spells! out! that! democracies! ‘need$ not$ only$ an$ unlovable$ press$ but$ a$
selfAdivided$ government,$ one$ that$ has$ managed$ to$ find$ ways$ (…)$ to$ direct$ attention$ to$
disagreeable$ facts’$ (2008:! 9).!While! arguing! that! ‘[j]ournalism$ exists$ and$ has$ long$ existed$
outside$democracy’$(ibid.,!12)$Schudson!also!points!to!the!fact!that!where!democracy!exists!






















virtue! of! journalism! as! connected! to! a! vision! of! democracy! perceived! not! as! a! purely!
majoritarian!mode!of!government,!but!in!relation!to!a!liberal!conception:!‘Democracy$is$not$
about$ maximizing$ popular$ involvement$ in$ decisionAmaking.$ It$ is$ about$ assuring$ a$ role$ for$
popular$participation$and$for$popular$review$of$government$performance$within$a$system$of$
competitive$ elections,$ due$ process,$ the$ protection$ of$ individual$ rights,$ the$ protection$ of$
freedom$ of$ speech,$ press,$ petition,$ association,$ and$ the$ preservation$ of$ pluralistic$ culture’$
(2008:! 7F8).! To! contribute! towards! maintaining! such! a! democratic! ideal! Schudson! argues!
that! journalism! needs! to! be! concerned! not! only! with! providing! information! about! public!
affairs! for! the! purpose! of! producing! a!wellFinformed! electorate,! but! also!with! providing! a!
public! understanding! of! representative! democracy! as! a! system! of! checks! and! balances! in!
which!‘democratic$government$is$held$accountable$not$only$through$“vertical$accountability”$
–$ a$ direct$ accounting$ to$ the$ public$ through$ elections$ –$ but$ through$ “horizontal$
accountability”$in$which$one$branch$of$government$holds$another$branch$accountable’$(ibid.,!
24).! According! to! this! understanding,! journalism! alone! cannot! monitor! this! system! of!
institutional! separation! and! interrelationships! but! does! so! together! with! the! various!
institutions! of! a! representative! government.! This! points! to! the! interdependence! of!
journalism! with! surrounding! societal! institutions! and! that! the! accountability! function!





roles! that! journalism! performs! in! democratic! societies,! they! arguable! do! not! facilitate! an!
understanding! of! the! interrelationship! between! journalism! and! the! wider! institutional!
context! within! which! journalism! is! practiced! and! that! also! influences! possibilities! for!
practicing!journalism!or!alternatively!endangers! it.!While!this!provides!further!support!also!




In! contrast! to! the! above! normative! approaches! to! understanding! the! democratic!
expectations!on!journalism,!Kleis!Nilesen!develops!what!he!calls!a!realist!perspective!on!the!
role!of!journalism!in!democracies.!Kleis!Nielsen!argues!that!instead!of!focusing!on!what!we!
would! like! journalism! to!offer!democracy,! the! focus! instead! should!be!on!how! ‘normative$
democratic$ambitions$(…)$can$be$made$explicit’$(2017:!2)!by!focusing!on!what!journalism!can!






normative$ assertions$ based$ on$ implicit$ standards$ found$ in$ some$ empirical$ work)’$ (ibid.)$ a!
useful! starting!point! for! examining! the! role!of! journalism! in!democracy.!However,! despite!
acknowledging! that! Schudson! provides! a! set! of! evaluative! standards,! Kleis! Nielsen! argues!
that! against! the! background! ‘of$ eroding$ institutional$ investment$ in$ and$ support$ for$
professional$ journalism’$ Schudson’s! list! ‘may$ still$ be$ too$ ambitious$ and$ broad$ to$ help$ us$
identify$the$most$important$thing$that$journalism—and$journalism$specifically—just$might$do$
for$democracy’$(ibid.,!7).!This!one!thing!that!journalism!can!do!for!democracy!then,!and!does!
better! than!any!other! societal! actor,! according! to!Kleis!Nielsen,! is! to! inform! the!public,! to!









what! it! actually! does,! Kleis! Nielsen’s! work! highlights! the! importance! of! studying! the!
empirical! reality!of! how! journalism! functions.!According! to!Kleis!Nielsen!his! conception!of!
journalism! as! supplying! information! about! public! affairs! has! two! implications:! ‘First,$ it$
displaces$ the$ question$ of$ the$ impact$ of$ the$ information$ that$ news$ provides$ (in$ terms$ of$
accountability,$debate,$empathy,$participation,$etc.)$away$ from$ journalism$alone$and$to$ its$
relation$with$other$actors,$including$citizens,$various$political$actors,$and$institutions$like$the$
judiciary.$ Second,$ it$ puts$ questions$ of$ the$ nature$ of$ this$ information,$ its$ diversity,$ and$ its$
reach$ and$ distribution$ across$ the$whole$ public$ at$ the$ centre$ of$ normative$ assessments$ of$
journalism’$ (2017:!9).!Placing! the! journalistic! role!of! sharing! information!centre!stage!Kleis!
Nielsen! highlights! the! need! to! understand! how! the! nature,! including! type! and! quality! of!
journalistic!information!interrelates!with!the!functioning!of!democracy.!!
!
The! first! implication!mentioned!by!Kleis!Nielsen!points! to! the!argument!made!above!with!
regards!to!the!fact!that!journalism!functions!relationally!with!other!societal!institutions!like!








the! specific! function! of! journalism! is! placed! at! risk! it! is! argued! in! this! thesis! that! it! is!
important! to! understand!what! exactly! it! is! that!makes! journalism!distinct! and! particularly!




requirement! for! understanding! what! is! ultimately! at! risk! when! journalism! is! attacked! or!
restricted.!!
!
The! point! made! by! Kleis! Nielsen! with! regards! to! examining! the! nature! of! journalistically!
produced! information,! including! its! diversity,! reach! and! distribution! is! indeed! important!
because!it!helps!draw!attention!to!what!was!previously!described!as!the!need!to!understand!
the! internal! functioning! of! journalism! for! the! purpose! of! achieving! a! comprehensive!
understanding! of! risk! by! not! only! focusing! on! external! factors! of! an! enabling! or! disabling!
environment!for!journalism.!However,!such!a!comprehensive!understanding!cannot!neglect!
the! dimension! of! the! impact! that! information! has! on!wider! society,! but! should! take! into!
consideration!what!Price!referred!to!in!Chapter!2!as!journalism,!or!journalistic!information,!





journalism! does! not! take! place! in! isolation! from! but! is! influenced! by! the! societal!
environment! within! which! it! is! produced.! Whether! journalism! is! assigned! what! can! be!
described!as!a!narrow!role!of!primarily!being!a!tool!for!disseminating!information,!or!a!more!






democracy! functions! (though! this! depends! also! on! how! democracy! is! understood!
normatively!and!measured!empirically),!but!at!the!same!time!the!democratic!functioning!of!
a!society!also!creates!the!conditions!for!the!type!and!quality!of!journalistic!information!that!




in! a! country,! institutions! like! the! government! or! law! can! either! provide! an! environment!
where! such! reporting! is! encouraged! or! alternatively! restricted! through! various! types! of!
sanctions.!This!can!be!linked!back!to!the!conclusions!made!in!the!analysis!and!discussion!of!
Chapter!2!concerning!the!way!that!press!freedom!indices!tend!to!assess!countries!based!on!
whether! the! societal! environment! facilitates! the! free! dissemination! of! information!
regardless! of! the! nature! and! quality! of! such! information.! But! as! shown! here,! while! the!
dissemination!of!information!can!be!seen!as!a!virtue!in!its!own!right,!it!is!only!when!we!start!
trying! to!understand! the! function! this! information! serves! in! societies! that! it! is! possible! to!
begin!understanding!the!relationship!between!journalism!and!democracy.!!
!
What! the! three!approaches!of! Strömbäck,! Schudson!and!Kleis!Nielsen!point! to! is! thus! the!
need! to! disaggregate! the! relationship! between! the! societal! role/s! of! journalism! (what!
journalism!does)!on!the!one!hand,!and!the!societal!institutions!that!function!alongside!or!in!
conflict! with! journalism,! on! the! other! hand.! In! addition,! it! is! also! necessary! to! study! the!





the! relationship! between! journalism! and! democracy! is! approached! does! not! allow! for!




One! problem! with! the! approaches! analysed,! as! to! the! democratic! expectations! on!
journalism,! which! is! subsequently! reflected! in! the! literature! on! risk! to! journalism,! is! that!
while! the! theoretical! literature! on! the! normative! role! of! journalism! within! democracies!
acknowledges!a! range!of! roles! journalism!plays!within!democratic! societies,! the! reasoning!
behind! the! significance,! or! the! wider! societal! function! of! such! journalistic! roles! and!
performances!remains!underFdeveloped.!Consequently,!only!a!generic!connection!between!
journalism!and!democratic!sustainability!can!be!made,!without!possibilities!for!specification!
and! systematic! scrutiny! of! what! specific! aspects! of! democratic! life! it! is! that! come! under!
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attack!when! journalism! is! at! risk!or! conversely! to! identify!which! specific! characteristics!of!
democratic!societies!facilitate!free!and!independent!journalism.!!
!
Central! to! the! critique! developed! here! is! thus! that! there! is! a! need! to! disaggregate! and!
specify! how! restrictions! on! journalistic! roles! and! performance! should! be! understood! in!
terms! of! their! wider! significance! to! societies! and! democracy.! As! shown! in! Chapter! 2,!
understanding!manifestations!of!risk!to!journalism!necessitate!not!only!a!descriptive!account!
of!the!occurrence!of!a!specific!type!of!safety!violation,!but!also!the!exploration!of!how!the!
causes!and!consequences!of! such!violations!can!be!understood.!This!point! is!valid!also! for!
the!task!of!trying!to!understand!the!supportive!democratic!function!journalism!(might)!play.!
A!prescriptive! checklist!of! the! roles!of! journalism,!expressed!as!normative!expectations!of!
journalism!operating!within!democratic!settings,!is!in!itself!not!sufficient!for!the!purpose!of!
achieving! such! understanding.! Instead,! a! rationale! needs! to! be! developed! for! how! the!
significance!of!restrictions!of!such!roles!should!be!understood!with!regard!to!consequences!
for! societies! more! widely.! For! the! purpose! of! understanding! the! value! of! journalism! to!
societies! it! needs! to! be! understood! when! journalism! does! contribute! to! the! democratic!
maintenance! of! societies! and! under! which! circumstances! is! it! prevented! from! doing! so.!
There! is! a! thus! need! for! a! conceptual! and! theoretically! grounded! framework! that! can!
facilitate! the!empirical!examination!of! this!and!what! journalism! is!actually!able! to!achieve!
under!certain!conditions!of!risk.!!
!
Attempts! to!disaggregate! journalistic! functions! and! their! normative! role! in! relation! to! the!
specific! characteristics!of!different!models!of!democracy!provide!valuable! insights!when! it!
comes!to!understanding!the!expectations!and!roles!of!journalism!in!democratic!societies!in!
more! specific! terms! and! importantly! they! also! point! out! that! a! theoretical! rationale! for!
understanding!the!function!of!journalism!within!societies!is!in!fact!required!(see!for!example!
Strömbäck! and! Schudson).! Arguably,! this! is! particularly! the! case! if! the! purpose! is! to!
empirically!assess!such!roles!for!instance!by!examining!risk!to!them.!As!identified!in!Chapter!




However,! as! argued! by! Trappel,! any! clearFcut! distinction! of! journalistic! roles! as! linked! to!
specific!models!of!democracy!could!arguably!be!viewed!as!artificial!as!such! interpretations!
could! lead!to! the!conclusion!that!certain!democratic!models!only!need!specific! journalistic!
functions.!For!instance,!‘[w]hile$republican$democracies$require$the$whole$set$of$journalistic$
virtues$ to$ function,$ liberalAprocedural$would$ only$ need$ the$watchdog$ element’! (2011:! 19).!
Such!a!‘reductionist$view’!(ibid.),!argues!Trappel,$could!be!considered!as!neglecting!the!fact!
that! the! discursive! role! of! journalism! is! always! central! to! the! practice! of! professional!
journalism!regardless!of!what!democratic!model!is!applied.!!
!












which! model! of! democracy! is! applied,! Trappel’s! research! also! points! to! the! fact! that!
journalism! in! democratic! societies! cannot! be! reduced! to! a! single! straightforward! function!
such!as!the!dissemination!of!information.!Indeed,!much!of!the!data!approaches!looked!at!in!
Chapter!2!presumes!that!journalism!has!the!capacity!for!performing!procedural!conceptions!
of!democracy.!Correspondingly,! they!emphasise! the!value!of! such! journalistic! functions!as!
providing! citizens! with! factual! information! for! the! purpose! of! electoral! participation! and!
political!decision!making,!or!the! importance!of!the! journalistic!watchdog!when!it!comes!to!
holding! powerful! interest! accountable! to! the! public! or! for! the! purpose! of! exposing!
wrongdoing.!As!a!consequence!then,!and!assuming!that!democratic!governance!is!not!simply!
about! electoral! politics,! but! also! includes! various! decentred! forms! of! selfForganisation,! it!





Trappel’s! critique! of! applying! models! of! democracy! to! understand! journalistic! roles!
highlights! another! important! aspect! for! the! purpose! of! developing! a! framework! for!
comprehensively!analysing!and!understanding!risk!to!journalism!as!formulated!in!this!thesis.!
Such!a! framework!must!be!applicable! to! any! type!of! societal! context,! be! it! democratic!or!
nonFdemocratic.! This! point! is! illustrated! through! the! analysis! of! academic! research! that!
seeks! to! classify! and! map! contexts! that! are! hostile! to! free! and! independent! journalism!
carried!out!in!this!thesis!(see!Chapter!2).!The!analysis!shows!that!we!currently!have!a!limited!
understanding! of! how! different! societal! contexts! produce! risk! to! journalism! and! what!
specific!societal!characteristics!produce!certain!types!of!risk,!and!points!to!the!wide!range!of!
societal! contexts! that! the! risk! profile! must! be! able! to! cover.8! Whereas! approaches! that!
identify! democratic! criteria! that! adhere! to! a! particular!model! of! democracy! use! these! to!




In! essence,! the! above! normative! theories! concerning! the! democratic! role! of! journalism!




sphere.! To! explain! the! point:! journalism! does! not! exist! in! isolation! from! political!













concerns! ‘are$ unchanging$ and$ everApresent$ in$ all$ civil$ societies$ (…)$ consistently$ held$ as$
simultaneous$concerns$by$diverse$civil$associative$groups$and$form$the$basis$of$the$pluralism$
we$take$for$granted$in$a$modern$civil$society’!points!to!need!to!take!into!account!aspects!of!
the! quality! of! associative! life,! beyond! narrow! politicalFdemocratic! considerations,! and!
consider!the!role!of!journalism!in!relation!to!civil!association!more!broadly!(Harrison,!2019:!
Chapter! 1,! 9).! Indeed,! and! as! argued! both! by! Alexander! and! Harrison,! journalism! is! not!
simply!required!to!confine!itself!to!purely!democratic!concerns!but!rather!much!more!widely!
to! that! which! marks! us! out! as! more! or! less! civil.! Thus,! for! Harrison! journalism! both!
represents!and!interprets!our!invariant!civil!concerns!and!boundaries!in!all!that!it!does.!The!
point!here! is! that!conceptions!given!above!of! the!normative!democratic!role!of! journalism!
do!not!operate!according!to!the!social!fact!that!the!civil!sphere!and!associative!life!are!both!
real!and!institutional!and!that!journalism!instantiates!civil!outlooks!through!its!reporting.!In!
short,! what! contextualises! the! above! normative! theories! about! the! political! role! of!
journalism!is!its!civil!role!and!this!is!what!is!not!being!acknowledged.!!
!
As!such,! in! the! light!of! the!claim! just!made!that!whatever!role! journalism!plays,! it! is!more!
than! just!a!political!one! (nor! is! the!political!one!necessarily! the!most! important):! rather! it!
plays!a!civil!role,!one!which!is!far!more!significant!and!important!for!understanding!the!value!
of! journalism! than! is! a! normative! one! singularly! and! narrowly! conceived! (see! 3.2.1! and!
3.2.2).!The!next!section!will!begin!to!justify!this!claim!by!turning!towards!showing!how!Civil!
Sphere! Theory! can! be! used! to! arrive! at! a! disaggregated! approach! to! analysing! risk! to!
journalism! by! reconstructing! the! relationship! between! journalism! and! democracy,! by!
introducing! Harrison’s! (2019)! conception! of! the! civil! ideal! of! journalism.! It! is! via! an!
understanding! of! this! civil! ideal! that! it! is! possible! to! allow! for! journalistic! roles! to! be!
understood!in!a!conceptually!broad!fashion!to!facilitate!associative!and!communicative!civil!
life.!The!aim!of!this!thesis!then!is!to!understand!under!what!societal!conditions!journalism!is!
able! to! or! prevented! from! performing! such! a! role,! including! the! specification! of! to! what!
extent!specific!journalistic!functions!included!in!this!wide!umbrella!conception,!are!restricted!
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of! the! associative! and! communicative! contribution! of! journalism! to! civil! life! and! as!
supporting! the! democratic! maintenance! of! societies! and! it! will! also! be! shown! that! Civil!
Sphere!Theory!provides!a!more! inclusive!and!comprehensive!understanding!of!the!societal!
role! of! journalism,! than! what! a! narrow! understanding! of! the! normative! function! of!
journalism! conceived! of! in! exclusively! politicoFdemocratic! terms! is! able! to! achieve.!
Ultimately! it!will! therefore!be! shown! that!Civil! Sphere!Theory! is!more!appropriate! for! the!
purpose!of!developing!a!holistic!approach!to!risk.!!!
While! this! means! that! it! is! important! to! establish! a! theoretical! rationale! for! linking! civil!
society!and!democracy!on!the!one!hand!and!connecting!civil!society!with!journalism!on!the!
other,! it! is! arguably! not! necessary! for! the! purpose! of! this! thesis! to! identify! specific!
democratic! criteria! for! the!purpose!of! linking! journalistic!practice! to!a!particular!model!of!
democracy! (for! example!procedural,! competitive,! participatory! and!deliberative!models! of!
democracy).!Rather,!by!understanding!the!democratising!potential!of!civil!society!as!creating!
associational! possibilities! by! referencing! a! fundamental! principle! of! inclusion,! civil! society,!
and! journalism,! as! an! institution! of! civil! society,! can! be! linked! with! democratic! practice!
understood!in!a!general!way!to!facilitate!legitimate!selfFgovernance!in!accordance!with!the!
ideals!of!inclusion!and!equality!as!expressed!through!the!‘all!affected!principle’!which!simply!
says! that!all! citizens!of!any!given!polity!potentially!affected!by!political!decisions!have! the!
right! to! influence! them! (see! below).! Journalism! then! performs! a! set! of! functions! that! are!
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aligned!with! the!universalistic! ambitions!of! civil! society,! and! to! the!extent! that! journalism!
supports!such!aspirations!it!has!a!democratic!supportive!potential.!!
!
Instead! of! identifying! democratic! criteria! that! adhere! to! a! particular!model! of! democracy!
and! using! these! to! evaluate! the! role! of! journalism! in! societies! then! the! idea! here! is! thus!
rather!to!assess!how!the!quality!of!civil!life!as!interlinked!with!various!societal!characteristics!
can! be! used! to! understand! the!ways! in!which! and! the! extent! to!which! a! country! can! be!
considered!to!adhere!to!various!forms!of!democratic!processes,!structures!and!ideals.!Rather!
than! imposing! specific! democratic! functions! on! journalism! this! approach! thus! makes! it!
possible!to!evaluate!journalistic!practice!in!any!context!by!identifying!to!what!extent!it!fulfils!
its!civil!role,!and!the!argument!here!is!thus!that!it!is!in!relation!to!the!quality!of!civil!life!that!
journalism! should! be! evaluated! rather! in! relation! to! a! specific! democratic! ideal.! This! is! of!
particular! importance! to! the! purpose! of! this! thesis! since! it! is! not! concerned! only! with!
examining!risk! to! journalism! in!democratic!contexts.!The! focus!on!democratic!settings!and!
the!normative!expectations!on!journalism!within!those!is!indeed!the!concern!of!much!of!the!
literature! discussing! the! link! between! journalism! and! democracy.!While! this! discussion! is!
central,!and!important!to!understand!in!relation!to!the!purpose!here,!it!is!also!necessary!to!
establish! a! conceptual! framework! that! can! be! applied! to! a! range! of! different! societal!
contexts!(beyond!democracies).!In!this!context!it!can!be!pointed!out!that!in!reality,!the!wide!
range! of! different! types! of! existing! democratic! societies! do! not! lend! themselves! in! a!
straightforward! way! to! strict! categorisation! and! there! are! arguably! always! varieties! of!
democracy! that! fall!between!various!categories.!This!problem! is!exacerbated!even!more! if!
the!wide!range!of!societal!contexts!beyond!democratic!societies!is!considered.!As!previously!
established,! journalism!does! also!not!necessitate! a!democratic! context! as! such,! and! there!
are! many! examples! of! journalism! being! carried! out! in! repressive! societies! without! the!
institutional!support!of!civil!society!and!the!other!social!spheres.9!Nevertheless,! journalism!









democratic! and! nonFdemocratic! characteristics! of! a! range! of! different! types! of! societal!
contexts! with! regard! to! how! risk! to! journalism!may! restrict! journalism! itself! but! also! the!
possibilities!of!associative!and!communicative!life!more!broadly!understood.!!
!
It!will!be!shown!that!Civil!Sphere!Theory!allows! for! the! identification!of!such!a!conceptual!
understanding!and!importantly!by!focusing!on!the!conditions!and!quality!of!civil!life!it!allows!
for!the!examination!of!risk!to!journalism,!not!in!relation!to!the!extent!that!societies!fulfil!a!
specific! set!of!predetermined!democratic! criteria,! instead! the!civil! sphere!approach!allows!




first! establish! how! this! thesis! understands! the! notion! of! democracy! for! the! purpose! of!





relatedly,! using! manifestations! of! risk! to! journalism! in! a! reductionist! manner! to! indicate!
democratic!decline!or!regression,!does!not!provide!a!sufficient!understanding!of!the!actual!
relationship! between! democracy! and! journalism.! First,! and! despite! the! fact! that! it! is!
commonly! acknowledged! that! journalism!does! not! produce! democracy! (Strömbäck,! 2005)!




the! specifics!of! the! significance!of! such! restrictions! to!democracy!and! this! is! currently!not!
captured.!For!instance,!restrictions!on!journalism!during!an!election!period!would!arguably!
endanger!the!democratic!nature!of!the!electoral!process!since!citizens!might!not!have!been!
able! to! receive! truthful,! accurate! and! factual! information! upon! which! they! can! arrive! at!
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well–informed! political! decisions.! However,! in! this! example! journalism! only! influences!
democratic!procedures!in!an!indirect!way,!via!the!citizens!and!their!ability!to!stay!informed!
about! issues!of!public! interest.!Arguably,! restrictions!on! journalism!would!have!a!negative!
impact!on!democracy!in!this!example,!but!the!ways!in!which!this!process!occur!needs!to!be!
studied! in! relation! to! the!associative!and!communicative! foundation!of! social! life! itself,! as!
the! very! bedrock! upon!which! democratic! life! rests.! To! take! another! example,! journalistic!
revelations! on! corruption! or! political! power! abuse! might! have! significant! societal!
consequences!in!terms!of!revelations!leading!to!political!resignations!or!even!legal!action!to!
be! undertaken.! Whereas! this! would! arguably! be! an! example! of! journalism! contributing!







are! approached! then! is! that! the! dimension! of! associative! and! communicative! civil! life! is!
commonly! neglected.! The! fact! is! that! even! when! democracy! is! not! approached! in! this!
procedural! or! narrow! way! but! takes! the! dimension! of! collective! selfForganisation! into!




specific! journalistic! roles! are! linked! to! specific! models! of! democracy,! procedural!
arrangements!would!hardly,!on!their!own!qualify!as!democratic!and!!‘produce$governments$
that$are$ representative$and$ responsive$ to$ those$who$ fall$within$ their$ jurisdiction’$ (Warren,!
2011:! 377).$ As! noted! by! Dahl! (2000),! while! elections! are! indispensable! to! modern!
representative!democracy:!‘robust$civil$societies$provide$the$contexts$within$which$elections$
function$ democratically’$ (Warren! 2011:! 377,! referring! to! Dahl,! 2000).! This! notion! of!
democracy!as!an!ideal!of!selfFgovernance!where!rulers!are!accountable!to!those!ruled11!not!









public$ opinion,$mobilize$ votes$ and$ other$ forms$ of$ pressure’$ (ibid.).! In! this!way! civil! society!
helps!‘define$“the$people”$whom$a$state$can$represent,$and$to$whom$the$formal$institutions$
of$ democracy$ can$ respond$ (Urbinati$ and$Warren$ 2008)’! (ibid.).! The! relationship! between!
democracy!and!civil!society!then!is!seen!as!mutually!reinforcing!in!a!general!sense.!However,!
questions!of!how!and!under!what!conditions!citizens!selfForganise!in!ways!that!enable!them!





The! rationale! for! understanding! the! role! of! civil! society! for! democracy! as! crucial! and! as!
necessitating! associative! and! communicative! selfForganisation! is! ultimately! the! perception!
that!‘those$who$are$potentially$affected$by$collective$decisions$[should]$have$opportunities$to$
influence$them’$(Warren,!2011:!379).$While!this!‘all!affected!principle’!cannot!be!achieved!in!
any! realistic! sense,! this! democratic! ideal! arguably! brings! two! central! benefits:! ‘First,$
institutional$definitions$of$democracy$conflate$ideals$of$what$democracy$should$achieve$with$





selfForganisation! as! a! normative! ideal.! This! desirable! normative! ideal! however! is! to! be!
treated!as!distinct!from!the!actual!means!for!achieving!such!an!aim.!This!means!that!various!
societal! contexts! can! be! evaluated! with! regard! to! adopted! procedural! and! institutional!
arrangements!for!the!purpose!of!assessing!how!successful!they!are!in!achieving!this!inclusive!
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ideal.! This! approach! to! understanding! the! ideal! of! democracy! and! its! manifestations! as!
separate! provides! a! valuable! entry! point! for! analysing! societal! contexts! with! regard! to!




ways! in!which! they! support! or! thwart! the!normative! ideal! of! inclusive! selfFgovernance.! In!
effect,! this!means! that! the!actual! roles! that! journalism!performs!–!what! journalism!does! F!
and!manifestations!of! risk! to! such! roles,! need! to!be!understood! in! relation! to! their!wider!
significance! (and! the! consequences! for! society!when! such! roles! are! attacked).! In! essence!
then,! it! is! the! value! of! journalism,! and! its! distinct! function! within! societies! that! needs!
specification!in!terms!of!a!normative!ideal.!
The! second!benefit!of! addressing! civil! life!and! its! reinforcing! relationship! to!democracy! ‘is$
that$ the$ sites$ of$ collective$ decision$ making$ in$ today’s$ societies$ are$ now$ so$ diverse$ that$
traditional$sites$of$democracy$–$particularly$elections$based$on$territorial$constituencies$–$are$
only$ one$ kind$ of$ many’$ (Warren,! 2011:! 379).! In! fact,! it! can! be! argued! that! citizens! are!
affected!by!‘multiple$levels$of$governments,$but$also$by$other$kinds$of$collectivities,$including$
corporations,$ religious$ organizations,$ schools,$ and$ other$ kinds$ of$ organizations’! including!
also! global! and! transnational! forms! of! ‘interdependencies$ in$ areas$ such$ as$ security,$
environment,$ and$migration’! (ibid.).! For! democracy! to! be!meaningful! in!modern! societies!
then,! democratic! participation! means! ’not$ just$ voting,$ but$ also$ organization,$ advocacy,$
networking$and$deliberation,$that$may$occur$at$multiple$points$in$decisionAmaking$processes,$
from$diffuse$ influences$on$public$opinion$to$highly$focused$participatory$ inputs$ into$specific$
decisions’! (ibid.,! 380).! Consequently,! the! function! journalism! plays! in! societies! extends!
beyond!facilitating!democratic!procedures!and!informed!political!decision!making!to!a!range!
of! sites!of!public!engagement!and!civil! life,! and! therefore!also!needs! to!be!understood!as!
such,! and! as! influencing! democracy! in!multiple! and! often! indirect! ways.! Accordingly,! the!
relationship!between!democracy!and!civil!society!is!attributable!to!the!quality!of!civil!life!and!
the!extent!to!which!the!participatory!capabilities!of!citizens!are!understood! in!relation!not!
just! to! traditional! sites! of! political! participation,! but! more! inclusively! in! relation! to! the!
capabilities!of!citizens!to!participate!in!collective!civil!life.!!
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For! the!purpose!of!understanding! the!democratic!potential!of!associative!civil! life,!Warren!
(2011)! suggests! that! the! democratic! dependency! on! civil! society! can! be! understood!
accordingly:! first! in! the! sense! that! associational! life! equips! ‘individuals$with$ capacities$ for$
democratic$citizenship’!because!it!‘may$provide$individuals$with$information,$educate$them,$
develop$ their$ sense$ of$ political$ efficacy,$ cultivate$ their$ capacities$ for$ negotiation$ and$
deliberation,$and$instill$civic$virtues$such$as$toleration,$trust,$respect$for$others,$and$sense$of$
reciprocity’$(ibid.,!381).$Secondly,!as!‘democracies$are$inherently$public’!they!draw!legitimacy!
from! the! fact! that! civil! society! enables! those! affected! by! decisions! to! have! a! say! in! their!
making.!This!means!that!civil!society!functions!‘as$the$social$infrastructure$(…)$of$the$public$
spheres$ from$which$ collective$ decisions$ ultimately$ derive$ their$ legitimacy’$ (ibid.).! Thus! for!
Warren,! legitimacy! then! is! derived! first,! from! inclusion,! which! ensures! that! decisions! are!
made!with! ‘responsiveness$ to$ those$affected$–$ if$not$ in$ substance,$ then$because$ the$views$
incorporated$ into$ decisions$ have$ been$ considered$ and$ deliberated’$ (ibid.).$ Through! the!
means! of! ‘advocacy$ and$ by$ framing$ the$ interests,$ values$ and$ voices$ of$ those$ potentially$
affected’! associative! civil! life! thus! ‘provides$ the$ conduits$ of$ representation’.! Secondly,!
legitimacy! is! also! achieved! through! the! process! of! public! deliberation! ‘through$ which$
representations$ are$ transformed$ into$ discourses$ which$ form$ public$ opinion,$ such$ that$
decisions$ have$ a$ locus$ of$ considered$ argument$ and$ agreement’$ (ibid.).$ Civil! society! can!
contribute! to! processes! of! deliberation! ‘by$ organizing$ and$ communicating$ information$ to$
publics,$ provoking$ public$ deliberation,$ and$ monitoring$ public$ officials$ and$ institutions’.$




through!various! attributes.!One! such! key! characteristic! is! its! voluntary! (uncoerced)!nature!
which!is!seen!as!normatively!desirable.!The!fact!that! ‘social$relationships$are$chosen$rather$
than$imposed’!(Warren,!2011:!382)!then!is!seen!as!facilitating!selfFdetermination!as!opposed!





moral$ commitment,$ friendship,$ or$ other$means$ of$ social$ solidarity;$ (2)$ state$ power,$ as$ are$
many$ kinds$ of$ advocacy$ and$ interest$ groups;$ or$ (3)$markets$ and$money,$ as$ are$ consumer$
cooperatives,$social$marketing$associations,$and$labor$unions’$(ibid.,!383).!
Exemplifying!how!the!democratic!contributions!of!civil!associations!can!differ!depending!on!
their! orientation,!Warren! argues! that! associations! that! depend! primarily! on! its! members!




respect$ to$ deliberation,$ negotiation,$ and$bargaining’$ (2011:! 384).!Associations! that! have! a!
more!strategic!orientation,!and!an!interest!in!overcoming!social!difference!(like!ethnicity!and!
religion)! may! however! be! more! motivated! to! develop! procedures! for! preventing! such!
differences! from! disabling! deliberation! and! decision! making.! According! to! Warren!





argues! that! the! key! determinant! that! defines! the! democratic! functions! of! associations! is!
‘whether$an$association$seeks$goods$that$are$ inherently$public’$(2011:!385).!As!opposed!to!
identity! or! statusFbased! associations! that!may! foster! ‘internal$ cohesion$ but$ at$ the$ cost$ of$
generating$intolerance$and$exclusion’!or!‘exclusive$statusAbased$connections$that$contribute$
very$ little$at$all$ to$democracy’,! associations!oriented! ‘to$public$goods$will$ tend$ to$cultivate$
civic$virtues,$underwrite$deliberation,$represent$common$discourses$and$ideals,$and$increase$
common$ capacities$ for$ collective$ action’.$This! is!what!makes! such! associations! particularly!
‘important$ to$ deepening$ democracy’$ (ibid.).! Warren! concludes! that! ‘no$ single$ kind$ of$
association$ can$ address$ the$ full$ range$ of$ functions$ civil$ society$ must$ fulfil’! to! be! fully!
democratic,!and!highlights!the!need!for!further!theoretical!development!and!comprehensive!
empirical!research!with!regard!to!the!ways!that!‘associational$ecologies’!may!contribute!to,!
or,! undermine! democracy! (ibid.).! To! understand! this! from! the! point! of! view! of! risk! to!










3).13! As! a! sociological! concept! civil! society! could! for! instance! be! ‘the$ totality$ of$ social$




constraining/or! facilitating!what! they! think! or! do! (Alexander,! 2006).! Civil! society! has! also!
been!understood!as!an!economic!concept!capturing!economic!relationships!and!activities.14!
However,! as! the! previous! discussion! on! the! relationship! between! democracy,! civil! society!
and! journalism! emphasised,! the! journalistic! civil! role! in! civil! society! was! presented! as!
widening! and! deepening! the! nature! and! scope! of! democratic! considerations.! To! put! the!
matter! another!way,! the! civil! role!of! journalism! facilitates! ‘the$ idea$of$ selfAgovernment$by$
communication’$ (Calhoun! 2011:! 313).! For! Calhoun! this! conception! ‘rests$ on$ three$ core$
claims:$ first,$ that$ there$ are$ matters$ of$ concern$ important$ to$ all$ citizens$ and$ to$ the$
organization$ of$ their$ lives$ together;$ second,$ that$ through$ dialogue,$ debate,$ and$ cultural$






principle$ that$ public$ understanding$ could$ inform$ the$ design$ and$ administration$ of$ state$
institutions$ to$ serve$ the$ interests$of$all$ citizens’$ (ibid.,!312).!For!Calhoun! ‘[a]$vibrant$public$
sphere$is$the$dimension$of$civil$society$most$essential$to$democracy.$It$helps$to$constitute$the$
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demos$ itself$ A$ “the$people”A$ as$a$ collectivity$able$ to$guide$ its$ own$ future’$and! it$ ‘works$by$
communication,$ combining$ cultural$ creativity,$ the$ selective$ appropriation$ of$ tradition,$ and$
reasoned$ debate$ to$ inform$ its$ members$ and$ potentially$ to$ influence$ states$ and$ other$







Adding! to! this! discussion! Cottle! argues! that! Civil! Sphere! Theory! provides! ‘[a]$ particularly$
persuasive$theoretical$lens$for$better$appreciating$the$contribution$of$journalism$within$civil$
societies’$ (2016:! 96).! As! pointed! out! by! Forde! (2015:! 115),! the! task! of! ‘explain[ing]$ how$
media$work$in$society’!has!long!concerned!communication!researchers!and!has!led!scholars!
to!‘borrow$ideas$from$sociology’!in!their!attempts!to!develop!frameworks!to!examine!related!
issues.! Forde! (ibid.)! mentions! ‘Lazarsfeld,$ Berelson,$ and$ Gaudet’s$ twoAstep$ flow$ (1944),$
Goffman’s$ frame$ analysis$ (1974),$ Habermas’s$ theory$ of$ the$ public$ sphere$ (1989),$ and$
Bourdieu’s$ field$ theory$ (Benson$&$Neveu,$2005;$Bourdieu,$1993)’! as! such!examples.! In! this!
context,!engagement!with!public!sphere!theory!(Habermas,!1989)!by!endorsing,!critiquing!or!
reshaping! it! can! be! described! as! having! become! the! dominant! approach! through! which!
issues!of!the!normative!and!empirical!role!of!journalism!in!democracy!are!understood.!What!
these!approaches!have!in!common!is!that!they!to!a!varying!degree!‘embrace$(…)$the$notion$
that$ public$ participation$ in$ democratic$ life$ involves$ reasoned$ debate,$ argument,$ and$ a$
collective$process$of$rational$decision$making’!(Forde,!2015:!115).!!
!
Turning!his!attention! to! ’communication—as$both$culture$and$ institution’! (ibid.)!Alexander!




or$ being$active$ in$ the$public$ sphere,$which$ is$ exactly$ the$ contention$of$ discourse$ ethics.$ In$
fact,$something$more$like$the$opposite$is$closer$to$the$truth.$Speaking$is$encased$in$language$
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games.$ Deliberation$ is$ a$ secondAorder$ decision,$ which$ does$ not$ challenge$ but$ elaborates$
presuppositions.$Publicness$is$a$social$and$cultural$condition,$not$an$ethical$principle;$it$points$
to$ symbolic$ action,$ to$ performance,$ to$ projections$ of$ authenticity’! (ibid.,! 16).$ Alexander!
thereby!argues!that!any!discussion!on!democratic!morality!must!be!linked!with!discussions!
on! culture! and! tradition.! While! Habermas! acknowledges! this! to! a! certain! extent! by!
contending! that! public! discourse! requires! a! democratic! setting,! Alexander! maintains! that!
while! such! an! acknowledgement! is! welcome! ‘it$ undermines$ the$ insistence$ on$ the$ purely$
deliberative$ nature$ of$ public$ life’$ (ibid.).$ Democratic! philosophy! and! social! theory! must!
therefore!turn!their!attention!to!socialisation,! identity!and!meaning!as!constituting! ‘critical$
background$ for$ democratic$ society’$ (ibid.).! In! this! way,! Civil! Sphere! Theory! argues! that!!
‘rational$discourse$in$the$public$sphere’$cannot!be!separated!‘from$the$traditions$of$cultural$
life’$ (Alexander,! 2006:! 30)! and! that! the! democratic! aims! of! solidarity! and! justice! ‘are$
achieved$ less$ through$ rational$ debate$ and$ agreement$ and$ more$ through$ symbolic$
communication$ that$ inspires$ fellow$ feeling’$ and! solidarity! (Forde,! 2015:! 115! referring! to!
Alexander,! 2006,! p.! 7).! In! this! way,! the! distinctiveness! of! Civil! Sphere! Theory! can! be!






subjective! feelings! of! solidarity.! Therefore,! analysing! journalistic! narratives! and! how! they!
relate!to!civil!solidarising!ideals!(e.g.!in!relation!to!efforts!to!sustain!professional!autonomy!
(Luengo,! 2012)! and! how! the! ‘cultural! and! institutional! vitality! of! journalism! is! being!
sustained’! despite! financial! and! technological! upheaval! within! the! media! industry!
(Alexander,!2015)!are!examples!of!the!ways!in!which!Civil!Sphere!Theory!has!been!applied.!
Similarly,!Harrison! engages!with! Civil! Sphere! Theory! to! develop!what! has! previously! been!
referred!to!in!this!thesis!as!the!civil! ideal!of!the!news!which! ‘clarifies$how$the$news$should$
understand$ its$ civil$ responsibility$ and$ obligations$ and$ how$ it$ should$ point$ ‘us’$ in$ the$ right$
direction$with$regard$to$what$‘we’$should$value$and$preserve$in$the$face$of$nonAcivil$and$antiA
civil$ interferences’$ (2019:! Chapter! 2,! 4).! Her! approach! then! allows! for! the! analysis! of!
journalistic! narratives! as! ‘assembled$ and$ understood$ in$ the$ form$ of$ civil$ and$ antiAcivil$
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journalism!as!a!civil! institution!Civil!Sphere!Theory!provides!an!opening! to!understand! the!










of! journalism,! including! various! forms! of! deFcentred! selfForganisation! that! take! place! via!
association! and! communication! in! the! civil! sphere.16! Secondly,! Civil! Sphere! Theory! also!




The! communicative! and! associative! circumstances! conditions! under! which! civil! life! takes!
place! therefore! matter! greatly! and! assessing! how! free! and! independent! journalism! is!
becomes! a! fundamental! aspect! of! understanding! the! extent! to! which! circumstances! and!
conditions! facilitate! or! restrict! it.! Of! interest! to! this! thesis! therefore! become! the! various!
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ways! in!which! journalism! as! an! institution! of! the! civil! sphere! can! be! or! is! restricted! from!
facilitating!various!forms!of!democratic!selfFdetermination.!
!
The! fact! that! journalism!relies!on!democratic! institutions! to!be!able! to! function!effectively!
has!been!highlighted!above.!This!position!F!that!journalism!does!not!operate!in!a!vacuum!F!is!
also! central! to! the!view! taken! in! this! thesis.!However,! and!as!mentioned,! journalism!does!
exist!also!(often!with!great!challenges)!in!contexts!that!can!be!described!as!nonFdemocratic!
and! repressive.! It! is! also! important! to! note! that! journalism! does! face! challenges! and!
restrictions!even!within!settings!with!strong!democratic!institutions.!It!is!in!fact!this!range!of!
different! interrelationships! between! journalism! and! surrounding! institutions! and! actors!





it! comes! to! systematically! studying! the! empirical! expressions! of! these! interdependencies!
between! journalism! and! its! surrounding!milieu! and! societal! institutions.! As! a! result,! only!
highFlevel!and!generic!statements,!that!‘democracy!is!good!for!journalism’!and!‘journalism!is!
good! for!democracy’! can!be!made!without!providing!a!more!precise!understanding!of! the!
specifics!of!this!relationship!and!when!it!is!at!risk!of!being!diminished.!And!this!is!where!Civil!
Sphere! Theory! makes! an! important! contribution! because! of! the! way! it! envisions! the!
infrastructure! of! the! social! spheres,! as! well! as! the! nature! of! their! interrelationships! and!
internal! functioning! as! crucial! to! the! project! of! democratic! inclusion! and! justice.! The!
differentiation!between!the!nonFcivil!spheres!(here!including!the!state!and!market)!and!the!
civil! sphere!on! the!one!hand,!allows! for!an!understanding!of! the!underlying! rationale!and!
goals!of!each!sphere,!while!the!institutional!differentiation!of!the!civil!sphere!itself!allows!for!
a!way!to!examine!the!functioning!and!relationships!between!the!civil!institutions!of!law!and!
journalism! on! the! other.! The! contribution! of! this! thesis! then! is! to! show! how! this!
infrastructural!framework!can!provide!a!means!to!examine!risk!to! journalism!in!relation!to!






and! a! conceptualisation! of! the! civil! sphere! of! formal! and! informal! associative! life! as! a!
communicative!space!that!is!oriented!towards!democratic!values!expressed!through!a!set!of!
basic!normative!ideals!described!by!Harrison!(2019,!Chapter!2,!4)!as!the!‘civil$values$of$social$
criticism,$ democratic$ integration,$ civility,$ justice,$ reciprocity,$ and$ mutual$ respect’.! Values!
that,!for!Alexander,!require!discursive!public!processes!that!mediate!between!universalistic!
claims! of! incorporation! and! claims! of! particularistic! exclusion.! Correspondingly,! the!
communicative!circumstances!and!the!practical!conditions!and!circumstances!(how!open!or!
closed)! under! which! the! civil! sphere! sustains! public! discourse! are! crucially! important.!
Alexander’s! theory! provides! a! framework! for! understanding! attacks! on! journalism! as!
affecting!the!sustainability!of!public!discourse!through!creating!circumstances,!which!either!
generate! conditions! conducive! to! impeding! civil! life! or! that! promote! openness.! Following!











everlasting’$ (2006:! 3).! In! this! way,! Alexander! places! solidarity,! as! ‘a$ condition$ for$ both$
democratic$stability$and$social$criticism’$at!the!very!heart!of!public! life!(Kivisto!&!Sciortino,!
2015:! 16).! The! civil! sphere! then,! as! ‘a$ differentiated$ social$ sphere$ where$ a$ universalising$
community$comes$to$be$culturally$imagined’!is!the!realm!where!solidarity!in!the!form!of!a!‘a$
shared$belief$ about$ the$ existence$and$ significance$of$ a$ common$membership’$ is! facilitated!




public$ opinion,$ deep$ cultural$ codes,$ distinctive$ organizations—legal,$ journalistic$ and$
associational—and$ such$historically$ specific$ interactional$ practices$as$ civility,$ criticism,$and$
mutual$ respect’$ (Alexander,! 2006:! 31).! Alexander! also! notes! that! this! solidary! civil!
community! cannot! ‘exist$ as$ such;$ it$ can$ only$ be$ sustained$ to$ one$ degree$ or$ another.$ It$ is$
always$ limited$ by,$ and$ interpenetrated$ with,$ the$ boundary$ relations$ of$ other,$ nonAcivil$
spheres’$ (ibid.).$ Alexander! further! understands! ‘a$ fully$ differentiated$ civil$ society$ [as]$
necessary$ for$ the$ development$ of$ an$ inclusive,$ solidaristic,$ and$ democratic$ society’$
(Alexander!&! Jacobs,! 1998:! 23).! In! other!words,! for!Alexander,! civil! society! embodies! ‘the$
idea$of$democracy$as$a$way$of$life’$(2006:!4),!which!cannot!be!approached!merely!as!a!set!of!












their! endless! mundane! and! daily! ‘civil! interchange’! with! citizens! and! public! sentiment.18$!
In!other!words,!‘any$discussion$of$the$civil$sphere$is$inextricably$intertwined$with$an$analysis$
of$ democracy$ as$ a$ political$ form’$ (Alexander,! 2006:! 37)! distinct! from! understanding!
democracy!in!‘technocratic$and$deterministic’$terms!or!in$“rationalistic$and$optimistic’$terms!
(ibid.,! 39).! Indeed,! for! Alexander,! both! approaches! fail$ ‘to$ conceptualize$ the$ social$ and$
cultural$structures’$that!sustain!the!daily!reality!of!a!democratic$way!of!life!(ibid.,!21)!just!as!
both! approaches! also! tend! to! underFrepresent! the! democratic! role! of! journalism! and! the!
nature! of! communicative! institutions! per! se.! Alexander! therefore! argues,! as! was! also!
previously! shown! in! this! thesis,! that! democracy! theory! has! adopted! a! reductionist! and!
instrumental! view! of! democracy,! as!merely! a! set! of! formal! and/or! procedural! democratic!
practices.!According!to!Alexander!it!must!be!recognised!that!‘[d]emocratic$politics$(…)$rests$
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upon$ a$ broader,$ suprapolitical$ base,$ just$ as$ it$ helps$ give$ life$ to$ these$ social$ and$ cultural$
dynamics$ in$ turn.$ As$ we$ develop$ an$ approach$ to$ civil$ society$ (…),$ we$ move$ from$ the$
restricted,$ if$ vital,$ concerns$ of$ democratic$ government$ to$ the$ broader$ problem$ of$ a$
democratic$ social$ life,$ a$ terrain$ that$ points$ not$ only$ to$ freedom$ in$ the$ exercise$ of$ political$
rights$but$to$social$and$cultural$freedoms,$to$inclusion$and$recognition,$and$to$the$problem$of$
justice$itself’$(ibid.,!37).$In!this!way,!democracy!should!be!conceived!as!a!mode!of!associated!
living! that! depends! on! the! existence! of! solidary! bonds! and! not! merely! as! a! form! of!
government.! Hence,! democracy! is! also! defined! as! a! fundamentally! discursive! mode! of!
associative! life! that! operates! only! to! the! extent! that! the! civil! sphere! is! itself! open! and!
independent!of!various!forms!of!domination,!for!instance!by!the!state!and!market.!
!
What!Alexander!advocates! is! that! ‘If$we$wish$ to$develop$an$approach$to$democratic$social$
life$ that$ acknowledges$ the$ role$ of$ solidarity$ and$ moral$ ideals’$ (2006:! 46)$ we! must! also!
acknowledge! the! existence! of! a! plurality! of! conflicting! interests! as! integral! to! modern!
societies!and!that!although!individuals!and!groups!do!not!pursue!similar!or!complementary!
goals! and! interests,! shared! understandings! are! still! highly! significant! as! they! ‘inform$ and$
influence$goals$even$if$they$do$not$create$them’$(ibid.,!47).!At!the!specific! level!of!concrete!
situations,! Alexander! argues! that! goals! and! interests! are! ‘always$ informed$ by$ the$ logic$ of$
more$generalized$patterns,$by$norms$and$by$cultural$codes$and$narrative$structures$that$can$





’internally$ complex$ discourse’! that! regulates! civil! society! and! by! doing! so! it! possible! to!
‘understand$ the$ paradox$ by$ which$ its$ universalistic$ ideals$ have$ so$ easily$ been$
institutionalized$ in$ particularistic$ and$ anticivil$ ways’$ (2006:! 48).! Turning! to! language! itself!
and!the!meaning!of!speech,!Alexander!brings!forward!the!idea!that!‘[c]ivil$solidarity$can$be$
sustained$only$by$a$democratic$language,$a$discourse$that$allows$the$abstract$and$universal$












accommodates! and! represents! the! constant! negotiation! between! individual! rights! and!
collective! obligations! in! relation! to! the! normative! ideal! of! solidarity.! To! understand! and!
evaluate! this! discursive! effectiveness! is! to! treat! the! concept!of! the! civil! sphere! as! ‘both$a$
normative$ and$ a$ “real”$ concept’! that! ‘allows$ the$ relationship$ between$ universalism$ and$
particularism$(…)$to$be$studied$empirically,$as$a$condition$that$determines$the$status$of$civil$
society$itself’$(Alexander,!2006:!53).$That!is,!to!understand!civil!life!as!based!upon$‘mediated$
communication$ among$ large$ numbers$ of$ dispersed$ actors’! where! ‘the$ civil$ dimension$ of$
social$life$is$not$a$virtuous$interaction$writ$large’$(Sciortino,!2007:!563).!!
!
Such! mediated! communication,! in! any! civil! sphere,! rests! upon! the! essentially! discursive!





According! to! Alexander! the! institutions! of! the! civil! sphere! are! ‘only$ those$ associations$
explicitly$oriented$to$participation$ in$public$controversies’!and!they! ‘see[s]$as$specific$public$
sphere$ actors$ only$ those$ advocacy$ associations$ that$ base$ their$ claim$ on$ this$ shared$
membership$and$ try$ to$develop$arguments$directed$ to$all$members’$ (Sciortino,!2007:!564).!







society! allow! for! the! civil! regulation! of! government! control! (ibid.,! 109F110).! Thus:! ‘To$ the$









is! characterised! by! the! cultural! milieu! within! which! the! institutions! operate! and! where!
collective! representations! of! an! imagined! community! are! expressed:! ‘It$ is$ also$ a$ realm$ of$
structured,$ socially$ established$ consciousness,$ a$ network$ of$ understandings$ creating$
structures$ of$ feeling$ that$ permeate$ social$ life$ and$ run$ just$ below$ the$ surface$ of$ strategic$
institutions$ and$ selfAconscious$ elites’$ (Alexander,! 2006:! 54).$ Oriented! by! the! ideal! of!
solidarity,! this! cultural! dimension! is! symbolically! articulated! through! the! discourse! of! civil!
society,! as! a! form! of! a! generalised! language! that! negotiates! between! universalism! and!
particularism!to!constitute!‘the$very$sense$of$society$for$those$who$are$within$and$without$it’$
(ibid.).! In! this!way,! the!discourse!of!civil! society! regulates! the!civil! sphere! through!a!set!of!
symbolic! cultural! codes! that! construct! and! reconstruct! ‘the$meanings$ of$ all$ actors,$ social$
relationships,$and$institutions$across$the$vast$range$of$social$experience’$(Kivisto!&!Sciortino,!
2015:!12).$Such!symbolic!structures!make!up!each!civil!society!but!they!are!also!contextual!











differentiation!between! the!polarities!of! civil! virtue!and!civil! vice! (Alexander,!2006:!60F81,!
56).!Exemplifying!such!polarities!by! looking!at! the!set!of!binary!codes! that!can!be!used! to!
describe!social!relationships,!Alexander!argues!that!terms!such!as!‘open’,!‘trusting’,!‘critical!
and! ‘truthful’! can! be! used! to! positively! describe! civil! relationships! while! ‘secretive’,!
suspicious’,! ‘deferential’! and! ‘deceitful’! on! the! other! hand! negatively! describes! antiFcivil!
relationships.$ Consequently,$ ‘if$ the$ positive$ side$ of$ this$ (…)$ discourse$ set$ describes$ the$
symbolic$qualities$necessary$ to$ sustain$ civil$ society,$ the$negative$ side$describes$a$ solidarity$
structure$ in$which$mutual$respect$and$expansive$social$ integration$has$broken$down’$(ibid.,!
58).$The!positive!side!of!such!dichotomously!structured!sets! ‘provides$the$elements$for$the$
comforting$ and$ inspiring$ story$ of$ a$ democratic,$ free,$ and$ spontaneously$ integrated$ social$
order,$ a$ civil$ society$ in$an$ idealAtypical$ sense’$ (ibid.,! 60).$These! virtuous!polarities!embody!
what! Alexander! calls! ‘the! discourse! of! liberty’! which! ‘is$ taken$ to$ sum$ up$ “the$ best”$ in$ a$
democratic$society’!and!is!‘a$source$not$only$of$purity$but$also$of$purification’$(Ibid.,!62).$The!
discourse! of! liberty! speaks! to! the! universal! value! of! a! common! membership! and! those!
individuals,!actions!and!conditions!judged!as!belonging!to!the!realm!of!liberty!are!viewed!as!
members!in!the!solidarity!sphere!of!mutual!recognition!and!obligation.!However,!who!is!to!
be! considered! a! rightful! member! and! if! claims! of! inclusion! in! this! ‘socially$ established$




However,! to! the! extent! that! a! society! is! democratic! and! their! ‘founding$ myths$ and$
constitutional$ documents$ (…)$ are$ universalistic,$ they$ implicitly$ stipulate$ that$ the$ discourse$
can$always$be$further$extended,$and$that$it$eventually$must$be’$(ibid.),!argues!Alexander.$The!
negative!polarities!of!civil!discourse!on!the!other!hand,!negate!the!universalising!solidarity!as!
expressed! through! the!discourse!of! liberty!and!constitute! the!discourse!of! repression.!The!
discourse!of! repression!demarcates! the!dark!side!of!civil! life!and! ‘provide$the$elements$ for$
the$ plethora$ of$ takenAforAgranted$ stories$ that$ permeate$ democratic$ understanding$ of$ the$
negative$and$repugnant$sides$of$community$life’!(ibid.).!If!someone!is!cast!in!antiFcivil!terms!
as! for! instance! ‘having$ no$ capacity$ for$ reason’,$ being! unable! to$ ‘rationally$ process$
information’$ and! ‘tell$ truth$ from$ falseness’! it! becomes! ‘“necessary”$ to$ deny$ such$ persons$
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access$to$rights$and$the$protection$of$law.$Indeed,$because$they$are$conceived$as$lacking$the$
capacity$ for$ both$ voluntary$ and$ responsible$ behavior,$ these$ marginal$ members$ of$ the$
national$ community$ A$ those$ who$ are$ unfortunate$ enough$ to$ be$ constructed$ under$ the$
anticivil,$ counterdemocratic$ code$ A$ must$ be$ silenced,$ displaced,$ or$ repressed’! (ibid.).! The!









In!practical! terms,! it! is!often! the!case! that! ‘political$ struggle$becomes$a$matter$of$how$far$
and$to$whom$the$discourses$of$liberty$and$repression$apply’!(ibid.!65).!Narratives!of!evil!can!





(ibid.)$ in! just! and! unjust! ways.$ This! fact! points! toward! the! dual! nature! or! ‘divided! heart’!
(ibid.)!of!civil!society!where!those!virtues!that!allow!for!the!potentiality!of!democratic! life,!
and$ ‘allow$ liberty$ to$ be$ defined$ in$ any$meaningful$ way’! (Ibid.,! 66F67),! at! the! same! time,!
threaten!its!very!existence.!This,!Alexander!explains!as!having!to!do!with!the!fact!that!‘civil!
language! is! symbolic! and! experimental,! not! only! rational’! and! that$ ‘the$ civility$ of$ the$ self$
always$articulates$ itself$ in$ language$about$the$ incivility$of$the$other’$ (Ibid.!50).! In!this!way,!
‘inclusionary$ ideals$ live$ side$ by$ side$ with$ deeply$ entrenched$ exclusion,$ solidarity$ with$
exploitation’$(Kivisto!&!Sciortino,!2015:!12).!
!
This! means! that! within! the! civil! sphere$ citizens! engage! in! ‘cooperative$ and$ conflictual$




of! extending! legal! rights! (although! this! is! also! an! important! precondition)! (see! Kivisto! &!
Sciortino,!2015:!20),!argues!Alexander.!To!stand!a!chance!to!be!accepted!as!legitimate!and!to!
open! up! for! incorporation! such! claims! must! be! made! with! reference! to! the! ‘ideals$ of$




in! the!civil! sphere! is! institutionally! instantiated!and!subjectively!experienced!as!more! than!
mere! particularism! is! (as! noted! above)! a!matter! of! the! endless! ‘construction,$ destruction,$
and$reconstruction$of$civic$solidarity$ itself’$(Alexander,!2006:!53).$The!civil!sphere! is! in!part!
sustained! at! the! level! that! its! own! communicative! and! associative! base! is! free! from! nonF
solidarising!and!dominating!forces!and!retains!the!capacity!to!‘draw$upon$the$vocabulary$of$






discourse!takes!place! in! the!civil! sphere!are!determined!by!how!free!and! independent!the!
institutions! of! communication! in! general! and! journalism! in! particular! are! to! contribute! to!
what! Alexander! referred! to! above! as! ‘a$ realm$ of$ structured,$ socially$ established$







conception! of! the! role! of! journalism! can,! and! does,! go! beyond! a! narrow! public! sphere!
approach! to! journalism! that! tends! to! highlight! the! instrumental! function! of! journalism! in!
relation! to! democracy! as! a! participatory! political! ideal! and! as! facilitating! rational! political!
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decisionFmaking! processes.! And! while! this! rationale! for! protecting! journalism! is! well!
established!and!without!doubt!valid,!if!one!accepts!that!the!relationship!between!journalism!
as! the! purveyor! of! public! information! and! the! public! as! deliberators! (or! capable! of!
deliberation)! is!mutually! reinforcing! and! therefore! necessary! in! a! democracy,! it! is! argued!
here! that! this! notion! of! democratic! maintenance! is! too! mechanical! and! too! limited! in!
understanding!the!real!relationship!between!journalism!(conceived!of!as!having!a!civil!role)!
and! democratic! sensibilities.! Indeed,! while! ‘[p]ublic$ sphere$ theory$ is$ a$ fitting$ conceptual$






involves! not! only! the! mechanical! recording! of! information! but! represents! a! fundamental!









culture! and! a! form!of! ritual! that! ‘draws$ persons$ together$ in$ fellowship$ and$ commonality’.!
According! to! this! ‘ritual$ view$ (…)$ communication$ is$ directed$ not$ toward$ the$ extension$ of$
messages$in$space$but$toward$the$maintenance$of$society$ in$time;$not$the$act$of$ imparting$
information$ but$ the$ representation$ of$ shared$ beliefs’$ (Carey,! 1992:! 5).! This! conception! of!
communication! as! cultural! can! be! contrasted! with! rationalist! models! of! the! media! as!
commonly!represented!by!public!sphere!theory.!Whereas!the!latter!can!be!said!to!focus!on!
the! relationship! between! journalism! and! democracy! as! a! decisionFmaking! practice! in! the!
sense!of!electoral!politics,!the!former!is!less!concerned!with!rational!debate!and!consensus!
while! turning! its! attention! to! democracy! as! a! mode! of! associated! living! and! the! cultural!
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structures!that!could!sustain!it.$As!expressed!by!Forde,!Civil!Sphere!Theory!offers!a!valuable!
contribution! to! understanding! the! role! of! the! journalists! and! their! civil! value! since! it!








(…),$ select$ and$ reconstruct$ in$ civil$ terms$ what$ “actually$ goes$ on”$ in$ a$ society’s$ life’$
(Alexander,!2006:!5).!In!fact,!‘$[f]or$most$members$of$the$civil$sphere,$and$even$for$members$
of$ its$ institutional$elites,$ the$news$ is$ the$only$source$of$ first$hand$experience$ they$will$ever$
have$about$their$fellow$citizens,$about$their$motives$for$acting$the$way$they$do,$the$kinds$of$
relationships$ they$ form,$ and$ the$ nature$ of$ the$ institutions$ they$ create.$ Journalistic$
judgements$ thus$ possess$ an$ outsized$ power$ to$ affect$ the$ shapeAshifting$ currents$ of$
contemporary$ social$ life,$ from$ people’s$ movements$ to$ legal$ investigations,$ foreign$ policy,$
public$opinion,$and$affairs$of$state’!(Alexander,!2016:!10).$In!doing!so!journalism!broadcasts!
collective! representations! of! social! relationships! negotiated! in! relation! to! ‘contrasting$
solidary$ties’$and!‘institutionalize(s)$civil$society$by$creating$messages$that$translate$general$
codes$ into$ situationally$ specific$ evaluations$ and$descriptions’! (Alexander,! 2006:! 70).!Or,! as!
expressed!by!Harrison!(2019:!16,!Chapter!1)!journalism!as!a!civil!ideal!reflects!a!‘commitment$
to$ traditional$ journalistic$ practices$ of$ objectivity,$ truth$ telling$ and$ accuracy’! subject! to!
editorial! integrity! and! ‘recognises$ the$diversity$ of$ incommensurate$ (though$not$ necessarily$
incompatible)$views$and$values$that$exist$in$civil$society,$whilst$also$recognising$its$duty$to$be$
homologous$with$the$world.$The$civil$ideal$of$the$news$has$a$normative$force$that$influences,$
shapes$or$ reinforces$preferences,$ choices,$ values,$opinions$and$above$all$ civil$norms’! (ibid.,!
21,!Chapter!2).$
$
For! Harrison! (2019)! the! civil! ideal! of! journalism! resides! in! its! relationship! to! public!
sentiment.22!For!Alexander$the!cultural!structure!of!civil!society!is!articulated!through!public!
opinion:! ‘it$ mediates$ between$ the$ broad$ binaries$ of$ civil$ society$ discourse$ and$ the$
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institutional$ domains$of$ social$ life’;! it! ‘is$ the$ sea$within$which$we$ swim,$ the$ structure$ that$
gives$us$the$feeling$of$democratic$life’!(Alexander,!2006:!75).!While!‘organizational$structures$
are$essential’,!the!true!‘“currency”$of$civil$society$is$influence$and$commitment,$in$the$form$of$
a$ symbolically$ powerful$ public$ opinion’$ (Forde,! 2015:! 116;! Alexander,! 1998:! 23).! Rejecting!
any! notion! of! the! public! as! an! actual! space! for! faceFtoFface! interaction,! Alexander! argues!
that! due! to! the! distributed! and! differentiated! nature! of! modern! societies,! the! public!




gain$ influence,$ actors$ must$ speak$ the$ language$ that$ makes$ the$ democratic$ public$ into$ a$
regulative$ ideal.$ The$ normative$ reference$ of$ the$ public$ sphere$ is$ a$ cultural$ structure,$ the$
discourse$ of$ civil$ society’$ (Alexander,! 2006:! 72).! Expressing! the! discourse! of! civil! society,!
‘Public$ opinion$ articulates$ the$ cultural$ structure$ of$ civil$ society,$ defining$ democratic$ and$
antidemocratic$ opinions,$ publics,$ representative$ figures,$ and$ regulative$ institutions’$ (ibid.,!
70).! Public! opinion! ‘anchors$ communicative$ and$ regulative$ institutions$ alike’$ and! defines!
‘democratic$ and$ antidemocratic$ opinions,$ publics,$ representative$ figures,$ and$ institutions’!
(ibid.).! It!represents! ‘the$pure$and$ impure$ ideas,$ feelings,$and$evaluations$that$members$of$
society$hold$about$one$another´!(Alexander,!2006:!73F74).$Despite!the!dual!nature!of!public!
opinion,! its! tendency! to! swing!between! the! factual! and!emotional,! rational! and! irrational,!
and!its!mediation!between!universal!inclusion!and!particularistic!exclusion,!‘there$remains$an$
element$of$public$opinion$that$orients$itself$to$the$society$qua$collectivity,$to$an$audience$of$
citizens$ and$ to$ institutional$ actors$ only$ insofar$ as$ they$ are$ members$ thereof’,$ argues!
Alexander!(ibid.,!74).!In!fact,!for!an!individual!opinion!to!potentially!have!wider!influence!it!
must! be! ‘couched$ in$ terms$ of$ the$ regulatory$ idea$ that$ a$ broader$ society$ exists,$ both$ as$ a$
normative$ and$ a$ real$ audience$ outside$ (…)$ particular$ groups’$ (ibid.,! 75).$ Through! the!
production!of! representations!of! the! social!world,! journalism!has! the! capacity!not!only! to!
broadcast! public! opinion! by! reflecting! it,! but! also! to! ‘structure$ and$ change$ it’$ (ibid.,! 5).$
Journalism!represents!civil!society!to!itself!and!maintains!and!challenges!boundary!relations!







news! is! conceived! of! merely! as! information! and! journalism! as! a! tool! to! disseminate! it!
(Alexander,! 2016:! 16).! Harrison! responds! to! such! reductionism!with! realism.! For! Harrison!
(2019:! Chapter! 3,! 4),! who! adopts! a! journalism! is! a! constantly! contested! role! existing!
between!the!competing!forces!of!civil!idealism!and!political!and!commercial!pressures.!She!
argues! that! ‘the$ two$most$ commonly$ studied$ forms$of$ power$and$ their$ relationship$ to$ the$
factual$ media$ are$ political$ power$ and$ commercial$ power$ (…)$ they$ represent$ the$ nonAcivil$
spheres$of$the$state$and$the$market$and$undermine$or$limit$the$civil$ideal$of$journalism.$They$
do$ so$ by$ treating$ their$ audiences$ as$ either$ belonging$ to$ a$ partisan$ political$ group$ or$ as$
consumers$(usually$both)$rather$than$as$citizens.$They$regard$the$news$as$a$product$rather$
than$as$a$(public)$service$and,$as$such,$news$and$news$journalism$as$an$accessory$to$vested$




Whilst! Alexander! criticises! public! sphere! theory! where! news! is! considered! merely! as!
information! necessary! for! rational! discursive! political! processes! (Alexander,! 2006:! 45F47).!
Instead! of! dealing! with! the! ‘mechanical$ recording$ and$ transmission$ of$ information’!
journalism! is! ‘a$ source$of$ $ “fundamental$ translation$and$ interpretation”’$ (Alexander,!2016:!
17)$ that! engages! in! symbolic! communication! and! inspires! subjective! solidarity,! argues!
Alexander! (2006:! 7).! Media! texts! are! a! form! of! cultural! products! that! can! be! used! by!
members! of! civil! society! ‘in$ their$ lifeworld$ setting$ to$ construct$ a$meaningful$world$ and$ to$
maintain$ a$ common$ cultural$ framework$ through$ which$ intersubjectivity$ becomes$ possible$
even$among$ those$who$may$never$ come$ into$ contact$with$one$another’$ (Alexander,! 1998:!
27).! In! this!way,!members! of! civil! society! are! not! simply! passive! receivers! of! information.!







Pointing! out! that! ‘(t)he$ professional$ ethics$ and$ civic$morals$ of$ journalism$ (…)$ has$ been$ of$
little$concern$to$theorists$of$the$public$and$the$information$age’$(2016:!19)!Alexander!turns!
his! attention! to! this! democratic! culture! that! underpins! the! professional! production! of!
journalism.! Doing! so! Alexander! links! the! professional! ethics! of! the! journalistic! profession,!
including!principles! such!as!neutrality,! transparency,! independence,! responsibility,!balance!
and!accuracy,!to!‘the$democratic$aspirations$of$the$broader$societies$in$which$journalists$ply$
their$ craft’$ (ibid.,! 10).$ Developing! this! enlarged! notion! of! the! cultural! commitment! of!
journalism!Alexander!thus!acknowledges!that:!‘Yes,$journalism$does$provide$information,$but$
it$ is$ knowledge$ filtered$ through$ stringent,$ often$ acerbic$ standards$ of$ moral$ judgment—
‘‘reporting$that$is$aggressive$and$reliable$enough$to$instill$fear$of$public$embarrassment,$loss$
of$employment,$economic$sanctions,$or$even$criminal$prosecution$in$those$with$political$and$
economic$ power’’$ (Downey$ and$ Schudson$ 2009).$ News$ not$ only$ observes$ but$ judges,$
stigmatizing$ violations$ of$ civil$ morality$ and$ dramatizing$ heroic$ struggles$ against$ injustice.$
Journalism$ is$not$simply$about$ the$public$but$also$about$ the$civil$ sphere$ (Jacobs$1996a,$b)’$
(ibid.,!19).$The!principle!of!fairness!to!both!sides!exemplifies!Alexander’s!point:!‘Fairness$to$
both$ sides$ is$ not$ just$ a$ narrowly$ professional$ obligation$ but$ a$ fundamental$ principle$ of$
citizenship,$one$that$requires$divided$interests$to$play$by$the$rules,$to$imagine$themselves$in$
place$ of$ the$ other$ even$ as$ they$ fight$ for$ interests$ of$ their$ own.$ Exercising$ individual$
conscience,$being$independent$of$one’s$sources,$conducting$interviews$that$allows$sources$to$
speak,$ providing$ neutral$ information$ that$makes$ compromise$ possible—these$ professional$
mandates$ not$ only$ create$ news$ but$ contribute$ to$ the$ moral$ discourse$ that$ makes$ civil$
solidarity$possible’$(ibid.,!17).!It!is!this!essence!of!journalism,!as!being!oriented!towards!civil!
morals! as! the! organisational! foundation! of! democratic! life! that! leads! Alexander! to! view!
journalism! as! a! civil! institution.! So,! ‘[e]ven$ as$ the$ sacred$ codes$ of$ professional$ journalism$
reach$downward$into$the$practical$production$of$daily,$hourly,$and$minuteAbyAminute$news,$
they$ reach$ upward$ into$ the$ more$ ethereal$ world$ of$ civic$ morals.$ When$ journalists$ make$




Discussing! journalism! in! relation! to! the! rise! of! communication! and! Internet! technology!
Alexander!reiterates!his!critique!of!the!tendency!of!public!sphere!theory!to!‘tie$democracy$to$
publicness,$ to$ openness$ and$ transparency’$and! emphasising! ‘the$ exchange$ of$ information’!
(Alexander,!2016:!18)!as!key!to!democratic!maintenance.!This!approach!has! led!a!range!of!
theorists! to!herald! ‘the$Net$as$a$great$democratic$ invention,$ deepening$ transparency,$ and$
widening$ the$ circle$ of$ participation’$ argues! Alexander.! However,! he! points! out! that! ‘the$
public$ sphere$ is$ less$ normative$highpoint$ than$performative$ stage,$ one$ that$ offers$ bigoted$
demagoguery$a$chance$to$succeed$ just$as$much$as$ the$more$civil$ forces$of$democratic$ life’$






creating! and! disseminating! narratives! about! the! civil! or! uncivil! nature! of! ‘the$ goals$ and$
demands$of$those$who$have$power$within$the$civil$sphere$and$those$who$wish$to$gain$access’$
while! attempting! to! ‘legitimate$ or$ delegitimate$ actors$ and$ tactics$ on$ both$ sides$ of$ the$
struggle’$(Forde,!2015:!116).$At!times,!journalism!serves!the!civil!discourse!and!‘the$ends$of$
civil$repair$and$solidarity’,$while!at!other!times!serving!‘the$ends$of$civil$rupture,$and$narrow,$
antidemocratic$ interests’$ (ibid.)! and! by! promoting! economic! or! political! values! over! civil!
values!has!an!antiFcivil! influence.!For!Harrison! (2019:!Chapter!1,!1)!what! she!calls! the!civil!
power! of! the! news! resides! ‘in$ its$ relationship$ to$ public$ sentiment$ and$ the$ way$ the$ news$
reports$ our$ invariant$ civil$ concerns$ of$ identity,$ legitimacy$ and$ risk$ and$ subsequently$ how$
these$invariant$civil$concerns$are$assembled$and$understood$in$the$form$of$civil$and$antiAcivil$
judgements$which$contribute$ to$ the$boundaries$we$place$and$maintain$around$civil$ society$
with$regard$to$whom$and$what$we$regard$as$civil$and$antiAcivil’.!
The! claim! of! journalism! to! broadcast! factual! representations! of! daily! life! (as! opposed! to!
fictional!media! such!as!bestFselling!books!and!movies)!gives! journalistic! ‘judgments$ (…)$an$
outsized$ power$ to$ affect$ the$ shapeAshifting$ currents$ of$ contemporary$ social$ life,$ from$
people’s$ movements$ to$ legal$ investigations,$ foreign$ policy,$ public$ opinion,$ and$ affairs$ of$
state’,! according! to! Alexander! (2016:! 10).! The! reputation! of! journalism! and! the! belief! by!
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audiences! that! the! reporting!on! the! social!world! is! carried!out! factually! and!objectively! is!
therefore! crucially! important! to! establish! trust.! However,! while! upholding! that! the! value!
commitments! aimed! at! putative! neutrality,! that! can! be! said! to! embody! the! factual! selfF
representation!of!journalists,!are!indeed!interlinked!with!journalism’s!cultural!commitment,!
Alexander!points!out! that! ‘every$news$ judgment$ remains$an$ interpretation$of$ significance,$
one$that$is$achieved$by$typifying$previously$unrecognized$events$in$discursive$categories$that$
are$already$understood’! (ibid.).!Even!the!news!selection!process! itself! involves!decisions!of!
which!events!matter,!what!is!going!on!and!what!is!at!stake:!‘In$answering$their$famous$four$
questions—“who,$what,$where,$and$why”—the$lead$paragraphs$of$news$reports$characterize$
the$people$who$make$ these$events,$why$ they$acted$ in$ the$way$ they$have,$and$what$effect$
their$actions$will$have$on$the$structure$of$society.$Do$these$newly$observed$actors$deserve$to$
be$inside$or$outside$of$civil$society?$Do$they$threaten$“us”—the$news$audience—in$a$manner$
that$ suggests$ we$ should$ mobilize$ against$ them,$ or$ do$ they$ allow$ us$ to$ feel$ good$ about$




polluting! binary! oppositions! of! civil! discourse,! and! shifting! in! their! interpretation! of! the!
social,!moving!from!instance!from!a!civil!to!uncivil!framing!of!an!event!journalists!can!move!
swiftly! between! interpretations,! argues!Alexander.! Such!discursive! representations! ‘create$
reactions$ in$ civil$ society$ itself.$ They$ can$ trigger$ violent$ actions,$ or$ the$ formation$ of$ social$
movements.$They$can$reach$deep$into$the$inner$workings$of$noncivil$spheres$and$prepare$the$
path$for$reconstructive$repair.$Media$interpretations$can$roll$back$and$make$more$restrictive$
the$ solidarities$ of$ civil$ society$ in$ turn’$ (ibid.).! Due! to! their! vital! role! as! interpreters! of! the!
social,!news!accounts!generate!friction!between!the!idealistic!ambitions!of!civil!society!and!
the! nonFcivil! spheres:! ‘When$ they$ apply$ polluting$ categories$ to$ an$ event$ or$ actor,$ news$
reports$ create$ public$ relations$ problems$ for$ “sectarian”$ religious$ institutions,$ “abusive”$
family$relationships,$“secretive”$or$“greedy”$corporations,$“elitist”$scientific$institutions,$and$
the$ “partisan”$ or$ “manipulative”$ actors$ of$ political$ life.$ To$ broadcast$ news$ reports$ that$
construct$groups$and$ institutions$ in$ such$profane$ terms$ is$ to$problematize$ their$ relation$ to$
civil$ society.$ Even% the% occasional% news% report,% or% expose%́,% can% lead% to% a% torrent% of% public%
demands$for$internal$reforms.$Once$the$reforms$are$made,$factual$media$often$monitor$the$
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civil! society! in! terms!of!boundary!relationships! to!nonFcivil! spheres!and!how! it!meets!or! is!




For! the! purpose! of! developing! a! sociological! and! analytical! framework! to! understand! and!
examine! journalistic! risk,!Civil!Sphere!Theory!allows! for!an!understanding!of!democracy!as!
not! only! procedural! selfFgovernment! through! elections,! party! competition! and! the!
institutionalising! of! rule! of! law,! but! also! as! depending! upon! the! civil! sphere! of!
communicative!and!associative!life.!The!civil!sphere!together!with!the!nonFcivil!spheres!set!
the!conditions!for!citizen!participation!in!decisions!that!influence!them,!and!thus!determine!
possibilities! for!democratic! selfFdetermination.!While! the!public! sphere!approach!provides!
valuable!insights!into!the!normative!role!of!journalism!in!democracies,!focusing!in!particular!
on!the!function!of!journalism!in!relation!to!political!dialogue!as!interlinked!with!democratic!
decisionFmaking!processes! (in! order! to! approach! the!normative! ideal! of! the!public! sphere!
journalism!is!essential),!the!expanded!field!of! inquiry!for!Civil!Sphere!Theory!facilitates!the!
examination!of!the!role!of!journalism!not!only!in!relation!to!democratic!politics!in!a!narrow!
sense,! but! its! discursive! relationship! to! an! array! of! different! types! of! spheres! of! dialogue!
aimed!for!instance!at!social!change!and!justice.!A!central!contribution!of!Civil!Sphere!Theory!
is! that! it! enables! the! examination! of! actual! (real! life)! civil! and! antiFcivil! contributions! of!
journalism!due!to! its!acknowledgement!of!the!existence!of!a!darker!side!of!civil! life.!There!
exists! for! both! Harrison! and! Alexander! an! understanding! of! the! civil! sphere! and! the!
conceptualisation! of! professional! journalism! as! morally! oriented! towards! civil! discourse,!
which!establishes!the!normative!possibility!for!journalism!to!be!exercised!in!relation!to!and!
sometimes!support!this!solidarising!democratic!ideal.!And!both!writers!recognise!that!this!is!






This!chapter!has! focused!on!the!theoretical! foundations! for!understanding!the!civil! sphere!
and! its! democratic! potential,! and! especially! so! in! terms! of! its! communicative! foundation!
which!is!arguably!of!paramount!importance!for!achieving!democratic!outcomes.!Due!to!the!
fact!that!professional!journalism,!as!a!central!institution!of!the!civil!sphere,!is!predominantly!
concerned! with! producing! and! disseminating! what!Warren! refers! to! as! ‘inherently$ public$
goods’,!including!public!interest!information!aimed!at!least!theoretically!at!informing!society!












a! functioning!news!production! in!general,! it! is!essential! to! specify!how! this!understanding!
can! be! translated! into! a! sociological! framework! that! enables! the! examination! of! how! the!










Importantly,! the! next! chapter! will! show! how! the! notion! of! civil! diminishment! makes! it!
possible! to! conceptualise! the! consequences! of! risk! to! journalism! and! how! this!
conceptualisation! facilitates! the! framing!of! risk! to! the!civil! role!of! journalism!as!a!complex!








2! This! is! for! instance! the! case!with! regard! to! claims!made! on! behalf! of! ‘watchdog! journalism’! as! essentially!
capturing!the!democratising!role!of!journalism!without!concrete!specification!and!identification!of!a!conceptual!
rationale! for! actually! understanding! what! the! value! of! that! watchdog! role! actually! is,! nor! systematically!








how! societies! are!weakened!when! journalism! is!under! attack.! For! research!on! the! relationship!between! the!
role!of!the!media!in!relation!to!various!aspects!of!societal!development!see!Sen!(1999)!on!correlations!between!
a! free! press! and! the! absence! of! severe! poverty! and! malnutrition;! Norris! &! Zinnbauer! (2002)! identifies! a!
correlation!between!access!to!media!and!a!press!freedom!as!well!as!indicators!of!good!governance!and!human!
development;!Novel!et$al.! (2008:!111)!who! finds!obvious! ‘limitations$ $[with]$a$development$process$ in$which$
free$media$are$not$allowed$to$exist’;! Islam!et$al.$(2002)!on!the!role!of!mass!media!in!economic!development;!
and!Brunetti!&!Weder!(2003)!on!the!relationship!between!a!free!press!and!corruption.!!
3!The!notion!of!the!civil! ideal!of!the!news!(here!the!civil! ideal!of! journalism)!is!developed!by!Harrison!(2019).!
See!the!Introduction!in!this!thesis,!endnote!1.!!
4! See! for! instance! Strömbäck’s! (2005)! reasoning! below! with! regard! to! the! procedural,! competitive,!
participatory!and!deliberative!models!of!democracy.!





6! See! for! instance!Ryfe! (2019)! for!an!overview!of!academic! research!on! the! relationship!between! journalism!
and!democracy.!!
7! See! also! for! instance! the! Varieties! of! Democracy! index! which! produces! a! global! empirical! data! set! on!
democracy!through!a!set!of!HighFLevel!Democracy! Indices.!While!recognising!that! ‘[t]here$ is$no$consensus$on$
what$democracy$writAlarge$means$beyond$a$vague$notion$of$rule$by$the$people’$(Coppedge!et$al.,!2018:!4)!the!
VFdem! index! uses! ‘seven$ key$ principles$ that$ inform$ much$ of$ our$ thinking$ about$ democracy’! (ibid.)! for! the!
purpose! of! ! offering! a! comprehensive! assessment! of! democracy! in! counties.! These! principles! include! the!
electoral,! liberal,! majoritarian,! consensual,! participatory,! deliberative,! and! egalitarian! dimensions! of!
democracy.!It!is!further!recognised!that!‘[e]ach$of$these$principles$represents$a$different$way$of$understanding$
“rule$by$the$people.”$The$heart$of$the$differences$between$these$principles$is$in$the$fact$that$alternate$schools$of$
thought$ prioritize$ different$ democratic$ values.$ Thus,$ while$ no$ single$ principle$ embodies$ all$ the$ meanings$ of$




that! a! regime!without! elections! cannot! be! considered! democratic.! The! liberal! principle! then! ‘embodies$ the$
intrinsic$ value$ of$ protecting$ individual$ and$minority$ rights$ against$ a$ potential$ “tyranny$ of$ the$majority”$ and$
state$ repression’! which! ‘is$ achieved$ through$ constitutionallyAprotected$ civil$ liberties,$ strong$ rule$ of$ law,$ and$
effective$ checks$ and$ balances$ that$ limit$ the$ use$ of$ executive$ power’! (ibid.,! 5).! The! participatory! principle!
emphasises! ‘the$ values$ of$ direct$ rule$ and$ active$ participation$ by$ citizens$ in$ all$ political$ processes’! including!
electoral!and! ‘nonelectoral$ forms$of$political$participation’! (ibid.).! The!deliberative!principle!underscores! ‘the$
core$value$that$political$decisions$in$pursuit$of$the$public$good$should$be$informed$by$a$process$characterized$by$
respectful$ and$ reasonAbased$ dialogue$ at$ all$ levels,$ rather$ than$ by$ emotional$ appeals,$ solidary$ attachments,$
parochial$interests,$or$coercion’!(ibid.).!The!egalitarian!principle!highlight!the!ways!in!which!‘inequalities$inhibit$
the$ actual$ use$ of$ formal$ political$ (electoral)$ rights$ and$ liberties’! and! asserts! that!‘[i]deally,$ all$ groups$ should$
enjoy$equal$de$jure$and$de$facto$capabilities$to$participate;$to$serve$in$positions$of$political$power;$to$put$issues$
on$the$agenda;$and$to$influence$policymaking’$(ibid.,!6).!The!majoritarian!principle!articulates!‘that$a$majority$





and! civil! unrest! where! journalists! face! lethal! and! other! dangers! (mostly)! due! to! the! fact! that! they! are!
witnessing!and!reporting!on!war;!b)!oppressive!forms!of!societies!or!autocracies!where!press!freedom!is!strictly!
controlled! (including! countries! like! Eritrea! and! North! Korea),! and! evidence! points! towards! the! fact! that!
journalists!are!mostly!silenced!by!other!means!than!by!killings!(e.g.!imprisonment);!c)!less!oppressive!and!more!
open! societies! that! nevertheless! can! be! described! as! being! fragile! societies! experiencing! instability! and! a!
certain!degree!of!repression!and!violence!while!still!having!some!degree!of!press!freedom.!These!societies!can!
be!understood!as!developing!or! immature!democracies!within!which! journalists!are!more!often! targeted! for!
murder! and! experiencing! various! types! of! intimidation! and! violence! (e.g.! Mexico! and! India);! d)! a! range! of!
countries! that! can! be! described! as! more! or! less! consolidated! democracies! that! allow! for! a! free! and!
independent!press!and!within!which!journalists!are!known!to!face!a!range!of!threats!and!intimidation,!including!










12! This! largely! corresponds! to! the! participatory! and! deliberative! models! of! democracy! as! explained! by!
Strömbäck!(2005).!






15!While! the! notion! of! the! public! sphere! is! commonly! connected! to!Habermas’! (1991)! understanding!which!
refers!to!public!communication!through!rational!critical!debate!it!is!referred!to!in!a!more!general!sense!here!as!












issue$ from,$and$ lead$back$ to,$ the$ interest$of$ the$powerful’! (Alexander,!2006:!562).!For!Alexander,! this!means!
that! ‘the$ idea$ of$ a$ normatively$ regulated,$ constitutional$ democracy’! is! not! possible! to! achieve.! Indeed,! he!
argues:! ’[w]hen$ democratic$ ideas$ have$ become$ the$ focus$ of$ recent$ social$ analysis,$ they$ are$ conceived$ as$
ideology,$not$as$values,$which$is$to$frame$them$as$a$cultural$means$of$pursuing$strategic$ends’!(ibid.,!40).!
18!According! to!Harrison! (2019:!Chapter!1,!6)! ‘The$ link$between$ the$news$media$and$civil$ society$ (…)$ is$ to$be$
found$in$the$relationship$between$the$news$and$public$sentiment’.!Harrison!uses!the!term!of!public!sentiment!
rather! than! notions! of! rational! public! opinion! ‘as$ an$ umbrella$ term$ for$ three$ reasons:$ One,$ it$ covers$ the$
normative$ and$ factual$ composition$ of$ the$ public’s$ views.$ Two,$ it$ emphasises$ the$ affective$ element$ of$ the$
public’s$ views.$ Three,$ it$ grounds$ the$ idea$ of$ the$ public’s$ views$ as$ something$ everyday$ and$ ordinary,$ as$ a$
constituent$feature$of$our$‘lifeworld,’$our$culture$and$of$our$social$experiences’!(ibid.).!







21! Alexander! (1998:! 23)! notes! that! ‘Because$ most$ theories$ of$ civil$ society$ focus$ primarily$ on$ its$ boundary$
relations—$autonomy$from$the$state$and$economy,$and$the$powerful$ regulative$ institutions,$ law,$which$draw$
these$boundaries$ in$a$ sanctioned$way—they$ fail$ to$ consider$ society$works$as$a$ communicative$ space$ for$ the$




of$public$opinion’,$ the$ ‘public$opinion$tribunal’,$ the$ ‘voice$of$public$opinion’,$ the$ ‘formation$of$public$opinion’)$
‘public$will$formation’,$‘public$reason’,$‘will$of$the$people’,$the$‘democratic$will’,$the$‘democratic$voice’$et$al$are$
used$ to$ imply$ that$ public’s$ views$ are$ or$ should$ be$ the$ product$ of$ a$ form$ of$ deracinated$ (sometimes$
proceduralist)$and$ somewhat$desiccated$ reasoning$or$opinion$ formation.’!Rather! ‘public’$ simultaneously$hold$
both$rationally$and$irrationally,$fair$and$prejudicial$and$calm$and$volatile$views.$The$public$when$they$express$








of! this! thesis,! namely! civil! diminishment.! This! entails! developing! a! conception! of! civil!
diminishment!as!a!means!to!better!understand!and!capture!what!is!actually!at!stake!when!
journalism!and! its! societal! functions! are! attacked! and! circumscribed.!Or!more! specifically,!
how!civil! diminishment! should!be!understood!as!a! consequence!of! risk! to! the! civil! role!of!
journalism.!This!chapter!thus!examines!the!civil!role!of!journalism!and!develops!an!inclusive!
definition! of! risk! to! journalism! by! charting! a! generalised! conceptual! schema! of! civil!
diminishment! as! a!means! to! create! an! integrated! and!multidimensional! notion! of! risk! to!
journalism!as!essentially!interlinked!with!possibilities!for!journalism!to!carry!out!its!civil!role.!
As!such!this!chapter!can!therefore!be!described!as!continuing!to!unpack!the!conceptual!and!
theoretical! components! necessary! for! building! a! risk! profile! for! the! holistic! assessment! of!
risk! to! journalism! in! Chapter! 5! through! a! journalism! risk! profile.! Such! a! risk! profile! will!
encapsulate!risk!to!journalism!in!its!full!range!to!allow!for!the!understanding!of!processes!of!
the! diminishment! of! the! associative! and! communicative! conditions! of! civil! life! as! a!
consequence! of! such! risk.! Thus,! Section! 4.1! will! lay! the! foundation! for! developing! a!
conception! of! civil! diminishment! by! addressing! the! relationship! between! risk! and! civil!
diminishment! (Section!4.1.1),! establish!how! the!normative! core!of! the! civil! sphere! can!be!
used! to! establish! a! principle! of! justification! to! evaluate! civil! diminishment! (Section! 4.1.2),!
and!finally!outline!how!the!institutional!infrastructure!of!the!social!spheres!as!envisaged!by!
Civil! Sphere! Theory! facilitates! the! multidimensional! evaluation! of! processes! of! civil!
diminishment! (4.1.3).! Section! 4.2! covers! risk! to! journalism! as! an! indicator! of! civil!
diminishment!and!Section!4.3!concludes!the!chapter!by!establishing!a!conceptual!schema!to!









Chapter! 3! discussed! the! fact! that! in! order! to! understand! the! relationship! between!
journalism!and!democracy!it!is!necessary!to!recognise!the!civil!role!of!journalism!within!civil!
society.! It!was!established!that!a!properly! functioning!and!robust!civil! sphere!resists! those!
antiFcivil! forces! that!would!diminish! civil! ideals! (Alexander,! 2006! and!Harrison,! 2019),! and!
has! an! expansive! and! inclusive! sense! of! identity,! civil! conceptions! of! legitimacy! and! an!
understanding!of! risk! (Harrison,!20191).! In! short,! a! civil! sphere! that! is! independent!of! and!
able! to! resist! the! antiFcivil! forces! that! threaten! to! diminish! it.! In! this,! the! civil! role! of!





A!key! fact! that! can!be!derived! from!Alexander’s! (2006)! account!of! the! civil! sphere! is! that!
journalism!is!a!communicative!institution!essential!to!the!sustainability!of!the!civil!sphere!in!
terms!of!the!quality!of!democratic!and!associative!life.!Consequently,!risk!to!journalism!can!
be! conceived! of! in! civil! terms! as! a! set! of! interlinked! threats,! not! to! any! instrumental! or!
participatory! model! of! democracy! but! as! connected! with! the! ideal! of! democratic! selfF
determination! through! establishing! forms! of! public! accountability! and! processes! of! public!
monitoring! and! influence.! Such! public! accountability! and! monitoring! is! facilitated! by!
journalism! and! accordingly! risk! to! the! civil! role! of! journalism! needs! to! be! understood! as!
undermining:!the!maintaining!of!the! independence!and!integrity!of!the!civil!sphere!(where!
civil! ideals! are! compromised);! the! boundaries! between! the! civil! and! nonFcivil! spheres!








Specifically!what! is!ultimately!at!stake!when!the!civil! standing!of! journalism!(the!extent! to!
which! it! has! interpretative! independence! and! conducts! itself! with! integrity! by! having! a!
capacity!and!commitment!to!uphold!solidary!ideal)!is!under!attack!and/or!the!civil!sphere!is!
diminished,! is! the! ability! of! journalism! to! construct! narratives! that! enable! citizens! to!
construct!a!meaningful!world!and!maintain!a!common!cultural!and!civil!framework!through!
which! intersubjective! understanding!becomes!possible! even! among! those!who!may!never!
come!into!contact!with!one!another.!Attacks!on!journalism!thus!run!the!risk!of!rendering!the!
civil!sphere!fragile!and!therefore!threaten!to!diminish!it!by!attacking!those!enabling!factors!
of! civil! life! which! ensure! meaningful! citizen! (civil)! and! state/market! interaction.! These!
enabling! factors,! as! facilitated! by! journalism,! include:! the! provision! of! availability! of!








Because! the! mediatised! representation! of! shared! beliefs! is! a! process! necessary! for! the!
preservation!of!civil!society!in!this!way,!any!attack!on!a!journalist!or!journalism!necessarily!
constitutes! forms! of! diminishment! of! civil! life.! Or! alternatively! expressed,! risk! to! civilly!
inspired! journalism! is! a! form! of! risk! that! can! weaken! or! prevent! the! development! of! a!
pluralistic!and!just!civil!society.!Ultimately,!the!argument!presented!here!is!that!any!risk!of!
attack! on! journalism! can! be! said! to! contribute! to! diminishing! journalism! itself,! as! a!
communicative! institution,! and! following! that! also! civil! life.! Conversely,! when! civil! life! is!
attacked!and!restricted!it!will!have!a!diminishing!effect!on!the!practice!of!journalism.!
!
To! properly! understand! civil! diminishment! two! steps! are! needed.! First,! the! notion! of! risk!












journalism!can!clearly!be!understood!as!an!undesirable! risk!event.!Of!course,! this! is!by!no!




the! civil! sphere! via! risk! to! the! civil! role! of! journalism.!While! there! ultimately! exist! other!
forms!of!civil!diminishment3!it!is!argued!here!that!the!key!role!of!journalism!when!it!comes!
to!contributing!towards!the!capacity!of!the!civil!sphere!to!uphold! its!universalising! ideal!of!
inclusion! makes! it! particularly! relevant! to! study.! Importantly! journalism! functions! as! a!
fundamental!source!of!interpretation!that!when!undertaken!in!accordance!with!professional!
standards! and!practices! of! journalism4! is! aligned!with! and! committed! to! the!universalistic!
ambitions!of!civil!society!and!the!moral!concern!of!universalising!solidarity.5!This!makes!risk!









space,$ and$ to$ use$ relative$ frequencies$ (observed$ or$ modeled)$ as$ a$ means$ to$ specify$
probabilities’$ (2012:! 1005).$ A! technical! risk! analysis! then! views! risk! ‘as$ an$ objective$
phenomenon$in$which$scientific$measurements$and$statistical$calculations$give$correct,$or$at$
least$ the$ most$ valid,$ knowledge$ on$ the$ character$ of$ the$ risk’! (ibid.,! 1006).! Lidskog! and!
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Sundqvist! understand! the! technical! approach! to! risk! as! providing! ’an$ unAsociological$
understanding$of$risk’!(ibid.)!as!it!does!not!take!‘into$account$the$broader$social$and$cultural,$
and$ in$ some$ cases,$ historical,$ contexts$ in$which$ risk$ as$ a$ concept$ derives$ its$meaning$ and$
resonance’! (Lupton,! 1999:! 1).! Essentially! therefore! ‘to$ develop$ sociological$ knowledge$ on$
risks$ implies$ to$ contextualize$ risks’$ (Lidskog! &! Sundqvist,! 2012:! 1003)$ in! relation! to! a!
differentiated!society.!!
!





Lidskog! and! Sundqvist! outline! three! sociological! perspectives! on! risk! including! the! ‘social$
construction$ of$ misperception$ of$ risk,$ the$ social$ amplification$ of$ risk,$ and$ the$ social$
construction$of$ risk’! (2012:!1006).!Whereas! these!perspectives! can! largely!be!described!as!
examining!perceptions!of! risk! in! relation! to! the! context! ‘from$within$which$ risk$ derives$ its$
meaning$and$resonance’! (ibid.,!1010)!the!perspective!of!this!thesis! is!rather!to!explore!the!
manifestations,! causes!and!consequences!of! risk! (to! journalism)! in! relation! to!a!normative!
understanding!of! the! significance!of! such! risk! through! the! stated!desirability!of! journalism!
being!able!to!perform!its!civil!role.!Also,!while!there!is!much!ongoing!debate!with!regard!to!
the!exact!meaning!and!content!of!the!concept!of!risk!and!related!concepts!this! is!thus!the!




general!way! to! capture! the!multiple!and!varied!practices!and!actions! that! target!and!may!
circumscribe!journalism!(Chapter!1).!Such!risk!has!been!described!as!multidimensional!in!the!
sense!that!it!may!be!directed!towards!and!influence!the!institution!of!journalism,!journalistic!
professional! practice! and! practitioners!with! ramifications! for! journalism! in! terms! of! being!




the! macro,! meso! and! micro! levels! of! risk! analysis! which! were! designed! to! enable! the!
assessment!of!the!circumstances!causing!risk!to!journalism!(in!addition!to!the!manifestations!
of! such! risk).! For! the! purpose! of! understanding! risk! to! journalism! in! relation! to! the!
dimension! of! risk! concerned! with! the! societal! significance! of! journalistic! functions! being!
restrained,! Chapter! 3! then! concluded! that! risk! to! journalism! should! be! understood! as!
sources! of! potential! constraint! upon! the! civil! role! of! journalism.! Or! to! put! the!matter! in!
another!more!positive!way,!the!commitment!of!journalism!to!the!civil!role!is!expressed!for!
instance!through!the!functions!as!noted!above!of!sustaining!and!stimulating!the!qualities!of!
‘social$ criticism,$ democratic$ integration,$ civility,$ justice,$ reciprocity$ and$ mutual$ respect’!
(Harrison,!2019,!Chapter!2,!4).!To!the!extent!that!the!civil!institution!of!journalism!maintains!
or! is! able! to! contribute! towards! the! normative! aspirations! of! the! civil! sphere,! journalism!







As! noted! above! the! relationship! between! risk! and! civil! diminishment! now! needs! to! be!










For! Alexander! the! civil! sphere! is! an! independent! space! of! unimpeded! voluntary!







cognitions,$ gives$ us$ a$ chance$ for$ meaningful$ participation,$ and$ respects$ our$ individual$
personalities$even$while$giving$us$ the$ feeling$ that$we$are$all$ in$ the$ same$boat’$ (2006:!13).!
While! all! social! spheres! have! intrinsic! moral! structures,! Alexander! differentiates! the! civil!
sphere! as! the! ‘“regime$ of$ justification”$ or$ the$ “sphere$ of$ justice”$ that$makes$ a$ clear$ and$
decisive$ reference$ to$ the$ common$ good$ in$ a$ democratic$way’.$ In! this!way,! the! ideals! that!
regulate!the!civil! sphere!give!rise! to!a! ‘criterion$of$ justice’$ (ibid.,!33).!The! ideal!civil! sphere!
then,! understood! as! the! sphere! of! justice! where! the! moral! principle! of! solidarity! binds!
members! of! society! together! and! promises! to! guide! their! interaction! in! relation! to! a!
standard! of! universal! inclusion,! can! be! said! to! correspond! to! the! democratic! ideal! of!
associational! selfFgovernance!where! those! affected! by! decision! are! also! able! to! influence!
them.! A! criterion! of! (universal)! inclusion! can! thus! be! seen! as! central! to! the! normative!
promise!of!the!civil!sphere.!!
!
In! this! way,! the! normative! core! of! the! civil! sphere! is! organised! around! a! justificatory!
rationale! or! ‘criterion$ of$ justice’$ (Alexander,! 2006:! 33)! that! can! be! used! to! evaluate! real!
societal!contexts!with!regard!to!the!extent!to!which!the!exercise!of!power!on!the!civil!sphere!
is!undertaken!in!accordance!with!the!civil!ideals!that!represent!the!solidarising!character!of!
any! particular! civil! sphere.! Essentially,! the! civil! ideal! of! solidarising! and! universalising!
inclusion!aspires!to!ensure!that!power!is!exercised!in!a!way!that!is!acceptable!to!the!citizens!
in!the!civil!sphere.!This!means!that!the!exercise!of!power!can!only!be!justified!insofar!as!the!
civil! ideal! of! universalising! inclusion! is! upheld! and! power! is! exercised!with! respect! to! the!
associative! and! communicative! inclusion! of! all! citizens.! Essentially,! the! civil! ideal! of!
solidarising!and!universalising!inclusion!therefore!aspires!to!ensure!that!power!is!exercised!
in!a!way! that! is! acceptable! to! the! citizens! in! the! civil! sphere.! This! justificatory! rationale! is!
referred! to! here! as! the! principle! of! justification! and! it! should! be! understood! as! the!
application! of! a! criterion! of! legitimate! democratic! selfFgovernance! used! to! evaluate! the!
extent!to!which!the!domination!of!the!civil!sphere!by!antiFcivil!forces!is!acceptable!or!not.!If!
power! on! the! other! hand! is! exercised! in! disregard! of! the! principle! of! justification! it! is!
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The! ideals! that! regulate! the! civil! sphere,! as! the! sphere! of! universalising! justice,! can! be!
contrasted!with!the!moral!structures!of!the!nonFcivil!spheres,!including!‘those$that$regulate$
the$world$of$economic$cooperation$and$competition,$the$affectual$and$intimate$relations$of$
family$ life,$ and$ the$ transcendental$ and$ abstract$ symbolism$ that$ form$ the$ media$ of$
intellectual$ and$ religious$ interaction$ and$ exchange’$ (ibid.).$ Each! nonFcivil! sphere! thus!
operates!according!to!its!own!logic:!‘The$goal$of$the$economic$sphere$is$wealth,$not$justice$in$
the$ civil$ sense;$ it$ is$ organized$ around$ efficiency,$ not$ solidarity,$ and$ depends$ more$ upon$
hierarchy$ than$ equality$ to$ meet$ its$ goals.$ Polities$ produce$ power,$ not$ reciprocity;$ they$
depend$upon$authority,$not$independence;$they$demand$loyalty,$not$criticism;$and$they$seek$
to$exercise$coercive$ if$ legitimate$ forms$of$ social$ control’$ (ibid.,!203).$This!means! that!what!
differentiates!the!civil!sphere!and!its!institutions!from!the!nonFcivil!spheres!is!that!they!have!
different!aims!and!goals! that!determine!how!they! function!and!why! they! function!as! they!
do.! As! a! consequence,! the! potentially! nonFsolidarising! ambitions! of! the! nonFcivil! spheres!












aims!of!more! just!and!equitable!practices.!NonFcivil! influence!upon! the!civil! sphere! is!also!
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not! by! definition! antiFcivil! (or! illegitimate)! as! both! the! state! and! economy! produces! the!
bureaucracy,!coordination!and!resources!necessary!for!civil!life!to!function.!Influence!by!the!








this!example! law!as!a! civil! institution!concerned!with! solidarising!aims!of! justice!while! the!
state! is! a! tool! for! governance,! coordination! and! administration! (the! exercise! of! coercive!
power!that!can!be!both!legitimate!and!illegitimate).!Importantly!in!this!context!the!law!itself!




not!mean!that! journalism!as!practiced! in!the!real!world! is!entirely! independent!of!political!
and! economic! influence.! Indeed,! market! concerns! are! central! to! modern! day! journalistic!
production! and! questions! whether! increasing! commercialisation,! emphasis! on! sales! and!
advertising! has! turned! journalism! into! a! commodity! or! not! are! indeed! subject! to! ongoing!
debate! (see! Section! 4.2! for! further! discussion! on! this).! Nevertheless,! the! respective!
normative!goal!of! the!civil! institution!of! journalism!and!the!nonFcivil! sphere!of! the!market!
are!distinct!with!the!normative!essence!of!journalism!(in!its!ideal!form)!embodies!civil!ideals!
as! explained! whereas! the! market! is! guided! by! principles! of! profit! maximisation! and! the!
(unregulated)!generation!of!wealth.!!
!
According! to!Alexander! (2006),! combating! antiFcivil! forces! is! the! differentiating! normative!
core! of! the! civil! sphere!which! has! already! been! explained! as! itself! being! instantiated! and!
made! real! by! two! central! institutional! complexes,! including! communicative! and! regulative!














opinion! and! associations! belong! to! the! communicative! actors! that! ‘reflect$ and$ diffuse$ the$
stances$and$passions$of$the$most$generalized$and$abstract$solidarity’$(ibid.).$The!regulative!
and! representational! organs! such! as! elections,! office! and! the! law! not! only! have! a!
communicatively! persuasive! force,! but! also! an! instrumentalising! capacity! since! they! ‘can$
draw$ upon$ coercion$ and$ even$ control$ the$ bureaucratic$ state’$ (Alexander,! 2006:! 6).$ By!
institutionalising! influence,! or! civil! power,! over! state! power,! the! regulative! institutions! of!
society! allow! for! the! civil!mediation! of! government! control! (ibid.,! 109F110).! Thus:! ‘To$ the$




In!addition! to! the! institutional! instantiation!of! the!civil! sphere!and!the!moral!alignment!of!
those! institutions!with!the!normative!civil! ideal,! the!cultural!structure!of!the!civil!sphere! is!
also!oriented!by!the!ideal!of!universalising!solidarity.!Understood!as! ‘a$realm$of$structured,$
socially$established$consciousness,$a$network$of$understandings$creating$structures$of$feeling$
that$ permeate$ social$ life$ and$ run$ just$ below$ the$ surface$ of$ strategic$ institutions$ and$ selfA
conscious$ elites’$ (Alexander,! 2006:! 54),! this! cultural! dimension! is! symbolically! articulated!
through!the!discourse!of!civil!society.!Alexander!understands!the!discourse!of!civil!society!as!




civil! sphere! through! a! set! of! symbolic! cultural! codes! that! construct! and! reconstruct! ‘the$
meanings$of$all$ actors,$ social$ relationships,$and$ institutions$across$ the$vast$ range$of$ social$
experience’$(Kivisto!&!Scriortino,!2015:!12).$Such!discourse!is!not!itself!ideal!but!is!‘in!reality’!
empirically!contextualised!by!the!messy!nature!of!real!civil!societies!and!for!Alexander!it! is!












of! the!social! spheres,! including! the!civil! sphere,!by!understanding! it!as!a! system!of!checks!
and! balances! within! which! civil! society! exposes! the! other! spheres! of! society! to! public!
scrutiny! and! influence! for! the! purpose! of! serving! democratic! selfFgovernance.! It! will!
consequently!be!shown!how!this!perceived!infrastructure!facilitates!the!evaluation!of!risk!to!
journalism! by! allowing! for! the! examination! of! the! interF! and! intraFsphere! relationships!
between! and! within! the! civil! and! nonFcivil! spheres.! This! will! thus! address! the! previously!
mentioned! concern! that! journalism,! its! societal! function! and! opportunities! for! it! to! be!
undertaken!without! restriction!must!be!understood! in! relation! to! the!other! institutions!of!
society.!!
!





establish$necessary$degrees$of$ control$over$a$ variety$of$ environments,$protect$and$nurture$
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key$human$values,$and,$ through$ their$ sheer$ variety,$make$pluralism$and$ freedom$possible’!
(Kivisto! &! Sciortino,! 2015:! 22).$ As! explained! by! Young! ‘[s]tate$ institutions$ have$ unique$
capacities$ for$ coAordination,$ regulation,$ and$ administration$ that$ a$ wellAfunctioning$
democracy$ cannot$ do$ without’$ (2000:! 156).! State! functions! are! backed! by! ‘coercion,$
legislatively$ mandated$ coAordination$ and$ public$ services,$ along$ with$ the$ managerial$ and$
technical$apparatus$necessary$to$carry$out$these$functions$effectively’$(ibid.,!158).!The!nonF
civil! sphere!of! the!market,!or! capitalist!economy! then,! ‘is,$an$economy$ in$which$at$ least$a$
large$ part$ of$ the$ society’s$ goods$ and$ services$ are$ supplied$ by$ private$ enterprise$ operating$
through$markets’$(ibid.).$$
$
Despite! the! fact! that! the! relationship! between! the! civil! sphere! and! the! state! can! be!




Consequently,!where! ‘formal$democracy$ tends$ to$ reinforce$social$and$economic$ inequality’!
(Young,!2000:!155)!the!role!of!the!civil!sphere!when!it!comes!to!facilitating!associative!and!
communicative!activity!including!‘promoting$inclusion,$expression,$and$critique’$(ibid.,!156)$is!





These! institutional! relationships!between!the!civil! sphere!and! the!nonFcivil! spheres!can!be!
characterised!as!constituting!a!system!of!checks!and!balances!within!which!the!civil!sphere!
exposes! the! other! spheres! of! society! to! public! scrutiny! and! influence! for! the! purpose! of!
serving!democratic!selfFgovernance.!Or!in!Alexander’s!words,!the!civil!sphere!can!be!said!to!
constitute!the!‘foundation$of$social$criticism’$(2006:!549).$In!this!way,!democracy!becomes!a!
‘political$ system$and$way$of$ life$ in$which$ civil$ society$and$government$ (…)$ function$as$ two$
necessary$ moments,$ separate$ but$ contiguous,$ distinct$ but$ interdependent,$ internal$




publicly$ monitoring$ the$ exercise$ of$ power$ by$ citizens$ within$ polities$ marked$ by$ the$
institutionally$ distinct$ –$ but$ always$ mediated$ –$ realms$ of$ civil$ society$ and$ government$
institutions’$(ibid.).!In!fact,!this!ability!of!the!civil!sphere!as!an!associative!and!communicative!
sphere! to! form! a! connection! with! the! nonFcivil! sphere! of! government! is! thus! one! of! its!
central!democratising!functions.!
!
However! this! function!of! the!civil! sphere! to!carry!out!public!monitoring!mediated!through!
the! solidary! ideal!of!a!universalising!community! for! the!purpose!of!enabling! inclusive! selfF







features! of! the! social! order! aimed! at! legitimate! and! associational! selfFgovernance,! the!
integrity!of!the!respective!social!sphere!is!also!critical.!!As!pointed!out!by!Walzer,!civil!society!
is! ‘[t]he$ sphere$ of$ unAcoerced$ human$ association$ between$ the$ individual$ and$ the$ state,$ in$
which$people$undertake$collective$action$for$normative$and$substantive$purposes,$relatively$
independent$of$government$and$the$market’$(1998:!123F124).!This!highlights!that!civil!society!









External! forms!of! influence! (interFsphere!contestation)! indicate!how!nonFcivil! spheres!may!
intrude!into!the!civil!sphere!and!cause!civil!diminishment.!Alexander!explains!that!each!nonF
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civil! sphere!creates! its!own!specific! types!of! inequalities!and!patterns!of!domination.!Such!
inequalities!can!result!in!the!privileged!accumulation!of!goods,!such!as!economic!wealth,!in!
the!nonFcivil!spheres!which!can!ultimately!also!be!‘used$to$achieve$power$and$recognition$in$
civil$ society,$ to$ gain$ access$ to$ its$ discourse$ and$ control$ over$ its$ institutions,$ and$ to$ reA
represent$the$elites$of$other$spheres$as$ideal$participants$in$the$interactive$processes$of$civil$
life’$ (Alexander,!2006:!205).$ In! this!way,! the! sectoral! and!particularistic! goods!and!powers!
produced!by!the!nonFcivil!spheres!pave!the!way!for!conflict!and!fragmentation!as!they!often!
challenge!and!threaten!the!civil!sphere!by!undermining!its!universalising!solidarity!logic!and!
consequently! its! independence! (ibid.,! 404F405).! In! fact,! the!nonFcivil! spheres! ‘support$ and$
enrich$different,$competing$and$contradictory,$definitions$of$social$memberships’$than!does!
the! civil! sphere.! The! mere! existence! of! a$ ‘plurality$ of$ (…)$ social$ spheres,$ in$ other$ words,$
implies$ the$ existence$of$ structural$ limits$ to$ the$ level$ of$ universalistic$ solidarity$ that$ can$be$
implemented,$enforced$or$enacted.$The$possibility$of$other$spheres$“intruding”$into$the$civil$
sphere$ is$ a$ clear$ and$ present$ reality’$ (Kivisto! &! Sciortino,! 2015:! 22).! As! pointed! out! by!




nonFcivil! spheres! have! ‘fundamentally$ undermined$ civil$ society$ in$ different$ times$ and$
different$ ways’$ (Alexander,! 2006:! 208),! Alexander! explains! that:! various! religious! groups!
have!over! time!and! in!different! societal! contexts!been! cast! as!uncivil! and!prevented! from!
participating! in! civil! life;! patriarchal! power! structures! have! furthermore! resulted! in! the!
subordination! of! women! in! the! civil! sphere;! government! secrecy! and! manipulation! have!
prevented! citizens! from! being! informed! about! issues! of! public! concern;! and! ‘racial$ and$
ethnic$ structures$ of$ primordial$ communities$ have$ distorted$ civil$ society$ in$ terrible$ ways’$
(ibid.).!!While!being!conceived!of!as!‘supplying$the$civil$sphere$with$resources$and$capacities$
that$ promote$ independence,$ selfAcontrol,$ rationality,$ equality,$ selfArealization,$ cooperation,$
and$ trust’$ (ibid.,! 206),! the! economic! sphere! also! obstructs! the! project! of! achieving! civil!
justice!for!instance!by!introducing!‘economic$inequalities,$class$division,$housing$differentials,$
dual$ labour$ markets,$ poverty$ and$ unemployment’$ (ibid.,! 207).$ For! Alexander,! ‘such$ facts$
become$ social$ problems$ (…)$ when$ they$ are$ viewed$ as$ destructive$ intrusions$ into$ the$ civil$
realm,$ as$ economic$ criteria$ interfering$ with$ civil$ ones’$ (ibid.).! When! the! inequalities!
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characteristic!of!the!economic!sphere!do!interfere!with!the!civil!sphere!they!tend!to!‘narrow$
and$ polarize$ civil$ society’! and! ‘the$material$ asymmetry$ inherent$ in$ economic$ life$ becomes$
translated$ into$ projections$ about$ civil$ competence$ and$ incompetence’$ (ibid.).!Members! of!
civil! society! that! are! financially! disadvantaged! or! poor!may! not! be! able! to! ‘communicate$
effectively$within$the$civil$sphere,$to$receive$full$respect$from$its$regulative$institutions,$and$
to$interact$with$other,$more$economically$advantaged$people$in$a$fully$civil$way’$(ibid.).!Such!
forms! of! associational! exclusion! can! thus! be! seen! as! diminishing! the! civil! ideal! of!
universalising! solidarity! as! a! foundation! for! democratic! selfFdetermination.! To! the! extent!
that! the! civil! sphere! maintains! its! integrity! however,! civil! society! can! ensure! that!
‘economically$ underprivileged$ actors$ can$ be$ seen$ as$ having$ dual$ memberships’! and! as!







to$ demand$ certain$ kinds$ of$ reforms,$ and$ to$monitor$ them$ through$ regulation’$ (Alexander,!
2006:!34).!In!this!way,!‘the$forces$and$institutions$of$civil$society$have$often$initiated$repairs$
that$aim$to$mend$the$social$fabric’$(ibid.).$Referencing!‘the$universalizing$solidarity$that$civil$
society$ implies’! subordinated! groups$ ‘broadcast$ appeals$ through$ the$ communicative$





The! boundary! relationship! between! the! civil! and! nonFcivil! spheres! is! thus! relational! and!
mutually! influential,!and!just!as!the!civil!sphere!can!be!influenced!by!the!nonFcivil!spheres,!
the!civil!sphere!influences!the!nonFcivil!spheres!in!turn.!According!to!Alexander,!these!interF
sphere! relationships! can! be! defined! using! the! three! ideal! types! of:! ‘facilitating$ input,$
destructive$ intrusion,$ and$ civil$ repair’$ (2006:! 205).! For! the! purpose! of! understanding! civil!
diminishment! the! interFsphere! boundary! negotiations! that! lead! to! various! forms! of!
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As! previously! explained,! real! civil! societies! cannot! be! understood! only! in! terms! of! a!
normative! solidary! ideal! and!as!an! idealised! ‘universalistic$and$abstract$ space’$ (Alexander,!
2006:! 196).! Indeed,! an! instantiation! of! the! civil! sphere! in! real! time! and! place! inevitably!
‘reduces$the$ideal$of$equal$and$free$participation’$(ibid.,!195).$The!fact!that!real!civil!societies!
are!fragmented!and!embody!compromise!as!claims!for!inclusion!are!negotiated!is!not!only!a!
consequence! of! outside! pressures! from! nonFcivil! spheres! but! also! linked! to! the! inner!




influentials$ who$ exercise$ persuasion$ through$ civil$ associations,$ and$ the$ “movement$
intellectuals”$who$ lead$ social$movements’$ (ibid.,! 54).! This! points! to! the! fact! that! the! civil!
sphere!is!affected!by!internal!inequalities!that!may!harm!the!ideal!of!democratic!inclusivity.!
In!addition! to! identifying!external! factors!of! civil!diminishment! it! is! thus!also! important! to!
examine!how!civil!society!itself!can!generate!forms!of!exclusion!and!injustice!in!contradiction!
to!its!normative!solidary!ideal.!This!was!discussed!in!Section!3.2.1!where!it!was!pointed!out!
that! the! ideal! of! universalising! inclusivity! exists! alongside! deepFseated! forms! of! exclusion!




place! and! time! creates! ‘essentializing$ restrictions$ on$ universalism’$ (Alexander,! 2006:! 196)$
that!cause!the!internal!fragmentation!of!the!civil!sphere.!Such!‘$[i]nternal$stratifications$arise$
from$ the$ “territorialisation”$ of$ space$ and$ from$ the$ nationalist$ “mythologization”$ of$ time’!
(Honneth,!2015:!92,!referring!to!Alexander!(2006:!196F202)).!To!take!these!two!in!turn,!the!
realisation!of!civil!society!within!an!actual!territorial!space,!be!it!within!national,!regional!or!




by!nonFmembers! (citizens!vs.! foreigners/nonFcitizens).!The! temporal!dimension!of! the!civil!
sphere! then!highlights! the! fact! that! ‘every$ civil$ society$has$actually$been$ founded$by$ some$
particular$persons$at$a$particular$historical$time’$(Alexander,!2006:!199).!This!particular!time!
in! history! then! becomes! essentialized! and! ‘the$ origins$ of$ the$ community$ are$ treated$ as$ a$
sacred$time’$(ibid.)$when!civil!society!existed!as!a!pure!category!and!its!founders!embodied!
the! ideal!of! civility.! In! this!way!Alexander!argues! that! temporality! ‘creates$a$ time$order$of$
civility,$ a$ rank$ order$ of$ categorical$ qualities$ that$ become$ the$ basis$ for$ claims$ of$ privilege$
within$civil$society$itself’$(ibid.,!200).!!
!






For! the! purpose! of! understanding! civil! diminishment! it! can! therefore! be! pointed! out! that!
whereas!external!interference!with!the!civil!sphere!exercised!by!the!nonFcivil!spheres!can!be!
understood! in! terms! of! causing! functional! fragmentation! of! the! civil! sphere,! Alexander!
argues! that! the! temporal! and! geographical! dimensions! expose! civil! society! to! forms! of!
internal!fragmentation!(Alexander,!2006:!197).!In!fact,!the!influence!of!these!three!sources!
of! stratification! on! the! civil! sphere! (functional,! temporal! and! geographical)! arguably!
coincides!and!can!be!said!to!influence!the!ideal!of!universal!associational!inclusion!in!various!
types! of! combinations:$ ‘Polluting$ temporalities$ and$ geographies$ cannot$ fail$ to$ become$
articulated$with$ the$ potentially$ uncivil$ inequalities$ generated$ by$ function.$ The$ institutional$
effects$ of$ functional$ processes$ become$ intertwined$ with$ primordial$ questions$ about$ the$






In! conclusion,! the! ideal! of! the! universalising! community! of! the! civil! sphere! is! thus! always!
diminished! to! some! extent! due! to! the! constant! boundary! negotiations!with! and! incursive!
attempts!from!the!nonFcivil!spheres!or!due!to!the!internal!functioning!of!the!civil!sphere!that!
gives!rise!to!discourses!of! repression!and!exclusion.$The! institutions!of! the!civil! sphere!are!
able! to! resist! such! diminishment! however! to! the! extent! to!which! the! civil! sphere! has! the!
potential! to! regulate!and!mediate! the!ongoing!boundary!negotiations!within!and!between!
the!civil!and!nonFcivil!spheres!in!ways!that!support!civil! ideals!over!expressions!of!antiFcivil!
power.! These! attempts! of! civil! regulation! are! undertaken! by! referencing! the! principle! of!
justification! which! as! outlined! above! establishes! a! normative! criterion! of! universal!
communicative!and!associative!inclusion!expressed!as!a!form!of!(legitimate)!democratic!selfF
governance.!This!criterion!can!thus!be!used!to!evaluate!the!extent!to!which!the!domination!
of! the! civil! sphere! by! antiFcivil! forces! is! acceptable! or! not.! Importantly,! the! principle! of!
















concerns! reporting! on! solidarising! civil! ideals! and! forces! which! have! an! expansive! and!
inclusive!sense!of!identity,!civil!conceptions!of!legitimacy!and!an!understanding!of!risk!that!
contribute!to!the!boundaries! ‘we’!place!around!the!civil!sphere! itself! (Harrison,!2019).!The!
civil!role!of!journalism!and!its!proximity!to!the!civil!ideal!of!journalism!is!entirely!conditional!
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confront$ the$ situations$ that$ contemporary$ news$ media$ organisations$ find$ themselves$
operating$ in$ and$ their$ attendant$ constraints.$ Nor$ does$ it$ hang$ over$ the$modern$world$ as$
some$spectral$presence.$Rather$it$is$the$case$that$both$journalists$and$audiences$navigate$a$
relationship$between$news$as$an$ ideal$and$ its$grounded$ reality.$The$civil$ ideal$of$ the$news$
remains$as$a$promise$of$ the$news’s$ contribution$ to$ civil$ life$ and$ liberal$ democratic$ culture$
and,$as$such,$is$an$important$part$of$both$journalists’$and$audiences’$imaginaries.$The$plain$
fact$ is$ that$ the$civil$ ideal$of$news$and$ the$grounded$ reality$of$news$coexist$and$constantly$
engage$each$other$in$different$ways,$in$different$conditions$and$under$diverse$circumstances$
both$ positively$ and$ negatively’$ (2019:! Chapter! 3,! 1).! Harrison! points! the! way! to!
understanding! that! the!diminishment!of! journalism! takes!place!when! it! is! prevented! from!
performing!its!‘civilising!functions’!or!is!detached!from!what!she!refers!to!as!the!civil!ideal!of!
journalism! as! ‘trustworthy! and! liberal,’8! or! as! Alexander! would! say! is! detached! from! the!
normative!core!and!institutional!infrastructure!of!the!civil!sphere!itself.!!
!
The! question! now! is! what! occasions! journalism! to! turn! away! from! its! civil! ideal?! And! to!
answer!this!question!requires!that!the!argument!turns!toward!understanding!risk!to!the!civil!
ideal!of!journalism!and!how!that!affects!its!civil!role.!In!other!words,!the!consequence!of!the!






form! of)! a! loss! of! communicative! and! associative! freedoms! that! are! essential! to! the! civil!
ideal! of! universal! inclusion.! Doing! so! requires! the! examination! of! risk! to! journalism! as! an!
indicator!of!civil!diminishment!more!broadly.!As!will!be!argued,!the!proposition!that!risk!to!
journalism!can!be!used!as!an! indicator!of! civil! diminishment! is! anchored! in! the!normative!




Just! as! the! autonomy! of! the! civil! sphere! from! nonFcivil! spheres! is! a! prerequisite! for! civil!
justice!and!democratic!life,!so!is!the!integrity!and!interpretative!independence!of!the!media!
a!necessary!condition,!argues!Alexander:!‘Situated$between$hierarchical$powers$and$citizenA
audiences,$ journalism$ can$ speak$ truth$ to$ power.$ Supplying$ cultural$ codes$ and$ narrative$
frameworks$ that$ make$ contingent$ events$ meaningful,$ news$ reports$ create$ a$ mediated$




to! maintain! a! certain! level! of! autonomy! in! relation! to! the! state! and! the! market,! this!
independence!is!always!vulnerable!and!at!risk:!‘Journalistic$boundaries$are$often$fraught$and$
always$permeable.$The$interpretive$independence$of$journalism$is$never$assured.$An$ongoing$
accomplishment,$ partial$ and$ incomplete,$ the$ profession$ and$ its$ social$ supporters$ must$
engage$in$continuous$struggle$for$it$to$be$sustained’$(Alexander,!2016:!11).!Noting!that!it!is!
hardly!surprising!that!authoritarian!regimes!often!do!their!best!to!prevent!the!interpretative!


















260).! According! to! Schudson! this! notion! of! journalism! as! standing! outside! spheres! of!
concentrated!power,!including!political,!economic,!cultural!or!national!interests,!is!facilitated!
by!what!he!refers!to!as!the! ‘unlovable$features$of$news’$(2008:!51).! In!fact,!he!argues,! ‘the$
cynicism$of$journalists$with$respect$to$politics$and$politicians;$and$the$alienation$of$journalists$
from$ the$ communities$ they$ cover$ make$ the$ media$ hard$ for$ people$ to$ love$ but$ hard$ for$
democracies$ to$do$without’$ (ibid.).$Such! features! then$are!key! to! journalism:!as!a!mode!of!
being! alone,! as! a! condition! for! truth! telling! according! to! Schudson,! and! these! are! thus$




is! commonly! addressed! in! relation! to! the! political! and! economic! ideology! of! journalism.!
Alexander! points! out! that! social! scientists! have! argued! that! journalism,! cannot! in! fact,!
remain! independent! from! the!market!and!economic! claims:! ’(t)he$argument$over$whether$
news$media$first$emerged$from$the$bourgeois$sphere,$from$private$economic$life,$during$the$
early$days$of$capitalist$ society$ is$ controversial$and$ important$precisely$because$ it$ calls$ into$
question$the$very$capacity$of$such$communicative$media$to$create$tension$between$civil$and$
noncivil$ spheres’$ (Alexander,! 2006:! 82).! If! media! can! only! function! as! a! commodity!
‘particularly$ inside$ the$ advertisingAsaturated$ milieu$ that$ marks$ television$ and$ print$ news$
today’$ (ibid.)! this! targets! at! the! very! idea! of! news! as! factual.! Habermas! expressed! this!
viewpoint! when! arguing! that! with! industrialisation! and! population! growth! drastically!
affecting!European!and!North!American!societies!from!the!midF!1800s,!‘The$disintegration$of$
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the$ electorate$ as$ a$ public$ becomes$manifest$with$ the$ realization$ that$ press$ and$ radio$ (...)!
have$practically$no$effect;$within$the$framework$of$the$manufactured$public$sphere$the$mass$




of! the!media! to!Habermas’! normative! ideal! of! democracy! becomes! clear! considering! that!
‘(e)ven$as$voting$and$other$political$rights$were$extended$to$previous$disenfranchised$groups,$
expanding$participation$in$public$life,$political$debate$in$a$commercialized$public$sphere$lost$
its$ independent$ critical$ edge$ and$ became$ more$ sensationalized$ and$ trivialized’$ (Benson,!
2009:!177).!
!
Alexander! however,! argues! that! journalism! did! not! emerge!merely! to! promote! economic!
claims,! but! also! political,! religious! and! ethnic! ones:! ‘as$ early$ modern$ societies$ began$ to$
cohere$ in$wider$ and$more$ inclusive$ communities,$moreover,$ public$ declarations$ about$ the$
factual$ nature$of$ social$ life$ did,$ in$ fact,$ come$ to$have$much$greater$ effect.$As$ diverse$and$
competing$ publics$ A$ plebian,$ Catholic,$ Protestant,$ Jewish,$ immigrant,$ black,$ socialist,$ and$
conservative$ A$ formed$ to$ contest$particularistic$and$ restrictive$ forms$of$ social$ control,$ they$
created$more$independent$news$media$in$turn’$(Alexander,!2006:!82).!Rather!than!restricting!
the! civil! and! solidarising! function! of! the! media! Alexander! argues! that! the! bourgeois!
commercialisation! in! fact! worked! to! encourage! it.! As! news! media! began! to! sustain!
themselves! financially! through! sales! they! could! also! be! more! independent! visFàFvis!
particularistic! publics:! ‘Such$ financially$ independent$ media$ allowed$ the$ members$ of$ civil$
society,$who$were$also$members$of$ these$particular$groups,$ to$participate$vicariously$ in$an$
anonymous$ civil$ collectivity$ and,$ at$ the$ same$ time,$ to$ articulate$ their$ individual$ wills$ as$
consumers’$ (ibid.,! 83).$ Importantly,! these! processes! allowed! journalism!within! democratic!
societies! (with! an! independent! civil! sphere)! to! engage! with! the! audience! understood! as!
society!at!large!rather!than!particular!interests!within!it.!Indeed,!without!the!introduction!of!
market!sales!and!advertising,!news!media!‘would$have$had$to$continue$to$depend$on$private$
individual$ wealth$ or$ on$ the$ financial$ resources$ of$ such$ particularistic$ noncivil$ spheres$ as$




(ibid.).$ Alexander! thus! sees! the! process! of! media! differentiation! and! emergence! of!
professionalised! occupational! ethics! occurring! in! parallel! with! the! establishment! of!
commercial!markets! for! the!news.! To! the! extent! that! impersonal!markets! for! information!
deter! the! domination! of! particularistic! interests! and! professional! journalistic! autonomy!
exists,! journalism! can! ‘focus$ simply$ on$ “what$ is$ real$ and$ accurate”$ and$ “what$ will$ seem$
believable$and$dramatic”’$while!becoming!‘more$truly$media$of$persuasion$and$less$masked$
instruments$for$hegemony$and$domination’$(ibid.).$This!ultimately!means!that!$‘fewer$groups$
and$ categories$ of$ person$ are$ polluted$ by$ the$ categories$ that$ justify$ exclusion$ from$ civil$
society’$(ibid.).$Considering!the!fact!that!dichotomous!evaluations!characterise!civil!society,!
particularistic! viewpoints! continue! to! influence! journalism! even! in! civil! contexts:! ‘[e]ven$
when$media$take$society$as$their$reference,$their$understandings$of$it$are$subtly$fused$with$
particularistic$ ideas$and$ influenced$by$pressures$ from$other$spheres.$Political$parties,$social$
classes,$economic$exigencies,$religious$faith,$ethnic$and$racial$animosities,$gender$and$sexual$
groupings—these$and$other$ fissures$continue$to$segment$even$the$most$differentiated$civil$
societies’$ (ibid.,! 84).! As! a! consequence! of! this! fragmentation! journalism! is! thus! always!




the! role! of! commercialisation! and! economic! pressures! in! relation! to! the! independence! of!
journalism!illustrates!the!need!to!establish!a!sociological!framework!that!can!systematically!





pushed! back! against! ‘what$ they$ see$ as$ the$ profane$ logic$ of$market$ and$ technology’!while!
‘refusing$ to$ subordinate$ their$ sacred$ professional$ ethics$ and$ idealistic$ civic$ morals’$
(Alexander,!2016:!20).!While!acknowledging!the!destructive! force!of! this!upheaval!and!the!
need! for! the! reconstruction! of! news! production! under! these! circumstances,! Alexander!
disagrees!with!what! he! describes! as! a! ‘fatalistic$ picture$ of$ journalism’s$ displacement’$ in! a!
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digitised!world$where!news!is!no!longer!collected!and!delivered!in!the!traditional!sense!but!
rather! ‘assembled,$ shared,$ and$ to$ an$ increasing$ degree,$ even$ gathered$ by$ a$ sophisticated$
readership’$(ibid.,!16).$According!to!Alexander,!this!simplistic!reasoning!originates!from!the!
theoretical! supposition! that! journalism! is! a! mere! transmitting! technology! that! can!
straightforwardly! be! pushed! aside! by! ‘the$ superAefficient,$ high$ speed,$ userAfriendly$
informationAprocessing$capacities$of$the$Internet$Age’$which!render!‘traditional$methods$of$







agency,$ the$ resourcefulness$ that$ allows$ journalists$ and$ supportive$ communities$ and$






the! journalistic! profession! itself! but! also! by! outside! spheres,! which! while! pressuring!
journalism! to! fundamentally! reconstruct! its! production! processes,! also! depend! on! the!
upholding! of! journalistic! civil! morals:! ‘Money$ making$ machines$ of$ Internet$ technology$ A$
whether$Google,$ Facebook,$Amazon,$or$ such$aggregating$engines$as$ the$Huffington$Post$ A$
are$ compelled$ to$ directly$ or$ indirectly$ support$ journalistic$ modes$ of$ news$ gathering$ and$
reporting.$ Otherwise,$ there$ would$ not$ be$ any$ news$ to$ sell,$ to$ aggregate,$ to$ advertise,$ to$
analyze$or$satirize’$(ibid.,!24).$$
The! above! example! illustrates! how! the! institution! of! journalism! can! be! said! to! resist! the!
forces!of!diminishment!and!their!expression!in!the!face!of!direct!risk!to!its!civil!role!while!at!
the!same!time!being!forced!to!negotiate!with!and!adapt!to,!influencing!outside!forces.!With!
regard! to! this! point! Alexander! sees! the! democratic! potential! of! journalism! as! emanating!
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from! the!autonomy!of! journalism!and! its! selfFimposed!and! selfFregulatory!normative! code!
(2006:!84).!!
Though!Benson!adds!that!‘autonomy$is$not$a$panacea$for$the$public$sphere’!(2009:!185)!since!
‘the$ record$ of$ even$ the$ most$ prominent$ journalists$ defending$ the$ ideals$ of$ pluralism$ and$
deliberation$is$mixed$at$best’$(ibid.).$Benson!raises!the!issue!that!the!shallow!and!simplistic!
reporting! that!can!be!said! to!characterise!much!of!present!day! journalism!may! in! fact!not!
serve!the!public!interest:!‘If$such$(…)$coverage$is$often$the$best$journalism$has$to$offer,$then$
clearly$greater$journalistic$autonomy$is$not$an$adequate$solution$to$the$problems$of$the$press$
and$ the$ public’$ (ibid.,! 186).! In! fact,! he! argues:! ‘(j)ust$ as$ financiers$ did$ not$ act$ in$ the$ best$
interests$ of$ the$ economy$when$ left$ by$ a$ deregulating$ state$ to$ their$ own$ devises$ in$ recent$
years,$journalists$as$well$as$other$public$sphere$actors$also$are$likely$to$need$incentives$and$
constraints$ that$ further$public$ interest$ends’$ (ibid.).! Such! incentives!and!constraints!argues!
Benson!come!from! ‘the$democratic$system$itself,$as$expressed$through$the$ lawmaking$and$
regulative$operations$of$ the$ state’$ (ibid.).! In! fact,! the!problem!according! to!Benson! is! that!
‘journalism$has$gained$too$much$autonomy$visAàAvis$the$state$–$that$ is,$the$state$acting$on$
behalf$ of$ various$ publics$ to$ defend$ and$ promote$ forms$ of$ journalism$ that$ are$ currently$
underproduced$ by$ market$ forces’$ (ibid.,! 188).! Therefore,! he! argues,! the! emphasis! on! the!
independence! of! the! institution! of! journalism! from! other! spheres,! and! in! particular! its!
differentiation! from! the! state,! is! a! problematic! indicator! or! guarantor! for! democratic!
outcomes! in! the!public! sphere.! Benson! further! highlights! the! importance!of! being! able! to!
examine!the!role!of!media!regulation!by!the!state!without!conceding!that!it!is!axiomatically!
‘necessary$detrimental$to$press$freedom’$(ibid.,!192).$Indeed,!the!many!ways!in!which!state!
interventions! have! proven! detrimental! and! restrictive! to! the! practice! of! free! and!
independent! journalism! are! countless! and! well! documented,! but! in! terms! of! providing!
evidence!for!the!potential!of! journalism!to!fulfil! its!civil!role,!an!analysis!of!how!regulatory!
intervention! facilitates! journalism’s! civil! role! is! a! necessary! complement! not! least! if! the!
purpose! of! such! analysis! is! to! improve! the! climate! for! free! and! independent! journalism.!
Various!types!of!systems!of!governance!must!also!be!taken! into!consideration,!democratic!
and! nonFdemocratic! alike! (in! the! latter! the! structures! and! institutions! of! civil! society! are!
absent!or!restricted).!!Whereas!for!Alexander!the!guarantee!of!democratic!outcomes!is!more!
likely!and!conditional!upon! journalism!being!able! to! fulfil! its! civil! role,!and! this!will!always!
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require! a! greater! degree! of! independence! from! the! influence! of! the! state! than! Benson!
would!acknowledge.!!
The!only!conclusion! from!this,! is! that!any!examination!of! journalism!as!an! indicator!of! the!
democratic!nature!of!the!civil!sphere!can!not!only!be!construed!by!looking!at!the!institution!
of! journalism! in! isolation! (the! degree! of! institutional! independence! of! journalism)! from!
surrounding! spheres! (intraFsphere)! but! must! necessarily! also! include! interFsphere!
relationships,! both! of! which! can! be! diminished! and! from!which! journalism! can! face! risks!
designed!to!limit!its!civil!role.!
However,!just!as!the!influence!of!the!economic!sphere!on!the!independence!of!journalism,!
understood! either! in! negative! terms,! as! contributing! to! mass! commercialisation! and!
defactualisation,! or! in! positive! terms,! as! enabling! its! independence! through! selfF
sustainability,! cannot! alone! explain! the! actual! contribution! of! journalism! to! civil! life! (civil!
role),!nor!can!a!sole!focus!on!the!interrelationship!between!journalism!and!the!state!provide!





Alexander’s! understanding! of! the! civil! sphere! and! the! conceptualisation! of! professional!
journalism!as!morally!oriented!towards!civil!discourse,!establishes!the!normative!possibility!
for! journalism! to!be! exercised! in! relation! to! and! sometimes! in! support! of! this! solidarising!
democratic!ideal.!However,!journalism!as!exercised!in!real!civil!societies!often!does!not!live!
up! to! this! ideal! and! indeed! has! both! civil! and! antiFcivil! expressions.! Of! key! importance!
therefore!will!be!to!facilitate!the!study!of!the!circumstances!under!which!journalism!can!be!
said!to!perform!its!civil!role!and!when!it!is!prevented!from!doing!so!(when!it!is!diminished).!!
Using! journalistic! risk! as! an! indicator!of! civil! diminishment!does!not!mean! that! journalism!
alone!can!produce!civil!and! just!civil! societies,!and! facilitate!processes!of!democratisation.!
Rather,!risk!to!journalism!is!used!here!as!a!means!to!examine!how!institutional!relationships!





societal! context! is! subject! to! constant! negotiation! and! renegotiation! between! the! various!
social! spheres! and! their! institution,! journalism! not! only! interprets! and! reports!
representations! of! forms! of! civil! and! antiFcivil! power,! it! also! facilitates! the! process! of!
subjecting!civil!and!antiFcivil!power!to!public!scrutiny!for!the!purpose!of!monitoring!whether!
the! legitimising! principle! of! justification! is! being! upheld.! Subsequently! restrictions! on! this!






civil! forces! seek! to! subvert! the! civil! role! of! journalism.! This! can! happen! across! an! entire!
range!of!different!settings!and!have!a!myriad!form!of!indications:!from!minor!changes!forced!
upon!journalists!themselves,!and!say!for!example!the!way!the!law!interprets!the!protection!
of! sources! through! to! killings! of! journalists! and! the! rewriting! of! constitutions.!
Correspondingly,! understanding! this! enables! us! to! understand! that! the! threat! of! civil!
diminishment!through!the!manifestation!of!risk!attached!to!the!performance!of!the!civil!role!
of!journalism!is!both!ubiquitous!and!perennial.!And!this!is!vitally!important!since!it!points!to!

















particularly! by! using! the! notion! of! civil! diminishment! to! conceptualise! and! provide! a!
framework! for! understanding! the! consequence! of! risk! to! journalism.! For! the! purpose! of!
doing! so! this! section!will! first! chart! a! set!of! two! conceptual! schemas! (Table!6! and!7)! that!
capture! a! generalised! understanding! and! framework! for! understanding! the! civil! ideal! of!
journalism!and!its!civil!diminishment.!!
!
Adopting! Alexander’s! binary! understanding! of! what! he! refers! to! civil! versus! antiFcivil!
‘motives,! relations! and! institutions’! (2006:! 53F59)! these! schemas! can! be! described! as!
understanding!civil! ideals!and!civil!diminishment!as!contrasting!each!other!and!standing! in!
opposition.!The!schemas!developed!her!will!thus!provide!a!summary!and!overview!of!a!set!
of! core! principles! that! can! be! used! to! capture! and! evidence! the! juxtaposition! of! ideal!
functions!of! the! civil! sphere!and! journalism!as! a! civil! institution,! as!well! as!what! is!meant!
conceptually! by! their! respective! diminishment.! A! third! schema! (Table! 8)! will! then! be!
sketched!for!the!purpose!of!contrasting!the!civil!ideal!and!its!diminishment.!
!
The! normative! ideals! are! illustrated! in! Table! 6! and! diminishment! in! Table! 7! below.! The!
intention!here! is!thus!to!establish!how!an!ideal!contrasts!with!a!diminished!version!of!civil!
society! and! journalism.! This! will! be! used! to! establish! how! civil! diminishment! can! be!





















































The! first! row! of! Table! 6! articulates! the! normative! core! of! civil! society! and! journalism! as!
universalising! solidary! inclusion.! This! provides! a! new! starting! point! for! understanding! the!
connection! between! civil! society,! understood! in! an! ideal! sense,! as! facilitating! democratic!
selfFdetermination! by! stimulating! associative! and! communicative! activity! guided! by! the!
principle!of! inclusion,!expression!and!critique! (Young,!2000:!156),!and! journalism!as!a!civil!
institution.! This! connection! between! the! civil! sphere! and! journalism! as! a! civil! institution!
then,!is!that!professional!journalism!is!intrinsically!oriented!towards!the!criterion!of!inclusion!
as! reflected! through! the!normative! ideal!of! the! civil! sphere! (see!Section!4.2).!Accordingly,!




journalism! with! a! normative! capacity! to! scrutinise! and! reveal! exclusionary! practices! and!




The! ideal! function! of! civil! society! is! therefore! associative! inclusion! which! is! facilitated! by!
journalism!through! its! inclination!to!publicize!representations!of!society!that!are!mediated!
and!negotiated!in!relation!to!the!inclusionary!ideals!of!the!discourse!of!civil!society!(see!‘Civil!
role’! Table! 6! second! row).! This! alignment! of! journalism! with! a! normative! criterion! of!
inclusion! is! also! expressed! through! the! fact! that! journalism! is! guided! by! professional!
integrity! and! standards! including! principles! of! transparency,! independence,! balance! and!
accuracy!(see!‘Civil!standing’!–!defined!as!above!in!the!following!way:!the!extent!to!which!it!
has! interpretative! independence!and!conducts! itself!with! integrity!through!its!capacity!and!
commitment! to! uphold! solidary! ideal! F! Table! 6,! third! row).! As! discussed! in! Chapter! 3,!
Alexander! views! these! principles! as! underwriting! the! democratic! culture! of! professional!
journalism! as! interlinked! with! the! democratic! ambitions! of! the! civil! sphere:! ‘these$
professional$ mandates$ not$ only$ create$ news$ but$ contribute$ to$ the$ moral$ discourse$ that$
makes$civil$solidarity$possible'$(Alexander,!2016:!17).$It!is!important!to!connect!this!civil!role!
of! journalism! with! the! idea! that! democratic! participation! is! not! only! about! electoral!
participation! but! importantly! also! involves! facilitating! various! forms! of! associational! selfF
organisation!in!civil!society,!upon!which!democratic!legitimacy!and!accountability!depends.!
The! roles! journalism!performs! then!are! guided!by!a! cultural! commitment! to! a! solidarising!





important! in! liberalFprocedural!conceptions!of!democracy.! It! is! the!case!however,! that!this!
narrower! view,!which! the! data! review! in! Chapter! 2! showed,! is! the! point! of! departure! for!
most! assessment! approaches! that! are! concerned! with! measuring! safety! threats! against!
journalists.! As! this! thesis! has! shown! journalism! facilitates! the! participatory! capabilities! of!
citizens! more! broadly,! and! crucially! contributes! towards! sustaining! and! enhancing! the!
deliberative! capacity! of! citizens.! It! is! in! doing! this! that! the! civil! role! of! journalism! most!
approximates! to! the! civil! ideal! of! journalism.! By! understanding! the!ways! in! and! extent! to!












By! identifying! a! set! of! general! criteria! for! when! civil! society! and! journalism! can! be!




Turning! to! the! conceptual! understanding! of! the! civil! diminishment! of! the! ideal! of! civil!


























































real! (actually! existing)! civil! society! or! example! of! journalistic! practice! can! be! described! as!
diminished!to!some!degree.!As!previously!discussed,!forms!of!exclusion!always!exist!within!
civil! society! and! possibilities! for! universal! association! are! restricted! by! institutional! and!
cultural! structures,! and! their! interaction! sets! boundaries! for! inclusion.! Universality! is!





exclusion! for! the!purpose!of!making! societies!more! inclusive,! it! is! the! case! that! there! are!
always! boundaries! placed! upon! such! claims! for! inclusion.! Chapter! 5! uses! the! analytical!





citizens! do! not! enjoy! rights! to! expression,! association! and! assembly.! Another! example! of!
forms!of!associational!exclusion!can!be!restrictions!on!political!participation!by!nonFcitizens!
who!might! not! be! allowed! to! vote.!When! it! comes! to! a! diminished! civil! standing! of! civil!










due! to! constant! boundary! negotiations! with! and! incursive! attempts! from! the! nonFcivil!
spheres,!or!due!to!the!internal!functioning!of!the!civil!sphere!that!gives!rise!to!discourses!of!
repression!and!exclusion.$To!the!extent! that! the! institutions!of! the!civil! sphere!are!able!to!
resist! such! diminishment! however,! depends! on!whether! civil! society! has! the! potential! to!
mediate! the! ongoing! boundary! negotiations! within! and! between! the! civil! and! nonFcivil!
spheres!by!referencing!the!principle!of! justification.!The!principle!of! justification,!to!repeat!
the!point,! is!the!application!of!a!criterion!of!legitimate!democratic!selfFgovernance!used!to!




ability! to! challenge! antiFcivil! intrusion! as! well! as! unjust! and! exclusionary! outcomes! and!
practices.!
!
Essentially,! the! civil! ideal!of! solidarising!and!universalising! inclusion!aspires! to!ensure! that!
power!is!exercised!in!a!way!that!is!acceptable!to!the!citizens!in!the!civil!sphere.!In!short,!the!
exercise!of!power!must!accord!with! the!principle!of! justification!and!one! form!of! scrutiny!
(ensuring! power! is! justified)! is! undertaken! by! journalism.! Here,! professional! journalism!
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provides! checks! and! balances! and! subjects! civil! and! nonFcivil! power! to! public!monitoring.!
Journalism! is! in! effect,! part! of! the! civil! sphere’s! basic! institutional! infrastructure! and!
facilitating! public! monitoring! forms! part! of! the! civil! role! of! professional! journalism.! Any!
restrictions! on! that! role! can! therefore! be! used! as! an! indicator! to! assess! how! fragile! and!
diminished! any! particular! civil! sphere! is.! Understanding! to! what! extent! the! principle! of!
justification! is! adhered! to! at! the! three! levels! of! analysis! indicates! how! certain! civil! and!
societal! circumstances! produce! various! types! of! risk! to! the! civil! role! of! journalism! and!
ultimately! the!diminishment!of! civil! society.! The!principle!of! justification! thus! reveals!how!
the! ideal!of! journalism! is!upheld!or!undermined.! It!makes! it!possible! to!discretely! identify!
categories!of!risk!to,!and!to!display!the!way!specific!types!of!risk,!undermine!the!civil!role!of!




the!extent!to!which!their!exercise!of!power! is! tempered!by!a!civil!criterion!of! justification.!
This!can!for!instance!be!done!by!examining!if!the!state!and!economy!allow!for!the!morally!




which! the! civil! ideal! is! sustained! and! the! corresponding! nature! and! features! of! the!
diminishment! of! the! civil! ideal! are! attributable! to! the! extent! to! which! the! principle! of!
justification! is! adhered! to.! This! is! illustrated! in! Table! 8! below! by! reFrepresenting! the!
multilevel!analytical!approach!developed!in!Chapter!2!to!show!how!the!civil!ideal!versus!its!
diminishment! should! be! understood! in! relation! to! the! principle! of! justification.! The! table!














































































































































































































































































Table! 8! shows! that! the! standing! of! the! civil! sphere! is! determined! in! the! contestation!
between!antiFcivil!forces!of!civil!domination!and!civil!ideals!as!captured!at!the!macro!level!of!
analysis! through! the! nonFcivil! spheres! of! the! state! and!market,! and! at! the!meso! level! of!
analysis!through!the!civil!institutions!of!law!and!journalism!and!the!attendant!micro!level!of!
analysis! of! the! individual! journalist.! This! is! the! neverFending! process! of! contestation! that!
constitutes!the!background!against!which!an!assessment!of!the!nature!of!and!how!extensive!
civil! diminishment! is! in! any! given! location.! Table! 8! is! descriptive! and! summarises! the!
problem!of!civil!diminishment!by!pointing!the!way!to!understanding!the!key!characteristics!
of!a!holistic! level!of!assessment!(for!example!of!a!specific!country)!and!the!need!for!a!risk!








of! the! extent! of! civil! diminishment! and! to! enable! crossFcountry! comparisons! will! require!








normative!civil! ideal!and! the!principle!of! justification! (the!bigger! the!gap),! the!greater! the!
risk! of! the! civil! standing! of! the! civil! sphere! and! journalism! being! diminished.! The! task! of!









3!As!described! in! the! Introduction! (endnotes!11!and!12)! such!other! forms!of!diminishment!could! for! include!
























9!See!Alexander! (2006:!Chapter!12! for!an!analysis!of!how!the!role!of! journalistic!autonomy!and! ‘professional$








The! aim! of! Chapter! 5! is! to! build! a! holistic! risk! profile! of! journalism! that! maps! risk! to!
journalism!and!indicates!civil!diminishment!by!combining!the!macro,!meso!and!micro!levels!
of! analysis.! What! the! risk! profile! does! is! to! provide! a! distinctly! ‘civil’! rationale! for!
understanding! risk! to! journalism!as! influencing! the! civil! standing!of! civil! life.! It! does! so!by!
framing!what!is!at!stake!when!journalism!is!attacked!as!harmful!to!civil!life!and!the!civil!ideal!













also,! how! such! risk! needs! to! be! understood! as! having! outcomes! in! terms! of! the!





Consequently,! the! risk! profile! provides! a! conceptual! pathway,! through! the! notion! of! civil!
diminishment,!that!makes!it!possible!to!map!a!given!societal!and!geographical!setting!when!
it! comes! to! the! manifestations! of! risk! to! journalism! and! the! surrounding! contextual!
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To! achieve! this,! Chapter! 5! amalgamates! the! empirical,! conceptual! and! theoretical! work!





knowledge! gaps! through! a! holistic! approach! based! on! the! macro,! meso! and! micro!
sociological!levels!of!analysis.!Chapters!3!and!4!then!detailed!the!necessary!conceptual!work!
to!understand! the! complexity!of! risk! to! journalism! through! the!dimension!of! risk! that!has!
been! described! as! being! interlinked!with! its!wider! societal! significance.! This!was! done! by!
using! Civil! Sphere! Theory! to! establish! first,! how! the! value! of! journalism! should! be!
understood! in! relation! to! its! civil! role! and! contribution! to!democratic! civil! life! (Chapter! 3)!
and!secondly,!that!civil!diminishment!is!best!understood!as!a!consequence!of!risk!to!the!civil!
role!of!journalism!but!also!more!widely!of!the!civil!sphere!(Chapter!4).!Together,!Chapters!1!
to! 4! have! equipped! the! thesis! with! the! components! necessary! to! develop,! from! the!
methodological! approach! introduced! in!Chapter!2,! a! journalism! risk!profile! for! the!holistic!
mapping! of! risk! to! journalism! and! the! assessment! of! civil! diminishment.! Building! this! risk!
profile!is!now!the!concern!of!this!chapter.!!
!
To! build! the! risk! profile,! Chapter! 5! begins! by! addressing! the! foundations! of! the! analytical!
framework,!or!risk!profile!(Section!5.1).!This!explains!how!the!risk!profile!will!capture!risk!to!
journalism! as! a! multidimensional! problem.! It! then! explains! how! the! three! levels! of!
sociological! analysis! (macro,! meso! and! micro),! as! the! foundation! of! the! methodological!
approach!developed! in!Chapter!2!and!as!reconfigured! in!Chapter!4,!will!be! integrated! into!
and!create!the!very!structure!of!the!risk!profile.!Section!5.2!focuses!on!the!building!of!the!
risk! profile! itself! as! a! means! to! indicate! civil! diminishment.! This! entails! revisiting! the!





of! civil! diminishment.! Section! 5.3! will! then! conclude! by! discussing! possibilities! for!





Before! turning! to! the! process! of! building! the! risk! profile! in! terms! of! specifying! what! is!
concretely! understood! as! risk! to! the! civil! role! of! journalism! as! an! indicator! of! civil!










Using! the! civil! ideal! and! its! normative! core! to! frame! the! risk! profile! means! that! the!






























providing! the! very! point! of! departure! for! the! holistic! analysis.! In! other! words,! civil!
diminishment!understood!as!a!consequence!of! risk! to! journalism!provides! the!overarching!













These!can!be!understood!as!manifestations!of! risk! to! the!civil! role!of! journalism!(Figure!1.!
(2))! or! detectable! expressions! of! risk! that! occur! in! a! given! societal! setting.! Such!
manifestations! essentially! describe! the! nature! of! risk! to! the! civil! role! of! journalism! and!
function! as! indicators! of! the! civil! diminishment! of! journalism! but! also! of! the! civil! sphere!
more! widely! (see! Figure! 1! (2)! ‘indicators! of! civil! diminishment’! which! indicate! the!
diminishment!of! the!civil! standing!of! journalism!(its!civil! role)!and!of! the!civil! sphere).!The!
reasoning!behind!using!risk!to!the!civil!role!of!journalism!to!indicate!civil!diminishment!was!
developed! in! Chapter! 4.! It! can! however! be! briefly! repeated! here! that! the! essential! role!





between! the! two! boxes! ‘risk! to! civil! role! of! journalism’! and! ‘occurrences! of! civil!
diminishment’.!The!intention!here!is!however!not!necessarily!to!determine!a!relationship!of!
directional!causality!but!rather!to!create!a!disaggregated!approach!through!the!risk!profile!
that!allows! for! the!examination!of! these!kinds!of! interrelationships.! In! fact,!understanding!
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the!circumstances!under!which!the!civil!sphere!and! intra!civil!sphere!relationship!between!











Turning! to! the! dimension! of! consequence! of! risk! (at! Figure! 1! (3))! this! is! captured!
conceptually! in! the! risk! profile.! In! fact,! the! understanding! of! civil! diminishment! as! a!
consequence! of! risk! to! journalism! is! the! key! conceptual! contribution! of! the! thesis.! This!
conceptual! rationale! is!what!gives! the! risk!profile!analytical!direction!and!determines!how!
causes! and! manifestations! of! risk! should! be! framed! and! subsequently! assessed.! This!
understanding! of! civil! diminishment! as! a! consequence! of! risk! to! journalism! is! also! what!
makes! it! possible! to! fulfil! the! holistic! requirement! to! comprehensively! understand! risk! to!
journalism! as! a! complex! and!multidimensional! problem.! To! arrive! at! a! disaggregated! and!
holistic! understanding! of! civil! diminishment,! including! its! nature! and! extent! it! is! however!
first!necessary!to!profile!the!causes!and!manifestations!of!risk!to!the!civil!role!of!journalism.!
Providing! a! roadmap! to! disaggregate! causes! and! manifestations! of! risk! within! societal!
contexts!is!ultimately!what!the!journalism!risk!profile!developed!in!this!chapter!does.!!
!
As! a! point! of! clarification,! the! consequence! of! risk! is! conceptually! understood! and!
empirically! pointed! to! through! indicators! of! civil! diminishment! (via! the! overarching!
dimension!of!manifestations!of!risk!(Figure!1(2))!in!the!risk!profile.!These!indicators!allow!for!
a! basic! understanding! of! the! nature! of! civil! diminishment! in! a! given! societal! context.! To!





varying! degree! of! severity! of! such! civil! diminishment! as! well! as! their! different! societal!
implications.! For! the! purposes! of! this! thesis! however,! such! empirical! analysis! of! the!
occurrence!of!civil!diminishment!(Figure!1(3))!lies!beyond!the!constraints!of!the!thesis.!The!
reasons!for!this!will!be!elaborated!upon!further!but!can!be!explained!briefly!here!as!related!
to! the! fact! that! this! type!of! analysis!would! require! extensive! testing! and! the! gathering!of!
data!that!is!not!readily!available.!This!means!that!conclusions!with!regards!to!the!nature!and!





across! different! societal! settings! for! the! purpose! of! for! instance! finding! out! whether! the!








begin! to! understand! indicators! of! civil! diminishment.! Once! systematically! mapped! and!
understood,! the! indicators! of! civil! diminishment! describe! the! nature! of! the! occurrence! of!
risk!to!the!civil!role!of!journalism!in!any!given!societal!context.!!
!
Beginning!with! the!causes!and!manifestations!of! risk! thus!provides! the!analytical!basis! for!
building!a!holistic!risk!profile! (see!Section!5.2).!To!understand!how!this! is! the!case!Table!9!
shows!a!twoFstep!process!that!links!Step!1!which!allows!for!a!disaggregated!mapping!of!risk!
to! journalism! as! indicators! of! civil! diminishment! with! Step! 2! which! shows! how! the!
























a! conceptual! framework! for! understanding! risk! to! journalism! in! as! expressions! of! civil!
diminishment.!This!step!entails!the!identification!and!mapping!of!risk!to!the!civil!standing!of!
journalism!and! the! civil! sphere!by! identifying! indicators!of! civil! diminishment.! In! this!way,!
Step!1!addresses! the!need! for!a!holistic!understanding!of! risk!and!current!data! limitations!
through!a!process!of!disaggregation!and!systematisation.!This! is!achieved!first! through!the!




of! disaggregating! risk! to! journalism! through! a! conceptual! understanding! of! civil!
diminishment! steers! the! analytical! assessment! of! risk! by! establishing!why! risk! should! be!
measured!as!attacks!on!the!civil!role!of!journalism!and!by!establishing!what!such!risk!means!
in! terms!of!wider! impact!of! civil! diminishment.! In! this!way,! the! risk!profile! as! captured! in!
Step! 1! guides! the! data! gathering,! empirical! analysis! and! subsequent! interpretation! of!
findings!through!the!framework!of!civil!diminishment.!Therefore,!the!risk!profile,!as!opposed!
to! the! assessment! approaches! reviewed! in! Chapter! 2! (FH,! RSF! etcetera)! allows! for! the!
recording! of! risk! to! journalism! in! a!manner! that! not!merely! records! the$ fact$ that! certain!
types! of! risk! occur! (for! instances! that! lethal! aggressions! on! journalists! take! place! in! a!
country).! The! risk! profile! does! allow! for! such! information! to! be! recorded! but! provides! a!
framework! for!making! sense! of! factual! observations! through! the! conceptual! approach! of!
civil! diminishment.! This! can! be! understood! in! relation! to! Giddens! view! on! the! task! of!
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sociology!as!not!merely!being!to!collect!facts!to!‘show[…]$how$things$occur’$(2009:!10),!but!
rather! to! focus! on! making! sense! of! factual! observations! by! introducing! a! theory! of!
knowledge!that!makes! it!possible! to! ‘explain$ the$complexity$of$societies’! (2009:!11).! In! the!
case! developed! in! this! thesis,! the! conceptual! framing! of! risk! to! journalism! through! the!
notion! of! civil! diminishment! provides! such! theoretical! guidance! with! regards! to! how$ the$
complexity!of!problems!of! risk! to! journalism!needs!to!be!understood!and!what! to! look! for!
when! collecting! data! on! such! risk,! including! also! a!means! for! interpreting! any! findings.! In!
short,!the!risk!profile!develops!a!theoretical!basis!for!a!comprehensive!understanding!of!risk!
to! journalism.!By!developing!this!conceptual!understanding!of!risk!and!combining! it!with!a!
methodological! demand! for! holism,! the! thesis! is! also! able! to! begin! addressing! existing!
empirical! limitations.! Whereas! the! approaches! reviewed! in! Chapter! 2! were! revealed! to!
either! provide! data! that! is! too! highFlevel! for! the! purpose! arriving! at! a! comprehensive!
understanding!of!problems!of! risk! (for! instance!generic!and!descriptive!accounts!based!on!






profile! in! comparison! to! existing! frameworks! is! that! it! uses! a! disaggregated! and!
multidimensional!understanding!of!the!problem!of!risk!as!the!very!starting!point!for!breaking!
it! down! into! its! component! parts.! It! is! thus! not! the! assumed! manifestations! of! risk! (for!
instance! threats! to! what! is! presumed! but! not! conceptually! defined! to! be! an! enabling!
environment!for!free!and!independent!journalism)!and!the!process!of!identifying!them!that!
is! the! focus! of! this! approach! (as! arguably! is! the! approach! taken! by! existing! indices)! but!
rather!to!disaggregating!the!problem!of!risk! itself.!This!disaggregation!of!risk!to! journalism!
into! three! dimensions! is! then! developed! further! through! the! introduction! of! a!multilevel!
analysis!of! risk! through! the!macro,!meso!and!micro! levels! (see!5.2! for! further!elaboration!
upon!what!this!multidimensional!analysis!looks!like)!as!framed!through!the!understanding!of!
the! interrelationships!and! institutional! infrastructure!of! the!social! spheres!as!developed! in!
Civil!Sphere!Theory.!This!again,!introduces!not!only!a!practicalFmethodological!disaggregated!
approach! to! understanding! the! environment! of! social! spheres! within! which! journalism! is!
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practiced,! but! introduces! a! theoretically! based! conceptual! understanding! of! how! these!
spheres!interact!and!influence!each!other!(through!boundary!maintenance!producing!forms!
of!antiFcivil! intrusion!and!civil! resistance)!as!a!means!to!understand!how!risk!to! journalism!
(expressions!of!antiFcivil!power)!occurs.! In!comparison!with!the!reviewed!indices,! including!
the!FH!index,!which!does!identify!risk!to!journalism!produced!by!the!political,!economic!and!
legal! environments,! the! approach! undertaken! here! is! not! simply! to! describe! that! risk! is!
produced!by!these!spheres!of! influence,!but!how!to!make!sense!of!and! interpret!why!and!
the!ways!in!which!such!risk!occurs.!Another!important!contribution!of!the!risk!profile!is!that!








empirical! analysis! of! the! specifics! of! occurrences! of! civil! diminishment! within! and! across!
societal! contexts! in! more! depth! and! for! comparative! purposes.! For! this! purpose,! the!
information!disaggregated!in!the!risk!profile!can!be!reaggregated!and!composited!in!various!
constellations!to!understand!how!interactions!and!relationships!between!the!various!social!
spheres! and! levels! of! analysis! can! be! understood! to! produce! specific! types! and! varying!
degrees!of!civil!diminishment!in!different!societal!contexts.!Step!2!will!be!discussed!further!
in!Section!5.3!and!the!concluding!chapter!of!this!thesis!(Chapter!6)!where!the!potential!for!
future! research! will! be! discussed.! Another! limitation! that! the! risk! profile! addresses! in!
comparison!with!the!approaches!to!risk!reviewed!in!Chapter!2!is!that!indices!such!as!those!
produced!by!FH!and!RSF!arrive!at!this!second!step!of!data!reaggregation!and!production!of!
highFlevel! descriptions! and! rankings! of! country! contexts! without! first! going! through! a!
process!of!rigorous!data!disaggregation.!This!causes!a! lack!of!methodological! transparency!
which!makes! it!difficult! to!use!existing!data!for!systematic!analysis!of!patterns!and!trends.!
The! risk! profile! seeks! to! redress! this! problem! through! careful! breakdown! of! conceptually!
grounded!analytical!categories.!!
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Having! explained! the! components! of! the! risk! profile! (Figure! 1)! as! well! as! the! analytical!
approach!to!risk!as!facilitated!by!a!conception!of!civil!diminishment!(Table!9),!the!thesis!will!
now! turn! to! describing! how! the! risk! profile! will! enable! the! identification! and! systematic!
mapping!of!the!causes!and!manifestations!of!risk!to!the!civil! role!of! journalism!that!reveal!
the! nature! and! specific! character! of! civil! diminishment! as! a! particular! consequence! of!
occurrences!of!patterns!of!risk!as!they!appear!with!a!societal!setting.!
!
First,! the!mapping! of! causes! of! risk! in! the! form! of! expressions! of! antiFcivil! power! on! the!
macro,! meso! and! micro! levels! of! analysis,! developed! in! Chapter! 2,! is! a! solution! to! the!












c) The! need! to! examine! risk! factors! endogenous! to! the! institution! and! practice! of!
journalism!as!part!of!a!risk!assessment.!!
!
Secondly,! whereas! Chapter! 2! pointed! toward! the! benefit! of! a! multilevel! sociological!
methodological! approach! to! the! macro,! meso! and! micro! levels! of! analysis! for! achieving!
holistic! and! relational! assessment! of! risk,! the! approach! at! that! stage! remained!
underdeveloped! in! the! sense! that! it! was! not! able! to! provide! a! conceptual! rationale! for!
connecting!causes,!manifestations!and!the!consequence!of!risk.!!
!
By! turning! to!Civil! Sphere!Theory! it!was! subsequently! shown! that! capturing! the!value!and!
wider! significance! of! journalism! to! societies! through! the! civil! role! of! journalism! and! its!
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contribution!to!democratic!civil! life!made!it!possible!to!establish!a!conceptual!rationale!for!




map! and! observe! actual! societal! contexts! with! regards! to! the! set! of! circumstances! that!
create!restrictions!on! journalism!so! that! its!capacity! to! fulfil! its!civil! role! is! limited!or!even!
destroyed.!Or! in!other!words,!the!risk!profile!allows!for!the!examination!of!the!features!of!
the!circumstances! journalism!finds! itself! in! that!can!be!described!as! inimical! to! it!and!that!
facilitates!civil!diminishment!(of!journalism!and!subsequently!the!civil!sphere).!
!
Thirdly,! merging! the! methodological! and! conceptual! analysis! carried! out! throughout! this!











risk! to! journalism! at! the! various! levels! of! analysis! interacts! and! what! types! of! risk! to!
journalism!occur!under!certain!societal!circumstances.!The!three!levels!of!analysis!are!thus!












Having!established! the!multilevel! analytical! framework! for! the! risk!profile! this! section!will!
now! move! on! to! the! development! of! the! risk! profile! itself! which! will! allow! for! the!
identification! of! risk! to! journalism! as! a! multidimensional! problem! in! different! societal!
contexts.! It!will! also! enable! the!mapping! of! the! set! of! circumstances! that! create! the! civil!










conducted! and! the! evidence! developed! in! this! thesis! are! used! to! inform! the! content! and!
composition!of! the! risk!profile!below! in! terms!of! capturing!civil!diminishment! through! the!






manifestations!of!risk! in!the!risk!profile! is! informed!by!what!was!previously!described!as!a!
binary!approach!to!contrasting!civil! ideals!with!their!civil!diminishment.!This!understanding!








affected! principle’! in! Section! 3.1.1)! and! as! acknowledging! values! such! as! the! rule! of! law,!
justice,!equality,!inclusivity,!liberty!and!nonFdomination.!These!can!then!be!contrasted!with!
their!antiFcivil!counterpart!including!the!notions!of!injustice,!inequality,!hierarchy,!exclusion!
and! domination.! This! dichotomous! language! contrasting! the! civil! and! antiFcivil! has! been!
applied!to!identify!and!understand!both!causes!and!manifestations!of!risk!to!journalism!and!




way!allows! for!a!more!nuanced!approach! to!analysing! for! instance!both! state!and!market!
influence!on!the!civil!role!of!journalism!and!justifying!that!judgement!rather!than!assuming!
for! instance! that! market! influence! on! or! state! regulation! of! journalism! are! axiomatically!
detrimental! (although! they!might! very!well! be)! (see! the! contrasting! views! of! Benson! and!
Alexander!in!Section!4.2).!This!way!of!building!a!conceptual!rationale!for!understanding!the!
causes!of! risk!also!allows! for!a!more! sophisticated!understanding!of! the!manifestations!of!
such! risk! because! they! are! linked! to! an! understanding! of! the!wider! significance! of! risk! as!
occasioning!civil!diminishment.!This!makes!it!possible!to!understand!for!instance!a!killing!of!
journalist!as!caused!by!various!forms!of!antiFcivil!power!being!generated!for!instance!by!the!
state! (macro! level)! and! the! law! (meso! level)!while! representing! the!manifestation! of! that!
killing!not!simply!as!indicating!consequences!for!the!individual!journalist!whose!fundamental!








The!second!point!with! regards! to!how!evidence!developed! in! this! thesis!has! informed! the!
building!of!the!risk!profile!concerns!the!way!in!which!the!risk!profile!draws!upon!the!review!
and!gaps!analysis!of! literature! (grey,! legal!and!academic! in!Chapter!1)!and!the! indices!and!
data!approaches!to!risk!(Chapter!2).!These!reviews!can!be!described!as!capturing!common!
practice!with!regards!to!how!risk!to!journalism!is!currently!assessed!and!as!explained!the!risk!
profile! seeks! to! address! identified! limitations! with! those! approaches.! However,! for! the!
purpose! of! facilitating! the! practical! usage! of! the! risk! profile! it! is! also! important! that! it! is!
developed! in! conversation! with! established! and! conventional! methods! of! measurement!
when! it! comes! to! the! types! of! variables! and! categories! of! information! recorded! when!
seeking! to! assess! dimensions! of! social,! economic! and! political! life! as! well! as! risk! to!
journalism.!The!adoption!of!Alexander’s! categorical!understanding!of! the!polarities!of! civil!
virtue! (values! such! as! the! rule! of! law,! justice,! equality,! inclusivity,! liberty! and! nonF
domination)! and! civil! vice! (expressions! of! injustice,! inequality,! hierarchy,! exclusion! and!
domination)! facilitates! the! framing!of! conventional! indicators!and!variables!used! to!assess!
socioFpoliticalFeconomic!circumstances!in!terms!of!the!framework!of!civil!diminishment!and!
allows! for! the! identification! of! causes! and!manifestations! of! risk! at! the!macro,!meso! and!
micro! level! of! analysis.3! Overall,! the! risk! profile! can! be! described! to! amalgamate! the!








form!of!civil!diminishment!that! impedes!civil! life.! In!effect,!the!table! is!the!outcome!of!the!


































































































































































































































































































































profile.!As!previously!explained! these! include! the!macro,!meso!and!micro! level!of!analysis!
and!they!represent!the!standard!sociological!accounts!of!the!differences!between!structure,!
institutions! and! agency.! At! the!macro! level! the! nonFcivil! spheres! of! state! and!market! are!













of! interFsphere! contestation! as! external! domination! of! the! civil! sphere! by! the! nonFcivil!
spheres,!and!accordingly!as! internal!domination!of!the!civil!sphere!and! journalism!through!
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intra! sphere! contestation.! These! causes,! understood! in! terms! of! the! antiFcivil! exercise! of!
power!produce!risk!to!the!civil!sphere!(Column!3)!and!to!the!civil!role!of!journalism!(Column!
4).!Column!3!and!4!thus!capture!the!manifestation!or!expression!of!risk!as!caused!by!antiF
civil! interference.! Column! 3! and! 4! therefore! specify! how! antiFcivil! conditions! exist! in! the!
form!of!certain! types!of! risk! that! threaten!to!diminish!the!civil! sphere!and!the!civil! role!of!
journalism.!Risk!here!is!understood!in!terms!of!factors!that!may!render!the!civil!standing!of!
the! civil! sphere! and! journalism! fragile! by! restricting! or! dominating! their! commitment! and!








This! refers! to:! the! degree! of! independence! journalism! has! in! the! civil! sphere! and! the!
freedom!and! independence! it!enjoys!from!the! influence!and!aims!of!the!nonFcivil!spheres;!
the!capacity!it!has!within!the!civil!sphere!itself!to!pursue!its!own!civil! ideals!and!uphold!its!
integrity;!and,! finally! the!quality!of!professional! life!and!the!autonomy!experienced!by! the!
journalist!in!pursuit!of!their!civil!role.!!
!





macro,! meso! and! micro! levels! of! analysis! and! cover! the! context! in! which! the! civil! and!














The!macro! level! of! analysis! in! Table! 10! focuses! on!what! is! ultimately! a! series! of! antiFcivil!







spheres! in! relation! to! the! extent! to! which! they! uphold! the! principle! of! justification6! and!
consequently!the!civil!ideal.!In!this!way,!a!distinctly!civil!approach!to!risk!to!the!civil!sphere!
and! journalism!is!developed.7!The!macro! level! in!Column!1! is!concerned!with!mapping!the!
degree!of!influence!the!two!nonFcivil!spheres!of!state!and!market!have!over!journalism!and!
the! civil! sphere.! It! is! thus! ultimately! concerned! with! what! different! types! of! systemic!
pressures! are!exerted!on! journalism! in! civil! societies! in!different! societal! and! civil! settings!
and! how! these! can! be! understood.! Such! pressures! are! influenced! by! global,! regional,!
national! and! local! trends! that! provide! a! basis! for! a! general! understanding! of! the!
environment! within! which! journalism! is! practised.! Macro! level! pressures! thus! represent!
forms!of!antiFcivil!powerFexercise!by!the!nonFcivil!spheres!on!the!civil!sphere!and!journalism.!




principle! of! justification! they! exercise! antiFcivil! power! on! the! civil! sphere! and! journalism!
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through!forms!of!external!domination.!At!the!macro!level!of!analysis!the!nature!of!such!antiF





inspired$ antiAcivil$ values$ a$ hostility$ towards$ the$ value$ of$ accurate$ and$ sincere$ news$
journalism$or$a$public$service$ethos$ in$news$reporting’! (Harrison,!2019,!Chapter!3,!27).!The!
concern! here! is! thus! to! identify! the! extent! to! which! the! nonFcivil! spheres! produce!
circumstances!that!may!have!antiFcivil!outcomes!in!terms!of!producing!risk!to!the!civil!role!of!













producing! the! resources,! forms!of! social! control! and! the!protection!of! human!dignity! and!
freedom!upon!which!civil!society!depends!for!its!existence.8!On!the!other!hand!the!state!also!
has! features! of! antiFcivil! exercise! of! power.! The! exercise! of! antiFcivil! state! power! runs!
contrary! to! the! principle! of! justification! and! the! ideal! of! democratic! selfFdetermination!
which! aims! to! ensure! that! the! state! is! held! accountable! through! processes! of! public!
monitoring!and!influence.!In!exercising!such!antiFcivil!power!the!state!thus!loses!legitimacy!
since!the!public!cannot!ensure!that!their!interests!are!being!cared!for.!In!fact,!the!criterion!of!





‘the$organization$of$ the$public$ effected$ through$officials$ for$ the$protection$of$ the$ interests$
shared$ by$ its$ members’$ (Dewey,! 1954:! 33).$ This! provides! a! clear! link! to! the! all! affected!
principle! as! a! legitimising! rationale! and! as! a!means! as! expressed! by! Dewey! to! provide! a!
conceptual! ‘criterion$for$determining$how$good$a$particular$state$ is:$namely,$ the$degree$of$
organization$ of$ the$ public$ which$ is$ attained,$ and$ the$ degree$ in$ which$ its$ officers$ are$ so$
constituted$ as$ to$ perform$ their$ function$ of$ caring$ for$ public$ interests’! (ibid.).$ This!




can! therefore! be! described,! for! instance! through! the! aspects! of! arbitrary! and! nonF
accountable!forms!of!governance!that!restrict!and!control!critical!input!from!and!interaction!
with!the!civil!sphere!and!associational!and!communicative!civil!life!and!gives!rise!to!various!
forms!of!exclusion!and! societal! fragmentation.!With! regards! to! the! civil! role!of! journalism!
Harrison! (2019,!Chapter!3,!6)!understands!‘[t]he$exercise$of$political$power’$ to! range$ ‘from$
suppression$of$free$and$independent$news$media$with$impunity$to$undue$editorial$influence$
and$ agenda$ setting,$ to$ the$ active$ collusion$ of$ a$ news$ organisation$ in$ their$ support$ of$ the$























• NonFobservance! of! principles! of! nonFinterference,! protection! and! effective!
implementation!of!human!and!civil!rights!e.g.!through:!
o Assaults!on!human!and! civil! rights!by! the! state,! agents!of! the! state!or!nonF
state!actors!
o Suspension!of!human!and!civil!rights!
• Sectarian! bonds! of! loyalty! including! fractions! that! are! populist,! nativist! or! partisan!
sentiment!permeate!society!!







• State! unable! to! provide! its! citizens! with! basic! life! chances! and! to! transform! the!
concerns!of!citizens!into!effective!political!decisions!and!policy!
o Poverty,!declining!economic!development!










sphere! fragile! by! compromising! its! capacity! to! facilitate! associative! and! communicative!
inclusion! as! an! essential! condition! for! enabling! democratic! selfFdetermination.! As! a!





state! to! the! standing! of! the! civil! sphere! into! how! they! are! manifest! in! real! observable!
situations.! Column! 3! therefore! captures! how! exclusionary! and! nonFsolidarising! antiFcivil!
values!as!exercised!by!the!state!permeate!and!dominate!the!civil! sphere.! In! terms!of!antiF









• The!civil! sphere!cannot! function!as!a!system!of!public!monitoring!of!and!checks!on!
political!power!and!government!actions!(submission!to!political!power)!
• The!civil!sphere!cannot!function!as!a!space!where!the!relationship!between!the!state!
and! the! citizens! can! be! negotiated! and! renegotiated! e.g.! by! facilitating! the!
representation! of! citizens’! interests,! needs! and! expectations,! enabling! political!






• The!nonFobservance!or! suspension!of!human!and!civil! rights! including! the! rights! to!
opinion,! expression,! association,! peaceful! assembly,! access! to! public! information,!
and! principles! such! as! nonFdiscrimination! in! disregard! of! international! standards!
restricts!the!capacity!of!the!civil!sphere!to!facilitate!universalising!inclusion!
• Political!participation!is!conditioned!and!restricted!!(not!universal)!




• Political,! social! and! economic! inequalities! fragment! the! universalising! and!
inclusionary!ideal!of!civil!life!



















of! universalising! inclusion! and! the! criterion! of! justification.! In! short,! the! civil! role! of!
journalism! is! diminished.! Such! risk! is!manifest! through! conditions!of! influence!of! antiFcivil!
state! power! including! for! instance! the! control! and! censorship! of! journalistic! practice,!
production,!content!and!professional!standards!and!the!monopolisation!of!the!media.!Other!
such!circumstances!include!forms!of!state!sponsored!assault!as!well!as!cases!where!the!state!
is! unable! to! protect! journalists,! prevent! crimes! against! journalists! from! taking! place! (for!




















o StateFsponsored! violence! and! targeting! journalists! and! journalism! through!







































































































































































































































































The!market,!as! the!second!nonFcivil! sphere,!exists!on! the!one!hand!as!an!essential! sphere!




market! arguably! has! civilising! qualities! that! overlap!with! the! requirements! of! functioning!
civil! societies.! Indeed,! Keane! (2006:! 28)! argues! that! $[c]ivil$ societies$ and$ their$ market$
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processes$ functionally$ require$ nonAviolence;$ money$ and$ the$ capacity$ for$ monetary$
calculation;$the$selfArestraint$of$actors$and$their$carefully$defined$selfAlove$(otherwise$known$
as$ sympathy);$ and$ a$ sense$ of$ levelAheaded$ responsibility$ for$ one’s$ actions,$ even$ the$
expectation$that$a$price$must$be$paid$for$mistakes$(…)$neither$civil$society$nor$markets$can$
function$ without$ the$ cultivated$ ability$ of$ actors$ to$ negotiate$ with$ strangers$ (…)$ to$ trust$
others,$ and$ to$ make$ sense$ together$ (as$ in$ the$ social$ identity$ formation$ that$ takes$ place$
through$advertisingAdriven$consumption$of$commodities).’$However,!markets!also! ‘regularly$
spoil$ social$ interaction$ [,]$ stir$ up$ social$ competition$ and$ (…)$ reduce$ social$ pluralism;$ they$
vandalize$ the$ quest$ for$ social$ equality.$ The$muchAvaunted$ civilizing$ effects$ of$markets$ are$
constrained,$counterAbalanced$by$uncivil$effects’$including!the!generation!of!market!failures,!
public! bad,! and! ‘socially$ destructive$ storms$ of$ technical$ innovation’! (ibid.,! 30).! Market!
behaviour!can!thus!also!be!described!as!the!antithesis!to!civil!life!due!to!its!wellFrecognised!
nonFsolidarising! effects.! Forms! of! antiFcivil! market! power! can! therefore! be! linked! in! a!
general! sense! to! the!ways! in!which! the! life!chances,!needs!and! interests!of! the!public!are!
limited!by! the!way! that! the!market! conducts! itself!by! creating! circumstances!of!economic!





































economic! rationalism! is! seen! as! unimportant! and! contributes! towards! driving! the!
diminishment!of! the!civil! sphere.!The!mantra!that!there! is!no!such!thing!as!social!and!civil!
bonds!informs!the!predatory!nature!of!the!market!in!its!antiFcivil!forms.!One!consequence!of!






• The!civil! sphere!cannot! function!as!a!system!of!public!monitoring!of!and!checks!on!
market!power!(submission!to!market!power)!
• The! civil! sphere! cannot! function! as! a! space! that! can!have! a! civilising! effect! on! the!
market! which! means! that! functions! such! as! the! production! and! distribution! of!

















and! professional! practices.! Harrison! (2019,! Chapter! 3,! 14F15)! notes! that! commercial!
influence!has!an! ‘explicit$behavioural$as$well$as$a$hidden$persuasive$element$ (…)$ in$ that$ it$
seeks$ to$ attract$ as$ big$ an$ audience$ as$ possible,$ influence$ their$ commercial$ decisions$ and$
accord$ with$ their$ expectations$ whilst$ all$ the$ time$ pursuing$ the$ simple$ aim$ of$ maximising$
revenues.$ Two$ things$ need$ to$ be$ noted:$ first,$ news$ organisations$ are$ very$ attractive$
commercial$propositions$in$their$current$crossAplatform$formats$and$as$such,$are$targets$for$
a$variety$of$other$commercial$groups$because$of$the$way$they$can$drive$particular$agendas’.!
The! dispute! between! the! value! of! private! sector! owned! journalism! and! journalism!with! a!
public!(civil!and!democratic)!purpose!is!contested!here!at!the!level!of!economic!advantage.!
Essentially,!this!means!that!notions!of!‘the$public$service$remit’!(Harrison,!2019:!Chapter!3,!1)!
of! journalism!as!serving! ‘the$public$ interest’$(ibid.,!2)!are! ‘subject$to$(and$the$target$of)$the$
commercial$ imperatives$ of$ maximising$ revenues$ and$ forms$ of$ cost$ control$ that$ take$ little$
account$ of$ the$ cost$ of$ the$ ‘investigative$ investment’$ necessary$ to$ produce$ reliable$ news$
journalism,$or$that$attends$to$the$complex$nature$of$audiences’$(ibid.,!16).14!This!level!of!risk!
analysis!thus!captures!how!the!idea!of!journalism!as!a!merit!good!is!this!undermined!by!antiF
civil! economistic! values.! As! explained! by! Harrison! (ibid,! 14),! this! can! also! occur! when!
‘$[c]ommercial$power$colludes$with$political$power$typically$in$terms$of$commercial$necessity$
and$ commercial$ priorities,$ which$ further$ typically$ involve$ commercial$ organisations$ in$
demanding$ to$ be$ unregulated$ or$ deregulated’.$ The! conflict! here! also! extends! across! the!
determination!and!the!responsibility! for! the! funding!of! journalism.!The!obligation! that! the!
state! has! to! assume! responsibility! for! public! service! journalism! and! the! determination! of!






• Commercialising! values! dominate! journalistic! values,! identities! and! professional!




• Monopolistic! media! ownership! of! media! organisations! generating! a! lack! of! media!
pluralism15!





susceptible! to! bribes! thus! threatening! the! ethics! of! the! profession! (E.g.! through!
brown!envelope!journalism.16!










• Shocks! to! journalism! caused! by! technological! transformation! that! undermines!
editorial!integrity,!privacy!and!promotes!the!acceptance!of!fake!news!
• Absence!of!media!regulation!in!favour!of!pure!market!regulation!of!media!content!!










































































































































































































































While!the!macro! level! in!Table!10!focuses!on!what! is!ultimately!a!series!of!structural! level!
antiFcivil!forms!of!contestations!and!intrusive!behaviour!by!the!state!and!market!influencing!
the! civil! sphere,! the!meso! level! focuses!on! the! institutional! conditions!of! the! civil! sphere.!
While!Alexander!acknowledges!that!there!exist!a!number!of!regulatory!and!communicative!
civil! institutions,!the!focus!here!will!be!only!on!the! institution!of! law!and!journalism.19!The!
meso!level! in!Table!10! is!thus! its!own!discrete!area!of!sociological!analysis!that!focuses!on!
the!way! that! the! institutions!of! law!and! journalism!define! themselves!with! regard! to!each!
other.!The!meso!level!is!also!assessed!with!regards!to!the!extent!to!which!forms!of!antiFcivil!
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external! contestation! and! domination! generated! from! the! nonFcivil! spheres! influence! and!
coFopt! the! institutions! of! the! civil! sphere! for! the! purpose! of! exercising! influence! and!
ultimately!to!what!extent!civil! ideals!are!able!to!regulate!the!nonFcivil!spheres! in!turn.!The!
mesoFlevel!also!captures!how!antiFcivil!values!exist!within!the!civil!sphere!itself!and!can!be!
reinforced!by!antiFcivil! influence! for!example! from!the!nonFcivil! spheres.!As! such,!antiFcivil!
values! within! the! civil! sphere! such! as! sectarianism,! lack! of! pluralism! and! discourses! of!
exclusion!can!interact!with!antiFcivil!influences!from!governmental!and!economic!powers.!
In! short,! the! meso! level! captures! the! integrity! and! autonomy! of! the! civil! institutions.!
Consequently,! the! intention! here! is! to! look! at! and! examine! institutional! contestation!
whether! those! sources! of! that! contestation!have!derived! from!macro! forces! (interFsphere!
contestation)! or! institutional! contestation! from!within! the! civil! sphere! itself! (intraFsphere!
contestation)!–!concerning!clashes!of!civil!sphere!legitimacy.!In!essence,!what!is!examined!at!




of! journalism! as! a! key! determinant! as! to! what! extent! it! is! possible! for! civil! society! and!
journalism!to!uphold!civil! ideals.!This!is!true!in!both!a!positive!and!negative!way.!Positively!
the! law! plays! an! important! role! in! impartially! upholding! a! regulatory! environment! that!
makes!it!possible!for!journalism!to!uphold!its!own!civil!ideals!(integrity)!and!the!freedom!to!
maintain!and!uphold!good!journalistic!practice!(autonomy).!In!other!words,!for!the!law!to!do!





facilitate! the! study! of! how! universalistic! aspirations! in! both! law! and! journalism! and!










Alexander! (2006:! 153)! views! the! law! as! ‘a$ highly$ significant$ boundary$mechanism$ for$ civil$
society’$and$‘a$powerful$conduit$for$civil$morality$in$the$universalizing$sense’.!Accordingly,!the!
civil! force!of! law!allows!civil!society!to!confront!and!sanction!and!antiFcivil! forms!of!power!
‘from$ a$ position$ of$ legal$ counter$ power’! (ibid.,! 154)! and! to! ‘compel$ states$ to$ enforce$ civil$
obligations$visAàAvis$such$other$noncivil$institutions’.!In!this!way!there!is!a!‘democratic$side$to$






profile! (Table!14!below)!which!examines!how!antiFcivil! power! is! exercised! through!and!by!
law! in! ways! that! compromises! the! standing! of! civil! life.! This! can! occur! through! forms! of!
external! domination21! as! exercised! by! antiFcivil! state! or! economic! power.! As! explained!by!




bribe$ lawyers,$ judges,$ or$ juries’$ (ibid.).! Consequently,! when! the! civil! force! of! law! is!
compromised! or! restricted,! the! law! becomes! unable! to! confront! and! counter! antiFcivil!
influences! caused! by! intraF! and! interFsphere! contestation.! At! its!most! basic! and! negative!




Civil! regulation! can!also!be! compromised! is! through!expressions!of! antiFcivil! power!within!
the! civil! sphere! itself.! Here,! ‘[a]nticivil$ domination$ is$ covered$ with$ the$ patina$ of$ legality’!
(ibid.,!186)!and!the!law!loses!sight!of!its!solidarsising!regulatory!role!and!does!not!distribute!
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disregards!or!does!not!have! the! capacity! to!uphold! the!principle!of! justification! to!ensure!
that! it! is! aligned! with! the! ‘civil$ ideals$ of$ social$ criticism,$ democratic$ integration,$ civility,$
justice,$reciprocity$and$mutual$respect’!(Harrison,!2019:!Chapter!2,!4).!
!
Consequently,! the! civil! legitimacy! of! the! legal! system! is! compromised! due! to! the! lack! of!
independence! of! the! legal! system,! including! the! police! service! and! judiciary,! which! may!
result!in!a!loss!of!institutional!forbearance!and!the!undermining!of!the!separation!of!powers.!
Again,! this! comes!down! to!whether! the! law!has! its!own!civil! integrity! and!autonomy.!The!



























and! capacity! to! uphold! civil! ideals)! renders! the! civil! sphere! fragile! by! compromising! the!
capacity!of!the!civil!sphere!to!facilitate!justice!through!civil!regulation.!Such!risk!to!the!civil!
sphere! is! manifest! for! instance! through! circumstances! where! associational! and!
communicative!civil! life! is!not!protected!but!restricted!by! law.!This!also! includes!situations!
when!the!law!is!unable!to!contest,!negotiate!and!sanction!the!exercise!of!antiFcivil!forms!of!
intrusions!from!within!the!civil!sphere!and!from!the!nonFcivil!spheres!and!to!carry!out!civil!















• The! law! is! used! to! stigmatise! and! sanction! expression! and! civil! association! e.g.!
through! libel! and! leseFmajesty! laws! and! through! the! use! of! illFdefined! notions! of!
national!security!and!national!stability!which!are!used!by!ruling!elites!to!misrepresent!
expression!and!political!dissent!as!terrorism!

















Column!4!at!the!meso! level!of!analysis! focuses!on!the!use!of!the! law!to!protect!or!restrict!
journalistic!expression!and!practice!and!ultimately!on!how! law!can! facilitate!or!hinder! the!
civil! role!of! journalism! to! carry!out!mediation! (of! civil! and!nonFcivil! relationships)! and! the!
ability!of!journalism!to!support!the!discursive!base!of!the!civil!sphere.!!When!the!law!exerts!
antiFcivil!power!in!this!context!the!civil!institution!of!journalism!thus!risks!losing!its!capacity!
to! produce! civil! discourse! oriented! towards! the! ideal! of! universalising! inclusion! and! the!
criterion! of! justification.! The!manifestation! of! such! exercise! of! such! antiFcivil! power! thus!
indicates!that!civil!diminishment!occurs.!
!Such! risk! is!manifest! for! instance! by! the! conditions!when! the! law! is! used! as! a!means! to!
control,!target!and!silence!journalism!and/or!journalists!and!not!as!a!civil!bulwark!to!thwart!
attempts! to! suppress! and! silence! journalism.!When! the! law!becomes! a! coercive! force:! by!
being!used! to! create! repressive!or!oppressive!conditions! for! the!practice!of! journalism,!or!




constantly! ‘turning! a! blind! eye’! to! injustices! perpetrated! against! journalism.! In! states! of!
oppression,!the!law!is!used!to!justify!and!apply!constitutional!amendments!that!restrict!the!
freedom!of!the!press!and!laws!of!censorship.!Thus,!the!institution!of!law!can!equally!be!used!
as! a! tool! to! enable! the! state! and! economy! to! diminish! the! civil! role! of! journalism! by!
upholding!legislation!hostile!to!free!and!independent!journalism,!or!by!failing!to!ensure!that!
justice! is! upheld,! for! instance! by! not! holding! perpetrators! of! attacks! against! journalists!






relationships! between! civil! regulation! and! civil! mediation! and! the! civil! standing! of! the!
communicative!institution!of!journalism.!This!is!a!relationship!that!depends!on!the!one!hand!
on! the! civil! force! of! law! and! the! extent! to! which! it! is! able! to! regulate! journalism! in!
accordance!with!civil! ideals,!but!also!on!the!extent!to!which!the!institution!of!journalism!is!




• The! law! is! used! as! a! means! to! control,! target! and! silence! journalism! and/or!
journalists! and! not! as! a! civil! bulwark! to! thwart! attempts! to! suppress! and! silence!
journalism.!











• Fair! representation!and!access! to! legal! redress! for! loss!of! rights! is!denied! to!media!
personnel!




























































































































































































































































































































a! communicative! institution! of! the! civil! sphere.! The! understanding! of! journalism! as!
normatively!oriented! towards! the!civil! criterion!of!universalising! inclusion!can!be! linked! to!
the! propensity! of! journalism! to! direct! its! messages! to! society! as! a! whole! rather! than!
particularistic! interests! and! its! inclination! to! enable! the! associative! and! communicative!
participation!of!citizens!through!the!mediation!and!publicising!of!representations!of!society!
in!relation!to!an!inclusionary!ideal.!Such!a!normative!role!however!depends!on!the!capacity!
of! the! journalistic! profession! to! uphold! its! civil! integrity! and! autonomy.! This! capacity,! as!
previously!explained,!is!determined,!in!part,!by!to!what!extent!journalism!itself!is!committed!
to!upholding!professional!ethics!and!principles!such!as!accuracy,!sincerity!and!objectivity!or!
to! the! extent! that! journalism! is! dedicated! to! what! Alexander! refers! to! as! the! cultural!
commitment!of!professional!journalism!that!speaks!to!citizens.!Adherence!to!these!ways!of!
‘doing’! journalism! makes! journalism! less! susceptible! to! accepting! the! forces! of! antiFcivil!
domination! from! within! and! from! outside! the! communicative! basis! of! the! civil! sphere.!
Adopting!modes!of!professional!and!internal!selfFregulation!are!seen!as!a!guarantor!for!the!
civil! standing! of! journalism.! Journalistic! integrity! and! autonomy! depend! on! the! intraF! and!





the!civil!sphere!only! insofar!as! it!maintains! its!own!integrity!and!autonomy,!that! is,! its!civil!
standing!and!normative!status.!To!return!to!the!arguments! in!Chapter!4,! the! institution!of!
journalism!should!provide!the!means!for!citizens!within!the!civil!sphere!to!discuss!the!civil!
ideal!of!universalising!inclusion!and!solidarity.!In!other!words!the!normative!ambitions!of!the!





standing! of! the! civil! sphere! this! signals! that! journalism! disregards! or! does! not! have! the!
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capacity! to! uphold! the! civil! principle! of! justification.! Consequently,! journalism! loses! civil!
legitimacy,!as!it!is!unwilling,!or!unable,!to!operate!and!conduct!itself!in!ways!that!foster!civil!
ideals! supporting! justice! and! democratic! selfFdetermination! (civil! role).! Such! conditions! of!
antiFcivil!exercise!of!communicative!power!and!influence,!can!be!described!as!characterised!
by!an! information!environment! that! is! restricted,!manipulated!and!controlled! through!unF
transparent!state,!economic!or!legal!power,!where!journalism!is!used!to!serve!particularistic!
and!vested!interests!rather!than!the!interests!of!the!public.!AntiFcivil!communicative!power!
exists! at! the! meso! level! when! it! is! regarded! as! an! organised! means! for! the! conduct! of!
political! and! social! life.! In! such! contexts! journalism! is! partisan! and! not! concerned! with!
reporting! news! in! a!way! that! ‘is$ transparently$ homologous$with$ the$world’$and! thus!with!




In! this! way,! ‘political$ and$ commercial$ power$ diminish$ the$ civil$ standing$ of$ their$
audiences/users/readers$by$conceiving$of$ them$as$partisans$ from$whom$ is$demanded$ their$
blind$ loyalty,$ or$ consumers$ from$ whom$ is$ demanded$ their$ undivided$ attention,$ rather$
than$[as]$citizens’$(ibid.,!27).!Here!journalism!reports!on!life!from!an!ideological!point!of!view!
that! is!antiFcivil.!These!both!negate!the!solidarising!terms!of!civil! life.!Journalism’s!antiFcivil!
communicative! power! is! naturally! enough! derived! from! state! and! market! sponsorship.!







with$ other$ news$ organisations.$ Importantly,$ they$ regard$ the$ numerical$ maximisation$ of$
audience$ engagement$ as$ a$ blanket$ justification$ for$ regarding$ people$ as$ consumers$ and$
nothing$else’$(Harrison,!2019:!Chapter!2,!2).$In!exercising!or!being!used!to!exercise!such!antiF
civil! power! the! civil! institution! of! journalism! disregards! or! does! not! have! the! capacity! to!
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uphold!the!civil!principle!of!justification.!Consequently,!journalism!loses!civil!legitimacy,!as!it!
is! unwilling,! or! unable,! to! operate! and! conduct! itself! in! ways! that! foster! civil! ideals!
supporting!justice!and!democratic!selfFdetermination!(civil!role).!
The! following! checklist! shows! the! features! that! communicative! antiFcivil! power! via!
journalism!takes:!
• The! information! environment! is! restricted,! manipulated! and! controlled! through!
state,! economic! or! legal! power! and! journalism! is! used! to! serve! particularistic! and!
vested!interests!rather!than!the!interests!of!the!public!!
o Propaganda!permeates!public!and!journalistic!discourse!!
o Expression!of!dissent,! critique!and!contestation! is!discouraged!or! restricted.!















fragile! by! compromising! the! capacity! of! the! civil! sphere! to! facilitate! associational! and!
communicative! inclusion! as! essential! for! supporting! democratic! selfFdetermination.!
Consequently,!the!civil!sphere!loses!its!capacity!to!function!as!the!sphere!of!justification!and!
the!discursive!base!of!civil!life!is!undermined!and!distorted.!Such!risk!is!manifest!for!instance!
through!circumstances!where! the!communicative!and!discursive!base!of! the!civil! sphere! is!
altered!because!the!civil!institution!of!journalism!cannot!perform!its!civil!role!with!integrity!
and!autonomously! from!antiFcivil! influence.! Such! risk! is!manifest! in! the!breakdown!of! the!
infrastructure!of! the!civil! sphere!as!a!system!of!checks!and!balances!and!a!system!for!civil!
mediation! of! civil! and! nonFcivil! relationships.! The! promotion! of! antiFcivil! values! through!
journalism!also!corrupts!the!civil!sphere!and!constrains!civil!discourse!and!deliberative!will!
formation!while! restricting! and! compromising! the!public’s! right! to!be! informed!and! freely!
access!information.!In!essence!then,!communicative!risk!to!the!civil!sphere!occurs!when!its!
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and! independence)! and! the! subtlety!with!which! oppression! hides! itself! and!masquerades!
itself! as! supporting! free! and! independent! journalism.! The! claim! made! here! by! antiFcivil!
forces! is! that! they! support! a! free! civil! sphere! and/or! they! are! upholding! constitutional!
guarantees! of! journalism! freedom! and! independence.! The! appearance! is! what! matters.!








o The! infrastructure! of! the! civil! sphere! as! a! system! of! checks! and! balances!
breaks!down!
o Civil!mediation!of!civil!and!nonFcivil!relationships!is!restricted!or!breaks!down!!
• The!promotion!of! antiFcivil! values! through! journalism! corrupts! the! civil! sphere! and!
constrains!civil!discourse!and!deliberative!will!formation!!!
o Public!discourse!is!not!guided!by!universalistic!and!inclusionary!ideals!but!by!













and! the! criterion!of! justification.! Such! risk! is!manifest!by! the! civil! role!of! journalism!being!
replaced!by!a!form!of! journalism!promoting!antiFcivil!values!and!having!antiFcivil! influence.!
Such! examples! include! journalism! being! coFopted! to! serve! vested! interests! or! being!
corrupted! merely! representing! narrow! perspectives! while! simply! reproducing! power!
relations!in!favour!of!those!who!control!the!means!of!production!(uncritical!of!power).!Other!
forms!of!manifestation!of!antiFcivil! risk!affect! the!capacity!and!willingness!of! journalism!to!
accord! with! the! demands! of! the! principle! of! justification! –! observing! respectively! the!
application! of! the! ‘civil$ ideals$ of$ social$ criticism,$ democratic$ integration,$ civility,$ justice,$
reciprocity$ and$mutual$ respect’! (Harrison,! 2019:! Chapter! 2,! 4)! collectively! expressed! as! a!
form! of! (legitimate)! democratic! selfFdetermination.! Diminished! journalism! displays! the!
following! features:! it! is! selfFserving!with! regard! to!antiFcivil! values!and! it! supports!opinion!
over!accuracy!and!sincerity;!it!is!an!outcome!of!the!success!of!any!particular!set!of!antiFcivil!
values! and! vested! interests;! editorial! integrity! and! investigative! reporting! are! replaced! by!
opinion!and!dogma;!and,!prejudice!is!supported!by!misF!and!disinformation.!
!
The! following!checklist! shows! the!manifestations!of!communicative! risk! to! the!civil! role!of!
journalism!through!indicators!of!civil!diminishment:!


























































































































































































































































In! sociological! terms,! the!micro! level! of! analysis! is! essentially! concerned!with! accounts! of!
human!agency!and!experience.!In!some!cases!this!is!broken!down!into!categories!that!attest!





of! journalism.! At! this! level! of! analysis! the! emphasis! is! on! local! social! action! and! what! it!
means!and!how!it!is!understood!by!those!particular!local!actors.!The!micro!level!of!analysis!is!
thus! concerned!with! the! issues! of! the! journalist’s! own! experiences! and! vulnerabilities.! As!
such! it! focuses!on!the! individual! level!experiences!of!being!a! journalist! in!a!particular! local!
setting!which!restrains!personal!autonomy!of!the!individual!journalist,!impedes!the!civil!role!
of! journalism,! and! distorts! the! civil! standing! of! the! journalist.! Specifically,! the! extent! to!
which!professional! journalistic! integrity!can!be!sustained!as!a!working!ethic,! the!degree!of!
autonomy! that! a! journalist! has! (typically! derived! from! their! attributed! civil! standing),! the!
scope! the! journalist! has! for! nonFcoerced! decision!making! and! the! affective! circumstances!








individual! journalist,! to! serve! a! journalism! that! supports! civil! ideals! including! justice! and!
democratic! selfFdetermination! (civil! role).! How! the! individual! journalist! copes! with! these!
powers! is! at! issue! here.! To! return! to! sociological! terms! the! concern! is! that! they! provide!








and! agency! experienced! by! the! individual! by! identifying! how! antiFcivil! power! restricts! or!
dominates! it! and! consequently! compromises! the! standing! of! civil! life.! On! this! level! of!
analysis!such!antiFcivil!predation!can!be!understood!in!terms!of!a!range!of!different!forms!of!
domination! that! control! or! suppress! the! autonomy! and! integrity! of! an! individual.! From! a!
human! rights! perspective! this! can! be! understood! in! terms! of! antiFcivil! forces! that!
circumscribe!and!negate! the!acknowledgement! that! ‘[a]ll$human$beings$are$born$ free$and$
equal$ in$ dignity$ and$ rights’! (UN,! 1948).! Column!2! therefore! captures!how!antiFcivil! power!
produces! risk! to! the! individual! journalist!and!his!or!her!normative! status!as!agents!of! civil!
mediation! that! are! essential! to! journalism! fulfilling! its! civil! role.!As! a! result,! the! individual!
journalist! loses! their! civil! capacity! as! they! are! unable! but! potentially! also! unwilling! (for!
example! due! to! corruption! or! nonFcommitment! to! professional! ethics)! to! operate! and!
conduct! themselves! in!ways! that! foster! civil! ideals! supporting! justice! and!democratic! selfF
determination!(civil!role).!!As!explained,!this!level!of!analysis!recognises!the!experiential!level!
of!restrictions!of!individual!freedom!and!agency.!This!level!of!analysis!thus!seeks!to!capture!
the! restrictions! and! the! extent! to! which! the! professional! journalist! can! maintain! their!





is! also!possible! to!begin!understanding! the! local! societal! characteristics! of! these! risks! and!
their!psychological!and!physical!impact!upon!local!journalists!and!the!strategies!deployed!(if!
any)! to! cope! with! them.! From! this! information! it! is! possible! to! derive! the! basis! for!
cataloguing!the!typical!features!of!these!different!types!of!local!violence!that!can!be!used!for!














role! of! journalism! is! restricted.! On! the! micro! level! this! is! however! not! examined! at! the!
institutional!level!but!on!the!level!of!individual!agency!and!how!journalists!in!their!daily!life,!
routines! and! workFbased! practices! sustain! their! civil! capital,! personal! autonomy! and!
personal! integrity! –! combined! as! their! standing! and! dignity! in! support! of! sustaining! the!




Such! risk! is! manifest! through! the! following! conditions! understood! to! indicate! civil!
diminishment:!
!
• As! the! individual! journalist! loses! the! capacity! to!be!an!agent!of! civil!mediation! the!







When! it! comes! to! the! manifestations! of! risk! in! terms! of! how! this! is! experienced! by! the!
individual! journalist! this! is! illustrated! below! to! capture! ways! in! which! the! individual!
journalist! loses!his!or!her!capacity! to!produce!civil!discourse!oriented!towards!the! ideal!of!
universalising! inclusion! and! the! criterion! of! justification.! In! outlining! that,! it! is! possible! to!
show!that!the!purpose!of!including!the!micro!level!of!analysis!is!to!facilitate!a!detailed!study!
of!the!types!of!safety!threats!that!journalists!face!while!carrying!out!their!profession,!while!
















































































































































































































that! reveal! the! scope! and! complexity! of! risk! to! journalism.! The! fact! that! this! scope! and!
complexity!can!be!broken!down! in!macro,!meso!and!micro! levels!of!details,!shows!how!to!
disaggregate!and!to!compartmentalise!data!pertaining!to!understanding!risk.!Specifically!the!
macro! level! of! detail! focuses! on! the! interFsphere! structural! level,!while! the!mesoFlevel! of!
detail! focuses! on! the! intra! civil! sphere! institutional! level,! and! the! micro! level! of! detail!
focuses!on!journalistic!agency.!Importantly,!this!understanding!of!risk!is!framed!conceptually!
through! the! notion! of! civil! diminishment.! This! allows! for! the! identification! of! civil!




As! explained! in! the! beginning! of! this! chapter,! the! consequence! of! risk! are! conceptually!
understood! and! empirically! pointed! to! through! the! risk! profile! and! the! indicators! of! civil!
diminishment.! These! indicators! allow! for! a! basic! understanding! of! the! nature! of! civil!
diminishment! in! a! given! societal! context.! This! is! in! itself! important! and! addresses! the!













their!meaning! and! significance! in! terms! of! civil! diminishment,! the! reaggregation! of! these!
three!levels!of!analysis!will!finally!enable!us!to!specify!the!occurrences!of!risk!to!journalism!
in!any!particular!setting.!For!instance,!the!risk!profile!serves!to!identify!a!problem!of!risk!to!
journalism! such! as! lethal! violations! against! journalists! as! problematic! within! a! societal!
context!and!allows!for!the!identification!of!manifestations!of!this!problem!at!the!macro!level!
as! antiFcivil! power! being! exercised! by! a! state!which! is! unable! to! prevent! organised! crime!





process! of! disaggregation! through! the! risk! profile! allows! for! the! identification! of! these!
circumstances!and!for!the!understanding!them!as!producing!consequences!in!terms!of!civil!
diminishment! a! subsequent! process! of! reaggregation! then! serves! to! facilitate! an!
understanding!of!the!interrelationships!between!the!identified!manifestations!or!risk.!Large!
scale! empirical! data! gathering! and! analysis! of! the!manifestations! of! risk! identified! in! the!
example! above! would! allow! for! a! deeper! understanding! of! the! reasons! for! limitations! in!
state!capacity!to!prevent!killings!of!journalists!and!how!those!are!linked!to!mesoFlevel!legal!
factors! and! influence! journalist! practitioners! on! the!micro! level.! Carrying! out! this! type! of!
analysis! in! a! systematic! manner! to! uncover! how! such! relationships! play! out! in! various!
societal! settings! would! ultimately! make! it! possible! to! identify! and! classify! contexts! with!
regards!to!the!types!of!civil!diminishment!they!are!experiencing!as!well!as!make!judgements!
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will!appear! in!a!particular!combination!of!one! form!or!another.! In!short,! the! levels!always!
overlap!in!the!real!and!as!a!consequence!civil!diminishment!can!be!experienced!differently,!
sometimes! gradually! and! over! time,! sometimes! suddenly! as! in! the! case! of! ‘shocks’! or!
dramatic! events.! Civil! diminishment! can! also! be! experienced! as! only! affecting! a! few! or!
everyone;!in!short!and!in!reality,!civil!diminishment!can!be!partially!hidden!or!the!extent!to!
which! it! is! occurring! can! be! disguised! or! appear! as! if! it! has! been! suddenly! foisted! upon!





like! but! panoramic! picture! of! how! the! macro,! meso! and!micro! levels! are! combined! in! a!
certain!way!in!a!certain!setting!and!how!they!are!experienced!in!general!terms!in!daily!life.!A!
risk!profile!in!a!reaggregated!format!reveals!the!generic!nature!of!risk!incurred!by!journalism!
and! journalists.! That! is,! the! overall! effect! of! combined! discrete! actions! and! explicit!
movements! in! all! settings,! which! whilst! different! in! situ! can! be! compared! according! to!
indicators!that!are!specifically!designed!for!producing!a!‘life!like’!panoramic!picture!of!plural!
but! ultimately! comparable! settings.! To! achieve! this,! the! assembled! levels! of! data! need! to!
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show!the!interrelationships!of!antiFcivil!forces!that!work!to!limit!the!civil!role!of!journalism!in!
the! civil! sphere,! its! corresponding! and! increasing! fragility! and! ultimately! its! subsequent!
diminishment.!Or! put! another!way,!where! there! exists! a! desire! for! free! and! independent!
journalism!which! is!being! frustrated!by!countervailing! forces!of!domination!these!antiFcivil!
forces!can!be!summarised!around!a!specific!set!of! features!as! indicated! in! the!risk!profile.!
Looking!for!such!features!is!to!look!for!how!the!interrelationships!between!the!three!levels!
of! analysis! manifest! themselves! in! daily! life.! And! once! these! interrelationships! are!
understood! and! once! they! are! combined! they! form! the! basis! for! judgements.! Such!
judgement!can!be!made!with!very!robust!levels!of!certainty!and!accuracy.!This!is!because!a!
‘lifelike’!panoramic!picture!combines!structure,!institution!and!agency!in!ways!that!are!both!
unique! to! the! area! being! monitored! but! are! ultimately! capable! of! being! simplified! into!
generalisable! generic! features.! Methodologically! speaking! this! is! a! topFdown! approach!






occurs! between! and!within! the!macro,!meso! and!micro! levels.!Overall,! this! enables! us! to!
understand!the!historical!and!a!real!way!civil!diminishment!is!structured!and!how!it!actually!
restrains! the! civil! role!of! journalism!and!pushes! it! away! from! the! civil! ideal! of! journalism.!!
Currently!there!are!no!studies!of!risk!to!which!combine!structural,! institutional!and!agency!
levels! of! description! and! analysis.! To! put! the! matter! another! way! the! risk! profile! when!
reaggregated! hold! together! both! the! levels! of! social! systems! theory! insights! with!
interactionist!and!ethnographic!detail.!!
!
Accounting! for! the! consequences! of! macro,! meso! and! micro! contestation! and! risk! also!
requires! evaluative! judgements.! To! reaggregate! is! to! invite! an! evaluative! assessment! of! a!
totality! –! usually! that! involves!monitoring! a! particular! nation! state,! region! or! some! other!
form!of!geopolitical!setting!and!where!what! is!being!evaluated! is!done!so! in!terms!of!how!
independent!a!particular!civil!sphere!actually!is.!That!is!independence!understood!positively!
in! terms!of! the! freedom!from!constraint!of! the!normative!core!of! the!civil! sphere!and!the!
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Understanding! civil! diminishment! as! a! consequence! of! risk! to! journalism! in! any! particular!
setting! is! thus! evaluative,! though! such! evaluation! is! constantly! benchmarked! against! a!







understanding! of! risk! to! journalism,! the! consequences! of! such! risks! and! hopefully!
suggestions!for!redressing!risk.!!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!





Leuven! (2009)! there!exists!a! range!of!approaches! to! risk!monitoring! that!are!applied! to!a! range!of!different!
fields!of!research,!including!the!media,!but!also!to!‘industries$such$as$finance,$health,$and$social$security’!(2009:!
81).!The!MPM!project!understands!risk!as! ‘[t]he$combination$of$the$probability$of$an$event$occurring$and$the$






MPM$provides$very$detailed$data$and$a$grid$on$which$ to$ focus$on$potential$problems,$ it$ is$ thus$similar$ to$an$
early$warning$system’!(ibid.).!The!essence!of!this!approach!to!risk!corresponds!well!to!what!is!the!aim!with!the!
proposed! profile! which! seeks! to!map! risks! to! the! civil! ideal! of! journalism! and! assess! how! and! under! what!
conditions!such!risks!are!translated!and!materialised!into!forms!of!civil!diminishment.!The!riskFbased!approach!
of! the!MPM! is! also!described!as! assessing! the!probability!of! future! risk! (exFante!assessment)!whereas!other!
freedom!of!expression!indices,!including!those!of!RSF!and!FH!which!have!been!reviewed!in!this!thesis,!evaluate!
the!state!of! freedom!of!expression! in!countries!by!recording!relevant!events! that!have!already!occurred!(exF
post).!The!MPM!is!thus!described!as!‘a$“structural”$index$that$predicts$risks$that$may$or$may$not$materialize$in$
the$ future.$ In$ this$ sense,$ it$ can$be$ loosely$ interpreted$as$being$an$“exAante”$ index$ showing$a$probability$ that$
media$ pluralism$will$ be$ in$ jeopardy$ given$ the$ legal,$ economic$ and$ socioApolitical$ configuration$ of$ a$ country.’!
(ibid.,11).!It!is!pointed!out!however!that!the!distinction!between!exFante!and!exFpost!assessments!‘should$not$
be$stretched$too$far’$as!‘[f]rom$one$side,$the$MPM$evaluates$the$implementation$of$laws$and$evaluates$socioA
political$ variables$ that$ are$ unavoidably$ already$ “realized”$ variables,$ from$ the$ other,$ certain$ structural$ and$
objective$elements$are$included$also$in$the$other$indices,$besides$their$emphasis$on$the$concrete$realization$of$
actual$events’$(ibid.).! In!terms!of!the!risk!profile!of! journalism!developed!in!this!thesis,! it!can!be!described!as!
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assessing! the! likelihood! of! civil! diminishment! as! a! result! of! risk! to! the! civil! ideal! of! journalism.! This! can! be!
understood! as! being! achieved! through! a! twoFstep! process! that! first! maps! and! identifies! risk,! and! secondly!





step! concerning! the! identification! and!mapping! of! risk! to! the! civil! role! of! journalism.! As! pointed! out! in! the!
literature! related! to! the!MPM:! ‘Risk$ assessment$ is$ not$ a$ oneAtime$ activity,$ but$ is$ a$ continuous$ and$ iterative$
interplay$ of$ actions.$ The$ objective$ of$ assessing$ risks$ is$ to$ identify$ which$ events$ are$ important$ enough$ and$



























6! To! refer! back! to! the! understanding! of! the! principle! of! justification! it! is! the! application! of! a! criterion! of!
legitimate!democratic!selfFgovernance!used!to!evaluate!the!extent!to!which!the!domination!of!the!civil!sphere!
by!antiFcivil!forces!is!acceptable!or!not.!The!exercise!of!power!on!and!in!the!civil!sphere!must!accord!to!the!civil!
ideal! of! the! universal! communicative! and! associative! inclusion! of! all! citizens.! Essentially,! the! civil! ideal! of!
solidarising!and!universalising!inclusion!aspires!to!ensure!that!power!is!exercised!in!a!way!that!is!acceptable!to!
the!citizens!in!the!civil!sphere.!In!short,!the!exercise!of!power!must!accord!with!the!principle!of!justification.!
7!This!brings!us! to!back! to! the!civil! ideal!understood!as! facilitating!universal! inclusion!as!a!means! to!achieve!
legitimate! selfFgovernance.! As! discussed! in! Chapter! 3! and! 4,! democratic! accountability! can! be! broadly!
understood! in! relation! to! the! ‘all! affected! principle’! which! (in! theory)! sees! legitimate! selfFdetermination! as!
being!derived!from!processes!that!enable!those!affected!by!decisions!to!have!a!say!in!their!making.!From!this!
point!of!view,!civil!society,!by!facilitating!associative!life,!functions!as!a!legitimising!sphere!guided!normatively!
by!the!principle!of!universalising! inclusion.!While!the!actual!realisation!of! ‘the!all!affected!principle’! is!always!
circumscribed! in! real! life! situations,! it! provides! a! normative! highpoint! for! understanding! the! democratising!
potential!of!the!civil!sphere.!Also,!as!pointed!out!by!Warren!(see!Chapter!3!in!this!thesis),!public!deliberation!as!
enabled!by!civil!association!is!in!itself!a!source!of!legitimacy!for!a!political!order!as!deliberation!is!an!expression!
of! how! the! principle! of! inclusion! is! practised! in! everyday! life.! This! should! thus! also! be! understood! as! a!






10! The! understanding! of! the! state! as! lacking! capacity! and/or! willingness! to! address! societal! problems! is!
captured!in!the!extensive!literature!on!the!empirical!assessment!of!the!fragility!of!social,!political!and!economic!
regimes.!In!general!terms!this!literature!sees!fragile!statehood!as!interlinked!with!‘a$fundamental$failure$of$the$
state$ to$ perform$ functions$ necessary$ to$meet$ citizens’$ basic$ needs$ and$ expectations’$and! the! incapability! to!
‘assuring$ basic$ security,$ maintaining$ rule$ of$ law$ and$ justice,$ or$ providing$ basic$ services$ and$ economic$
opportunities$ for$ their$ citizens’$ (Grimm! et$ al.! (2014:! 7).! The! literature! often! focuses! on! a! stateFcentric!
understanding!of!fragility,!which!links!the!functioning!or!malfunctioning!of!the!state!to!the!underlying!concepts!
of!effectiveness!and! legitimacy.! If! the!state! ‘fail[s]$to$meet$basic$needs$and$to$keep$societal$expectations$and$
state$capacity$in$equilibrium’$it!may!result!in!a!failure!‘to$establish$reciprocal$stateAsociety$relations$or$create$a$
binding$social$contract.’! (ibid.).$Weak!state! legitimacy!then!has! increasingly!come!to!be!viewed!as!one!of!the!
key! elements! of! fragility! ‘undermining$ the$ predictability,$ transparency$ and$ accountability$ of$ publicAdecision$
making$processes$and$the$provision$of$security$and$social$services$to$the$population’!(McLoughlin,!2012:!9).!For!
the!purpose!of! this! thesis,! the! legitimacy!dimension!of! state!power! (see! for!example!Call! (2010))!provides!a!
point! of! connection! between! the! approach! proposed! here! with! regards! to! the! evaluation! of! power! (here!
governance)! in! relation! to! the! principle! of! justification! and! the! acceptance! of! solidary! ideals! of! universal!
communicative!and!associative!inclusion.!In!relation!to!this! literature!on!state!fragility,!this!thesis!contributes!
with!a!distinct!perspective!on!understanding!how! fragile! societies! are!by!examining! the! standing!of! the! civil!
sphere! and! the! diminishment! of! its! discursive! base! (via! risk! to! journalism).! This! dimension! of! fragility! is!
previously! largely! unexamined! for! the! purpose! of! empirical! assessment! of! societies! and! by! providing! a!
multilevel! analytical! approach! this! thesis! also!allows! for!an! integrated!yet!disaggregated!assessment!beyond!
the!mere!macro! level!of! the! state! itself!by!emphasising! the!dimension!of! associative! civil! life!as!essential! to!






and! informal! economy! of! a! country.! The! informal,! or! ‘illicit$ dimension$ of$ the$ economy$ can$ accordingly$ be$






economic$ impact$ of$ human$ displacement$ (for$ economic$ or$ political$ reasons)$ and$ the$ consequences$ this$may$
have$on$a$country’s$development’.$For!instance,!‘this$may$involve$the$voluntary$emigration$of$the$middle$class$–$
particularly$economically$productive$segments$of$the$population,$such$as$entrepreneurs,$or$skilled$workers$such$










15! See! for! instance! the! Media! Pluralism!Monitor! (available! at! http://cmpf.eui.eu/mediaFpluralismFmonitor/)!
(accessed!22!September!2019)!
16!Brown!envelope!journalism!refers!to!the!bribery!and!acceptance!of!‘informal$gratitude$offered$to$journalists’!













institutions.! In! addition! to!mass!media,! or! journalism!which! is! the! term! used! in! this! thesis,! Alexander! also!









23!The!subvention!of! law!to!suit!macro!antiFcivil! forces!defines! its!relationship!to!the!institution!of! journalism.!
Equally,! the!way!that! jurisprudential!arguments!play!out!within!the! institution!of! law!also!matter.!This! is!well!
understood! and! can! be! illustrated! for! instance! through! the! endless! debates! about! the! force! of! the! First!
Amendment! of! the! Constitution! of! the!United! States! as!well! as! the! consequences! of! hate! speech! and! other!
concerns!constraining!freedom!of!expression.!The!source!of!antiFcivil!forces!derived!from!legal!institutions!can!
be!judged!as!to!how!they!value!the!protection!they!provide!with!regard!to!the!pursuit!of!free!an!independent!
journalism.! Any! form! of! legal! framework! in! any! situation! can! thus! be! assessed! with! regards! to! free! and!
independent! journalism! as! to! how! it! observes! this! simple! criteria.! This! criteria! covers! enforcement! of! legal!
protection! and! the! willingness! of! the! legal! framework! (under! consideration)! to! consider! the! provision! of!
extending! new! protections! for! journalists! and! journalism.! The! issue! at! the!meso! level! is! how! relevant! legal!
frameworks!are!with!regard!to!the!civil!role!of!journalism,!how!far!they!go!in!terms!of!enforcing!protection,!how!
far! they! go! in! terms! of! prosecution! of! crimes! against! journalists! and! how! willing! they! are! to! consider! new!





25! ! That! is! the!meso! level! of! Column! 3! presumes! that! the! nature! of! risk! and! attack! covers!matters! of! both!













a! comprehensive! and! holistic! understanding! of! civil! diminishment! by! encapsulating! the!
understanding! of! causes! and! manifestations! of! risk! to! journalism! began! with! an!
understanding!of!the!deficiencies!of!empirically!analysing!safety!and!risk;!the! inadequacies!
of! methodological! approaches! to! risk! to! journalism;! the! narrow! and! one! dimensional!
understanding! of! the! role! of! journalism;! the! need! for! a! theoretical! turn! toward!
understanding! risk! to! journalism! through! the! use! of! Alexander’s! Civil! Sphere! Theory! and!
Harrison’s!understanding!of!the!civil!power!of!the!news;!the!need!for!multiFdimensional!risk!
profile!that!captured!how!civil!diminishment!occurred!when!the!civil!role!of!journalism!was!






is!a!broader!approach! that!encapsulates! the!scope!of! the! role!of! journalism! in!civil! terms.!





The! second! argument! was! that! a! comprehensive! and! holistic! approach! that! wished! to!
capture!the!societal!factors!that!influence!the!civil!role!of!journalism!and!its!proximity!to!the!
civil! ideal!of!journalism!could!only!be!made!by!using!Civil!Sphere!Theory.!In!short,!a!theory!
which!simultaneously!shows!how!a!civil! ideal!of! journalism! is! tolerated!or!not!both!by!the!
forces!of!the!state!and!the!market!and!the!institutions!of! law!and!journalism,! in!effect!the!
societal! factors! that!determine! the!civil! role!of! journalism! itself.! The! relationship!between!
the! civil! role! of! journalism! and! antiFcivil! forces! could! be! looked! at! comprehensively! and!
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holistically!by!accepting!that!attacking!journalism!and!distracting!it,!or!forcing!it!away!from!
any!semblance!it!might!have!to!the!civil! ideal!of! journalism!is!a!form!civil!diminishment.! In!
essence,!the!risk!to!journalism!is!only!properly!understood!if!one!could!profile!the!antiFcivil!




The! third! argument! was! that! risk! to! journalism! needed! to! be! understood! in! terms! of! its!
causes,!manifestations!and!consequences.!To!do!anything!less!was!to!present!an!incomplete!
picture! of! the! entirety! of! the! social! factors! inimical! to! the! civil! role! of! journalism! in! any!
particular! setting.! This! insight! has! been! developed! in! and! through! the! claim! that! only! a!
comprehensive! and! holistic! profile! could! properly! capture! the! civil! diminishment! of!
journalism.!!
!
The! fourth! argument! was! that! such! a! profile! methodologically! requires! following! the!
sociological! convention! of! disaggregating! the! analysis! into! an! understanding! of! macroF
structural! processes,!mesoFinstitutional! processes! and!microFagency! processes! that! define!
the!scope!nature!and!features!of!risk!to!the!civil!role!of!journalism.!The!macro!level!looks!at!
risk! in!and!through!the!systemic!or!structural!circumstances!of! fragility!that! jeopardise!the!
independence!and! integrity!of! the!civil! sphere.!The!meso! level!deals! in!a!more!direct!way!
with! the! performance! of! the! civil! sphere! itself! and! its! inner! workings! by! focusing! on! the!





observing! and! monitoring! risk! at! the! macro,! meso! and! micro! level,! which! captures! the!
particular!features!of!risk!in!terms!of!their!causes,!manifestations!and!consequences!in!any!
given!societal!context!by!revealing!the!nature!and!scope!of!the!antiFcivil!forces!that!wished!
to! diminish! journalism! and! thus! the! civil! sphere! itself.! Such! a! risk! profile! captures! the!













Research! question! 2:! Can! such! a! risk! profile! capture! the! complexity! of! civil! diminishment!
identifying!the!causes!and!manifestations!of!risk!to!the!civil!role!of!journalism?!!
!




To! sum! up,! it! has! been! shown! that! the! concept! of! civil! diminishment! can! indeed! be!
disaggregated!to!identify!risk!to!the!civil!role!of!journalism!for!the!purpose!of!establishing!a!
holistic!“risk!profile”!of!journalism’!(Research!question!1).!It!has!also!been!show!that!the!risk!
profile! is! able! to! capture! the! multidimensional! nature! of! risk! to! the! civil! role! journalism!
through!the! identification!of!causes!and!manifestations!of!such!risk! (Research!question!2).!
Finally,! the! thesis! has! concluded! that! a! risk! profile! of! journalism! can! serve! as! a! universal!
template! to! show!how!different! types!and!combinations!of! risk!generate!various! forms!of!
civil!diminishment!(Research!question!3).!Combined!these!three!answers!as!detailed!in!the!
arguments! in! Chapters! 1F5! form! the! basis! for! a! holistic! approach! that! provides! a!
comprehensive!understanding!of!problems!of!risk!to!journalism.!!
!
This! leaves! one! final! claim! that! needs! to! be!made!with! regard! to! the! aims! and! research!
questions.!In!accordance!with!Aim!1!it!has!been!shown!that!Civil!Sphere!Theory!can!be!used!
as! the! basis! for! the! development! of! a! holistic! approach! for! establishing! a! new!
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comprehensive! framework! for! understanding! the! consequence! of! risk! to! the! civil! role! of!
journalism! through! the! utilisation! of! the! concept! of! civil! diminishment.! And! that! in!
accordance!with!Aim!2:!it!has!been!shown!that!the!concept!of!civil!diminishment!forms!the!
basis!for!a!new!and!comprehensive!understanding!of!the!causes!and!manifestations!of!risk!
to! the! civil! role! of! journalism! by! building! a! risk! profile,! as! a! conceptual! framework,! that!




work! is! required! to! challenge! the!way! comparisons!between! societal! and! country! settings!
are! currently! done! when! it! comes! to! assessments! of! risk! to! journalism! for! the! following!
reasons.!Currently!the!grey!literature!produces!many!league!tables!and!lists!or!indices!of!risk!
and! safety! of! journalism.! These! carry!with! them!a! simple! comparative! force! –! they! detail!
where!somewhere!is!less!risky!or!more!safe!with!regard!to!journalism.!The!subtext!is!always!
one! place! being! ‘better’! than! another.! This! judgement! is! usually! reinforced! with! thin!
evaluative!evidence! that! simply!points! to!whether!human! rights!or! freedom!of!expression!
are!abrogated!or!not.!Furthermore,!support!for!these!judgements!is!typically!provided!for!by!
the! way! that! international! law! support! the! view! that! a! particular! place! has! abrogated!








to! sufficiently! delinquent! sanctions! or! policy! recommendations! may! be! proposed! and!
introduced.!Beneath!this!edifice!of!judgement!is!a!belief!that!settings!can!be!compared.!That!
there! are! ‘like! for! like’! determinants! of! how! high! or! low! in! a! table! or! list! or! an! index! a!
particular!setting!is!placed.!It!is!this!particular!belief!that!a!comparison!can!be!undertaken!in!
this!way!and!that!this!is!sufficient!for!understanding!a!particular!setting!that!this!thesis!seeks!
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to!challenge.!It!does!so!by!suggesting!a!more!comprehensive!and!holistic!understanding!of!
how!a!setting!can!be!compared.!
!
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